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1. PUBLIC REVIEW
A total of eight public hearings were held to obtain public comments on this plan amendment with one additional
hearing held during the Gulf Council meeting on Wednesday, November 18, 1992, in Sarasota, Florida. The
public comment period for this amendment ended on November 9, 1992.

The public hearings, with the exception of the one conducted during the Council meeting, were held at the
following dates and places beginning at 7:00 p.m.:

October 19,1992 American Legion Hall, 5610 College Road, Key West, Florida
October 20, 1992 Naples Depot Cultural Center, 1051 5th Avenue South, Naples, Florida
October 21, 1992 Plantation Inn and Golf Resort, 9301 West Fort Island Trail, Crystal River, Florida
October 22, 1992Apalachicola Bay Chamber of Commerce, Rainey House, 128 Market Street, Apalachicola,
Florida
October 26,1992 Best Western Beachfront Inn, 5914 Seawall Boulevard, Galveston, Texas
October 27, 1992 Howard Johnson Lodge, 201 North Canal Boulevard, Thibodaux Louisiana

October 28, 1992Gulf Coast Research Laboratory, J. L. Scott Marine Education Center and Aquarium
Auditorium, 115 East Beach Boulevard, Biloxi, Mississippi
October

29, 1992Baldwin County Electric Membership Corporation, 19600 State Highway 59, Summerdale,
Alabama

LIST OF AGENCIES AND PERSONS CONSULTED
Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council:

Standing and Special Reef Fish
Scientific and Statistical Committee
Reef Fish Advisory Panel

Coastal Zone Management Programs:

Louisiana
Mississippi
Alabama
Florida

National Marine Fisheries Service:

Southeast Fisheries Center
Southeast Regional Office

Alabama Department of Conservation and
Natural Resources:

Marine Resources Division

LIST OF PREPARERS

Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council
- Wayne Swingle, Biologist
- Antonio Lamberte, Economist

2. HISTORY OF MANAGEMENT
The Reef Fish Fishery Management Plan was implemented in November 1984. The implementing regulation,

included: (1) prohibitions on the use of fish traps, roller trawls, and powerhead-equipped spear guns within an
length for red snapper with the exception that

inshore stressed area; (2) a minimum size limit of 13 inches total
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for-hire boats were exempted until 1987 and each angler could keep five undersize fish; and, (3) data reporting

requirements.
The National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) has collected annual commercial landings data since the early
1950s, recreational harvest data since 1979, and in 1984 initiated a dockside interview program to collect more
detailed data on commercial harvest. Consequently, just recently has quantitative assessment of the population
levels of major reef fish species been possible. The first red snapper assessment in 1988 indicated that red
snapper was significantly overfished and that reductions in fishing mortality rates of as much as 60 to 70 percent
were necessary to rebuild red snapper to a recommended 20 percent spawning potential ratio (SPR). The 1988
assessment also identified shrimp trawl bycatch as a significant source of mortality.
The Council, through Amendment 1 to the Reef Fish Fishery Management Plan, implemented in 1990 a 5 fish
recreational bag limit and a 11.0 milion pound commercial quota for groupers that together were to reduce
fishing mortality by about 10 percent and begin rebuilding the population. The commercial quota was subdivided
into a 9.2 milion pound shallow-water quota and a 1.8 million pound deep-water quota. The commercial quota

and recreational bag limit for red snapper was set at 3.1 millon pounds and 7 fish, respectively, which
represented a 20 percent reduction in the average landings for 1985-1987. The amendment also implemented
a framework procedure to specify total allowable catch (T AC) and allow for annual management changes in the
reef fish fishery. The amendment defined overfishing as a level of fishing that reduces the spawning potential
ratio (SPR) below 20 percent. The framework procedure specified Allowable Biological Catch (ABC) and T AC
must be set to achieve a SPR of 20 percent by the year 2000 for an overfished stock.

Amendment 2, implemented in 1990, prohibited the harvest of jewfish to provide complete protection for the
species in federal waters because the population abundance throughout its range is greatly depressed. This
amendment rule was initially implemented by emergency rule.

At the direction of the Council, the Reef Fish Scientific Assessment Panel (RFSAP) met in March 1990, and
reviewed the 1990 NMFS Red Snapper Stock Assessment. The recommendation of the panel (Muller et ai,
1990) at that time was to close the directed fishery because the ABC was being harvested as bycatch of the
shrimp trawl fishery. No viable alternatives were identified that would achieve the 20 percent SPR goal by the
year 2000 without closure of the directed fishery and a significant reduction in trawl bycatch (i.e., 75 percent).
However, no means existed under the provisions of the Shrimp FMP or through available gear technology for
reducing trawl bycatch.
NOAA General Counsel subsequently ruled that the shrimp fishery trawl bycatch could be regulated through the

Reef Fish FMP since red snapper were being impacted. The RFSAP was reconvened in June 1990. They
developed six management scenarios combining measures for reduced allocations to the directed fishery
(including zero), shrimp fishery closures and trawl bycatch reductions (GMFMC June 1990). None of these
alternatives achieved a 20 percent SPR by year 2000. In July 1990, the Council considered these scenarios
plus 67 others prepared by staff. The Council selected as its preferred option a 1.0 million pound commercial
quota and recreational bag limit of 2 red snapper, with a shrimp fishery closure from May 1 through July 31 and
with additional reductions in bycatch beginning in 1993. The Council also instructed staff to begin drafting an
amendment to the Shrimp FMP that would generically address trawl bycatch reduction of finfish, with emphasis
on certain species. The draft regulatory amendment (GMFMC August 1990) containing the preferred option was
presented at 12 public hearings attended by 4,500 persons, primarily shrimp fishermen.
In September 1990, the Council concluded (based on scientific advice) that red snapper could not be restored in
less than the biological generation time for the species and directed staff to prepare a plan amendment (3) to
extend the target date for stock restoration for various alternative dates not to exceed 1.5 times the generation
time (i.e., to year 2011). They also concluded that the proposed shrimp closure (May 1 through July 31) would
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create serious economic disruption for the shrimp fishery. The Council, therefore, submitted a regulatory
amendment to establish a red snapper commercial quota at 2.5 millon pounds and a recreational bag limit of 6

fish as T AC for 1991 (GMFMC October 1990). The regulatory amendment also proposed trawl bycatch
mortality of red snapper be reduced by 50 percent beginning in 1993. On November 1, 1990, the RD notified the
Council that the regulatory amendment was being held in abeyance, partially because the reauthorization of the
Magnuson Act prevents the Secretary of Commerce from implementing rules affecting trawl bycatch until

1994.

In November 1990, the Council reconsidered T AC and respecified it by revised regulatory amendment as a
commercial quota of 2.0 millon pounds and a bag limit of 2 red snapper with proposed reduction in bycatch of
50 percent to begin in 1994 (GMFMC November 1990). The Council also requested that a new target date of
the year 2007 be implemented by emergency rule.
In January 1991, the RD requested the Council reconsider the T AC, address new stock information and adjust
the recreational/commercial allocation ratio which was not in conformance with Amendment 1. The Council
deferred the action until March 1991, to allow the public to review the new information. The fishery opened in
January under the existing rule of Amendment 1 for quota (3.1 millon pounds) and bag limit (7 fish).

The regulatory changes to set and implement the 1991 T AC under the Amendment 1 framework procedure
were proposed in a March 1991, Regulatory Amendment, implemented in July 1991 (GMFMC March 1991).

The 1991 Regulatory Amendment set a red snapper T AC of 4.0 millon pounds to be allocated with a
commercial quota of 2.04 millon pounds and a 7 fish recreational daily bag limit (1.96 milion pounds). It also
contained a proposal by the Council to effect a 50 percent reduction of red snapper bycatch in 1994 by the
offshore EEZ shrimp trawler fleet, to occur though the mandatory use of finfish excluder devices on shrimp
trawls, reductions in fishing effort, area or season closures of the shrimp fishery, or a combination of these

actions. This combination of measures was projected to achieve a 20 percent SPR by the year 2007.
Amendment 3, implemented in July 1991, provided additional flexibilty in the annual framework procedure by
allowing the target date for rebuilding an overfished stock to be changed depending on changes in scientific
advice. The amendment also transferred speckled hind from the shallow-water grouper quota category to the
deep-water grouper quota category and established a new red snapper target year of 2007 for achieving the 20
percent spawning potential goal established in Amendment 1.
In July 1991, the Council submitted a regulatory amendment to increase the 1991 commercial quota for shallowwater grouper by 700,000 pounds that were not taken under the 1990 quota (fishery was closed prematurely

based on projected landings). This rule was implemented in November 1991 (GMFMC July 1991). In
September 1991, the Council reviewed the stock assessment for red grouper (Goodyear and Schirripa, 1991),
the RFSAP report (Muller et al 1991) and proposed by regulatory amendment an increase in the shallow-water

grouper quota of 1.6 milion pounds (GMFMC November 1991). This rule was implemented in May 1992.
In 1992, a relatively strong year class (1989) entered the fishery and resulted in high catches of red snapper and

harvest of the commercial quota (2.04 millon pounds) in just 53 days. To relieve the socioeconomic hardships
associated with the 1992 derby season (i.e., a ten-month closure), the Council requested an emergency
reopening of the commercial red snapper fishery under a 1 ,OOO-pound trip limit until May 14, 1992, when it would

reconvene and reconsider the situation. The Southeast Fisheries Science Center estimated that up to 1.39
millon pounds could be caught under the 1,000-pound trip limit without affecting the rebuilding schedule. The
Secretary of Commerce reopened the fishery from April 3, 1992, to May 14, 1992; this resulted in an additional
commercial catch of approximately 600,000 pounds of red snapper.
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Amendment 4, implemented in May 1992, changed the time of year that T AC is specified, included additional
species in the management units, and established a three-year moratorium on the issuance of additional
commercial vessel permits.
In August 1992, the Council received an updated red snapper stock assessment from NMFS (Goodyear 1992).
At the direction of the Council, the Reef Fish Stock Assessment Panel and the Socioeconomic Panel met in
August to review the stock assessment and issue recommendations for a 1993 T AC and measures for
implementation. The Standing and Special Reef Fish Scientific and Statistical Committees and the Reef Fish
Advisory Panel met in September to review the stock assessment and reports from the two previous panels, and
the Council reviewed the reports and recommendations of all of the groups at its meeting in September 1992.
The regulatory amendment submitted to NMFS includes the Council's proposed red snapper T AC of 6.0 millon
pounds for 1993 (GMFMC October 1992).

The Council also requested NMFS implement by emergency rule trip limits for commercial vessels fishing for red

snapper to extend the 1993 harvest over a longer period than occurred in 1992. Draft Amendment 6 was
prepared to extend that rule beyond the termination date of the emergency rule.

In November 1992, NMFS requested the Council readdress the provisions of its proposed emergency rule by
submitting an alternative or additional supporting rationale for the original proposal. The Council complied and
resubmitted the request that red snapper commercial vessel trip limits be implemented by emergency rule.

3. DESCRIPTION OF FISHERY
The reef fish fishery is a multi-species fishery in which catches and landings for individual trips consist of several

to many species. The fishermen principally target groupers and snappers, and occasionally amberjacks.
Species regulated by the FMP include all groupers (15), all snappers (14), the sea basses (3), amberjacks (2),

almaco jack, banded rudderfish, white grunt, red porgy, and gray triggerfish (see Amendment 1). A large
number of species associated with reefs, particularly the tropical species associated with the Florida coral reef
complexes are not managed and generally not targeted but are taken incidentally by some gear and frequently

discarded.
Amendment 1 provides a detailed description of the fishery (through 1987) and of the condition and issues

related to habitat associated with the fishery. Grouper stocks comprise the largest component of the fishery that
is currently landed and are principally harvested from the shelf off west Florida. Red grouper is the predominant
species in this complex accounting for 69 percent (by weight) of Gulf-wide commercial
landings and 29 percent
of recreational

landings (GMFMC, 1991). This stock is in excellent condition (Goodyear and Schirripa, 1991).

The grouper fishery is currently managed with a limit on the annual harvest level (17.5 million pounds) that
maintains spawning potential ratio (SPR) near 40 percent (levels below 20 percent SPR are considered
indicative of overfishing) (Muller et aI., 1991). Total allowable catch (TAC) has been set at 11.4 milion pounds
annually for the commercial sector and 6.1 millon pounds for the recreational sector. Neither sector harvested
their quota in 1991, nor are projected to in 1992.

Red snapper makes up another major component of the reef fish fishery. That stock is overfished with an
estimated SPR on the order of 1 percent (Goodyear 1992). Annual commercial landings from the U.S. shelf
(principally

off Louisiana and Texas) have declined from a level of about 7 millon pounds from 1964 to the midlandings

1970s, to a level of 3.2 milion pounds for the 1988-1990 period (Figure 1 , Table 1). Combined annual

for commercial and recreational fishermen declined from about 15 million pounds for the 1979-1983 period to

about 4.7 million pounds in 1990. This fishery is subject to a program to restore the stock by year 2007
(Amendments 1 and 3). However, achieving that goal is conditional on reducing mortality of juvenile red snapper
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from shrimp trawls by about 50 percent (Amendment 3). Currently, T AC is set at 6.0 millon pounds for the
fishery. Limiting harvest to this level wil restore the stock by the current target date (2009) if the trawl-induced

mortality reduction goal is achieved. A major NMFS/industry research program is underway addressing
reduction of finfish bycatch by trawls (Hoar, et. ai, 1992).

Historically, the reef fish fishery began in 1865 targeting red snapper and developed a national market and
demand for the species. This national demand resulted in a relatively higher value for red snapper that has

continued over the years although the value of other reef fish (primarily grouper and other snapper) has
increased relative to the value of red snapper (Figure 3, Table 3b)

Figure 1 depicts average red snapper landings and total reef fish landings (including red snapper) at Gulf ports
for each five-year period from 1960 through 1990. During the early portion of this period, U.S. fishing vessels
fished in the waters off Mexico and, to a more limited extent, off Central America. Access to the fishing grounds

of Mexico was terminated in 1981 as a result of creation of Mexico's economic zone which in 1975 was
extended 200 miles seaward of its shoreline. U.S. vessels were gradually phased out of this fishery by Mexico.
In 1965, (Figure 1) red snapper caught from foreign waters accounted for about one-half of the landings at U.S.
Gulf ports. U.S. landings of red snapper declined between 1965 and 1980 in direct relation to this declining

foreign catch. Total reef fish landings similarly declined from 1965 to 1975, but generally increased after that
time as vessels targeted other species (primarily grouper).

The number of vessels in the reef fish fishery declined between 1965 and 1970, but increased significantly
between 1970 and 1985 (Figures 1 and 2). The loss of the foreign fishing grounds resulted in transfer of all
vessel effort to U.S. waters of the EEZ and red snapper effort primarily to the Louisianafexas shelf. This,
coupled with the increase in the number of vessels from 1970 through 1985, greatly increased effort in the U.S.
Gulf EEZ.

Figure 2 depicts the number of vessels by primary gear type. The number of hand-line (bandit rigs 1, rod and
reel, etc.) vessels increased from an average of 346 in 1970 to 648 in 1980 and then declined slightly through
1991 (Table 2). Longline vessels entered the fishery in 1979. The number of longline vessels increased from an
average of 122 for 1980 to 286 for 1991 and primarily targeted grouper (Figure 2, Tables 2 and 2a). Vessels
utilizing other primary gear (including fish traps) increased dramatically in average numbers from 43 in 1985 to
351 in 1991. Total vessels in the reef fish fishery increased from an average of 868 in 1985 to 1,234 in 1991.
However, values for vessels for 1960-1985 represent vessels counted by port agents whereas values for 1991 in
Figure 1 and Table 2 (average of 1990-1992) represent vessels (fishing craft greater than 29 feet) holding
permits to fish commercially for reef fish and likely includes vessels that do not fish for reef fish and many that

fish occasionally or on a part-time basis. The knowledge that the Council was considering a limited access
program for the fishery may have resulted in speculative entry with some persons obtaining permits without

intending to fish. For example, data on vessel permits for 1991 indicated that only 22 percent of the vessels
fished solely for reef fish. Another 58 percent fished for reef fish and other species. The remaining 20 percent
did not list the reef fish fishery as one of their four best fisheries (NMFS, 1992). Irrespective of whether the 1991
average is inflated, Figure 1 shows a significant increase in the number of vessels since 1975 while red snapper
average landings were declining from 7.7 milion pounds in 1975 to 3.3 milion pounds in 1990, and total reef fish

average landings were increasing only moderately from 18 millon pounds in 1975 to 21 milion pounds in 1990.
Figure 4 depicts the average total economic ex-vessel value over the 1960-1990 period for total reef fish
landings (including red snapper) and Table 3 for red snapper alone. Total average annual ex-vessel value (in
1 Bandit rigs are short, heavy fishing rods mounted on vessel sides with a large diameter (~12 inches) open reel turned by hand or power;
because the large diameter and direct drive, retrieval rate of line is relatively fast, Le., more than 3 feet per turn.
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dollars of the year of landing) for reef fish (including red snapper) increased from $3.7 millon in 1960 to $36.6
million in 1990, but average real value (adjusted for inflation) increased to only $10.9 milion by 1990.

4. PROBLEMS REQUIRING A PLAN AMENDMENT
This amendment addressed a socioeconomic problem related to current use of fish traps as harvesting gear in

the reef fish fishery. The problem (or perceived problem) surfaced during the last year, partially in response to
actions by the South Atlantic Fishery Management Council (SAFMC) to prohibit the use of fish traps in the EEZ
along the Atlantic coast of Florida, including the Florida Keys. The issue also appeared to relate to a conflict
between user groups, principally the marine life fishermen who harvest live ornamental tropical reef fishes for the
aquarium trade (approximately 150 fishermen) and trap fishermen. The marine life fishermen were concerned
over incidental harvest by traps of the ornamental species on which their industry is dependent.

Opponents of traps include recreational and commercial fishermen, conservationists, and environmentalists.
Proponents principally consist of the trap fishermen. Opponents have charged that traps are nonselective gear
that result in ecological damage to the fishery stocks by subjecting immature target species and bycatch species

to unnecessary mortality due to embolism as traps are retrieved and from ghost fishing from lost traps. They
indicate the traps frequently cause environmental damage to the habitat, such as being set on coral reef
complexes. Some fishermen consider traps as unfair competition since the traps fish 24 hours for each day they

are set, which raises concerns over overfishing of localized areas. Opponents also raise concerns over
enforceability of limitations on trap numbers and required construction characteristics (e.g., degradable panels,
etc.) since many fishermen leave their traps constantly deployed at sea. Proponents contend that traps are an
ecologically safe and effective gear, that they are no more nonselective than hook and line and result in less
embolism than bandit rigs due to slower retrieval rates. The Council readdressed the regulation of fish traps in
this amendment after reviewing the issues cited above.

Alabama has a general permit for construction of artificial reefs in three offshore tracts covering about 820
square miles of bottom. Individuals are allowed to construct low profile, unmarked reefs after environmental

inspection of reef material by state personneL. Somewhat in excess of 5,000 reefs have been constructed,
changing the fish fauna from that associated with sand bottoms to a reef-associated fauna. Red snapper is a
principal species on the reefs. A problem arose under the 1992 federal emergency rule limiting daily commercial
trip limits to 1,000 pounds, when vessels using bandit rigs and jigging rigs harvested from these areas because
of their close proximity to shore. This created concern among persons involved in the construction of the reefs

that the small individual reefs would be overfished if this occurs again. The Council in this amendment
considered special management zones for all or a part of these tracts where harvesting gear wil be regulated.

The FMP requires that all reef fish for which there is a minimum size be landed with heads and fins intact to

facilitate measurement for compliance with size limits. However, this restriction does not apply to fish without a
size limit, and these fish may be filleted at sea. Once a fish has been fileted, it cannot be identified to species.
Therefore, the Council proposes to require all fish except oceanic species be landed with heads and fins intact to
allow enforcement of size limits and prevent overfishing.
Commercial vessel permits are reissued annually to permittees who can document that more than 50 percent of.
their earned income was derived from commercial or charter fishing in one of the two previous calendar years.
In 1992, the entire commercial allocation of red snapper was taken within 53 days. The red snapper commercial
fishery was reopened on an emergency basis for 42 days under a 1 ,OOO-pound trip limit. Because of the short
duration of fishing and the fact that red snapper are the predominant reef fish in the western Gulf of Mexico, the
Council had concern that some fishermen historically targeting red snapper may have had no alternative but to
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seek other employment for most of 1992 and, therefore, would not meet the income criteria for that year. The
Council readdressed the income requirement for permits in this amendment.

The red snapper fishery is overfished and is subject to a restoration program under the FMP. The stock
condition has been slightly improved through restrictions placed on fishing over the past three years. The 1989

and 1990 year classes of red snapper are much more abundant than those of the previous seven years
(Goodyear 1992). Because these year classes are so dominant in the population the Council is proposing
increasing the minimum size limit over a six-year period which wil increase the yield per recruit and aid in
restoration of the stock.
Mutton snapper aggregate in large schools to spawn. The last remaining major spawning aggregation off South
Florida occurs on Riley's Hump, a small oceanic plateau southwest of the Dry T ortugas, Florida. The fish are

especially vulnerable to harvest when they are aggregated for spawning. The Council proposes to prohibit
fishing on Riley's Hump during the peak spawning months of May and June.

5. PROPOSED ACTIONS
Actions proposed in this amendment are:

a. Restrictions on use of fish traps in the fishery.

b. Establishment of special management zones where gear that may be used is restricted.
c. Requiring all fish be landed with heads and fins intact.
d. Changing the income requirements for holding a vessel permit.
e. Changing the minimum size limit for red snapper.

f. Closure of a spawning aggregation site for mutton snapper.
6. MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES OF THE FMP
The management objectives of the FMP, as amended, are as follows:

1.The primary objective and definition of Optimum Yield (OY) for the Reef Fish Fishery Management Plan
is any harvest level for each species which maintains, or is expected to maintain, over time a survival
rate of biomass into the stock of spawning age to achieve at least a 20 percent spawning potential
ratio (SPR) population level, relative to that which would occur with no fishing.
2.To reduce user conflicts and nearshore fishing mortality.

3.T 0 respecify the reporting requirements necessary to establish a database for monitoring the reef fish

fishery and evaluating management actions.

4.To revise the definitions of the fishery management unit and fishery to reflect the current species
composition of the reef fish fishery.
5.Torevise the definition of optimum yield to allow specification at the species leveL.
6. To encourage research on the effects of artificial reefs.

7.To maximize net economic benefits from the reef fish fishery.
8.T 0 conserve reef fish habitats and increase reef fish habitats in appropriate areas and provide protection
for juveniles while protecting existing and new habitats.
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Definition of Overfishing
The following is the definition of overfishing contained in the Reef Fish Fishery Management Plan (FMP).

1.A reef fish stock or stock complex is overfished when it is below the level of 20 percent SPA.

2.When a reef fish stock or stock complex is overfished, overfishin9 is defined as harvesting at a rate that
is not consistent with a program that has been established to rebuild the stock or stock complex to the
20 percent SPR leveL.

3.When a reef fish stock or stock complex is not overfished, overfishing is defined as a harvesting rate
that, if continued, would lead to a state of the stock or stock complex that would not at least allow a
harvest of Optimum Yield on a continuing basis (SPR).

7. PREFERRED AND ALTERNATIVE MANAGEMENT OPTIONS

A. FISH TRAP RESTRICTIONS
a.General Trap Discussion (See Appendix A)
A recent review of the scientific literature on fish traps in the Western Atlantic area by Kelley (1990) is
included in Appendix A.
b.

The Gulf of Mexico Trap Fisherv

The use of fish traps in the Gulf of Mexico off Florida has existed since at least the 1950s. Fishermen principally
targeted black sea bass. Landings peaked at about 300,000 pounds in 1968 when 38 vessels using 800 traps

were in the fishery (FMP, Table 3). Landings of black sea bass steadily declined reaching 33,000 pounds in
1976, and about 3,000 pounds in 1987 (Amendment 1 Table 8.19). Part-time fishermen (probably stone crab
fishermen) began targeting grouper with traps in 1975 with five vessels, landing about 15,000 pounds of grouper.
Landings of grouper continued to increase reaching 962 thousand pounds in 1985 when total landings of reef
fish from traps were about 1.1 milion pounds (Table 4) and declined somewhat for the 1986-1991 period (Table
7).
Table 4 presents the number of vessels and traps and landings from traps of grouper, snapper, and other reef

fish for the period 1978-1985. Landings of red snapper rarely occurred during this period. The number of
vessels and traps are based on annual canvass interviews by NMFS port agents. These data show an increase

in vessels from 32 in 1978, to 60 in 1985, but no comparable increase in traps which were reported to be 1,800
in 1985, i.e., a slight decrease.

The Council required a vessel permit for all vessels fishing traps beginning in early 1985. Unfortunately, the
permit was a perennial one rather than an annual permit. By October 24, 1985, 132 vessel permits and 7,432
trap tags had been issued (Joann Turner, NMFS, Personal Communication). By June 6, 1989, total vessel
permits and trap tags issued had increased to 545 and 39,786, respectively (Joann Turner, NMFS, Personal
Communication). That represented the cumulative numbers issued over the five-year period, including
replacement tags for those lost. Basically, it made determination of vessels actively fishing impossible. In 1987,
NMFS polled the 377 permit holders and, of the 254 respondents, determined that 94 were actively fishing with

89 from Florida. However, there were 135 non-respondents in this survey and no effort was made to statistically
sample the non-respondents. Some may not have responded since they would be issued logbooks. NMFS
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followed this mail survey with a canvass of vessels by port agents who identified 45 active vessels in the fishery
in Florida (Table 5).
In 1990, the Council required annual vessel permits for all trap fishermen and for all vessels fishing commercially

for reef fish. During that year, 208 permittees indicated that fish traps were included in the gear utilzed by the
vesseL. The application form was revised to require applicants to list gear by their importance to their fishing
operation. For 1991, 154 permittees listed fish traps as their principal gear and 194 for 1992. (Perry Allen,
NMFS, Personal Communication). Of these permittees, 109 in 1991, and 166 in 1992, indicated their principal
fishery was either for stone crab or spiny lobster, or both (Table 6). This suggests that the great majority of trap
fishermen permitted are also either stone crab or spiny lobster fishermen (i.e., 70 and 86 percent for 1991 and
1992, respectively) who either fished fish traps during the closed season for crab and lobster or obtained permits
that would allow them to do so. The spiny lobster level of fishing effort is so high that normally 90 percent of the
annual
landings are taken in the first five months. Similarly, stone crab fishermen usually conclude their effective
season within four to five months. Both groups of fishermen diversify into other fisheries for the remainder of
each year.

Table 7 presents landings data from fish traps for 1986 through 1991. During this period total landings
increased reaching about 1.5 millon pounds by 1991. During 1991, a total of 87 fishermen reported catches by
fish traps and during 1992, 96 persons reported (through November 19). That number may represent the best
estimate of fishing vessels in the fishery since permittees are denied renewal of the permit for failure to turn in
logbooks to NMFS.

Table 7 lists landings by area of capture (statistical zones) and by species categories. Two recent trends are
shown by the data, particularly that for 1991. The trap fishery off Florida has progressively extended northward
with 19 percent of landings recorded from statistical zone 7 (Crystal River-Cedar Key, Florida area) by 1991.

The other trend is that species other than grouper and snappers have progressively made up a greater
percentage of the landings (37 percent by 1991). Dominant species groups in this other category (listed in order
by weight) were grunts, porgies, sea bass and triggerfish. Red grouper made up 92 percent of grouper landings
in 1991. Dominant snappers in 1991 landings were lane, mutton, vermilion, yellowtail and gray. Red snapper
accounted for about 1 percent of 1991 snapper landings.

c.

ManaQement Options2

Preferred Option 1: Require that traps be tended at sea by the vessel when fishing and returned to
shore at the end of each fishing trip. Each trap must be individually buoyed. Possession of
magnesium pop-up devices is prohibited.
Discussion and Impacts:

a.Ecoloqical: This system of fishing was utilized by Coller County, Florida, fishermen from Everglades City and
Chokoloskee (Taylor and McMichael
1983). Public testimony at hearings indicated that most Gulf trap
fishermen, except those fishing from Florida Keys ports, tended their traps and returned them to shore
after each trip. The system alleviates many potential ecological problems associated with trap fishing.
There are few lost traps to ghost fish, i.e., less than 5 percent annually. The traps are pulled every
generally should
have eliminated mortality associated with long confinement periods (i.e., soak periods of 1 to 20 days
for Monroe County) and should result in greater survival rates for released fish harvested in the traps.
hour or so during daylight and soaked overnight while the crew is sleeping. This

2Environmental effects for each option are discussed in the Supplemental Environmental

Impact Statement (SEIS).
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In the Monroe County, Florida fishery conducted in the Atlantic, when traps were retrieved, four
percent of all fish were dead or injured. Fifteen percent of angelfish and butterflyfish were injured. No

fish were dead on retrieval of traps, and less than 0.1 percent were injured in the Coller County,

Florida fishery (Taylor and McMichael 1983). A scientist from Mote Marine Laboratory (Roger
DeBruler, Personal Communication) monitored fish trap catches off Coller and Lee Counties during
1991. In that 10-day trip 92 traps were continuously deployed and retrieved with soak times ranging

from 3 to 20 hours. Of the 3,681 finfish caught but not retained for landing (i.e., bycatch and
undersized target species), 7 were dead, 1,024 were used as bait, and 2,650 were discarded
overboard, usually after puncturing the air bladder. Of the discards, 97 percent swam down and less
than 0.1 percent were observed to have been eaten by birds. This contrasts with the 53 percent swim
down rate for the Monroe County study in Atlantic waters (Taylor and McMichael 1983) and a 78.5

percent swim down rate for a NMFS study (Harper, et ai, In press) that included stations off the
Atlantic coast from Miami, Florida south and around the Keys to a station west of the Dry Tortugas,
Florida.

Butterflyfish and angelfish constituted only 0.6 percent of trap catch in the Mote study off Coller and Lee

Counties. All were alive when harvested and swam down, except for one fish eaten by birds
(DeBruler, Personal Communication).

b.Socioeconomic: This system should alleviate social concerns over the lack of enforceabilty of current rules
allowing traps to be continuously deployed at sea, since traps would be returned to shore after each
trip and could be inspected as to the number being fished and compliance with required construction
characteristics. During public hearings in areas where fishermen normally tended traps and returned
them to shore (i.e., Naples through Apalachicola, Florida) the fishermen indicated their traps were
frequently inspected by enforcement agents. This type of fishing does require all traps to be baited
and rebaited for every set, so cost for bait would be higher for some fishermen (principally those
fishing from Florida Keys ports). The requirement that each trap be individually buoyed will affect
principally those fishermen fishing from the Florida Keys. These fishermen currently fish their traps in
"trawls" (strings of 8 to 10 traps with lines between them) with buoys attached at each end of the

"trawl." They estimate the line required to buoy a trap in 120 feet of water around Dry Tortugas,
Florida to be 840 feet (scope of 7 to 1). For 100 traps 84,000 feet of line would be required. Seven
fishermen operating out of Key West, Florida are estimated to be affected (Bil Moore, Reef Fish AP,
Personal Communication)

Preferred Option 2: Place a three-year moratorium on vessels that can fish traps by establishing a
fish trap endorsement to the vessel permit and limiting such endorsement to permittees who

turned in logbooks indicating landings from fish traps in 1991 and/or 1992 through November
19, 1992. The permits with endorsements would be nontransferable for the duration of the
moratorium.
Discussion:
In 1990, it became a requirement of the FMP that permittees issued logbooks for reporting fishery
statistics for each trip must submit logbook reports during each year or their permit would not be
reissued in the following year. The moratorium would limit the fish trap endorsements to the vessel
permit to those reporting landings from traps in 1991 (87) and 1992 through November 19, 1992 (96)
as reported on fishing vessel

logbooks received by SEFC on or before November 19, 1992. The total

number of endorsements will likely be slightly in excess of 100 (i.e., some may have fished traps in
1991 and not 1992 or vice versa). The cut off date of November 19,1992, was selected to prevent a
proliferation of persons seeking eligibility by fishing traps after that date when the Council announced
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the moratorium (before an audience of about 100 persons, most of whom were associated with the

trap fishery). The FMP rules require logbook forms to be submitted to NMFS within seven days
following a trip.

The trap vessel moratorium would apply for three years after implementation of the rule unless the
time period is modified by subsequent amendment. The fish trap endorsements would be issued for
the permitted vessel for which the logbook records indicated landings from traps during either of the
two years and not to an operator. The fish trap endorsement to vessel permits would be

nontransferable to other persons, during the three-year moratorium; however, the owner of the
permitted vessel may replace the vesseL. These provisions may also be modified by subsequent
amendment addressing limited access.

Impacts:

a.Ecoloaical: The moratorium would limit the fishery to current participants, until the Council has better
information on the ecological impacts of the trap fishery in the Gulf of Mexico. The Council has
requested NMFS place a high priority on collecting observer data and conducting research on the
Gulf fishery. There is little information available on the Gulf fishery, except for studies in the area
of the Dry Tortugas, which is more ecologically similar to the Atlantic (i.e., subject to Gulf Stream
currents and near coral complexes, etc). The one observer data set available to the Council for

the Gulf (Roger Debruler, Mote Marine Laboratory, Personal Communication) suggested the
ecological impacts on the resources were different from the Florida Keys area, where most
research has been conducted.

As indicated in Section 7Ab. which discusses the Gulf fish trap fishery, the number of participants,

gear deployed, and landings have increased over time. Comparison of these data for 1991 to that

in the FMP EIS (prepared in 1981) shows the following trends, the number of vessels has
increased from 51 to 87, the number of traps from 2,488 to about 8,700, landings from traps has

increased from 2 percent of total reef fish landings to 6.8 percent. Other trends cited in that
section indicate the fishery has expanded northward off the Florida west coast and that species
other than grouper and snapper make up a much larger portion of the landings (with dominant
species being grunts, porgies, sea bass and triggerfish). Therefore, the Council felt it advisable to

cap the fishery while additional information is gathered and evaluated. The Council, through
Amendment 4, stated its intent to consider limited access for the reef fish fishery, and this action is
consistent with that stated intent. The Council has been exploring with the industry, over the last
year, the feasibility and provisions a limited access system for the red snapper component of the
fishery.

From the information on the Gulf fishery available, the Council concluded that trap fishing was
having litte impact on the physical environment or on the resource. Continuation of the same level

of participation would not adversely impact the environment. Deployment of fish traps (about
9,600 in 1992) on the bottoms as compared to spiny lobster traps (about 900,000) and stone crab
traps (about 500,000) which are weighted with concrete was concluded to have a minimal impact
on the bottom. The same is true in comparison to shrimp trawls used on the bottoms in the same
general areas of the trap fishery. Similarly mortality of undersized target and bycatch species

taken in traps is minimal in comparison to mortality associated with otter trawls and likely in
comparison to other gear used in the reef fish fishery (both in terms of lower gear mortality rates
and less gear deployed).
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b.Socioeconomic: The Council rejected the tentative preferred option of the draft amendment to prohibit fish
traps (see discussion under that rejected option). Instead the Council modified the current rules,
including the proposed measure of this preferred option. This option, by including the current
participants, is anticipated to have a minimal social and economic impacts on the fishermen.
Persons who did not participate in the fishery during the last two years or who did not comply with
the reporting requirements would be excluded from the fishery for the three-year period. Some
trap fishermen residing in and prohibited from fishing the SAFMC area who had anticipated fishing
the Gulf may fall into this category.

Rejected Option 1: Status Quo - Retain current trap rules.
The current rules are as follows:

o A vessel permit is required and applicant must demonstrate that more than 50 percent of earned
income is from commercial or charter fishing;

o A moratorium on issuance of additional permits in the reef fish fishery exists until May 8, 1995;
o Traps cannot be fished in the stressed area (Figure 5);
o Permittee is limited to 100 traps per vessel;

o Traps fished inshore of the 50-fathom contour may not exceed 33 cubic feet in volume;

o 144 square inch opening with a cover hinged or fastened with degradable fasteners (3/16 inch jute
string or magnesium) must be on a side opposite each funnel;
o Two sides must have at least two 2 x 2 inch escape windows;
o Minimum mesh sizes are 1 x 2 inch or 1.5 x 1.5 inch or 1.5 inch hexagonal mesh;

o Each trap must be buoyed or a series of traps fished in a "trawl" must be buoyed at each end; buoys
may be used with "pop-up" magnesium releases;
o Traps must be pulled or tended only during daylight.
Discussion and Impacts:

The Council rejected retaining just the status quo, and through this amendment, proposes to modify the current
rules (status quo) through preferred options (1) and (2) above. These options propose that traps are to be

to
limit trapping to current participants while the Council considers limited access for the fishery and while
additional information is gathered on the fishery in the Gulf.

tended at sea, individually buoyed and returned to shore after each trip. A moratorium is also proposed

a.Ecoloqical: The Council established the stressed area to prohibit fish traps and other efficient gear from
competing with fishermen in the nearshore waters, which it felt was stressed (subject to growth
overfishing) due to a high recreational fishing effort. It addresses FMP management objective (2) to
reduce conflicts and nearshore fishing mortality. The stressed area boundary was set further offshore
near areas of high human population density (e.g., off Ft. Myers to the Tarpon Springs, Florida, area).
The stressed area and trap rules of this option were selected in the original FMP and Amendment 1
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over alternative options to ban the use of traps. The stressed area was set well beyond Florida
jurisdiction (nine nautical miles) to facilitate state enforcement of the prohibition on traps. The closest
distance to the outer stressed area boundary from the following Florida fishing ports is as follows: Key
West (28 nautical miles), Marathon (63 nautical miles), Everglades City (50 nautical miles), Madeira
Beach (49 nautical miles), and Crystal River (60 nautical miles). The effectiveness of the stressed
area rule and other rules of the FMP related to traps was largely contingent on compliance by the
fishermen, since enforcement must be carried out at sea. This is because some fishermen deployed
their traps constantly at sea and likely used pop-up buoys. Fishermen from the Everglades City area
in Coller County carried their traps to sea, attended them, and returned the traps to shore on each trip

(Taylor and McMichael, 1983). The preferred options would require this for the entire fishery.
The escape window size under current rules retains fish 7 to 8 inches in length or larger, depending on

shape. The scientific literature on ingress and egress in Appendix A indicated that some species
swim in and out of the funnels, it also indicated some do not. Harper and McClellan (1983) noted that
the larger predators, including grouper, generally did not leave via the funneL. When traps are hauled
off the bottom most fish become disoriented and do not exit and are hauled to the surface. Fish with
deep profiles, such an angelfish, tilefish, spadefish, and butterflyfish were particularly retained by the
traps (Taylor and Michael
1983).
b.

Socioeconomic: No new impact would affect fish trap fishermen by retaining the status quo alternative.

Rejected Option 2: Require larger mesh in traps utilzing one or more of the following:
a.Require two sides of trap to be of 2 x 4 inch mesh,

b.Require entire trap to be of 2 x 4 inch mesh,

c.Require bottom to be of 2 x 4 inch or larger mesh,
d.Require four or more vertical escape windows to be either 2 x 5 inches or 1-1/2 x 5 inches,
Discussion and Impacts:

The Council rejected options to alter the mesh sizes primarily because the larger 2 x 4 inch mesh would have
allowed escapement of legal size (~ 8 inches TL) vermilion and lane snappers which have become more
important components of Gulf landings from traps. The mesh sizes under suboption (d) would have
allowed legal size grouper to escape.
a.

Ecoloaical: The Council previously considered suboptions (a), (b), and (c) in Amendment 1. Suboption (d)
was suggested by trap fishermen giving testimony at the July 1992 meeting as a method of allowing

angelfish and other fish with deep body profiles to escape while the traps were actively fishing.
Bohnsack, et al. (1989) noted that present specified minimum mesh sizes (1 x 2 and 1.5 x 1.5 inches)
appear to do little to reduce bycatch (Le., status quo option). The current escape windows (2 x 2

inches) under status quo allow the escapement of fish with fork length of 7 to 8 inches for body
shapes similar to grunts and snapper (Harper and McClellan, 1983). Fish of similar sizes with deep
profiles, such as angelfish, tilefishes, etc., are retained. Taylor and McMichael (1983) indicated that
over 15 percent of angelfishes and butterflyfishes were injured in trap catches examined. However,
available information indicates these species, important to marine life fishermen, are not a major
component of Gulf trap catches.
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A 2 x 4 inch mesh would select for gray snapper and white grunt larger than 15, and 12 inches fork
length (Sutherland et ai', 1987). This
length respectively, and red grouper greater than 14 inches total
would allow escapement of gray snapper larger than the minimum size (12 inches TL). The use of
larger mesh sizes for escapement appears more important when traps are allowed to be deployed for
many days by providing for egress of confined fish. Requiring traps be tended and returned to shore
eliminates periods of long deployment and reduces the potential for lost traps.
b.

Socioeconomic: Fishermen in previous testimony to the Council have maintained that the smaller
mesh sizes yield greater catches due to the shading effect of smaller mesh. Bohnsack et al (1989)
examined catch and value by size of mesh and found the 2 x 4 inch mesh was equally productive to .5
x .5 inches and 1 x 2 inch meshes; only the 1.5 inch square and hexagonal meshes produced a more

valuable catch. The hexagonal mesh produced about $5.50 per haul, whereas 2 x 4 inch mesh
produced $4.75 per haul; no statistical analyses were provided to determine if these differences are

statistically supported. However, the study examining economic value of catches by mesh size
(Bohnsack, et al 1989) was conducted off southeast Florida and species taken in 2 x 4 inch mesh
traps (27 samples) was almost entirely different from those taken in the Gulf fishery off Coller and Lee

Counties, Florida (DeBruler, Mote Marine Laboratory, Personal Communication). Species
composition (by weight) taken by Bohnsack, et al (1989) were mutton and cubera snapper, 31
percent; orange fiefish, 29 percent; blue angelfish, 12 percent; gray angelfish, 6 percent; French and
queen angelfish, 3 percent; hogfish, 6 percent; yellow jack, 2 percent, grunts (margate and sailors
choice), 2 percent; with littlehead porgy, scorpionfish, parrotfish and stingray making up the remainder.
Target species in the Gulf catches by weight (DeBruler, Mote Marine Laboratory, Personal

Communication) were red grouper, 78 percent; lane snapper, 14 percent; jolthead porgy and pinfish, 4

pei:cent; vermilion snapper, 2 percent; with gag, gray snapper and triggerfish making up the
remainder. Gulf bycatch species differed also with only orange filefish (19 specimens) and French

anglefish (14 specimens) being common to both studies.
Costs to the fishermen for the suboptions vary significantly: suboption (b) would essentially have a
cost similar to banning fish traps, i.e., almost all traps would have to be replaced; suboption (a) would
allow existing traps to be modified by replacing mesh on two of the six sides; and suboption (c) on only
one size. The larger escape windows of suboption (d) could be made simply by cutting out some

meshes.
Rejected Option 3: Move the stressed area boundary further offshore to coincide with the boundary of

the prohibited area for longlines and buoy gear:
a. off Florida
b. for entire Gulf

Discussion and Impacts:

The Council rejected this option because it would increase the operating cost for fishermen (longer
distance to travel), slightly increase vessel safety hazard (because of the longer distance) and because the

prohibition on trapping in the stressed area was deemed an adequate areal control on trapping (see
stressed area discussion under status quo option).

a.

Ecoloqical: This option would have moved the use of fish traps, roller trawls, and power heads offshore to
the same waters that reef fish longlines and buoy gear are allowed. The prohibited area for longlines

is the 20-fathom contour off Florida to Cape San Bias (point 13 on Figure 6) and the 50-fathom

contour from there to the Mexican border. In Southwest Florida and the Florida Big Bend area it
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would have moved fish trapping much further offshore. However, the option would increase embolism
mortality of fish and would result in greater loss of fish unless most of the catch is legal size, target
species. Data from Goodyear and Schirripa (1991) suggest most grouper would be of legal size. If
suboption (b) were selected, it would move this gear beyond 50 fathoms in the Central and Western
Gulf, reducing significantly the likelihood of taking red snapper which are seriously overfished.
b.

Socioeconomic: This option would have increased the operation cost for vessels continuing to fish
because of the greater distances in some areas of the Gulf. For example, minimum distance to the
long
line/buoy prohibited area boundary for some Florida ports are as follows: Key West (61 nautical

miles), Marathon (99 nautical miles), Everglades City (50 nautical miles), and Crystal River (87
nautical miles). In the western Gulf, boundaries for fish traps would change from the 10-fathom
contour off Louisiana and the 3D-fathom contour off Texas to the 50-fathom contour. However, there
are very few fish trap permit holders in these states. The greater distance offshore would, to some
extent, increase the hazard related to vessel safety.
By moving the stressed area boundary to coincide with that for longlines and buoy gear, enforcement
cost would have been potentially reduced since aerial and vessel surveillance would be necessary
only for one prohibited area rather than two.

Rejected Option 4: Limit the number of vessels that can fish traps by:

a. Establishing a moratorium on permits authorizing fishing with traps to 1992 permit holders
with that designation as their principal gear or;
b. Establishing a limited entry ITa system for trap fishermen.
Discussion and Impacts:

The Council rejected these options and selected instead a moratorium with eligibility based on permittees
reporting fish trap landings by logbook (see Preferred Option (2)).

a.Ecoloqical: Suboption (a) recognizes under the FMP that there is a three-year moratorium on
issuance of any more commercial vessel permits. It would limit the use of traps to those persons who,
in 1992, checked the application blank to indicate that they would use traps as their principal gear. In
1992, 166 persons indicated their vessel would use traps, usually along with other gear, however, only

96 of them reported landing from traps. In 1991, 109 persons indicated their vessel would use fish
traps, however, only 87 of them reported landings from traps in the logbooks. The option would have
capped the number of trap fishermen, limiting participation to those who indicated they would use

traps.
Suboption (b) would establish a limited access system using individual transferable quotas for trap fishermen
selected. Landing levels from 1991 and/or 1992 logbooks could be used to subdivide total fish trap
landings for those years between eligible participants, and possibly further subdivided by species
groups (i.e., groupers, snappers, etc.). However, since the Council wil consider a limited access
system for the fishery during the current three-year moratorium on vessel permits, it was deemed to
be more advisable to consider such limited access for traps at that time.
b.

Socioeconomic: Either of the suboptions would allow persons with an economic dependency on traps

to continue fishing. This would essentially eliminate the economic losses that would have occurred
from the option of banning traps.
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Rejected Option 5: Limit the number of traps per vessel to:
a. 50

b. Number of trap tags requested in 1992
Discussion and Impacts:

The Council rejected these options and concluded that the current rule (status quo) allowing use of 100 traps
per vessel was necessary for fishermen to maintain an economically viable operation.

a.

Ecoloqical: A reduction in traps would have reduced mortality of bycatch an sublegal size target
species. However the Council concluded that in the Gulf Fishery for vessel tending traps such mortality
was not excessive (see discussion of ecological impacts under Preferred Option (1)).

b.

Socioeconomic: Suboption (a) may adversely impact fishermen utilizing and dependent on more than
50 traps. Suboption (b) is essentially the same as status quo.

Rejected Option 6: Prohibit the use of fish traps in the EEZ of the Gulf of Mexico.
Discussion and Impacts:

The Council identified this option as its tentative preferred option in the draft amendment. The draft
amendment cited as a basis supporting that position both scientific and anecdotal information, that in

subsequent consideration was judged to apply to traps fished in close proximity to the coral reef
complexes and for traps constantly deployed at sea. The Council has proposed, through this
amendment, that traps not be constantly deployed but that they be attended and returned to shore after
each trip. Limited scientific information (DeBruler, Mote Marine Laboratory, Personal Communication)

and testimony presented at public hearings indicated the Gulf fishery is quite different in terms of
bottom habitat affected, bycatch and target species taken, survival of released fish, and method of

fishing (i.e., most fishermen already returned traps to shore after each trip). Based on these
differences the Council rejected this proposed option.
a. Ecoloqical: This option would have eliminated all ecological impacts associated with the use of

traps. However, the Council has concluded that these impacts from the current fishery are minimal
(see discussion of impacts under other preferred and rejected options). The Council also

proposes through this amendment to prevent expansion of the fishery unti the ecological
characteristics are better documented.

b. Socioeconomic: From solely a social standpoint, many organizations and much of public
sentiment support banning fish traps. Marine life fishermen, who collect aquarium specimens,
have expressed concerns that the trap harvest and discard of bycatch species impact the
abundance of stocks they collect. There is also a social perception that traps left continually
deployed at sea are ilegally fished. However, NMFS recorded only 40 fish trap violations during
1988-1991, and the Florida Marine Patrol recorded only 13 fish trap violations out of 28,632 marine
associated violations during 1986-1990.

Among public allegations were charges that more traps are being fished per vessel than allowed
(100), that required construction characteristics are modified at sea, that degradable hinges or
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fasteners are not used, that traps are being fished illegally in the stressed area or in Florida waters,
etc. Enforceability of these areas of public concern are enhanced by Preferred Option (1).

loss of revenue to trap fishermen of about 1 .5

Banning fish traps would have resulted in an annual

millon pounds of landings (1991) valued at about $1.70 per pound (Table 3b), or about $2.5
millon. The actual
loss of revenue would have been less than this amount would have since the
fishermen would likely switch to other gear such as bandit rigs. Banning traps would have resulted
in the loss of the value of the traps, the use of which is prohibited in Florida waters and the South
Atlantic EEZ. The value of a new trap is approximately $85.00 and the depreciated average value
$48.50 (SAFMC Snapper/Grouper Amendment 4 RIR). The actual number of traps used in the
Gulf is unknown. If the 96 fishermen reporting landings in 1992 each had the maximum number of
traps, there would be 9,600. If there was one trap for each trap tag issued in 1992, there would be

12,064. It is likely that both of these values exceed the actual number of traps. Assuming that
9,600 represents the actual number of traps, the industry loss at the average depreciated value
would be $465,600.

B. SPECIAL MANAGEMENT ZONES

Special management zones (SMZ) are established where certain gear is prohibited or certain rules
apply. Examples are the Habitat Areas of Particular Concern (HAPC) under the Coral FMP where the
use of all gear interfacing with the bottom is prohibited (e.g. trawls, traps, etc.) or spawning aggregation

sites where all fishing may be seasonally prohibited. This amendment addresses two actions for
management zones, one off Alabama, and a general framework procedure for establishing such zones
in the future by regulatory amendment.
1. Alabama Special ManaQement Zones

The Alabama Department of Conservation and Natural Resources (ADCNR) has a general Corps
of Engineers permit for three EEZ offshore tracts located generally south and east of the mouth of
Mobile Bay (Figures 7 and 8). Under the terms of the permit, individuals may construct low profile,
unmarked reefs at any point within the tracts. Inspection of reef material by state personnel for
environmental sanitation (no oil, etc.) is required. After placing the reef, the individual is the only
person with the LORAN coordinates for the reef. The person must sign a release recognizing that

any other person may fish the reef after it is established, should they locate it. Recreational
fishermen, charterboat fishermen and some local commercial fishermen have established a total
of more than 5,000 individual reefs in the tracts. The charterboat industry has created a large
portion of the reefs. The tracts also include reefs established by the state consisting of libert

ships, barges, vessels, bridge rubble, and a toppled oil platform. The three tracts cover
approximately 820 square miles. Tract A (100 square miles) ranges in depth from 12 to 16

fathoms and contains rubble from the Dauphin Island bridge (3 miles long) removed after

hurricane Frederick. Tract B (360 square miles) ranges in depth from 14 to 32 fathoms and
contains five liberty ships. Tract C (360 square miles) ranges in depth from 20 to 400 fathoms and
contains a sunken oil platform in the deeper depths.

Charterboat fishermen residing in Baldwin County, Alabama, began construction of artificial reefs

in federal waters off that county shortly after World War II, after noticing the effectiveness of
coastal shipping sunk by German submarines in attracting reef fish. Many fishermen had scores
of unmarked reefs offshore that they fished periodically to satisfy customers when pelagic species
were unavailable. At their request the state of Alabama placed 250 automobile bodies offshore in
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1953 and added 1,500 bodies in 1957 (Swingle, 1974). Both individual fishermen and the state
through its artificial reef program continued to place environmentally safe material offshore under
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (CO
E) permits. Material used to construct these reefs typically
consists of automobile bodies, washing machines, dryers, etc. The life span of this type of material
is usually 4 to 7 years. Therefore, new material must be added periodically. The general COE

permits for the tracts were obtained from 1986 through 1989 (Figure 8). Obtaining the general
permits greatly increased reef construction by fishermen, under supervision by the state.

Preferred Option: Require that persons fishing all three tracts (A, B, and C) for reef fish be limited to

gear with no more than 3 hooks.
Discussion: The intent of the Council was that persons fishing the area recreationally or commercially for
reef fish, which has historically been with hook and line (i.e. rod and reel, and more recently, bandit
rigs), be limited to three terminal hooks on the line. Spear fishing would continue to be allowed
(equivalent to one hook). Longlines used for targeting reef fish are prohibited from fishing inshore of 50
fathoms under the FMP. This rule currently prohibits the use of such long
lines on the reef tracts except
for the extreme offshore portion of tract C (see Figures 6 and 7 and Table 10, for coordinates). The
use of longlines to target reef fish has not been known to occur in that area (Minton, ADCNR, Personal

Communication). The intent of the Council was that reef fish longlines not be used in the SMZ reef
tracts. To accomplish this, point 16 of the reef fish longline restricted area (Table 10) wil be moved
from 29° 29.0. north and 87" 27.5. west to the outer limit of tract Cat 29° 15.75. north and 87" 32.0.
west (i.e., 13 nautical miles further offshore) and return to a new point (16a) at 29° 25.0. north and 87"
44.0. west (Figure 15).
Under the rules of the FMP, longlines used to target other species (e.g., pelagic long

lines used for tuna

fishing) may be fished inshore of the boundary of the reef fish longline restricted area, but fishermen
utilizing such gear in the area are limited to possession of the bag limits for reef fish, which cannot be

sold. This rule would continue to apply to the waters of the reef fish longline restricted area, including
the SMZ reef tracts.
Under FMP rules entangling nets and trawls are prohibited for use in a directed fishery for reef fish.
Persons on vessels with this gear on board are limited to the possession of bag limits for reef fish,
which cannot be sold. This rule would continue to apply to EEZ, including the SMZ reef tracts.
However, it is highly unlikely that shrimp trawls would be utilized in these areas, since it was always a
relatively nonproductive shrimping area and if used trawls would likely become entangled with reef
materiaL. Entangling nets are used along the beaches well inshore of the reefs.

Impacts:

a. Ecoloqical: During 1992, when the Secretary of Commerce at the Council's request established by
emergency rule a commercial 1 ,OOO-pound trip limit per vessel for red snapper, numerous vessels
with bandit rigs and some with jigging rigs harvested red snapper from these reef tracts, (Minton,
ADCNR, Personal Communication). Presumably, these vessels targeted the tracts because of
their nearness to shore which allowed them to make more frequent trips during theshort period the

trip limit was in place. Each small reef supports only a limited snapper population which can be
easily fished out. Persons constructing the reefs usually carefully regulate their harvest, fishing
each reef at infrequent intervals to conserve the population and to allow fish to grow to larger sizes.
The reefs cannot support a major commercial effort, such as occurred in 1992, but do support
small localized commercial efforts by local fishermen who constructed some of the reefs. The
Council is proposing vessel trip limits for 1993 as a method of extending the harvest period under
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the 1993 commercial quota for red snapper so that prices paid to fishermen remain higher. The
state of Alabama, as the permit holder for the reef tracts requested the rule limiting gear for one or
all of the tracts to prevent pulse overfishing under trip limits, and as being consistent with their
artificial reef program. The conservative harvest of these red snapper populations is consistent
with the Council's program for rebuilding the stock of red snapper.

The offshore area in which the Alabama reef tracts have been established contains no known coral

reefs. The southern portion of reef tract B contains a small outcropping with a relief of 5 to 10
meters. Associated with this are about 50 areas of outcropping with relief less than 5 meters,
some of which are less than 10 feet in length (Laswell et ai, 1990) This is what is known locally as
the "Trysler Grounds" (Tatum, ADCNR, Personal Communication). The remainder of the bottom

is homogenous, featureless, sandy bottom. With the exception of the small rocky reefs
constituting the Trysler Grounds there were no natural reefs off Alabama. The artificial reef
program carried out over the past 40 years which accelerated with the creation of the general

permits has greatly increased the availabilty of reef fish off Alabama. The large number of
individual reefs created in the tracts has converted the fish fauna of the area from predominantly
species associated with sand bottoms to those associated with reefs, including particularly red
snapper. Because of the large number of individual active reefs (5,000 to 7,000, i.e., exact number
"active" unknown because of short life span of 4 to 7 years for reefs) a large, localized population
of red snapper has been established in the area that yields much higher charter vessel CPUE than
other Gulf areas (NMFS, Channel 68).

The issue of whether construction of artificial reefs contribute to increased production of reef fish or

simply congregate them has long existed. If the latter case is true, then such reefs would
potentially have a detrimental impact on restoration of an overfished stock by making fish more
available for harvest and any benefits gained toward restoration would be dependent on controllng
fishing effort on the reefs.

For both natural and artificial reefs a large portion of the fish biomass is dependent on food by
foraging in areas surrounding the reef. Night and day-time observations of a tropical coral reef in
the Virgin Islands by glass-bottomed barge indicated that most of the population moved off the reef
at night to feed (W. Swingle, Personal Communication). The herbivores and omnivores moved off

to surrounding seagrass flats to feed, followed by many piscivorous species who stationed
themselves behind low relief objects near the grass flats. Fish remaining on the reef were primarily
those feeding on coral or associated symbiotic algae and some predators such as moray eels.
During daylight almost all of the fish returned to the reef.

Since adult reef fish tend to congregate around reefs or other objects with relief above the bottom,
the absence of such habitat can limit the abundance of many species despite the fact they forage

off the reef. Possibly this occurs because the range they forage over is limited by necessity to
return to the reef each day. Placing artificial reefs in areas where there is little or no bottom relief
appears to create a foraging range previously not utilized by the reef fish. This likely results in a
change of the species diversity of such an area to be predominantly reef-associated species. This
probably results in part of the forage fish originally inhabiting the area being converted into reef fish
biomass, where previously that did not occur, thus increasing production. This certainly appears to

be the case for the Alabama reef tracts (Figure 10). Figure 10 depicts benthic surveys conducted
under contract to Minerals Management Service for red snapper and indicates annual abundance
levels in the north-eastern Gulf to be several hundred times higher for the area of the Alabama
artificial reef tracts than for other areas.
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b. Socioeconomic: The Council selected a preferred option applying the gear restriction to all of the
tracts. Recognizing that it will be beneficial in restoring the stocks to limit effort on the reef, the
Council is proposing that no more than 3 hooks be utilzed. Goodyear (1992) pointed out that under
a reduced stock level handline type gear (rods and reels and bandit rigs) can catch a large portion
of the smaller local stocks, even to the last remaining fish and, therefore, catch per unit effort is not
usually a good indicator of stock size. He pointed out that the number caught is related, in part, to

how rapidly this gear can be deployed and retrieved. The number of hooks used in each
deployment also affects the number caught.

Historically, the only natural reefs in the nearshore waters off Alabama (Trysler Grounds) were
commercially fished primarily by charter vessels during their off season (fall/winter months). The
commercial reef fish vessels based in the area (i.e., Pensacola, Florida, Alabama, and Mississippi)

during the 1970's and 1980's were principally distant water operations fishing off the
Texas/Louisiana shelf, Mexico (until 1981) and occasionally central America (Reef Fish FMP).
Those operating from Alabama rarely fished the Trysler Grounds (Tatum, ADCNR, Personal

Communication). However, vessels occasionally fished further offshore of northwest Florida and
east Alabama in statistical zone 10 (Figure 9) with annual catches of red snapper from the zone
during the 1980's and 1990's ranging between about 400 to 100 thousand pounds (Goodyear,

1992 - Tables 18,19, and 20).
Historically, the artificial reefs were placed off Alabama primarily by the charter vessels and
through charter associations. Automobile bodies placed offshore in the 1950's (which have long
since deteriorated) by the state of Alabama was at the request of the charter association. They
also initiated the Congressional action that resulted in Liberty ships being available to Gulf states

for reefs. Under the general Corps of Engineers permits for the Alabama reef tracts most of the
reefs were constructed by the charterboat industry, followed by recreational fishermen.
Comparison of the 1992 reef fish commercial vessel permits (201) for vessels based in the area
(Pensacola, Florida, through Biloxi, Mississippi) with the artificial reef file maintained by the state of
Alabama under the general permits for reef construction, indicated only eleven commercial permit
holders (all from Alabama) had placed reefs in the tracts (Tatum, ADCNR, Personal

Communication). Ten of these were charter vessel operators who held commercial permits.
Some additional reefs may have been constructed by commercial vessel operators prior to the
general permits (before 1986) or under individual permit from the Corps of Engineers. Most of the
effort and expense related to creating reefs, and replacing them as they deteriorate, has been by
charter and recreational fishermen. A contractor from Orange Beach, Alabama indicated he had
placed about 7,000 automobile bodies offshore since 1986 usually for a fee of $180 per

automobile (David Walters, Personal Communication). About 60 to 70 percent were transported
each year for charter vessel customers and 30 to 40 percent for recreational customers. Most of
the cars were placed in tract C. Total cost over the period was in excess of $1 millon.

Interviews with charter vessel operators in the Orange Beach, Alabama area indicated during the
period the commercial red snapper fishery was open during 1992 (the first 53 days and from April
3 to May 14 under the 1,000 pound trip limit) that fishing activity in the reef tracts was about 60

percent private, 30 percent charter, and 10 percent commercial, including out of state boats
(Tatum, ADCNR, Personal Communication). Some of the Alabama charter vessels fished
landings of red snapper was 62,000 pounds and

commercially. During 1992 Alabama commercial

total catch reported from statistical zone 10 (all offshore waters between 87 degrees and 88
degrees west - Figure 9) was 130,000 pounds (Goodyear, 1992 - Tables 17 and 18).
Most commercial vessels in the Gulf utilize bandit rigs which are more efficient (i.e., faster retrieval
rate and usually many more hooks). The preferred option would continue to allow bandit rigs to be
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fished in the reef tracts but with only three hooks. The intent is to continue to allow both
commercial and recreational fishing on the tracts, but to regulate gear consistent with the
availability of fish. The Council recognized that most bandit rigs cannot be easily disconnected and
stowed, especially hydraulic rigs. The preferred option does not eliminate the use of other gear in
the reef tract areas to fishermen who have traditionally used the area (see Discussion section
above on gear limitations proposed), with the possible exception of longlines utilzed for targeting
reef fish which would be prohibited in the tracts. The use of this gear is currently prohibited in all
the tracts except the outer seaward portion of tract C, i.e., seaward of 50 fathoms (see Figures 6
and 7). The use of such longlines in tract C has never been reported, and likely would have been
reported by other fishermen if the gear was utilized (MintonfTatum, ADCNR, Personal

Communication). Most longlines for reef fish are used in the grouper fishery off Florida.
The measures limiting gear require enforcement at sea. However, as there are always numerous
vessels fishing the tracts, especially the two nearshore ones, it is anticipated that these fishermen

wil report any observed violations to enforcement agencies who could intercept the vessels.
However, prosecution would require the violation be documented. The Council's Law Enforcement
Advisory Panel concluded rules could be enforced for the SMZs.

In order for any entity to obtain a permit for construction of artificial reefs they must apply to the
E) and, in some instances, to appropriate state agencies. The permit

Corps of Engineers (CO

application for a reef or reef-complex is broadly distributed to all affected federal and state
agencies (including EPA which has authority over ocean dumping and water quality) and to the
public including fishermen and fishing associations that may be affected. Based comments

received by the COE on the application and/or on analyses by its staff, the COE makes a
determination whether the proposed project requires an EIS or EA or declares a FONSI (finding of

no significant impact). As part of this process the material for reef construction is examined for
potential impact to the environment. Fifteen years ago, material for reefs off Alabama was
inspected by agents of EPA, COE, Fish and Wildlife Service and the state fishery resource and
pollution control agencies, and usually by all of these agents. More recently these agencies have
coordinated such inspections with usually a state or federal agency completing the inspection.
For the Alabama reef tracts (as for most other artificial reefs in the southeast) the COE prepared
cumulative EAs as each tract or portion there of was permitted. The EAs cited no adverse effects
on the physical environment, including the water quality or other elements of the environment
required to be considered under NEPA. Because these EAs have already considered the projects
and cumulative impacts under NEPA this amendment incorporates them by reference. (Copies
are available from the Councilor COE, Mobile District office.) The SEIS addresses the impacts of
the SMZ.

Rejected Option 1: Require that persons fishing be limited to use of certain gear that utilze no more
than three hooks for the following reef tracts:
a. The two northern tracts (A and B); or
b. One or more of the tracts; or
c. Status quo - none of the tracts.
Rejected Option 2 for Allowable Gear:

Gear allowed by persons fishing the reef tracts selected above wil be hand-held rod and reel
only, and:
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a. Other prohibited gear aboard a vessel must be stored or not rigged for fishing, or
b. Vessels with other prohibited gear must transit the reef tract without stopping to fish.
Discussion and Impacts:

These options were rejected by the Council because they felt it was important to limit the gear utilized
in directed fisheries for reef fish by recreational and commercial fishermen to all three tracts and not to
restrict commercial fishermen to the use of hand-held rods. The three-hook requirement was judged to
be appropriate to limit fishing power (fishing efficiency of a gear) by vessels on the small reef fish
aggregations of these small artificial reefs (frequently consisting of a single automobile body), that are
easily overfished. Most commercial reef fish vessels are equipped with power assisted bandit rigs

which allow a small crew to fish efficiently. The Council's intent was to continue to allow both
commercial and recreational fishing in the proposed SMZs, under the three-hook restriction. Rejected
Option (2) would have prohibited the commercial fishermen from either using bandit gear or from
fishing while that gear was on board.
a. Ecoloqical: Rejected Option (1) (c), the status quo, would have continued to expose the small

artificial reefs to higher fishing power, especially under the pulse fishing situations created by the
Council by requiring red snapper commercial quotas and vessel trip limits to restore the stock.
These situations result in the affected persons trying to catch their share for each trip as rapidly as
possible and making as many trips as possible before the quota is taken. The small populations of
the reefs may be overfished, eliminating or reducing harvest potential of the affected reefs for the

remainder of the year. Options (1) (a) and (b) were rejected because the majority of reef
placement since 1986 has been in tract C (see Socioeconomic Impact discussion under Preferred
Option).

b. Socioeconomic: Option (2) was rejected because it would have prevented commercial vessels
with bandit gear or gear other than hand-held rods from fishing or would have created a significant
burden and expense associated with removal and storage of this gear each time a vessel fished
the area. Most commercial vessels make trips of many days duration and fish many areas during
a trip. Removal and storage of the gear while fishing the SMZ tracts and then re-rigging the gear
for fishing other areas would be a burdensome problem.

Option (1), including status quo (no SMZs), was rejected because fishermen constructing the reefs have
created a unique, productive fishing area, with high population densities and at considerable cost
(see Socioeconomic Impact section of Preferred Option). The reefs, which benefit restoration of
red snapper, have an effective life span, before deteriorating, of 4 to 7 years and must, therefore,
be continuously replaced. A perception of allowing unfair harvesting practices by one user group
wil likely result in persons constructing reefs being less willng to bear that cost. Suboptions (a)
and (b) under Option (1) were rejected because reefs have been place in all three tracts with
emphasis on tract C.

2.Framework Procedure for Special ManaQement Zones

The SAFMC Snapper-Grouper FMP includes a framework measure for establishing special
management zones by regulatory amendment. This measure, as modified by the Council, is as
follows:
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SPECIAL MANAGEMENT ZONES (SMZ)

Upon request to the Council from the permittee (possessor of a Corps of Engineers permit) for any artificial
reef or fish attraction device (or other modification of habitat for the purpose of fishing), the modified area and
an appropriate surrounding area may be designated as a Special Management Zone (SMZ), with rules that
prohibit or regulate the use of specific types of fishing gear that are not compatible with the most effective use
of the area. This may be done by regulatory amendment under the following criteria and procedure:

1. A monitoring team3 will evaluate the request in the form of a written report considering
the following criteria:
a. Fairness and equity of proposed rules.

b. Promotes conservation of the resource.

c. Does not result in excessive shares.
d.Ensures SMZs are consistent with the objectives of the FMP, the Magnuson Act,
and other applicable law.

e.Considers the natural bottom in and surrounding potential SMZs and impacts on
historical uses.

f.Determine the environment impacts and cumulative impacts on the environment of each SMZ,
after consideration of the Environmental Assessment (EA) prepared by the Corps of Engineers
in issuing the permit for the reef site.

2. The Advisory Panel (AP) and/or Scientific and Statistical Committee (SSG) wil review the report
and associated documents and advise the CounciL. The Council Chairman may schedule

meetings of the SSC and AP for this purpose. The Council Chairman will also schedule public
hearings in the area affected.

3. The Council, following review of the team's report; supporting data; the SSC, AP, and public
comments; and other relevant information, may recommend to the Southeast Regional Director of
the National Marine Fisheries Service (RD) that a SMZ with appropriate proposed rules on fishing

all relevant background data.

be approved. Such a recommendation would be accompanied by

4. The RD will review the Council's recommendation, and if he concurs in the recommendation, wil

propose regulations in accordance with the recommendations. He may also reject the
recommendation, providing written reasons for rejection.
5.

If the RD concurs in the Council's recommendations, he shall publish proposed regulations in the
Federal Reqister and shall afford a reasonable period for public comment which isconsistent with
the urgency of the need to implement the management measure(s).

3Monitoring Team - The Team will be comprised of members of Council staff, Fishery Operations Branch (Southeast Region, NMFS)
and the NMFS Southeast Fisheries Science Center and other members appointed by the CounciL.
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Preferred Option: Adopt the framework measure in the FMP.

Rejected Option: Status quo - do not adopt the framework measure.
Discussion and Impacts:

a.

. Ecoloqical: Adoption of the measure would give the Council the option to reject or accept and
implement other special management zones by regulatory amendment rather than by amending

the FMP. Applying certain gear restrictions may be beneficial to maintaining and restoring stocks
or local abundance in certain areas. Each case could be decided based on its own merits and the

ecological impacts assessed at that time. However, adoption of the framework measure may
encourage additional reef construction.
b.

Socioeconomic: Adoption of the measure may result in a proliferation of requests for SMZs,

greatly taxing the Council's time and budget. Specific socioeconomic impacts would be
determined for each proposed designation of a SMZ. These would be included in the EA or EIS
submitted with the regulatory amendment.
c.

Environmental: No impacts by adoption of measure. Specific impacts would be determined for

each proposed designation of a SMZ. Therefore, impacts are not discussed in the SEIS. As
indicated in the discussion for Alabama SMZs a EA is usually prepared for each artificial reef
project by the COE and would be considered by the monitoring team and Council in assessing
environmental impacts.

c. LANDING REQUIREMENTS
Preferred Option: Require all finfish taken or landed from the EEZ, excluding oceanic

migratory species, be landed with heads and fins intact. (Possession of fish in other forms for
bait4 on a vessel is allowed.)

Rejected Option 1: Require that all reef fish species in the fishery be landed with heads and
fins intact (i.e., whole but eviscerated).
Rejected Option 2: Status quo - requirement applies only to reef fish with minimum size limits.
Discussion and Impacts:

The Council selected as its preferred option the requirement that all finfish, other than oceanic
migratory species managed under the authority of NMFS, be landed with heads and fins intact (fish
may be eviscerated, gilled and scaled). Oceanic migratory species include sharks, tuna, swordfish,
and the billfishes which are subject to other rules under NMFS FMPs. Sharks, tuna, and swordfish
must be headed at sea to preserve the quality of the flesh and some species are subject to minimum
4For purposes of the measure, bait includes: (1) Packaged, headless fish filets, with skin attached, of species of low
exvessel value which are frozen, refrigerated, or salted in brine containers, and (2) Small pieces (2 or 3 inches or

smaller) or strips (3 x 9 inches or smaller) cut from filets with skin attached and packaged in cold storage or held in
brine containers. Species normally utilzed for reef fish bait include, but are not limited to, ladyfish (skipjack), Atlantic
mackerel, blue runner, crevalle and other similar jacks, bonito (little tunny), bluefish, mullet, and other species that

normally can be distinguished by their skin from regulated species.
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carcass lengths under these FMPs. The Council is proposing this option because under current rules
most fish can be filleted at sea which creates a problem in enforcing size limits and closed seasons
that apply to certain species. The Council's preferred option is consistent with landing rules of most
Gulf states.
a.

Ecoloaical: Currently under the Reef Fish and Mackerel FMPs, all species with minimum size
limits must be landed with heads and fins intact (i.e., whole but eviscerated). This is required so
that compliance with the minimum size can be monitored. The size limits are very important in
increasing yield per recruit for certain stocks and prohibiting landing of sexually immature fish for
certain other species. Minimum sizes are not applied to all species since that type of management
is not currently required for some stocks. However, by not applying the requirement to all finfish,
fishermen may legally fillet unregulated species at sea. After a fish has been fileted, it becomes
very difficult or impossible to determine which species it is, providing an opportunity to land ilegal

fish. Therefore, the council's preferred option is to require all fish, except oceanic migratory
species, be landed with heads and fins intact to enhance compliance and enforcement of size
limits and quota closures.

b. Socioeconomic: The preferred option is unlikely to cause any adverse economic impact. Almost
all commercial landings, with the exception of some oceanic migratory species, consist of whole
fish that are landed whole but gutted. Most Gulf states also require all fish (with exceptions for
sharks and certain other large fish) to be landed whole but eviscerated. Mississippi requires all
saltwater fish be landed with heads and fins intact. Louisiana and Texas apply that requirement to
all fish other than very large species. Florida applies the same requirement to most fish, e.g., all
reef fish, drums, coastal migratory pelagics, etc. Extending the requirement to fish from the EEZ
facilitates state enforcement and closes a loophole in enforcement of federal size limits and

quota closures.
D. PERMIT REQUIREMENTS

As indicated in the amendment section on Problems Requiring a Plan Amendment, the FMP currently
requires that for a vessel permit to be reissued annually the applicant must be able to demonstrate that
more than 50 percent of his/her income was derived from commercial or charter fishing in one of the
two previous calendar years. Because of the short duration of the 1992 commercial fishing season for
red snapper and the potential that a similar fishing pulse may rapidly harvest the 1993 red snapper
commercial quota, some commercial fisherman may lose the right to participate in the fishery by being
unable to meet that qualification in 1994. Therefore, the Council considered the following alternatives:

Preferred Option: Status Quo - No change, retain the current requirement.

Rejected Option 1: Require that permittees meet the earned income requirement based on
records from one of the three previous calendar years.
Rejected Option 2: Allow permittees to disregard income earned in 1992 in meeting the current
requirement for renewal of a permit.
Discussion and Impacts:

The Council selected as its preferred option status quo (no change). This option was selected
because the Council is proceeding with development of a limited access system for the red snapper

fishery which would have the effect of limiting participation in an already overcapitalized fishery.
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Therefore, they rejected options that would have altered the current permit criteria, liberalizing
participation requirements, and because those requirements may change under the limited access
system.
a. Ecoloqical: Rejected Options (1) and (2) would have made the income requirement more liberal

possibly resulting in more vessels remaining in the fishery, which is already overcapitalized. This

would be unlikely to have a measurable ecological impact on fish stocks regulated by annual
quotas, since fishing for those stocks would be terminated on reaching the quotas. It may have
had an impact on other unregulated species through greater fishing pressure, thereby hastening
the time when quotas for those stocks are necessary.

b. Socioeconomic: Rejected Options (1) and (2) were proposed to alleviate potential socioeconomic
impacts on fishermen who may be displaced from the fishery in 1994 under the current rule. This
would occur if the fishing derby which occurred in 1992 reoccurs in 1993 and if fishermen affected
were required to take other employment for a greater part of those years resulting in more than 50
percent of their earned income being from the other employment. This is more likely to occur in
the western Gulf where red snapper is the predominant species and the opportunity to target other
species is more limited. The Council's proposed red snapper rule for 1993 while attempting to
spread out the landings over a greater portion of the year, also proposes to allocate a greater
portion of the commercial quota to vessels with historical records of participation in the red snapper

fishery. Therefore, many permittees entering the fishery in 1992 may not meet the income
requirements for a permit in 1994 based on landings of reef fish. However, many of these
permittees are in other fisheries, such as shrimping, and would qualify based on that income.

Rejected Option (1) would allow permittees to qualify for renewal of permits in 1994 based on
records for anyone of the three calendar years preceding the renewal date (birth date of permittee)

for their permit. This option would be consistent with the time period of the commercial vessel
permit income requirement for king and Spanish mackereL. It is the more liberal of the options, in
that the three-year qualification period would be permanent.
Rejected Option (2) would retain the two-year qualification period, but allow the permit applicant to

exclude 1992 in meeting the requirement. The Preferred Option would retain the current
requirement, and thereby consideration of income earned in 1992 and 1993 as a basis for renewal

of the permit. It may displace some fishermen from the fishery. However, this may (or may not)
occur under the limited access system for red snapper being considered by the Council if it is
implemented in 1994.
E. RED SNAPPER MINIMUM SIZE
Increasing the minimum size while reducing fishing mortality through the stock restoration program wil
increase the yield per recruit obtained from the fishery provided the gains are not negated from release

mortality of undersized fish. Goodyear (1992) indicated that biomass yield would be maximized by
delaying harvest until the fish reach 19 to 21 inches (TL) and reducing instantaneous fishing mortality
(F) to about 0.2 (18 percent annual mortality) (Figure 11). Currently instantaneous fishing mortality for
the directed fishery was estimated to be slightly above F=O.4 (about 34 percent annual mortality) and
overall stock mortality much higher due to shrimp trawl bycatch of juveniles. Obviously attaining the

fishing mortality rate that would maximize yield per recruit is a long-term goal under the restoration
program.
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Immediately increasing the size limit to the level that would maximize yield per recruit, while benefiting

the resource, would not be practical since it would adversely impact the directed recreational and
commercial fishermen which are harvesting principally smaller fish (see Figures 12 and 13,
respectively). However, the year class strengths for 1989 and 1990 were significantly higher than for

the previous seven years (Figure 14), with the 1989 year class being about four times higher
(Goodyear, 1992). Since these were the first two year classes subject to conservation actions taken
through Amendment 1, it is anticipated that future year classes wil also be higher than those for 1982
through 1988. Therefore, it is proposed to increase the size limit gradually toward maximizing yield per
recruit and thus increasing yield from the biomass.

Preferred Option: Change the minimum size limit for red snapper as follows:
o to 14 inches (TL) in 1994, and

o to 15 inches (TL) in 1996, and
o to 16 inches (TL) in 1998.

Rejected Option: Status Quo - No change, the size limit remains at 13 inches (TL).
Discussion and Impacts:
a. Ecoloqical: Increasing the size limit wil eventually increase yield per recruit and biomass yield

from the stock, thereby benefiting the restoration program. As indicated by Figure 11, a 16 inch
size limit would be entering the yield per recruit isopleth that would maximize yield (i.e., see inner
concentric area of figure) if release mortality did not exceed 33 percent and F is reduced. During
1992 most of the recreational and commercial harvest was from the 1989 year class, Le., three
year old fish. Those fish averaged about 13 inches (TL) at the beginning of 1992 (Table 9). By the
beginning of 1993, the 1989 and 1990 year classes will average about 16.7 and 13.1 inches (TL),
respectively (Table 9). Because of the dominance of the 1989 year class (Figure 14) a large part
of the landings will be fish above the current 13 inch (TL) size limit. By 1994 when the 14 inch (TL)
size limit is implemented the 1989 and 1990 year classes will average about 19.8 and 16.7 inches
(TL), respectively. Currently, release mortality is estimated at 33 percent, but if it were higher (e.g.
50 to 60 percent) some gain in the number of fish not harvested under a 16 inch (TL) minimum
size would stil be achieved. In as much as restrictive quotas will be required for much (or all) of
the restoration period, fishermen should be able to take their quotas without dependence on the
size classes below 16 inches (TL). A recent analysis by Goodyear (SEFSC) of the effect of the

proposed size limit increases on SPR indicated a 20 percent level of SPR would be achieved
sooner, or conversely, a shrimp trawl bycatch reduction of 50 percent could be implemented later
than 1994 (Memo Brown to Kemmerer, NMFS, 12/1/92).

b. Socioeconomic: Although the Council has the authority to change the size limit by regulatory
amendment annually through the FMP procedure for specifying T AC, it chose to implement the
change by plan amendment. The Council did this so the public would have the opportunity to
comment on the option and be apprised of the changes well in advance of implementation. This
knowledge should result in better compliance. It also provides the states with advance notice so
that their regulatory agencies can implement compatible rules through their rule-making

procedures. That will enhance the enforceability of the size limits.

It is anticipated by the years of the size limit changes that neither the recreational or commercial
sectors will be impacted in ability to harvest their quotas due to insufficient numbers of legal size
fish being available (See Table 9 for growth rates).
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A size limit of 16 inches (TL) would eliminate one of the commercial market categories for red snapper
(Le., the 1 to 2 pound size class). Historically, under the unregulated fishery, ex-vessel prices for the
to 2 pound size class were occasionally higher in some landing localities and at some times of the year.
This size class would be eliminated by 1998, possibly to some extent affecting ex-vessel value of
vessel
landings at certain times of the year. However, current demand results in higher prices for other
size classes. The elimination of the 1 to 2 pound size class is expected to result in imports replacing
that size class in the United States market.
F.

MUTTON SNAPPER SPAWNING AGGREGATIONS

At public hearings on Amendment 5 the Council presented management options to regulate the
recreational and commercial harvest of mutton snapper in the Gulf of Mexico. Specifically, the Council
sought public comment on proposals to have a Gulf-wide spawning season closure during May and
June, and to prohibit all fishing activity during May and June in the region of Riley's Hump, an area near

the Dry Tortugas, Florida, (Figure 16) which is known to have major mutton snapper spawning
aggregations. The Council also presented other alternative options for regulation of mutton snapper

harvest.
Mutton snapper (Lutianus analis) are occasionally found from the Gulf of Maine to Brazil, but are most
common in the eastern Gulf of Mexico (NOAA 1985). This NOAA atlas depicted the recreational and
commercial fishing grounds in the Gulf to be limited to the Florida Keys area. Mutton snapper can
reach a maximum size of 34 inches to 40 inches and may live for 15 to 20 years (Mason and Manooch
1985, Palazon and Gonzalez 1986, Pozo 1979). Mutton snapper frequently inhabit open waters; both
adults and juveniles may associate with grass beds, but the adults also live on or near patch reefs of
coral and rock rubble and sponge patches (Bortone and Wiliams 1986). Spawning probably occurs
during an extended period which may last from May to November (Claro 1983, Mason and Manooch
1985, Palazon and Gonzalez 1986, written and verbal testimony received by the Gulf Council from
fishermen). In the Gulf of Mexico, the peak spawning months appear to be May and June.

Snappers generally spawn in groups (Thompson and Munro 1974, Thresher 1984). Fishermen in Gulf
waters have observed mutton snapper spawning aggregations during full moon periods around sunset

May and June. In U.S. Gulf waters the only known spawning aggregation is in the area of Riley's
Hump near the Dry Tortugas. The Gulf Council has received testimony from fishermen that other
aggregations have existed in the past, in particular, in the vicinity of Western Dry Rocks, near Key

West. However, these particular aggregations were targeted and are no longer found in that area.
Testimony by fishermen at public hearings indicated minor aggregations occur along the outer reefs on
the Atlantic side of the Florida Keys.

The summary of recreational mutton snapper harvest from 1987 to 1991 is in Tables 11 and 12. This
harvest has been almost evenly split between the Gulf of Mexico and the South Atlantic off Florida.
From 1979 to 1991, the annual mutton snapper recreational harvest in the Gulf of Mexico ranged from

29 thousand fish to 369 thousand fish, peaking in 1984 (GMFMC 1989). However, since 1984 the
recreational harvest of mutton snapper has declined dramatically. From 1981 to 1984 the annual
recreational harvest averaged 230 thousand fish. From 1985 to 1988 the average decreased to 64
thousand fish. In 1989-1991 the average annual harvest dropped to 48 thousand fish, a decline of 24
percent from 1985-1988 levels and 80 percent from 1981-1984 harvests. Although spawning

aggregations are reported during May and June, the greatest harvests have occurred in the winter
months, with November through February accounting for 64 percent of the total mutton snapper Gulf of
Mexico harvest (Figure 17).
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South Atlantic recreational harvest of mutton snapper off Florida has also seen a decline in recent
years, from an average of 87 thousand fish in 1987 through 1988 to an average of 60 thousand fish in

1989-1991, a 31 percent decrease. In contrast to the Gulf of Mexico, South Atlantic recreational
harvest displays a bimodal

landings distribution, with a primary peak in summer and a second peak in

winter (Figure 18). For 1987 through 1991, the months of May-June accounted for 52 percent of the
South Atlantic recreational harvest, and another 23 percent was harvested in Novernber-December.
Riley's Hump is very close to the GMFMC/SAFMC jurisdictional border (see Figure 16). If fishing trips
in the Riley's Hump area were counted as Atlantic trips, then additional harvest during periods of

spawning aggregations would not appear in Gulf of Mexico statistics, but would instead appear in
South Atlantic statistics.
Commercial

landings for mutton snapper were obtained from Florida trip ticket data provided by Florida

DNA. Note that all Monroe county landings are considered to be Gulf of Mexico landings. Over 98
percent of the commercial mutton snapper catch is taken from waters adjacent to Florida (GMFMC
1989). Since 1986 landings in Florida have remained fairly stable, ranging from 242 thousand pounds
to 362 thousand pounds (in 1987). Unlike the recreational harvest, commercial

landings have shown

no obvious trend upward or downward (Table 13, Figure 19). The commercial sector has harvested 65

percent of the mutton snapper since 1985 (GMFMC 1989). Figure 20 shows the average monthly
mutton snapper landings for 1986-1991. For most of the year, other than May and June, average
monthly landings are fairly stable, ranging from 12 thousand to 22 thousand pounds. However, in May
and June, average landings increase to 60 to 62 thousand pounds. For the period 1986-1991, MayJune landings accounted for 39 percent of mutton snapper landings. The May-June landings peak is

from Monroe County landings. If Monroe County landings are removed from the statistics, the
remaining Gulf Coast landings do not show any increased harvest in May-June (Figure 21, Table 14).
Monroe County accounts for 64 percent of mutton snapper landings during the non-spawning months,
but 90 percent of mutton snapper landings during May and June.
ExistinQ ReQulations

length minimum size limit, and must be

In the Gulf of Mexico EEZ, mutton snapper have a 12 inch total

landed with head and tails attached. Recreational fishermen have an aggregate bag limit of 10
snapper (including mutton) other than red, lane, and vermilon. Charter and headboats may possess
two day's bag limit on trips longer than 24 hours. There are no quotas or closed seasons, however, a
federal reef fish permit is required to harvest commercial quantities of mutton snapper. Within the
"stressed area", the use of fish traps, roller trawls and power heads is prohibited. (Riley's Hump is

outside of the stressed area, which extends to the 10 fathom contour in the region near the Dry
T ortugas.)

In the South Atlantic EEZ, there is also a 12 inch total
length minimum size limit, and mutton snapper
must be landed with head and tails attached. Recreational fishermen have an aggregate bag limit of
ten of all snappers combined except for vermilon, which has a separate bag limit (a maximum of two
of the aggregate can be red snapper). Charter and headboats may possess two day's bag limit on
trips longer than 24 hours, or three day's bag limit on trips longer than 48 hours. A federal snappergrouper permit is required to harvest commercial quantities of mutton snapper. There is a spawning
season closure in May and June, during which commercial fishermen are limited to the recreational
limit for mutton snapper.

length minimum size limit, and mutton snapper
must be landed with head and tails attached. Recreational fishermen have an aggregate bag limit of
ten of all snappers with a bag limit. A saltwater products license with a restricted species endorsement
Within Florida state waters, there is also a 12 inch total
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is required to harvest commercial quantities of mutton snapper. The only allowable gears for harvest
are hook and line, spear, gig or lance (except powerheads, bangsticks, or explosive devices).

Preferred Option: Close the region of Riley's Hump5 to all fishing activity during the months of May
and June.
Rejected Option 1: Do not have a complete closure of Riley's Hump. Fishing for species other than

mutton snapper would continue to be allowed during May and June.
Rejected Option 2: Status quo.

Discussion: The region is just inside the Gulf Council's jurisdictional waters, about five miles from the
SAFMC jurisdiction, and less than three miles from the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary.
Riley's Hump is the only known remaining area of mutton snapper spawning aggregation in U.S. Gulf

of Mexico waters. Spawning aggregations in other areas have been observed (Don DeMaria, Reef
Fish Advisory Panel, Personal Communication) off the Turks and Caicos, Bahama Islands in April
1992. However, long-term tagging returns indicate that adult mutton snapper show little movement.
The Council proposes a complete prohibition on all fishing on Riley's Hump during the peak of the
spawning season which would eliminate release mortality and would increase ease of enforcement.
This would provide the greatest possible protection for the mutton snapper spawning aggregation. No
information is available on release mortality of mutton snapper. The Council has chosen to use a
release mortality of 33 percent for red snapper for purposes of stock assessments. Riley's Hump is a
shallow water area or plateau (minimum depth 80-90 feet rising from 200 feet), which could increase
the survival of released mutton snapper.

Impacts:
a.

Ecoloqical: Protection of fish from exploitation during spawning periods is important only if the fish
are more vulnerable to harvest during the spawning period or the spawning act, than at other times

of the year. Some of the reef fish form dense aggregations during the spawning act. During
periods of these aggregations the fish become more vulnerable to harvest as the aggregations are
targeted by fishermen. Nassau grouper, a Pan-Caribbean species, has been significantly reduced
in abundance over that area partially as a result of fishing on aggregations (Sadovy, in press).

Mutton snapper aggregations in the Florida Keys area have been fished by recreational and
commercial fishermen for years, and some aggregations have been substantially reduced (e.g., at
Western Dry Rocks).

An assessment of the mutton snapper stock in the Gulf has not been completed. However,
analyses completed for the SAFMC jurisdiction indicated a SPR level between 38 and 51 percent

(Huntsman, NMFS, Personal communication to Steven Atran). Huntsman pointed out these levels
conflict with perceptions of the fishermen that mutton snapper are declining and suggested
samples for these determinations may have been biased through collection of larger specimens.

Even though the SPR may be relatively high for the Florida Keys population, it is appropriate to

protect the spawning aggregation, since the fish are more vulnerable to fishing at that time. The
5For purposes of this measure, Riley's Hump is defined as the area inside the following coordinates (see Figure 16): Point
A (24032.2. N., 830 8.7. W.), Point B (24032.2. N., 830 5.2. W.), Point C (240 28.7. N., 830 8.7. W.) and Point D (240 28.7.
N., 8305.2. W.).
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Council's preferred option would do that during the peak spawning months of May and June and
not over entire period spawning has been observed to occur (Le., May through November). Mutton
snapper, like many reef fish, are batch spawners, extruding eggs as they ripen over an extended
period. However, for many batch spawners egg release is much higher during the spawning
peaks, often when environmental conditions first become favorable. May and June appear to be
the peak period for the Riley's Hump area.

b. Socioeconomic: The Council's preferred option would prohibit any fishing on the Riley's Hump

area during May and June. This was selected, rather than rejected Option (1), because
enforcement is more easily accomplished (Le., aerial surveilance can be utilized) and, because of

the large aggregations, many mutton snapper would be caught incidentally and be subject to
release mortality.

at hearings indicated many spiny lobster and stone crab fishermen fished Riley's Hump
when their fisheries were closed (April through July) and were dependent on fishing during those
months. These fishermen would have to fish other (likely less productive) areas during May and

Testimony

June.
Alternatives Related to Seasonal Closures

Preferred Option: Status quo. Do not have a closed season for mutton snapper.
Rejected Option 1: Close the mutton snapper fishery to all fishing during the peak spawning
season of May and June.

Rejected Option 2: Restrict the commercial sector to the recreational bag limit of mutton
snapper during May and June. (This option is identical to the SAFMC regulation.
Rejected Option 3: Implement Option 1 or 2 but with a different season.
Discussion and Impacts:

The Council selected status quo as its preferred option because closure of Riley's Hump, the only
identified spawning area in the Gulf, appeared to provide adequate protection of the spawning

population. A Gulf-wide closure (rejected Option (1)) would have enhanced enforcement but, was
deemed not appropriate because NOAA (1985) identified the directed fishery for mutton snapper to
occur only in the Florida Keys area of the Gulf and because there was no stock assessment available
on the Gulf resource. Limiting all participants to a bag limit (ten fish) during May and June (Rejected
Option (2)) would have allowed persons to continue to fish Riley's Hump during the peak spawning
period, partially negating the benefits of the area closure.

a.

Ecoloqical: Rejected Options (1) and (2) would have reduced harvest of mutton snapper over the
entire Gulf of Mexico during the peak spawning months associated with the Florida Keys area.
However, spawning peaks may occur at other times in other parts of the Gulf due to different

environmental conditions (Rejected Option (3)). That information is not available: The statistical
information on landings indicates the directed fisheries in the Gulf for mutton snapper occurs only

off South Florida. Therefore, large spawning aggregations are more likely in that area and many
are likely protected by the SAFMC rule (Rejected Option (2)).
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b.Socioeconomic: There are no effects related to adoption of status quo. Rejected Option (2)
would have restricted fishing by only the commercial sector during peak spawning months.
Alternatives Related to Size and Baq Limits

Preferred Option: Do not change the minimum size limit or set a species bag limit.

Rejected Option 1: Increase the minimum size limit for mutton snapper from 12 inches to 17
length.

inches total

Rejected Option 2: Increase the minimum size limit for mutton snapper from 12 inches to 20
inches total
length.

Rejected Option 3: Set a recreational daily bag limit of two (or some other number) mutton

snapper.
The Council selected status quo as its preferred option after deciding to wait until it had better
assessment information on mutton snapper and until the Florida Marine Fisheries Commission had
considered rules regulating mutton snapper in Florida waters. Mutton snapper in Cuba are reported to
first exhibit indications of sexual maturity at about 17 inches total
length (GMFMC 1989). It is therefore
likely that 12 inch mutton snapper in the Gulf of Mexico are not yet mature. However, increasing the
minimum size limit might eliminate the recreational fishery for mutton snapper in grass flats and near

shore areas. When the Council decided to set a 12 inch size limit in Amendment 1, it felt that the
combination of size and catch limits together would provide protection against overfishing. Mutton
snapper presently have no species bag limit but are included in an aggregate daily bag limit of 10

snappers.

a. Ecoloqical: There was insufficient scientific data to assess the impacts of the rejected options;
therefore status quo was adopted as the preferred option.

b. Socioeconomic: There was insufficient scientific data to assess the impacts of the rejected
options; therefore status quo was adopted as the preferred option.

8. ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

Environmental consequences of each proposed and alternative action are summarized in the text for that
action and discussed in more detail in the Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS) for this

amendment.
9. OTHER APPLICABLE LAW
Impact on Other Fisheries

No impacts on other fisheries are anticipated from the proposed actions.
Habitat Concerns

Reef fish habitats and related concerns were described in the FMP and updated in Amendment 1. No
changes affecting the fishery are known to have occurred since that time.
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Vessel Safety Considerations

There are no fishery conditions, management measures, or regulations contained in this amendment that
would result in the loss of harvesting opportunity because of crew and vessel safety effects of adverse
weather or ocean conditions. The affected persons can fish throughout each year and select fishing periods
dependent on weather. Therefore, there are no procedures for making management adjustments in the
amendment due to vessel safety problems because no person wil be precluded from a fair or equitable
harvesting opportunity by the management measures set forth.
No vessel will be forced to participate in the fishery under adverse weather or ocean conditions as a result of

the imposition of management regulations set forth in this amendment. Therefore, no management
adjustments for fishery access will be provided. There are no procedures proposed to monitor, evaluate, and
report on the effects of management measures on vessel or crew safety under adverse weather or ocean
conditions.

Coastal Zone Consistencv
Section 307(c)(1) of the Federal Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972 requires that all federal activities
which directly affect the coastal zone be consistent with approved state coastal zone management programs

to the maximum extent practicable.
This amendment is consistent with the Coastal Zone Management programs of the states of Alabama,
Florida, Louisiana, and Mississippi to the maximum extent possible; Texas does not have an approved
Coastal Zone Management program. This determination has been submitted to the responsible state
agencies under Section 307 of the Coastal Zone Management Act administering approved Coastal Zone
Management programs in the states of Alabama, Florida, Mississippi, and Louisiana.
Paperwork Reduction Act

The purpose of the Paperwork Reduction Act is to control paperwork requirements imposed on the public by
the Federal Government. The authority to manage information collection and record keeping requirements is
vested with the Director of the Office of Management and record keeping requirements is vested with the
Director of the Office of Management and Budget. This authority encompasses establishment of guidelines

and policies, approval of information collection requests, and reduction of paperwork burdens and
duplications.
The Council proposes, through this amendment, to establish no additional permit or data collection programs
that require submission of information by the public. Therefore, no increased reporting burden on the public

or cost to the government wil be incurred through this amendment.
Federalism
No federalism issues have been identified relative to the actions proposed in this amendment and associated

regulations. The affected states have been closely involved in developing the proposed management
measures and the principal state officials responsible for fisheries management in their respective states
have not expressed federalism related opposition to adoption of this amendment. Therefore, preparation of a
federalism assessment under Executive Order 12612 is not necessary.
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APPENDIX A

Extracts from Kelley's (1990)

Review of Scientific Literature
on Fish Trapping in
the Western Atlantic Area

A-1

ADVANTAGES OF FISH TRAPS

The extensive use of fish traps in the Caribbean and restricted areas around Florida is easily understood.
Traps are inexpensively and easily constructed and can be made of durable, easily repairable materials. The
cost can be recouped in as little as 4 to 5 hauls (Munro, 1973; Craig, 1976). Traps are easy to use and
require little skil to fish, although the most successful fishing does depend on the fisherman's skil in locating

productive fishing grounds. Traps can be fished from small or large boats and pulled by hand or
mechanical means. Trap fishing also allows fishermen to pursue other interests or hold other jobs while the
gear is fishing unattended and if foul weather precludes hauling, traps can be left for extended periods of
time.

Traps capture a wide range of species of fish that are not caught by other types of gear (Luckhurst and

Ward, 1986; Munro, 1973; Stevenson and Stuart-Sharkey, 1980). They also allow the economical
exploitation of low density fish stocks and allow fishing where other methods are uneconomical or have

become uneconomical because of overfishing (Munro, 1973; Kipness and Wiliams, personal
communication). This last fact accounts in part for the controversy presently surrounding the use of fish
traps in the United States.

Traps can be fished over a wide range of depths, bottom types, and conditions. Because traps fish
passively and are not towed, they are particularly suited to coralline tropical seas where use of trawls and
other nets are precluded or restricted by the presence of hermatypic coralslines.
(Munro,
1973). In most coral
Here, even use of trawls
reef areas, fishing with traps is limited to individually buoyed traps on vertical

of traps (as series of 3-10 traps attached at intervals along a length of a line) is difficult because lines can
become entangled in coral and gear can be easily lost or damaged (Munro, 1973)...
The depth and location of traps can be varied to target different species assemblages, although this requires
some knowledge and skil on the part of the fisherman (Craig, 1976; Luckhurst and Ward, 1986). Another
advantage of fish traps is the fact that most of the fish caught are alive and in good condition.

Many of the reasons listed above make fish traps a convenient scientific tool for surveys of fish populations.
A large area can be surveyed in a day using fish traps and the catch is alive for biological sampling (Miler

and Hunte, 1987). The main disadvantage of fish traps is their bulk, which restricts the mobilty of the

fishermen. To overcome this disadvantage, stackable traps have been designed that increase the
trap-carrying capacity of a fishing vesseL. This allows commercial operations to be economically feasible

in distant waters. This is particularly important in the Caribbean where near-shore areas are frequently
over-exploited and becoming increasingly uneconomical to fish.

TRAP LOSSES
There are many reasons why fish traps are lost both inshore and offshore. A common reason is gear failure,
which includes pot warp (line) parting, the buoy separating from the pot warp or the buoy breaking up. This
gear failure can be caused by normal wear and tear, powerboat propellers, and sea turtles or sea gulls biting
the buoys or pot warp. Theft is also a major cause of lost traps in many areas. Losses occur because of
setting the traps too deep or on too steep a slope. Storm surge and wave action can cause loss of traps,
particularly in shallow inshore waters. Traps without buoys are less susceptible to storm damage, but may
be moved from a site by currents or wave action and become unretrievable. In corallne areas, the buoy
lines may become entangled on coral, chafe, and break. Offshore, losses are primarily caused by large
vessels cutting or dragging gear, gear failure, and storms. Strong currents submerging buoys or sweeping
traps away from the locations where they were set and traps becoming entangled with other fishing gear
and anchors have also been cited as causes of trap loss.
A-2

The percentage of traps lost varied considerably among studies by both area and depth fished. Wolf and
Chislett (1974) reported pot losses of 10-20% per trip in exploratory efforts in deep water shelf edges in the
Virgin Islands. They attributed these losses to pots tumbling down steep slopes. While trap fishing off Boca
Raton, Florida, Craig (1976) had a trap loss approaching 20% for a period of six months, with at least some

loss due to theft. In Broward County, Florida trap fishermen, had an average of 20.3% annual loss due
mainly to strong currents, entanglement and theft. Dade County, Florida trap fishermen reported losing 1-5
traps per trip, with an annual

loss of 100%. Losses were due to theft or loss of buoys. Traps (sic) theft was

such a problem that traps were brought back to port at the end of each fishing day in Dade (Sutherland and
Harper, 1983). Munro (sic) County, Florida trap fishermen had estimated average annual trap losses of 63%.

The losses were mainly from currents and severance of buoys by large ships in deep water and from
vandalism inshore. Trap loss was not a problem in Coller County, Florida with an annual loss of only 5%.
This was possibly due to the fact that fishermen brought back traps to the dock after each trip (Taylor and
McMichael, 1983). About 85% of traps used off Key Biscayne, Florida in a study on mesh selectivity by
Sutherland et aL (1987) were lost with most losses attributed to theft. Trap loss due to theft and vessels
cutting of fouling lines was reported as a major problem in the Virgin Islands (Swingle et aL, 1970; Olsen
et aL, 1974; Sylvester, 1972).

In Jamaica, Munro and Thompson (1973) had such a theft problem in their study that the use of buoyed
traps had to be abandoned. While losses due to theft, storms, and vessels can not easily be controlled, the
trap fishermen can inspect gear frequently for wear and tear and use more durable materials.
SPECIES COMPOSITION

...Despite the great abundance of fishes on Florida reefs, until recent years, only a few species had been
targeted for food purposes. As a result, the commercial harvest of fish was directed almost entirely towards

Lutjanids (snappers) and Serranids (groupers). However, in South Florida, there is a growing consumer
demand for non-traditional food fish, especially among ethnic caribbean (sic) groups. These non-traditional
food fishes include squirrelfish, bigeye, sand tilefish, goatfish, spadefish, angelfish, parrotfish, triggerfish,
scrawled filefish, and acanthurids. These species bring about one-half the usual market price as more
traditional species such as grouper and snapper in south Florida (Sutherland and Harper, 1983) and, unlike
the Caribbean, some species are not saleable at all (Craig, 1976).
TRAP PLACEMENT

A number of authors noted that traps set adjacent to reefs are more effective than traps set at a distance
from reefs (Munro et aL, 1971; High and Beardsley, 1970; Godcharles, 1970; Stevenson and Stuart-Sharkey,
1980; Hartsuijker and Nicholson, 1981; High and Beardsley, 1970). Sylvester and Dammann (1972) found
that distances as little as five feet from an underwater feature such (sic) a ledge and coral head could make

a difference in the number and species caught.
High and Beardsley (1970) found that traps set in close proximity to reefs were particularly effective in
catching reef fishes with restricted home ranges. Hartsuijker and Nicholson (1982) developed this concept
further in their research. They used the occurrence of small serranidae, which have reef restricted home
ranges, as parameters for predicting the distance between traps and reef patches.
Most fishermen prefer to set traps near rocky ledges, reef structures or steep drop-offs (Sutherland and

Harper, 1983; Taylor and McMichael. 1983; Stevenson, 1978; Olsen, 1980; Sylvester and Dammann, 1972;
Godcharles, 1970; Munro, 1971). However, Craig (1976) found high relief rocky areas produced unwanted

reef species such as tangs, parrots, and angelfish (he was targeting Lutjanids). Olsen (1980) also noted that
the fishermen in the Dry Tortugas avoided coral reef areas as unproductive of target fish and destructive to
their gear. Hartsuijker and Nicholson (1981) pointed out that small individuals made up a higher percentage
of the catch when traps were placed nearer a reef. High and Beardsley (1970) and Hartsuijker and
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Nicholson (1981) found traps set in close proximity to reefs were more effective in catching reef fish with

restricted home ranges.
Hartsuijker and Nicholson (1981) noted that in areas with dense coral coverage, placement of traps relative
to bottom irregularities (coral heads or ledges, for example) would probably not contribute to the trap catch
rates. However, with low density coverage, a careful setting of traps near reef structures would significantly

contribute to the economic viability of the fishery. According to Hartsuijker and Nicholson (1981), the
effective distance between traps and reef structure should be between 10 and 30 meters.

Using a submersible for observation, Sutherland et al. (1983) found the number of juveniles in and around
derelict traps appeared to be related to the distance between traps and the nearest reef area, fish were
absent or rare near traps on or adjacent to reefs and present in traps on "barren" sand sea floor areas.
Craig (1976) obtained his best results when deploying traps in open sandy environments. He noted that
they became the most prominent bottom feature and were approached by fish almost immediately. In
contrast, Taylor and McMichael (1983) noted that when traps in their study were set on sandy bottom, they

had poor catches.
Large differences in catch are found from various depths as well as from differences in proximity to
structures. With depths over 27.4 m, catch rate appeared to be inversely related to depth in Sutherland and
Harper's (1983) studies in South Florida. However, in the U.S. Virgin Islands, Wolf and Chislette (1974)
reported spectacular results were obtained with heavily baited traps in deep water and they noted that,
overall, the majority of the good catches were made at night in generally deeper waters. Larger fish were

also found in deeper water by Dammann (1970) and Taylor and McMichael (1983). Munro and Thompson
(1973) also made several attempts at utilzing traps in water up to 250 meters with promising results.

Stevenson and Stuart-Sharkey (1980) indicated that fish traps in shallower water of Puerto Rico caught
numerically more fish but the average fish weighed less that (sic) those caught in deeper water. While their
results indicated that 30 m was the optimum depth for trap fishing, they qualified the results by stating that

the effects of depth, design, and soak on mean catch rates were interdependent.
INGRESS AND EGRESS
Movement in and out of traps reflects behavior and response of various species to the traps (Kumpf, 1980).
Several authors have observed egress from open-mouth traps (Munro, 1974; Craig, 1976; Sylvester and
Dammann, 1972: Luckhurst and Ward, 1986). Divers report that fish behavior around pots follows consistent
patterns (Sylvester and Dammann, 1972). Territorial fish have been observed swimming in and out of pots.
Luckhurst and Ward (1986) observed behaviorally active surgeon fish which are well adapted to living around
and within the complex reef system escaping and re-entering traps. They interpreted the repeated ingress
and escapement of individual fish from traps with straight-neck funnels and use of the trap as a shelter site.

They noted that at least the six species they reported (1. griseus, l:. isabelita, l:. ascensionis, l:. sciurus,
Q. bermudensis and Acanthurus spp.) are able to come and go at wil. Few escapements were recorded
in traps with horseneck funnels.

While most information on ingress and egress has been gathered in the field, Harper and McClellan (1982;
1983) used holding tanks in their studies. They found that within a few days, all species tested, except the

large predators (groupers, nurse sharks, jacks, and green morays), found the exit funnels. Not only did the
fish learn to exit, but an equilbrium state occurred with frequent movements in and out of the trap. It was
also noted that small prey-fish, such as grunts and snapper, found the exit sooner when a predator entered
the trap. Eventually, only the predator remained and no other species of fish entered the trap.
INJURY AND MORTALITY
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Sutherland and Harper (1983) found 20.6% of the trapped fish in their study sustained injuries caused by
gas expansion, physical contact with traps, and predators. The most common injury (74.8%) was internal

gas expansion caused by reduced ambient pressure as the fish were hauled to the surface. Symptoms of
gas expansion injuries include inabilty to submerge, air bubbles within the eye or bulging eyes, internal
organs or swim bladders extruded through the mouth or anus, and bleeding. They reported a mortality rate
of 2.9% of the trap caught fish, or an average of 1 dead for every 3.2 traps hauled. Mortalities averaged

1.8% during eight months of the study and 7.5% during a 2 month period when fish kils were reported of
(sic) southeastern Florida.

Injuries and mortalities related to trap capture were recorded by Harper and McClellan (1982) in 745 fish.
Data was kept both in the field and for 699 of the surviving fish for seven additional days in holding tanks.

They reported 2.7% of the fish were dead and 11.1 % of the fish were injured at the time of capture. The
types of injuries reported were damage from gas expansion, abrasions or frayed fins from physical contact

with the trap, and disorientation/whirling syndrome that was attributed to temperature shock, or gas
expansion, or both. The two most common injuries were abrasions in 48.2% of the injured fish and
embolisms in 32.5% of the injured fish (from gas expansion). Harper and McClellan noted, however, that
most fish with minor injuries recovered in holding tanks within 2-5 days. A total of 563 (80.5%) of the fish
survived the seven days that the fish were in the holding tanks.
Bohnsack et al. (in press, as cited in Sutherland, 1989) found 2.2% of the fish in their studies dead at the

time of capture. Both the Harper and McClellan (1982) and the Bohnsack et al. studies were conducted off
Key Biscayne, Florida.

In Coller County, Florida, where traps soaked for less than one hour, few injuries were recorded. The
highest injuries (27%) in that study (off Monroe County) were recorded in fish captured in traps soaked for
20 days (Taylor and McMichael, 1983). They suggested that occurrence of injuries and death were probably

related to the length of time fish were confined in traps and the depth fished. Taylor and McMichael
reported 0.9% trap mortality.

Taylor and McMichael (1983) also monitored released sub-legal and non-targeted species of fish for one
minute and indicated that 53% swam downward. The survival rate of those is unknown, but they speculated
that at least some died because of injuries. Of the fish that died, 20% died immediately from gas expansion
or stress or were eaten by sharks or birds. In a similar study, Sutherland and Harper (1983) indicated that
87% of the fishes swam down after release from traps.

Munro, Reeson, and Gaut (1971) stated that almost all fishes retained in traps off Jamaica for periods
approaching two weeks showed signs of wounds from predators or abrasions from the wire mesh, often with
secondary fungal infections. In Bermuda, secondary infections were reported to be the primary cause of
trap mortality in several species including Q. bermudensis, Scarus spp., Sparisoma spp., and !:. sciurus
(Luckhurst and Ward, 1986). Few dead fish were observed in Jamaican traps (Munro, Reeson and Gaut,
1971; Munro, 1974). The carcasses of dead fish remained in the traps for only a short times (sic) before
disappearing (Luckhurst and Ward, 1986; Munro, Reeson and Gaut, 1971; Munro, 1974).

Some species of fish frequently were not able to survive confinement in fish traps. Great Barracuda
(Sphvraena barracuda) and sand tilefish (Malacanthus plumieri) did not survive in traps according to .
Sutherland and Harper (1983). Ward (1983) also noted that great barracuda, cubera snapper, yellow jacks,

and lemon sharks died shortly after entering traps in pursuit of prey. The scarids, ~. croicensis and ~.
chrvsopterum, were observed dead or dying within 2-3 days of their entry into traps (Luckhurst and Ward,
1986).
GHOST TRAPS AND DERELICT TRAPS
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Fish traps that fishermen cannot locate and retrieve or that are abandoned, but stil capable of catching fish,
are referred to as ghost traps. Ghost traps have long been a subject of concern, but opinions have changed
considerably since Olsen et al. (1978) made their observations. They noted that if traps were lost, mortality
of juvenile and forage species could decimate a fishing ground. They suggested that considerable mortality
could take place over the 1-2 years before the mesh corroded away, and indicated corrosion time would
be longer and mortality would be greater for small sizes of mesh. A more recent study made by Harper and
McClellan (1983) estimated the average fishing life of eight traps observed off Key Biscayne to be from 5.5
to 157 days before becoming unable to capture fish. While the decay and catch rates of ghost traps are

not well documented, at least some evidence indicates that lost traps quickly become damaged and
ineffective (Sutherland et aI., 1978). Most of the reports of injury and mortality by ghost traps appear to be
anecdotaL. However, an underwater video was presented to the South Atlantic Fisheries Management

Council on June 11, 1990 that documented dead and injured fish in ghost traps in the Florida Keys. The
video was presented by Fernand Braun in an effort to persuade the council to ban fish traps. Also, in the
Harper and McClellan (1983) study, 19.2% of the 130 fish known to enter their traps were reported to die.

Derelict traps are lost or abandoned traps that are incapable of catching fish due to structural damage or

deterioration. Derelict traps have small holes or breaks in the wire mesh, gaps between ceilng and floor
panels and walls, or entire panels deteriorated or missing (Smolowitz, 1978).

Traps become derelict in a number of ways. Predator damage, wire mesh corrosion, escape windows
opening, and materials fastened to escape devices decomposing have all been documented.
Munro et al. (1971) speculated that lost traps that have accumulated large numbers of fish may be attacked

and rendered ineffective by large predators such as nurse sharks (Ginalvmostoma cirratum). Harper and
McClellan (1983) found the funnel openings enlarged with the prongs bent back and speculated that the
damage was by large predators attempting to escape. Seams were also split by predators such as cubera
snapper (Lutjanus cyanoDterus), great barracuda (Sphvraena barracuda), yellow jacks (Caranx bartholomae),

and lemon sharks (Neaaprion brevirostris) in Harper and McClellan's study. He found mortality of these
large predators to be high. In Craig's study (1976) escapement through trap holes caused by predators
became a problem if traps were not hauled after 5 or 6 days. Fish are rarely caught in traps with holes or
breaks in the mesh (Craig, 1976; Sutherland and Harper, 1983; Ward, 1983). Even small holes or breaks
in the wire mesh apparently render them ineffective as fish traps.

Using a submersible for observation, Sutherland et al. (1983) found juvenile fish numerous in and around
derelict traps. The derelict traps and other man made objects appeared to serve as artificial reefs on
"barren" sand sea floor areas (Sutherland et al. 1983; Harper and McClellan, 1983). Sutherland et al. (1983)

observed that fish were absent or rare near traps on or adjacent to reefs.
TRAP DESIGN AND GHOST FISHING

Various methods have been proposed to alleviate the concerns of ghost traps. Since trap design is one of
the keys as to whether a ghost fishing situation wil be created (Smolowitz, 1978), many of these methods
deal with trap design. Designs to prevent ghost fishing were primarily developed for northern or temperate
invertebrate (lobster) fisheries.
Degradable sections of hinges that rot in a specified time period are one such design requirement that has
been adopted by both the Gulf of Mexico and South Atlantic Fishery Councils. When the degradable link
fails, the trap no longer fishes. The self destruct devices are designed to prevent or reduce ghost fishing

without reducing efficiency of the trap or significantly increasing the costs.

Kumpf (1980) conducted a limited experiment to determine the durabilty and suitabilty of 4 types of
materials for self-destruct devices that were inexpensive, available locally, and simple to replace. He tested

unoiled jute, sisal, 16 gauge, and 18 gauge galvanized wire in his experiments. The unoiled jute and sisal
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lasted 42 days while the galvanized wire was stil intact at the end of the 120 days of the testing. He noted
the galvanic couplings with a short life spans (sic) are available or could be manufactured if there was a
sufficient demand.

Several problems are encountered in the use of self-destruct panels and hinges. They are not readily
accepted by fishermen because of possible catch losses and the time lost in repair or replacement. The
trap may land with the degradable panel facing down. And, time for degradable panels or hinges to
deteriorate may be longer than predicted. Corrosion of metal hinging materials occurs more slowly in
colder, slower moving water and biodegradable materials take longer to break down in deeper water where
there are fewer organisms to attack the materials.

Gordon Sharp, a Florida Marine Patrol officer in Key West, stated that he found 95% of the traps he has
seized in areas closed to trap fishing to be constructed ilegally. The primary construction violations he
found were uses of non-degradable hinge materials such as rubber, nylon or stainless steel or the use of
ilegal thicknesses of jute.
Escape vents for sublegal fish are another design element demonstrated to reduce the catch of and damage
to sublegals (Smolowitz, 1978). Smolowitz also noted other advantages to the use of sublegal vents such
as improving the quality of the catch and increasing trap efficiency. Fewer fish in the traps should result
in fewer injuries, and in areas with large populations, sublegal escape vents should allow more legal sized
fish to be caught. Currently, a minimum of two, 2 x 2 inch escape vents are required on each of two sides
of a trap (four total) by the Gulf of Mexico Fishery Council.

One design feature that has received little attention is the trap funneL. The funnel size, shape, mesh size,
and type of funnel (straight or horseneck) all have effects on retention of trapped fish and would therefore

have an effect on the abilty of a ghost trap to retain fish (see trap design and structure).
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Figure 17

Mutton Snapper Ave Recreational Harvest
Gulf of Mexico, 1987-1991
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Figure 18

Mutton Snapper Ave 'Recreational Harvest
South Atlantic, 1987-1991
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Figure 19

Annual Commercial Mutton Snapper Catch
Gulf of Mexico - Including Monroe Cty
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Figure 20

Mutton Snapper Commercial Harvest
(Gulf Coast including Monroe County)
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Figure 21

Mutton Snapper Commercial Harvest
. (Gulf Coast excluding Monroe County)
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Table 1

Average landIngs 1 (Thousands of POunds) of Red Snapper
and Reef Fish in Gulf Ports and Portion (Tousands of Pounds)
of Red Snapper Caught from Foreign Waters

Red Snapper

Vear

Red Snappe
Caught From

Landed

Foreign Water

196

11.362

~

196

13.349

6.422.

24.159

1910

9.541

2.29

21.0&

1915

1.162

159

18.33

198
198
199'

5.411

431

19.031

5.239

i

..

:,8 """'."""9111

3,281

Ree Fish2

Landed
20.385

22.85
21.240

1 Five-year averge with yea the midpoint of the period. e.g.. 196 vaue is for 195~196 period.
21ncludes red snappe landings

~Oata not available beore 196.

.Four-yea average for 1961961.
'Mexico prohibited U.S. vesss after 1981.

~hree-year average ending in 199. Le.. for 1988-199 period.
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Table 2

Average Number of Vessels in the Reef Fish Fishery
1960-1992

Veart

Handline

Longlln.

Other

1ge
196

Total

38

-

3

388

447

-

1970

348

.

20

366

1975

472

-

9

198

481

122

31

1981

64
58

801

245

199199

43 .

86

598

288

:18

1

351.

-

44

1,234

Sources: FMP Apix Tabi 29 (1957-1974), Fishery Statistics of U.S. (1975-1977. Amenment 1 Tables
7.17 and 7.18 (1878198.

'FF.year average WW ye th midpont of the pe.
2Four-year averge ening In 198.

3From v8S peit fie; charter vessels and fishing craft under 30 fee not included (see Table 2a).
.77 percen are fish trap vessels.
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Table 2a
Number of Vessels' Permitted in the Aeef Fish Fishery
By Gear Type.2, 1990-1992

Year

HandllneJ

Longlln.

Oter

199

48

368

1991

675

245

36
30

Total

1,222
1,226
-

1992

633

244

378

1,255

Average

598

286

3514

1,234

:'8,,-1-13

Source: (NMFS Perit Fie).

'Charter vesss and fishing cra Ins th 30 fee not inchJded. Tot peit issued: 199 (1,622):

1991 (1,762); and 199 (1,96).

2Princlpa gear listed by peit appic; may listed muutlple gear ty.
31ncludes bandit rigs and rod and ree.

.77 percent are fish trap vessef..
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Table 3

Ex-Vessel and Real' Value (Tousands of Dollars)

of Gulf Ladings of Reef Fish and Red Snapper

Reef Fish2

Red Snapper

Year"

Ex-Vessel

Real

Ex-Vessel

1960

3,673

3,879

2,761

2,915 -

1965

5,098

5,247

3,799

3,911

1970

6,195

5,598

4,010

3,627

1975

9,320

5,516

5,403

3,228

1980

18,316

6,837

7,696

2,90

1985

30,44

9,96

10,144

3,318

19904

36,553

10,937

7,753

2,332

: '"""'-

Real

'.11'¡

Source: (Amendment 1 Table 7.1; NMFS Statistics)

'Reaf vafueis ex-v"" vaue adjusted for inflation by dividing the consumer index for aU commodities

(1967..100).
21nccudes vaue 01 red snpp.

3Five-year average wit yea th midpoint of the period.
~hreeyear average ending In 199.
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Table 3b

Reali and ex.Vessel Annual Price Per Pound
Paid to Fishermen for Red Snapper and Other Reef Fish

Ree Fish Price

Rid Snappe Price

Yea

Rea

Ex.Ves

R-

Ex-Vessel

196

$0.28

$0.24

$0.'1

$0.11

$0.29

$0.28

$0.11

$0.11

1970

$0.39

$0.43

$0.18

1975

$0.39

$0.69

$0.20

$0.35

198
198
199
pp"a,..,-Q8

$0.55

$1.47

$0.29

$0.71

$0.81

$1.90

SO.l-

$1,23

$0.72

$2.50

$0:49

$1.70

1.

-

$0.18

, Real value is ex.vessel value adjusted for inflation by dividing producer prie index for all
commodities (1967.100).
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Table 4. Number of vessels, traps and landigs from traps for Gulf of Mexico, 1978-1985.

LAINGS (I,OO's pounds)
Snapper

Total

Other

Year

Vessels

Traps

Groupers

1978

32

2,102

315

82

54

451

1979

38

2.28

149

161

37

347

1980. .

36

1,434

99

93

22

214

1981

35

1,40

106

72

27

1982

13

534

125

45

15

185

1983

18

540

50

64

8

12

1984

43

1,290

675

55

21

751

1985

60

1,80

962

72

25

1,059

Reef Fish

Source: Amendment 1, Tables 7.13 through 7.18

. Beginning in 1980 fish traps were prohibited in south Florida waters

II\i\iea\ vel.a\l1
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205

Table 5. 198-198 Canva of reef fi trap fishig vesselsjboats in the SoutheaSt F10rida and Gul of Mexico

by NM port agents. .
Fishig

Total Number
of Vessl

Status

Vessels not

Area

Permts

Active

Inactve

U nkOWD

in Area

Coller

86

22

17

11

36

Lee

18

0

0

6

12

Sarasa

6

0

0

2

4

Manatee

3

0

0

3

0

Monroe

149

9

7

70

63
-

ECFL

U

7

0

1

4

WCFL

60

7

0

33

20

Panama City

7

0

4

3

0

Apalachcola

8

0

1

4

3

Louiian

8

0

8

0

0

357

45

37

133

142

Total

EC FL is the area on the east coast coveri Mar St. Lucie, and Indi River Counties.
WC FL is the area on the west coast of F10rida in Coller County around Everglades City and Naples.

b: \. \RRf\ TI'."'1
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Table 6. Reef Fish permt inormation on the importance of fish traps to fihi operations of permittees,
purchas trap tag and the importance of stone crab and spiny lobster fisheries to thos Florida permttees.

AVERAGE OF TAGS

IMORTANCE OF TR1
Home
Port

Year

AL

1991

2

1

3

REQUETED

TOTAL

4

1

20

1

1

4

3

2

199
FL
LA
MS

1991

199

152
194

1991

2

40
38

31
36

3

2

199

2

1

1991

1

16

23
2
2

239
291

SO

9

5S

29
28

26
23

33

5

17
100

100
10

60

1

25

10
10

5

20

10

5

SO

16

3S

199
TX

TOTAL

1991

1

8

i

10

199

1

1

1

3

45
41

42
38

19

26

26
29

1991

15

199

194

i 1 = Pricipal gear used by vessels etc.

FISHERY IMORTANCEz
FISHER Y

YE

Stone Crab

1991

199
Spiny

1991

Lobster

199

Both Above

1991

199
TOTAL
I

1991

199

4

TOTAL

2

3

60

13

88

14

10
10

5

104

9

137

10
14

3
5

9
2

2
3

24
24

39
48

5

6

4

2

1

50
55

109
166

21
23

25

7

14

13

1

I

2 1 = Principal fihery vessl is engaged in etc.
II \. \ Ref\ PenI.1b1
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162
216

I

Tibl. 7. Annual landing. (Tousandi of Poundi) by' Flih Tl'p.
from Statistical Zones (Percent In Parentheses) and Number of Ves..', for 1888-1911

STATISTICAL ZONE(S)t

YEAR

VESSELS

l' 2

3' 4

198

79

246 (27)

657 (72)

3 (0.4)

905.9

1987

92

134 (24)

411 (75)

3 (0.5)

548.3

198

100

176 (26)

401 (60)

5 (0.7)

198

94

535 (44)

572 (47)

199

NA

419 (42)

315 (32)

19912

8r

5. 8

7

TOTAL

83 (12)

66.8

19 (2)

77 (6)

- 1,204.3

64 (6)

193 (19)

99.3
1 ,455.0

LANDINGS
YEAR

GROUPER

SNAPPERS

198

896

83

35

1,014

1987

617

57

62

737

198

698

96

83

877

1989

782

221

233

1,236

199

498

202

287

987

1991

739

184

532

1 ,455

OTHER

TOTAL.

tt:,a,¡e,...lOtI7

, Se Figure 9 for Statistica Zone..
2Catch by Statistca Zone not available.

3vessls reponing landings by log book; values for other years from canvass.

~ota not sae for totals above since it include. some landings from south of Florida Keys which are excluded abve.
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ccm: 10-22-92

DRAFT

MINUTES
GULF OF MEXICO FISHERY MANAGEMENT COUNCIL
REEF FISH AND MUTTON SNAPPER PUBLIC HEARING
KEY WEST, FLORIDA

OCTOBER 19, 1992
ATTENDANCE:

Philp Horn

36 Members of the Public

Wayne Swingle

were in attendance

Camila Moyer

The hearing was called to order by Chairman Philip Horn at 7:05 p.m., at the American Legion Hall in Key

West, Florida. He presented the opening statement which included the seven National Standards. The
hearing was held to allow public comment on a proposed amendment to the federal fishing rules for reef

fish and a proposed rule to protect spawning aggregations of mutton snapper through spawning season
fishing closures. Written comments would be accepted until November 9, 1992, and the public were invited

to testify before the Council on any of the proposed changes during the November 18th session of the
Council to be held in Sarasota, Florida, beginning at 8:30 a.m. The public may again comment directly to
the Secretary of Commerce when the proposed regulations are published. This comment period is open

for 45 days.
Mr. Swingle presented the details of the proposed changes.

The public was invited to comment:

Stephen Moore, fifth generation commercial fisherman from Davie, Florida, felt the Government was
determined to put commercial fishermen out of business. He spoke against the elimination of fish traps and
for retaining the status quo. He had been in the wire trap fishery for the last fourteen years, and felt this
fishery was already heavily regulated. He stated fish trappers only accounted for 6.8 percent of the total
snapper jgrouper harvest. He contended the recreational fishery was controllng decision-making and felt
they were responsible for much of the damage to the fishing grounds. He maintained that the survival rate
of fish returned to the water from fish traps was very high. He noted that commercial fish trap fishermen

were interested in preserving habitat since their livelihood depended upon it. Recreational fishermen, on
the other hand, he described as a "subsidized predator". He felt the chief problems in the fishery were
pollution, both from run-offs and dumping, and loss of habitat.

Bil Parks, commercial diver (17 years) and fisherman, did not consider unfair competition to be the primary
issue for anyone who utilized the resource. He noted that angelfish were regularly caught in fish traps and
that traps left out for extended periods of time caused high fish mortality. Foul weather contributed to the
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loss of many fish traps which then became ghost traps, which could survive for more than a year and

decimate fishing grounds. He felt much of the scientific literature cited on pages 6 thorough 12 was
incorrect. He objected to the argument that areas already heavily fished displayed increased efficiency when

fish traps were introduced, stating there was no justification for this practice. Wave surge action and
currents affected the condition of fish caught and retrieved from traps. Placement of traps near reef
structures resulted in a larger take of food fish species, but also a larger amount of ornamental species, were

often subsequently used as bait or died from decompression as traps were raised to the surface. Deep
water fish trapping impacted previously untouched areas, which possibly had served as a stabilzing factor

to guarantee healthy future stocks. Fish traps did not discriminate between targeted and non-targeted
species and the trap fishery was diffcult to police and enforce. After conducting tests, Mr. Parks concluded
that mesh sizes would have to be 2.8 inches wide and 9 inches tall in order to allow an angelfish to escape,
releasing snapper and grouper which were being targeted.
Peter Gladdina, commercial fisherman from Key West, Florida, supported Mr. Parks statements. He felt 17inch mutton snapper were too small (approximately two pounds) to be harvested. He supported closing
Riley's Hump to mutton snapper fishing, but opposed closing Riley's Hump to all fishing, though he did not
fish there himself. Many fishermen caught large yellowtail in the same area that mutton snapper spawned
and depended on this fishing ground for their livelihood.

Simon Stafford, stone crab and lobster commercial fisherman, asked that Council use the best information

available before making decisions. He felt much of the information used by the Council was anecdotal
information and not scientific information.
Mike Laudicina, from Key West, Florida, commercial fisherman since 1969, and member of the Gulf Councils
Spiny Lobster Advisory Panel, Florida National Marine Sanctuary Advisory Council, and the O.FF., stated
mutton snapper spawned all over the Keys area in small aggregations. Riley's Hump was one of the largest
spawning areas, but not the only one. When he worked as a collector of live mutton snapper two years ago
for the University of Miami for spawning research, they obtained fish about 12 miles to the east on a small
reef. He had fish trapped from South Carolina to the Caribbean and opposed banning traps and requiring
they be returned to shore after each trip. Traps were to be prohibited in the sanctuary only because they
were prohibited outside of the sanctuary. He felt solving pollution problems should take precedence over
gear restrictions. He felt lack of enforceability was a poor reason to consider banning traps.

Mr. Braun, fishing guide from Big Pine Key, Florida, spoke against fish trapping, citing a statement by an
enforcement officer at a South Atlantic Council meeting that 90 percent of traps checked were in violation

of existing regulations. He indicated angelfish were a large part of the bycatch.
Richard MacKinnon, from Islamorada, Florida, represented O.FF. and was a participant in the wire fish trap
fishery. He referred to a 1984 decision memorandum by NOAA that a ban on fish trapping in Florida would

be in violation of the Magnuson Act. He felt the present Secretary of Commerce was exerting influence to
force banning of fish traps. He believed enforcement in the fish trap fishery was not a real problem and few
violations had occurred. The O.F.F. supported a 12-inch size limit on mutton snapper. He stated that
enforcement was no reason to ban traps. He supported requiring they be returned to shore after each trip.
He pointed out that fouled lost traps stop catching fish.
Daniel H. Harvev, commercial tropical fisherman from Tavernier, Florida, had also done hook-and-line fishing

and fish trapping. Gray angelfish were the most predominantly caught angelfish in fish traps and were the
least commercially valuable. He maintained that lost fish traps disintegrated over time and lost their
effectiveness. He felt setting the mutton snapper size limit at 12 inches would cause fish slightly undersized
to be discarded though the trauma and embolism experienced as they were brought to the surface would
cause them to die after release. He supported closing fishing for mutton snapper on Riley's Hump during
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the spawning season, but opposed banning fish traps. He felt recreational fishermen were being favored
at the expense of the commercial fishery.

Tom Blvthe, commercial fisherman of 20 years from Marathon, Florida, stressed that when the federal
government banned fisheries in the United States, money and jobs were lost for its citizens and were
transferred to other countries. He felt the ornamental fish industry had been responsible for the decline of

blue and queen angelfish which were very scarce. He claimed the gray angelfish remained numerous
because of their inferior commercial value. He favored the status quo on fish traps and had no comment

on mutton snapper.
Larry Meyer, a wire trap fisherman from Pompano Beach, Florida, opposed the banning of fish traps in the
Gulf of Mexico. He did not think Riley's Hump should be closed since mutton snapper spawned in other
areas of the Gulf and this action would harm fishermen who targeted other species (such as yellowtail) in
this area. He indicated only

!\o South Atlantic area fishermen moved to fish the Gulf. He felt most data

were anecdotal and many Gulf fishermen tended their traps.

Bill Moore, a commercial fisherman from Big Pine Key, Florida, representing Monroe County Comm.
Fishermen, Inc., did not believe mutton snapper were overfished. He felt an SPR number should be

assigned to the species in order to prove this contention. The mutton snapper fishery was necessary for
Keys fishermen in order to survive summer closures for lobster and crab and he opposed the May and June
closure off Riley's Hump. He felt mutton snapper spawned in other areas of the Gulf and supported the
status quo. He felt fish traps were already over-regulated, especially since they comprised the smallest

component of the fishery. He advised not relying on South Atlantic data in making management decisions
for the Gulf of Mexico waters. He felt Florida Bay should be opened up and the stressed area line be moved

inshore. Red grouper size limits should be lowered to 16 inches to increase and allow the quota to be
achieved. He stated the mesh on fish traps needed to be no larger than 2-inch by 2-inch in order to catch

fish. He felt Amendment 5 was over-reacting to a non-existent problem and the options were too restrictive.
He indicated the ilegal traps observed by the Marine Patrol officer were all being fished in ilegal areas.

Rick LaFlair, commercial fish trap fisherman, contended that fish traps in deeper waters caught no
ornamental fish. He recommended requiring fish trappers to fish in waters 100 feet in depth or greater. He
maintained that if fish traps were utilzed according to existing regulations they should not become ghost
traps when lost. He stated that in all his years of fishing, he had never received a violation despite being
boarded and inspected by the Coast Guard on various occasions. He felt the Gulf Councils proposed
amendment was more reasonable than that of the South Atlantic Council, but urged discussing and working
out a compromise with the fish trap industry.
Tony Lanasa, commercial fish trapper from Key West, Florida, supported closing the mutton fishery during
the spawning season. He felt present trap enforcement was adequate. He believed discussions between
fish trap fishermen and management could bring about successful resolutions to problems.

.. Jerry Ward, a commercial fish trapper from Marathon, Florida, stated if the boundary line were moved further
offshore it would be beyond the range he could successfully fish. He noted that his traps had been directly
in the path of Hurricane Andrew and had survived the storm. His main loss of traps was from theft and if
they were deployed properly (with jute fasteners) they would not become ghost traps. His traps had been
inspected by the U.S.Coast Guard for jute fasteners.

Anthony L. Iarocci, commercial fisherman, felt a limited entry system for traps needed to be implemented.
He supported closing fisheries during spawning seasons in general. He did not believe an ITa procedure
would be appropriate for the Gulf area and was concerned that monopolies could occur in such a system.
If necessary, the number of traps could be limited. He supported allowing fishing on Riley's Hump but

prohibiting harvest of mutton snapper.
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E. P. Worthington. Jr., representing the O.FF. in Marathon, Florida, opposed closing Riley's Hump on the
basis that mutton snapper were not seriously threatened and lobster and crab fishermen relied on the
mutton snapper fishery during their closed season. He supported the 12-inch size limit for mutton snapper

and did not believe it should be increased. Most mutton snapper caught in the inshore waters ranged
between 14 to 18 inches. He stated that a marine sanctuary proposed for the Keys area planned to
implement the strictest regulations of those in effect by the state of Florida, Gulf Council, and South Atlantic
CounciL. He noted that fish traps were a tool, that used properly, were an effective method of harvesting

fish. He noted 99 percent of fishermen fish traps legally. He recommended forming a species committee
with grouper fishermen and developing a workable plan of operation. He stressed that South Atlantic waters
differed from that of the Gulf of Mexico and management decisions should not be made based on South
Atlantic Council data. He indicated Gulf waters were different and few traps were lost. He suggested the
penalties for violations be increased. He felt emphasis should be on the 90 percent of Florida residents who

ate the fish caught in Gulf waters as opposed to the 5 percent who recreationally fished these areas.
Leo Cooper, commercial dealer from Marathon, Florida, objected to implementing more regulations in the
mutton snapper fishery. He recommended observing results of restrictions recently placed on the South

Atlantic fishery. He spoke against an ITO system. He requested the Council provide a socioeconomic
impact analyses for mutton snapper.
Robert Sierpieiko, commercial fisherman from Geiger Key, Florida, felt recreational fishermen were given
unfair advantages under the present management system. He believed too many fish were imported, adding
to the trade deficit, and that these fish were not inspected properly and sometimes brought in ilegally.
Some imported fish were prone to carry infection, causing illness when consumed. He spoke in support
of fish traps. He suggested alternating mutton snapper closures between the South Atlantic and the Gulf
of Mexico. He felt the state of Florida management group unfairly dominated the fisheries.

Peter Bacle, representing Stock Island Lobster Company, Key West, Florida, stated that most mutton
snapper were caught by lobster and crab fishermen during their closed season and were an important
source of their income. The fish houses were also dependent on this fishery. A significant drop-off of
mutton snapper stock had been observed over a period of many years. Even though production in the
South Atlantic had declined, 20,000 to 25,000 pounds of mutton snapper were processed by his fish house.
The Riley's Hump area provided a stable and unchanging supply of mutton snapper. He did not support
a closure for this area, though he suggested raising size limits for mutton snapper.
Bily Niles, commercial fisherman from Summerland Key, Florida, opposed banning fish traps and the closure
of Riley's Hump during the spawning season. He felt the mutton snapper fishermen (50 boats) would be
unnecessarily deprived of their livelihood.

Bobby Pilar, commercial fisherman from Summerland Key, Florida, representing Lower Keys Chapter of
O.FF., described Riley's Hump as an area of water ranging in depth from 120 to 200 feet, situated 15 to 20

miles southwest of the fort. Many boats which fished as far as 40 miles west returned to this area for
anchorage and to avoid being overrun by passing freighters. When boats were anchored together in this
one area the freighters bypass these vessels. With present regulations prohibiting passing through South
Atlantic waters with a load of mutton snapper they must travel from Riley's Hump, (often battling high winds)
around the fort and Pulaskie light, to the new grounds, to the northwest channel before landing. The other
route would be much shorter, passing up the reef to home.
MEETING ADJOURNED AT 10:00 P.M.

reef\ph-kwest.min
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DRAFT

MINUTES
GULF OF MEXICO FISHERY MANAGEMENT COUNCIL
REEF FISH AND MUTTON SNAPPER PUBLIC HEARING
NAPLES, FLORIDA

OCTOBER 20, 1992

ATTENDANCE:
Wayne Swingle

21 members of the public

Camila Moyer

were in attendance

The hearing was called to order by Mr. Wayne Swingle at 7:15 p.m., at the Naples Depot Cultural Center
in Naples, Florida. Mr. Swingle presented the opening statement which included the seven National

Standards. The hearing was held to allow public comment on a proposed amendment to the federal fishing

rules for reef fish and a proposed rule to protect spawning aggregations of mutton snapper through
spawning season fishing closures. Written comments would be accepted until November 9, 1992, and the
public were invited to testify before the Council on any of the proposed changes during the November 18th

session of the Council to be held in Sarasota, Florida, beginning at 8:30 a.m. The public may again
comment directly to the Secretary of Commerce when the proposed regulations are published. This
comment period is open for 45 days.
Mr. Swingle presented the details of the proposed changes.

The public was invited to comment:

Marty Harris, commercial fish trap fisherman who fishes off Naples. Florida, felt research data was taken
from localities outside Gulf waters, including the east coast of Florida, Jamaica, Virgin Islands, and Bermuda
and time periods ranged from 1970 through 1983. He contended Gulf fish trappers operated over different
types of bottom, in which coral reefs did not occur. The Gulf bottom fished by trappers consisted of

sand/shell or rock bottom. Fish trappers had begun fishing 35 to 50 miles offshore, travellng from 100 miles

north or south of Coller County. There were no ghost traps in this area due to the biodegradable panels
presently in use, which would disintegrate within two weeks. He objected to increasing mesh size in fish
traps, claiming legal fish, such as lane and vermilion snapper and useable bycatch would escape. He
landed 20- to 25,000 pounds of these snappers annually. A 2x5-inch window would allow legal grouper to
escape. He stated that most bycatch he had released had survived. Species regarded as trash fish by
some. had a market among certain ethnic groups and provided additional income to fishermen. Tropical
fish were rarely found in these localities. Fish trappers must negotiate with shrimpers for designated areas
to lay traps. Crab traps remained on the same bottom for up to eight months, causing more environmental
damage, while fish traps off Collier County were customarily removed évery two hours and did minimal
damage to seagrass. However, he contended that shrimp boats did considerable harm to seagrass beds.
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He pointed out there was more bycatch taken in one shrimp trawl haul than he caught in a 1 O-day trip with

traps. He recommended that all fish trappers be required to bring their traps in each day and allow the
Marine Patrol to inspect them. He felt if permits were issued that allowance should be made for fishermen
who had caught under the required amount to qualify due to extenuating circumstances. He felt recreational
fishermen contributed to stock loss by inappropriate handling of released fish. He stated if grouper size
limits were changed to 18 inches sportsmen could catch more, and commercial fishermen could meet their

quota more quickly. This would benefit fishermen since expenses would accumulate over a shorter space
of time and bycatch of undersized fish should also be reduced. He contended hook-and-line and bandit
fishing were less efficient than trap fishing and was not a reasonable option for fishermen. It was expensive
to change gear and regulations often prevented targeting other species. He suggested using jute on the
trap door as an alternate escape route for lost traps, in addition to the blow-out paneL. He supported
conducting a three to five-year study after regulations are implemented to determine the effects of these
actions before adopting new restrictions.

Roaer DeBruler. Jr., (see attached statement) a biologist for Mote Marine Laboratory from Englewood,
Florida, had accompanied a crew of fish trappers on a fishing trip. He testified that great care had been
taken to return bycatch safely to the water. Most of these fish had survived, with the exception of a few
which had been taken by birds. Some of the fish exhibited puncture marks indicating they had been caught
and released at a previous time. He questioned the use of data from other areas and believed information
on a species should be generated from the location in which they live in order to be factuaL.
Wilette Turner, of Turner Seafood, Inc., Naples, Florida, stated that if further regulations were instituted on

fish trapping it would force their company out of business.
AI Pflueaer, of North Miami, Florida, representing O.FF., recommended maintaining the status quo on
mutton snapper. He spoke against closing Riley's Hump, stating mutton snapper were not declining. He
also recommended the status quo on fish trapping, feeling that current regulations were fair and prevented

monopolies from forming. He opposed increasing the mesh size on traps because larger openings released
targeted species. He indicated 2x3-inch mesh would allow 12-inch yellowtail and all lane and vermilion
snapper to escape. He felt limiting the number of vessels in the fish trap fishery was unfair but supported
establishing an ITa system, since it would enable those already in the fishery to remain. He recommended

retaining the status quo on numbers of traps (100). He stated that, as a professional fisherman, he needed
gear in order to compete against recreational fishermen. He cited the South Atlantic Council ruling that
commercial fishermen could only use hook-and-line gear, which was the same as allowed to recreational

fishermen. He equated this to telling a farmer he must use a hoe in place of a tractor.
Richard Nielsen. Jr., former commercial trap fisherman (South Atlantic) from Dania, Florida, commented that
the Gulf Council SSC had suggested moving the stressed area inshore to five fathoms. He felt if fish stocks
were considered to be stable enough for this action, he did not understand why removing fish traps was
under discussion. He opposed larger mesh sizes, contènding it would render traps useless. He felt fish
surfacing in a trap rather than by hook-and-line had a better chance to survive since it was not fighting a

hook but was swimming up. Off of Broward County a 10-month study determined that 87 percent of
released fish (from traps) swam down. He commented that two submersible studies had been done on the
Southeast Coast of Florida which were not mentioned in Draft Amendment 5. These ghost trap studies were
done on extensively fished areas, one in the Dry Tortugas, and the other in the Miami area, and indicated
very low numbers of ghost traps. He planned to bring copies of these reports to the November Council
meeting in Sarasota, Florida. He spoke in support of jute ties. Three years ago the Regional Director of
NMFS, Joseph Angelovic, in a memorandum, concluded prohibiting fish traps would be a violation of two
of the National Standards in the Magnuson Act. He stressed that the Magnuson Act had not changed but
NMFS leadership in Washington, D.C. had. He felt that difficulty of enforcement in the fishery was a phoney
issue. He suggested regulations stating that two major fishery violations would cause a fish trap permit to

be revoked. He felt that by setting buoys on every trap they could be easily spotted and stolen. He
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responded to a statement on page 11 by Gordon Sharp (Florida Marine Patrol/Key West): "he found 95

percent of the traps he has seized in areas closed to trap fishing to be constructed ilegally." He asked why
the officer expected a person fishing in a closed area would be an honest fisherman using correct
procedures. Only one percent of reef fish landed were taken in fish traps, which was a small fishery
comprising 87 vessels. He questioned statements such as "widespread abuses among fish trappers", stating

there was no firm data to support this contention. NMFS documentation revealed an average of only one
or two violations per year. He opposed closing Riley's Hump since there was no evidence that mutton
snapper were overfished in the commercial sector. Declines in the recreational fishery could be attributed
to the targeting of other species, such as red grouper, which were now plentifuL.
Jerry Ward, commercial fisherman from Marathon, Florida, reiterated that Gulf and Atlantic waters could not
be compared, and that using data from the Atlantic gave an inaccurate picture of conditions in the Gulf of

Mexico. His mate had previously accumulated 25,000 hours of diving time when working as a tropical
fisherman. He had asked Mr. Ward to give testimony that fish traps in the Gulf were not catching tropical
fish in significant quantities.
Mike Bailey, commercial fisherman and fishing guide, Coller County, stated that the recreational fishery had
spent large amounts of money on attorneys lobbying the Gulf CounciL. He felt insufficient time was allowed
for previous regulation changes to take effect and that 87 fish trappers was an insufficient number to create
widespread problems in a fishery.
Billv Sandefur, fish house owner, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida, maintained that the most valuable mutton snapper

was a two to four-pound fish. Increasing the size to 20-inches would eliminate the 2 to 4 pound class of
fish. Large mutton snapper were hard to sell in the summer and he recommended maintaining the status
quo on size limits. He opposed banning fish traps, questioning the motives for such action. He reiterated
that fish trappers had very low numbers of violations by NMFS own records. He observed that the SSC
comments on the proposal to move the stressed area line inshore indicated the reef fish stock was

considered to be stable.

John Kenny. former commercial fisherman and member of O.FF., Pembroke Pines, Florida, supported
statements made during this hearing. He suggested adding a second biodegradable panel on traps. He
felt the livelihoods of commercial fishermen were under attack. He recommended the retention of the 12inch mutton snapper size limit, the status quo on Riley's Hump, and supported allowing each fisherman 100

fish traps.
Dan Olson, commercial fisherman and member of O.FF., Lake Worth, Florida, recommended the status quo

on fish traps, leaving Riley's Hump open, and retaining the 12-inch size limit for mutton snapper. He
concurred with testimony from other meeting participants.
PUBLIC HEARING ADJOURNED AT 8:52 P.M.

reef\ph-naple. mln
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REEF FISH OBSERVATION REPORT

By Roger DeBrul er .

The commercial fishing vessel .My 3 Ladies" left the port located in
Naples, Collier County, Florida, at 0900 hours on March 27,1991. "My 3 ladies"
- is a fi fty-two foot vessel equi pped for trap fi shi ng. Her crew of three i ncl uded

Captain Marty Harris; First Mate and Cook Sam Pollard; and crewman William
Oosterga. Travel time was 4.5 hours to the location of traps left from the
previous fishing trip. The traps were left due to an engine breakdown, and the

boat was forced to return to port. Each trap was approximately two feet wide
by four feet long by three feet tall, and made of one inch by three inch steel

wire mesh. The number of traps was ninty-three, but one was lost during the
seven day soaktime (ninty-two traps were used between of March 27 and April 7).

The traps were baited with mullet (Hugi7 cepha7us) and sometimes with by-

catch fish that were deemed usable (Table 1). The mullet seemed to work best

in attracting the target species (Table 2). The traps were retrieved and
deployed from the back of the boat on the cue of the captain, who was monitoring
the bottom and the number of fish on an electronic fish finder. These traps were

usually laid down in lines of fifteen to twenty-three along the 1atitudelongitude lines. The soaktimes depended on several variables; the captain, time
it took to retrieve and deploy the traps, bottom topography, and number of fish,

but norma
twenty
The.traps
reba
. --11-y ranged
_.. .from
- three
-- to
_..
- hours.
.. '.
- were
.. . i ted dur; ng
the retrieval. Fish that were caught were removed from the trap, sorted and

placed in a p 1 ast i c container by speci es. After the 1 i ne of traps were run, the
fish were iced down whole in a large ice chest. The traps were then deployed

a~ a new 1 ocati on. Every two days the fi sh were gutted and pl aced on ; ce in
the hold of the boat.

Fifty-one by-catch species were caught. The air bladders on most were

punctured. Most fish swam back under the surface; some fish floated (Table 3).
The method used to puncture the air bladders was at the discretion of the
crewmen; puncturing both stomachs and sides of fish was used. There is a need
to standardize the procedure of deflating the air bladders of fish. Scars were
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observed on the stomachs of some Red Grouper (£pinephelus morio). Also, there

..~ -

is a need for a survival/tagging study in these deeper waters. This would
benefit both fish and fishermen. Only Red Grouper (£p;nephe7usmor;o) were found

wi th roe. By-catch and unders i zed target fi sh were thrown back with i n two
minutes of leaving the water.

The fi sh i ng depth ranged from one-hundred to one-hundred-twenty feet.
Fishing took place off of Lee, Collier, Monroe Counties (Table 4).

-- - _."-

--.--
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Table 1.

By-catch deemed usable as bait
from 3/27/91 to 4/6/91

Seecies

Bar jack (Caranx~)

Black sea bass (CentroDristis striata)
Crab (Portunus~)
B1 ue runner (Caranx crvsos)
Creva1 jack (Caranx.h;DDOS)
F1 ame crab (Ca 1 acca f1 ammea)

Jo1thead porgy (Ca1amus baionada)

Lane snapper (Lutianus svnaar;s)

Octopus (Octocus~)

Pigfish (Orthocr;st;s chrvsoctera)
Pinfish (Laaodon rhomboides)
Sand perch (O;e1ectrum formosum)

Tomate (Haemu10n auro L i neatum)
Vermillion snapper (Rhomboclites aurorubens)

Wh i te grunt (Haemu10n D 1 um; er; )

Table 2.

Number and weights of target species
captured from 3/27/91 to 4/7/91

Seeci es
GAG (Mvcteroeerca micro1eDis)
Gray snapper (Lut i anus or; seus)

Number

Weights

Cauaht

; n 1 bs

1

9

Gray trigger (Balistes caDr;scus)
Jolthead porgy (Calamus baionada)

.\

Pig f; s h (OrthoDri st is chrvsoDtera)
Lane Snapper (Lut ianus svnaori s)

/

\

14

45

176

167

/

Red grouper (EeineDhe1us morio)

Verm; 11 i on snapper (RhomboDl i tes aurorubens)
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9
13

816

583

473
130

3220
82

Tab 1 e 3.

Quantity and condition of by-catch species
captured and released from 3/27/91 to 4/7/91

Soec;es

Number

of fi sh
2

Wenchmen (Pristioomoids aauilonaris)

Vermi 11 i on snapper (Rhomboo 1 i tes aurorubens)

Smooth puffer (Laooceohal us 1 aeviaatus)
Remora (Echen is naucrates)

Eel worm (Mvrooh; s ounctatus)
Lane snapper (Lutianus svnaaris)

143

swam

7

Southern puffer (Sohoeroides neohelus)

Scrawl ed cowfi sh (Lactoohvrs auadr; corn; s)

Black drum (Pooonias cromis)

bird/swam

1/45
78

swam
swam
swam

1

19
4

Orange fi 1 efi sh (A 1 uterus schoeof;)

Octopus (Octoous~)

bai t

floater/swam

5/38

Jackknife (Eauetus lanceolatus)

Gray snapper (Lut ;anus ori seus)

swam
swam

1

Inshore 1 izard fish (Svnodus foetens)
Spotfin butterflyfish (Chaetodon ocellatus)

6

1/8

bi rd/swam

4
14

Nurse shark (Gi nol vmostoma ci rratum)

French angel (Pomacanthus QQ)

swam
swam

39/9
23/4

White grunt (Haemulon olumieri)
Jolthead porgy (Calamus ba;onada)
Flame crab (Calaoca flammae)

87
20

Creva 1 jack (Caranx hi ooos)

. Crab (Portunus~)

9/227

Gray trigger fish (Balistes caoriscus)

Bl ue runner (Caranx crvsos)
Pi gfi sh (Orthocri st i s chrvsootera)
PL anehead fi 1 efi sh (Monacanthus hi sDidus)
Sand perch (0; D 1 ectrum formosum)

Red grouper (Ecineohelus~)

8andta i 1 puffer (Schoeroides sDenal eri)
Amber jack (Ser; 01 a dumeri 1 i)

fer)

113

554/27
5/16/1753
17

1

18
5

Spadefi sh (Chaetodi oterus ff)
Burrfish (Chilomvcterus schoeDfi)

1

Toadfi sh (Oscanus QQ)
Starfi sh (Oreaster ret i cul atus)

1

19
4

43
1

6
9

4

14

48
27
87
20
236
S

97
3

26
113
581

decompose/

float/swam

1834

swam
swam

17

ba i t/ swam

66

swam

eaten
eaten

,
-

1

1 S-

S

o

3

swam

3

1

3
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46
78

ba it

1

Giant Hermit crab (Petroch;rus dioaenes)

S

143

1

1

Gag (Mvcterooerca mircoleois)
Bl ack sea bass (Centrocri st; s str; ata)

swam

ba i t/ swam

2

147

6

4
4

14

Starfi sh (1)
Junonia (Scachella iunonia)
Tulip (Fasciolaris~)

bai t/swam

3

71
S2

swam
swam
swam
swam
swam
swam
swam
swam
swam
swam

1

Fringed filefish (Monacanthus ciliatus)

ba i t/ swam

bai t

Spiny lobster (Panliarus ¡r)

Box crab tCal aooa ~

bait

3

19/1

2/64

Basket starfi sh (AstioDhvton muricatum)

. swam

swam
swam

1

5 p ide r c r a b ( L i bin i a ema ra i n at a )

ba i t/ swam
ba i t/ swam

97

5

Brown moray ee 1 (Gvmnothorax mori naa)

8

ba i t/bi rd/ swam
bai t
bai t

5

Bucktooth parrot (Soar; soma radi ans)

2

swam/ba it

dead

139/1/1

Tomate (Haemulon aurol;neatum)

ba it

bait

2

Bar jack (Caranx ruber)

Bv-catch

swam
swam

3

71
52

Pinfish (Laoodon rhomboides)

Spanish lobster (Scvllar;des nodi

2/6

Cond it ; on

1
1

4
4
1

1..
1
1

3
1

Table 4.

Lat; tude and Long; tude numbers of the
f; sh; ng 1 ocat; ons between 3/27/91 to
4/7/91.

N2544-W823l

NZ544-W8230

N2601-W8268

N2544-W8231

N2601-W8267

N2545-W8233
- - . - . . - - ~.. -- - .

N2601-W8264

N2544-W8232

N262l-W8235

N2544-W8234

N263l-W8236

N2545-W8232

N26Zl-W8237

N2544-W8233

N2605-W8244

N2545-W8235

N2603-W8243

N2544-W8235

N260 l-W823 2

N2544-W8233

N2537-W8230
N2535-W8238
N2537-W8229

N2537-W8234

N2536-W823l
N2539-W8229

. - - --- --- - - - - - - - - - -- -

N2538-W8Z26

N2533-W8229
N2536-W8229
N2538-W8230
N2544-W8229
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MINUTES
GULF OF MEXICO FISHERY MANAGEMENT COUNCIL
REEF FISH PUBLIC HEARING
CRYSTAL RIVER, FLORIDA

OCTOBER 21, 1992
ATTENDANCE:
Gilmer Nix

Approximately 31 Members of the Public

Wayne Swingle
Kyla Seals

were in attendance

The hearing was called to order by Chairman Gilmer Nix at 7:00 p.m., at the Plantation Inn and Golf Resort,

Crystal River, Florida. He presented the opening statement which included the seven National Standards.
The hearing was held to allow public comment on Draft Amendment 5 to the Reef Fish Fishery Management
Plan, and a proposed rule to protect spawning aggregations of mutton snapper through spawning season
fishing closures. Written comments would be accepted until November 9, 1992, and the public was invited

to testify before the Council on any of the proposed changes during the November 18th session of the
Council to be held in Sarasota, Florida beginning at 8:30 a.m. The public may again comment directly to
the Secretary of Commerce when the proposed regulations are published. This comment period is open

for 45 days.
Mr. Swingle presented the details of the proposed Draft Amendment 5 to the Reef Fish Fishery Management
Plan.

The public was invited to comment:
Marshall Milam, commercial fisherman from Ocala, Florida, supported the use of fish traps. He reported all
bycatch was alive at the time of release, and the majority swam down to the bottom. He felt the majority
of mortality was from bandit rigs, and favored an increase in the mesh size limit for fish traps.
Wiliam Doles, Blue Channel Fisheries, Inc., Crystal River, Florida, stated he had seven red grouper vessels
fishing with bandit rigs and all the vessels possessed fish traps which they occasionally used to fish with.

Mr. Doles criticized data in the amendment, he felt much of the information did not apply to the Gulf of
Mexico because it was information from 20 years ago. He felt the amendment was not distributed to the
public in a timely manner prior to the hearings which did not allow for thorough review from the public. Mr.
Doles stated he traveled 70 miles to the stressed area.
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John Patrick, commercial fisherman from Wiliston, Florida, opposed the use of fish traps noting he fished
from bandit rigs. He expressed concern regarding fishing mortality from lost fish traps. Mr. Patrick reported
a loss of 26 traps in November 1991, and felt degradable hinges Qute) were not effective because a

substantial amount of fish were kiled.

Terry Patterson, commercial fisherman from Crystal River, Florida, supported the use of fish traps noting he
fished with fish traps. He criticized the data in the amendment stating it did not apply to the Gulf of Mexico.
He felt the Council should conduct a current study in the Gulf of Mexico prior to implementing regulations.
Mr. Patterson opposed changes in the mesh size because it would result in bycatch of snappers, sea

bass,

and grunts escaping. He reported angelfish were rarely caught as bycatch, and occasionally gray angelfish

were caught as a bycatch. Mr. Patterson felt ghost traps were not a problem because fishermen used
degradable material for fasteners. He opposed moving the stressed area boundary further offshore because

it was currently 70 miles. He favored the implementation of a limited entry for the fish trap fishery, and
supported status quo on trap numbers which was 100.
Milton Chambers, commercial fisherman from Hudson, Florida, supported the use of fish traps. He stated
traps caused less mortality of undersized grouper as opposed to bandit rigs noting only one or two fish die

each trip and that the fish swam to the bottom. He felt shrimp trawls and stone crab traps impacted the
bottom, whereas fish traps did not.
Jim Kofmehl, commercial fisherman from Crystal River, Florida, supported the use of fish traps. Mr. Kofmehl

reported he was member of the Stone Crab Advisory Panel, and had been a fish trap fishermen for
approximately 20 years. He felt fish traps caused less mortality than bandit rigs and electric reels because
each trap was buoyed and returned to shore. He stated that he lost only one fish trap in 1991 which was
returned by another fisherman. Mr. Kofmehl stated ghost trap fishing was minimal because the traps were
returned to shore after each trip. He noted the jute fasteners deteriorate in a approximately two weeks
which resulted in them being replaced. Mr. Kofmehl felt the Council should place observers on the fish trap
vessels prior to making their decision.

Marty Harris, commercial fisherman from Tallahassee, Florida, stated his residence was in Tallahassee;
however, he fished out of Naples, Florida. He pointed out 2-inch by 4-inch mesh size would release all
bycatch species such as lane and vermilion snapper, grunts, etc. Mr. Harris felt 2-inch by 5-inch escape

windows would release six pound grouper. He stated there was virtually no fish traps lost because they
were all returned to shore after each trip. He noted the fish traps had degradable panels, and the coral reef
bottoms were not fished because the bottoms were low rock or mud. Mr. Harris informed he fished the
same area as the shrimp and stone crab fishermen noting the shrimp vessels did more environmental
damage as compared to the fish traps. Mr. Harris supported the use of fish traps, and felt they should be
required to be returned to shore after each trip. He felt the amendment was unrelated to the Gulf of Mexico.
He reported an observer (Mr. DeBruler, Mote Marine Laboratory) had been on his vessel and indicated

almost all the bycatch swam down to the bottom after being punctured. Mr. Harris supported status quo
on the number of fish traps which was 100 per vesseL. He opposed moving the stressed area offshore,
noting it would force many fishermen out of business. He stated the stone crab fishermen depended on
the fish trap fishery as an income source for six months. Mr. Harris suggested the red grouper size limit
be reduced to 18 inches.
David Curtis, stone crab fisherman from Steinhatchee, Florida, stated he fished for red grouper with traps
during the summer months and returned his traps to shore after each trip. He stated that he targeted red
grouper on hard flat bottoms because he could not use a hook-and-line effectively on these bottoms. Mr.
Curtis favored status quo on the use of fish traps. He felt that species other than grouper were one-third

of the catch. He felt the proposed mesh size would allow these species to escape. Mr. Curtis felt
enforcement of fish traps was not a problem because all the fish trap fishermen were inspected with traps
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on board their vessels. He opposed moving the stressed area offshore, noting it would force smaller boats
a few traps
compared to the numbers of crab and lobster traps. Mr. Curtis stated the mortality of bycatch species was
low because most of them swam to the bottom. He favored a limited entry system for the fish trap fishery.
out of the business. He felt the fish traps caused minimal damage to the environment, and only

Carl Page, commercial fisherman from Hudson, Florida, stated he operated a fish trap boat. and bycatch
was used for bait or released. He reported that he returned his traps to shore after each trip. He felt the

fish traps did not cause environmental damage to the bottoms noting that bandit rigs caused a substantial
amount more damage. Mr. Page opposed moving the stressed area further offshore, and opposed changing

the mesh size. He reported that he used jute on doors and lost only two or three traps because they
puncture the air bladder on undersized fish, noting they swam to the bottom. Mr. Page felt the Council
should conduct workshops with the fish trap fishermen prior to proposing any regulations. He stated there
was minimal embolism mortality because the fish swam up inside the trap.

Thomas Gaitanis, Dunnelfon, Florida, supported the prohibition of the use of passive gear. He felt the
Council should not allow an increase in traps, however, should reduce the numbers and consider a limited
access system for the fish trap fishery.
MEETING ADJOURNED AT 8:30 P.M.
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MINUTES
GULF OF MEXICO FISHERY MANAGEMENT COUNCIL
REEF FISH PUBLIC HEARING

APALACHICOLA, FLORIDA

OCTOBER 22, 1992
ATTENDANCE:

Roy Wiliams

3 members of the public

Wayne Swingle
Kyla Seals

were in attendance

The hearing was called to order by Mr. Wayne Swingle at 7:00 p.m., at the Apalachicola Bay Chamber of
Commerce in Apalachicola, Florida. Mr. Swingle presented the opening statement which included the seven
National Standards. The hearing was held to allow public comment on a proposed amendment to the
federal fishing rules for reef fish and a proposed rule to protect spawning aggregations of mutton snapper
through spawning season fishing closures. Written comments would be accepted until November 9, 1992,

and the public were invited to testify before the Council on any of the proposed changes during the
November 18th session of the Council to be held in Sarasota, Florida, beginning at 8:30 a.m. The public
may again comment directly to the Secretary of Commerce when the proposed regulations are published.

This comment period is open for 45 days.
Mr. Swingle presented the details of the proposed Draft Amendment 5 to the Reef Fish Fishery Management
Plan.

The public was invited to comment:

Barney Amerson, Sr., commercial fishermen, Apalachicola, Florida, felt the amendment was not specific
enough, and would like to have special management zones for Florida similar to that for Alabama for

building reefs. He felt it was unfair that the recreational fishermen could fish the same amount as the
commercial fishermen, and felt that the regulations should be more equitable. He contended that the
regulations should not be changed as frequently as in the past, noting it was difficult for people to keep up

to date with the regulations when they were continuously being changed.
Robert Nimmo, Captain Nimmo's Supply House, Apalachicola, Florida, felt the majority of the problems with
the fish population were related to habitat, noting the records and charts indicated better management and

effort in the habitat zones used off of Alabama had a great increase in fish production. He commented in
the inshore waters, the number of places to catch reef fish were limited due to the increase in recreational
and charter boat fishing. He felt the focus should be on increasing the population in the reef fish fishery
with special management zones such as the ones used in Alabama.
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Marty Harris, commercial trap fisherman, Tallahassee, Florida, who fishes off Naples, Florida, felt research
data was taken from localities outside Gulf waters, including the east coast of Florida, Jamaica, Virgin
Islands, and Bermuda from time periods ranging from 1970 through 1983. He recommended the Council
obtain current data from the Mote Marine Laboratory which was currently involved in grouper research.

Mr. Harris objected to increasing mesh size in fish traps, claiming legal fish, such as lane and vermilion
snapper and useable bycatch would escape. He favored Option 2e, keeping the 1x2 inch and 2x2 inch
mesh, and pointed out a 2x5 inch window would allow legal grouper to escape. He noted some species
regarded as trash fish by some, had a market among certain ethnic groups and provided additional income
to fishermen, and that tropical fish were rarely found in these localiies. The fish trappers had to negotiate
with the shrimp fishermen for designated areas to place their traps. Crab traps remained on the same
bottom for up to eight months, causing more environmental damage, while fish traps off Coller County were
customarily removed every two hours and did minimal damage to seagrass. He felt shrimp boats did
considerable harm to seagrass beds, pointing out more bycatch was taken in one shrimp trawl haul than
he caught in a 10-day trip with traps.
He recommended for Option 3, that all fish trappers be required to bring their traps in each day and allow

the Marine Patrol to inspect them. He felt if permits were issued that allowance should be made for
fishermen who had caught under the required amount to qualiy due to extenuating circumstances. He felt

recreational fishermen contributed to stock loss by inappropriate handling of released fish.
He urged Council to consider changing the grouper size limits to 18 inches explaining if it were increased,
the recreational fishermen could catch more, and commercial fishermen could sooner meet their quota. This
would benefit fishermen since expenses would accumulate over a shorter period of time and bycatch of
undersized fish would also be reduced. He felt hook-and-line and bandit fishing were less efficient than trap

fishing and not a reasonable option for fishermen. Changing gear and regulations was expensive, and often
prevented targeting other species.
Mr. Harris felt Option 4 should remain status quo, noting Gulf fish trappers operated over various types of
bottom, in which coral reefs were not present. He had no preference on Option 5, and favored Option 6c,
status quo, 100 traps. Mr. Harris favored the preferred option to the landing requirements which required
all reef fish in the fishery be landed with heads and fins intact. He favored having an income requirement
under the permit requirements, and suggested it be 75 percent of the earned income.

PUBLIC HEARING ADJOURNED AT 9:45 P.M.

h :\a\reef\ph-aplac. mln
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DRAFT

MINUTES
GULF OF MEXICO FISHERY MANAGEMENT COUNCIL
REEF FISH PUBLIC HEARING
GALVESTON, TEXAS

OCTOBER 26, 1992

Attendance:
Frank Fisher

15 Members of the Public

Wayne Swingle

were in attendance

Julie Krebs

The hearing was called to order by Chairman Frank Fisher at 7:00 p.m., at the Best Western Beach Front
Inn in Galveston, Texas. He presented the opening statement which included the seven National Standards.
The hearing was held to allow public comment on a proposed amendment to the federal fishing rules for
reef fish. Written comments would be accepted until November 9, 1992, and the public were invited to
testify before the Council on any of the proposed changes during the November 18th session of the Council
to be held in Sarasota, Florida, beginning at 8:30 a.m. The public may again comment directly to the
Secretary of Commerce when the proposed regulations are published. This comment period was open for

45 days.
Mr. Swingle presented the details of the proposed changes.

The public was invited to comment:
Richard Delaney, longtime commercial fisherman originally from Pensacola, Florida, moving his operations
to Texas, expressed concern that trap fishermen would be forced out of work by the CounciL. He suggested

a moratorium should instead be established on the trap fishermen (Option 5), limiting participation to
professional fishermen. He opposed establishment of SMZs, and felt the Council should maintain status
quo. He had fished the Alabama SMZ during the 1,000 pound trip limit and had not seen an increase in
commercial vessels. As well as many other commercial fishermen, he had been in those areas since 1976
and had constructed hundreds of reefs. He believed that with the new 2,000 pound trip limits, persons
where unlikely to fish the Alabama areas. He favored landing of reef fish whole, however, believed that
migratory species should be headed at sea. He also spoke in favor of status quo on permits, and
commented that there were already too many fishermen. He suggested a hardship exemption should be
considered. He opposed an increase in the red snapper minimum size limit.
Jay Porter. Sr., commercial fishermen from Galveston, Texas, opposed an increase in the red snapper size
limit. He commented that it was already too high and caused a large number of fish to die from embolism.
He felt that the derby fishery, which occurred in 1991, was unfair, considering the backlog for federal permit

renewals.
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Bob Alfrey, commercial fishermen, from Hitchcock, Texas, opposed the 16-inch size limit. He suggested
removal of the size limit for commercial fishermen, allowing landing of all fish, and raising the quota instead.
He expressed his belief that the amendment release mortality levels were not correct, that mortality was

much higher, and additional studies were needed.
George Caravaaeli, seafood dealer, operating the Liberty Shrimp Company in Galveston, Texas. He
commented that Texas should have been represented more fairly with additional public hearings. He
maintained the calamity which occurred in 1991 while permits were under process, was one of the largest
problems with the quota being reached so quickly. He contended during quota years, more red snapper
were landed than had been recorded by NMFS and the states. He opposed trap fishing off Texas, noting,
however,that degradable panels would allow safe fishing. There was no alternative species, targeted off

Texas for commercial fishermen, therefore, he urged the Council to open the 1993 season by February.
Frank Marinic, boat owner from Galveston, Texas, felt the trip limit in 1993 should be 5,000 pounds. He
expressed concern for the use of explosives in the removal of oil and gas structures, which had kiled
thousands of reef fish. He questioned why observers from NMFS would not intervene when such deaths
occurred. Mr. Swingle explained the observers were part of a study by NMFS on mortality off Texas. He

noted that the Director of Minerals Management Services informed the Habitat Committee of studies
currently underway to determine better methods of removing the structures, such as a mechanical cutter

or cutting torch. The problem with cutting the structure was that a 15 foot clearance underwater had to be
maintained, which risked the life of the diver cuttng the structure.

John Williams, charter boat operator from Texas City, Texas, expressed his disbelief in the Council data and
analysis. He cited as an example that a 15 inch size limit would reach 20 percent SPR in the year 2007, and
a 0 inch size limit would also reach a 20 percent SPR in the year 2007. He commented that inconsistent
data such as that, caused fishermen to distrust the stock assessment analysis. He requested consideration

of different rules for recreational and commercial fishermen, such as different size limits. If actions were
necessary to reduce the recreational quota in 1993, he favored (in order) a higher size limit, a closed
season, or a reduction of the bag limit. He felt the commercial fishery should maintain a 13 inch size limit
because of higher mortality, and noted that a 2,000 pound trip limit would fill the commercial quota rapidly.

Chris Lena. Jr., biologist in Seabrook, Texas, for the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department, collected
recreational
landings data. He advised that collected data only included legal size fish. Because ilegal size
fish were required to be returned to the water, they could not be included in the data. He suggested rather
than risking the deaths of hundreds of illegal size fish, the fish should be retained and donated to the poor.
He recommended a bag limit of the first seven fish caught for recreational fishermen. He contended the

release mortality was much higher than 33 percent.
Georae Caravageli, believed a larger size limit would create a smaller release mortality. He noted that Texas

allowed 7 red snapper per day, per person, or 14 on a two-day trip, all of which could be sold. He
suggested the 1 to 2 pound sales class could be filled by imports from Mexico, which were currently $1.85
per pound, however, a 16 inch size limit would force the market to replace all of the domestic product with

imported product.
Richard Delany, commented that closing of the red snapper season had forced fishermen to target other
species such as vermilion or grouper, and in the future the Council should examine the impact on other

species.
MEETING ADJOURNED AT 9:10 P.M.
h :\aVee!\ph-galv3. mln
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DRAFT

MINUTES
GULF OF MEXICO FISHERY MANAGEMENT COUNCIL
REEF FISH PUBLIC HEARING

BILOXI, MISSISSIPPI

OCTOBER 28, 1992

Attendance:
Joe Gil

31 Members of the Public

Wayne Swingle

were in attendance

Julie Krebs
The hearing was called to order by Chairman Joe Gill at 7:07 p.m., at the Gulf coast Research Laboratory,
J. L. Scott Marine Education Center and Aquarium Auditorium in Biloxi, Mississippi. He presented the
opening statement which included the seven National Standards. The hearing was held to allow public
comment on a proposed amendment to the federal fishing rules for reef fish. Written comments would be
accepted until November 9, 1992, and the public were invited to testify before the Council on any of the

proposed changes during the November 18th session of the Council to be held in Sarasota, Florida,
beginning at 8:30 a.m. The public may again comment directly to the Secretary of Commerce when the
proposed regulations are published. This comment period was open for 45 days.
Mr. Swingle presented the details of the proposed changes.

The public was invited to comment:
Jim Twiçças, representing the Charter Boat Captains Association, approved of an increase in red snapper

size limits above 13 inches, and reported the association would be conducting a formal poll on the subject.
He reported numerous pleasure boats had landed ilegal numbers of red snapper, with little enforcement of
size or bag limits.

Robert Parker, commercial fisherman for 20 years, informed that at least 300 recreational boats had been
landing 7 red snapper per person. He objected to continued access to the fishery for the recreational
fishermen, when the commercial fishermen had only fished for 53 days in 1992. He recommended the

closure should apply to all fishermen. He also supported closure to all during the spawning season, and
the proposed trip limits.

Mark Miler, part-time charterboat fisherman, from Gautier, Louisiana, and a member of Mississippi Gulf
Fishing Banks, Inc., supported SMZs and the use of hand-held rod and reel in the two northern zones. He
felt the Council should have included the Mississippi fishing banks as SMZs, with a one hook restriction.
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He noted that he had written to the Council about single hook limits on reefs in the past. He supported the
increase in the red snapper size limit, and added that he uses a 16 inch limit on his charterboat. He had

tagged 4,000 red snapper and believed the growth rate was 2 times higher than was indicated in the

Amendment. The commercial effort in January, 1992 was so high on a Mississippi reef, he reported the
average size had dropped to 14 inches.

Jean Wiliams, represented Save America's Seafood Industry coalition (SASI), her statement is attached.
She expressed concern that scientists who review applications for SMZs may be biased.
Kay Wiliams, wife of a fourth generation commercial fisherman, from Pascagoula, Mississippi, contended
that SMZs were not fair to commercial fishermen. She objected to an increase in the red snapper size limit,

because it would only produce more waste. She supported Option 1 for permits, i.e., qualifying for 50
percent earned income in one of three previous calendar years. She felt that commercial fishermen should

be allowed to fish throughout the year. She also pointed out that commercial fishermen generated taxes
that were important to the economy.
John Lambeth, charterboat operator and sport fisherman, from Biloxi, Mississippi, had fished snapper for

45 years. He supported prohibition of commercial fishing on artificial reefs. and therefore supported
establishment of SMZs. He favored the landing of all reef fish with heads and fins intact, and increasing the
red snapper size limit to 16 inches. Earned income requirements, he felt, should be necessary for

commercial permittees.
Ray Lenaz, recreational fisherman, from Biloxi, Mississippi, and a member of the Mississippi Gulf Coast
Conservation Association (GCCA), which did not take a position on fish traps. He felt the current permit rule
was best. He supported the SMZs, however felt they should be extended to include Mississippi reefs. He
favored the use of hand-held rod and reel only, with a single hook. He supported the landing of reef fish

with heads and fins intact, and felt the size limit could be increased to 16 inches immediately, because the
commercial fishermen had proven in the past they would have no problem filing their quota.

Tom Becker, charterboat fisherman, from Biloxi, Mississippi, favored enforcement of the extension of a
longline limit further offshore. He contended that charterboat operators supported the gulf coast by bringing
in milions of tax dollars to Mississippi.

Doua Harrel, expressed concern that hookline people pilfer from the commercial industry.
Pete Umdenstock, charterboat fisherman, from Gulfport, Mississippi, and a member of the Mississippi GCCA,
noted the GCCA, which consisted of commercial and recreational fishermen, felt preservation of the resource
was a major concern and proposed the measures by the Council would preserve the red snapper fishery.
He also stressed his support for the increase of the size limit.

Kenny Bahanovich, a charterboat operator, from Biloxi, Mississippi, reported the United States Coast Guard
had not been enforcing the rules, and stated that some fish houses recorded red snapper as grouper.
Paul Berket, suggested longlines should be moved further offshore. He favored implementation of the SMZs.

Jean Wiliams, felt the commercial industry was not being treated fairly. She reported that restaurants
continued to buy red snapper from recreational boats. She suggested a regulation for recreational fishermen
prohibiting sales to restaurants and fish houses. She related an incident in which she had reported an ilegal
sale of red snapper to enforcement officers.

Kenny Bahanovich, opposed limiting persons to 2,000 pound trip limits, because they would then fish the
nearest area which happened to be the artificial reefs.
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Kay Wiliams, opposed the 2,000 pound trip limit, because the trip could not be paid for if they had to go
further offshore.

Jean Wiliams, suggested that the fishery was being strongly affected by pollution, and that all fishermen
should fight to reduce pollution in the Gulf.

MEETING ADJOURNED AT 8:25 P.M.
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For the record;

I represent the Save America's Seafood Industry Coali tion ~

The membership of S.A.S.I. has a recommendation for Amendment 5, ~~.
Tear it up, Throw it out!!!! Start over with a new realisti~t~ -,

proposal.

A fair and objective solution for all user groups.

amendment is unconstitutional.

ï /J~
.
This
1Jll~~

S. A. S. I. strongly objects to this

amendment for the following reasons.

The most blatant being the

public taking of Government waters, showing legal bias towards one

user group, the historical red snapper fishing fleet. The Federal
Management plan, for the federal waters off the coast of Alabama,

is a good example of the bias towards the commercial fishing

industry.

Al though the charter boat industry chose to build

artificial reefs and wrecks in federal waters, in the same manner
that the commercial fishing industries have been doing for years,

they now want special privileges in federal waters. The projected
proposal restricts gear allowed on a boat, therefore the historical
snapper boats will be eliminated and excluded from those areas.

To

restrict snapper boats in these FMP areas because of their choice
-

of gear is preposterous. The main purpose of amendment 5, as well
as the original proposal, seems to have a single ongoing objective,

continued harassment

to force all commercial fishermen out of

business and out of the Gulf of Mexico.

Number 7 of number 6 on

page 5 of this projected amendment states: "To maximize net
economic benefits from the reef fish fishery."

In order for

National Marine Fisheries/Gulf Coast Council to achieve that

projected maximum income they must allow all fishermen including
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~~

the commercial red snapper fleets to fish these areas.

To maximi ze

net income, the commercial red snapper fleet must be allowed access

to the FMP

and allowed to use their most effective fishing gear.

Amendment 5 is perpetuated toward the continued destruction of the

commercial fishing industry therefor this proposal is
unconsti tutional.

We the members of the Save America's Seafood Industry
Coali tion demand a new less bias proposal.

Signed this

:J S -ray of October, 1992.

Jean Williams ctf' /l/W .:?!d'

President ç~'- ~

Save America's Seafood Industry Coalition
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DRAFT

MINUTES
GULF OF MEXICO FISHERY MANAGEMENT COUNCIL
REEF FISH PUBLIC HEARING

SUMMERDALE, ALABAMA

OCTOBER 29, 1992

Attendance:
Robert Shipp

25 Members of the Public

Albert King

were in attendance

Vernon Minton
Wayne Swingle

Julie Krebs
The hearing was called to order by Chairman Robert Shipp at 7:10 p.m., at the Baldwin County Electric
Membership Corporation in Summerdale, Alabama. He presented the opening statement which included
the seven National Standards. The hearing was held to allow public comment on a proposed amendment

to the federal fishing rules for reef fish. Written comments would be accepted until November 9, 1992, and
the public were invited to testify before the Council on any of the proposed changes during the November

18th session of the Council to be held in Sarasota, Florida, beginning at 8:30 a.m. The public may again
comment directly to the Secretary of Commerce when the proposed regulations are published. This

comment period was open for 45 days.
Mr. Swingle presented the details of the proposed changes.

The public was invited to comment:
Mr. Roland Walker. Sr., charterboat and commercial fisherman from Orange Beach, Alabama, presented a
history of the construction of artificial reefs off Alabama beginning in the late 1940s, when there were no
artificial reefs and only two small natural reef areas. He pointed out that historically, in the years through
the late 1950s, only charter vessels or the state had placed reefs offshore. Currently, there were over 6,000
to 7,000 small reefs, many of which were created and fished by charter vessels. He opposed increasing the
red snapper size limit, pointing out 13 inches was perfect for one meaL. He suggested that instead, a
maximum size limit be set protecting spawners, since the larger fish tended to return to the bottom when

released.
Rickv Burns, representing the Orange Beach Fisherman's Association, from Orange Beach, Alabama,
suggested that zone C of the SMZs should end at the 50 fathom curve because the charterboat fishermen

generally did not fish past that curve. He favored establishment of the three SMZs off Alabama. He
supported restricting the use of gear within the SMZs to three hooks with hand-held rod and reel, and the

requirement that other prohibited gear aboard a vessel must be stored or not rigged for fishing. He objected
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to the current permit requirements, which had been designed so that anyone could obtain a commercial
permit. He felt permits should be limited to valid commercial fishermen. He pointed out that 90 percent of
the charter boats in the association already utilzed a 14 inch size limit, and would continue to remain one
inch above the federal regulation.
Gene Myers, of the Orange Beach Marina, from Orange Beach, Alabama, pointed out the importance of
charter fishing to the Orange Beach economy. Of 70 charterboats, the majority of the boats fished red

snapper, he informed. He felt that red snapper were more valuable economically to Orange Beach as
recreational fish rather than as commercial fish. He supported establishing SMZs with gear restrictions. He
pointed out that artificial reefs had helped the fishing industry, which made the Alabama area unique in the
Gulf and recommended protecting it from overfishing.

Kay Willams, wife of a commercial fisherman, suggested that permit requirements be modified to require
50 percent of total income be from commercial fishing only. She opposed the size limit increase for red
snapper, pointing out it would result in more waste from mortality of undersized fish and eliminate the market

category for 1 to 2 pound fish. She offered that undersized fish should be landed and donated to the needy.
She pointed out that commercially landed fish generated tax revenue from the captain and crew, fish
houses, wholesalers, and retailers. She opposed SMZs, which were unfair to commercial fishermen,
because they generated more recreational fishermen, impacting the resources. Limitation of gear would
place even more hardship on the commercial fishermen. She recommended SMZs only be used for

prohibiting fishing to everyone.
Jean Wiliams, represented Save America's Seafood Industry Coalition (SASI), her statement is attached.
She expressed concern that scientists who review applications for SMZs may be biased.
David Walter, reefmaker from Fairhope, Alabama, informed that he had constructed 6,000 to 7,000 individual

artificial reefs (frequently 10 reefs on each trip) in the Alabama areas, utilizing a barge. He supported

creation of the SMZs to allow control of the harvest in the area.
MEETING ADJOURNED AT 8:13 P.M.
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For the record;

I represent the Save America's Seafood Industry coalition~

The membership of S.A.S.I. has a recommendation for Amendment 5, ~~.
Tear it up, Throw it out!!!! Start over with a new realisti~t~ "i

proposal.

A fair and objective solution for all user groups.

amendment is unconstitutional.

ì /J ~
" ~
This

S.A.S.I. strongly objects to this

amendment for the following reasons.

The most blatant being the

public taking of Government waters, showing legal bias towards one

user group, the historical red snapper fishing fleet. The Federal
Management plan, for the federal waters off the coast of Alabama,

is a good example of the bias towards the commercial fishing

industry.

Although the charter boat industry chose to build

artificial reefs and wrecks in federal waters, in the same manner
that the commercial fishing industries have been doing for years,

they now want special privileges in federal waters. The projected
proposal restricts. gear allowed on a boat, therefore the historical

snapper boats will be eliminated and excluded from those areas.

To

restrict snapper boats in these FMP areas because of their choice
-

of gear is preposterous. The main purpose of amendment 5, as well
as the original proposal, seems to have a single ongoing objective,

continued harassment

to force all commercial fishermen out of

business and out of the Gulf of Mexico.

Number 7 of number 6 on

page 5 of this projected amendment states: "To maximize net
economic benefits from the reef fish fishery."

In order for

National Marine Fisheries/Gulf Coast Council to achieve that

projected maximum income they must allow all fishermen including
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the commercial red snapper fleets to fish these areas.

To maximize

net income, the commercial red snapper fleet must be allowed access

to the FMP

and allowed to use their most effective fishing gear.

Amendment 5 is perpetuated toward the continued destruction of the

commercial fishing industry therefor this proposal is
unconsti tutional.

We the members of the Save America's Seafood Industry
Coali tion demand a new less bias proposal.

Signed this

:J S -cay of October, 1992.

Jean Williams CLf' ///Ú .I¿d'

President
Ç''-''' i
Save America's Seafood Industry Coalition
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DRAFT

MINUTES
GULF OF MEXICO FISHERY MANAGEMENT COUNCIL
ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY-THIRD MEETING

SARASOTA, FLORIDA
NOVEMBER 18-19, 1992

The one hundred and twenty-third meeting of the Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council was called
to order by Chairman Philip Horn at 8:30 a.m., November 18, 1992. Council members in attendance were:

VOTING MEMBERS

David Anthony
Jane Black

Florida
Louisiana

Julius Collins

Texas
Texas

Frank Fisher
Scott Gordon (designee for Joe Gil)
Philp Horn
James Jenkins
Andrew Kemmerer

Mississippi
Mississippi
Louisiana
NMFS

Alabama
Alabama
Florida
Florida
Louisiana
Texas
Texas
Alabama
Florida

Albert King

Vernon Minton
Russell Nelson
Gilmer Nix

Wiliam Perret
L. Don Perkins
Ralph Rayburn (designee for Andrew Sansom)
Robert Shipp
Thomas Walln

NONVOTING MEMBERS
Conrad Fjetland (designee for James Pullam)
Douglas Fruge (designee for James Pulliam)
Larry Simpson

Gulf States Marine Fisheries

Lt Karl Moore (designee for RADM Card)

U.S. Coast Guard

U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Commission
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STAFF
Wayne Swingle
Terrance Leary

Executive Director
Fishery Biologist

Tony Lamberte

Economist

Steven Atran
John Pedrick

Population Dynamics Statistician
NOAA General Counsel
Administrative Officer

Cathy Readinger

Laura Mataluni
Kyla Seals

Administrative Assistant

Secretary

OTHER PARTICIPANTS

Wiliam Lindall, National Marine Fisheries Service, St. Petersburg, Florida
Joe Powers, SEFC, Miami, Florida

Chris Koenig, Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida
Joe Clem, National Marine Fisheries Service, Washington, D.C.
George Brumfield, Moss Point, Mississippi
Bob Zales II, Panama City, Florida
Larry Goins, Summerland Key, Florida
Gene Davis, Bradenton, Florida
David Gryzik, Bradenton, Florida
Robert Robinson, Everglade, Florida
Matthew Brennan, Sarasota, Florida
Charles McCann, Miami Beach, Florida
Wendall Sauls, Panama City, Florida
William Parks, Boynton Beach, Florida
Marty Harris, Naples, Florida
Roger DeBruler, Englewood, Florida
Jean Williams, Pascagoula, Mississippi
Kay Williams, Pascagoula, Mississippi
Richard Nielsen Jr., Dania, Florida
Bil Moore, Big Pine Key, Florida

Linda Johnson, Kenner, Louisiana

Stephen Moore, Davie, Florida
Albert Pflueger, Miami, Florida
Richard Nielsen Sr., Ft. Lauderdale, Florida
Mike Bailey, Gulf Shores, Alabama
Tom Murray, Tampa, Florida
Ed Cummings, Sarasota, Florida
William Dole, Crystal River, Florida
Jerry Sansom, Melbourne, Florida
Robert Spaeth, Madeira Beach, Florida
Richard MacKinnon, Islamorda, Florida
Robert Sierpiejko, Tavernier, Florida
Wilma Anderson, Aransas Pass, Texas

Pete Aparicio, Victoria, Texas
Doug Blevins, Panama City Beach, Florida
Lamar D Ogden,

Robin O'Brien, Tampa, Florida
Christine Parks, Boynton Beach, Florida
Casey Fitzgerald, Florida
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Peter Gladding, Key West, Florida
Tom Blythe, Marathon, Florida
Bily Sandefur, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

o

Adoption of Aaenda
The agenda was adopted with the following modifications: Due to the extensive requests for public
testimony, defer Item IV. Proposed Committee Membership, to first item of business on Thursday
morning; and the following additions under "Other Business": Memorandum of Understanding for the
RecFin(SE), Proposed Council Meeting Locations for 1993.

o

ADDroval of Minutes

The minutes of the Gulf Council meeting held in New Orleans, Louisiana, on September 16-17, 1992,
were approved with the following corrections: (underlined) page eight, third paragraph, "Mr. Minton felt

it may not be difficult to justify an economic crisis in order to protect the proposed special
management areas." Page 36, Director's Reports, fourth sentence, "Mr. Rayburn and Dr. Rosen would
serve as proxies on the Council to Mr. Andrew Sansom. First page, under NonVoting Members, RADM
Loy should be RADM Card.

o

Public Testimony
Bob Zales II, charterboat fisherman from Panama City, Florida also representing the Destin Charterboat
Association, they favor the preferred option: prohibit the use of fish traps. They support the Special

Management Zones for Alabama, the two northern tracts A and B, and tract C out to 50 fathoms. They
support adoption of Alternative Option 1: Adopt the framework measure in the FMP. For Landing

Requirements, they support the Preferred Option: Require that all reef fish species in the fishery be
landed with heads and fins intact with the exception that fishermen, both recreational and commercial,
use cut bait and some of the bait used is reef fish. They suggest status quo under Permit

Requirements, and suggest the current minimum size limit of 13 inches for red snapper be retained.
He advised the primary reason for retention of the 13 inch size limit was that over the years in dealing
with the management system of different species of fish, the size limit for king mackerel was proposed
to be changed repeatedly since it was initiated in the FMP. They have argued to maintain the status
quo and believe the reason why king mackerel has returned as prolific was because the size limit had

not changed. They believe the current size limit on red snapper was part of the reason why red
snapper are currently more abundant in the Gulf. This has been an unusual year in Panama City and
Destin and the red snapper are more abundant than previous years. They suggest the size limit remain

unchanged but if a larger size limit is implemented, they support the Council's proposal in the
Amendment.
Larry Goins, trap fisherman from Key West, stated the Gulf of Mexico trap fishery has always provided
a needed supplement to the fishermen's total income especially during the summer months when stone

crab and lobster fishing was closed. A closure of the trap fishery would cause severe economic
problems and could be the straw that destroys the fishermen's future. He stated there were 87 active
trap fishermen in the Gulf of Mexico, 42 use fish traps exclusively, and 45 fishermen use traps part time.
Trap fisheries had landings that were 6.8 percent of total reef fish landings in 1991. The trap fishery
in the Gulf of Mexico has proven itself to be a viable and sustainable part of the commercial reef fish

fishery. Despite extensive research, fish traps have not been documented to have harmful effects
claimed by those obsessed with their elimination. Over 1,600 reef fish permits were issued to Florida
fishermen in 1992 and only 87 or 4.9 percent of those permit holder use fish traps. It is difficult to
understand the fixation by certain individuals with fish traps when they are the smallest component of
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the commercial fishery and have the least impact on overall mortality. Regarding size selection for red
grouper, a comparison of hook-and-line with fish traps are found to be the same with no hook and
damage to mouth or stomach. With the event of jute it provided for the release of fish. He related of
the seven fishermen from Key West they all buoy their lines which enables them to tell where they were

fishing. He advised other possibilities of habitat destruction were as follows: butterfish trawls,
groundfish trawls, fish traps, grappling, anchoring, all commercial boats, recreational boats, longlines,
shrimp trawls, crawfish traps, crab fish traps, ocean liner anchorings, head
boat anchoring, divers
collecting dead bottom, pollution with chemicals, sewage, mosquito spray, and oil, etc. He contended
fish trappers were targeted for trying to save their traps with a grapple.
Ms. Black asked what was the incidence of catching American red snapper in the traps. Mr. Goins
responded they would not qualify for the red snapper program and probably caught less than two

tenths of one percent in the last year. They do not target red snapper and the fish caught seem to be
two to three years olds, averaging two to three pounds.
Gene Davis, favored Option One since retention of the 20 to 15 fathom line was essential to his survival
as a fishermen. Since the 20 fathom line was imposed, there have been more vessels sinking. The
Coast Guard stated there was a law enforcement problem because their vessels were not large enough
to go to the areas that trap fishermen must fish. He lost two vessels due to weather conditions. In
November 1990 at the Tampa meeting there was a fishermen from Ft. Myers or Pine Island who was
told there was no safety concerns as a result of the laws. In November 1991, that fishermen was lost
at sea. He maintained the Council was implementing laws to starve the fishermen out for the last four
years. He also favored status quo on traps.

David Gryzik, captain longline vessel, stated the AP, SSC, and the SEP have supported the fact that
there was no reason for most of the current laws. The red grouper stock assessment indicates it was
not overfished and there were indications that the target SPR of 20 percent for the breeding stock has
been reached. He reported implementation of the 20-fathom line removed approximately 60 percent

of their working bottom. This concentrated all fishermen into a smaller area and stressed the area.
He supported moving the line to the 15 fathom boundary since by opening the area just by 5 fathoms

that would almost double the amount of bottom available. He also supported status quo on traps.
Robert Robinson, Everglades City, supports status quo on fish traps and suggested moving the
stressed area in since the original concept was to separate the sports fishermen and commercial
fishermen. He contended there was 60 miles between the Everglades National Park and the Keys and

there were not that many sports fishermen in that area.
Ms. Black questioned if he fished areas were angelfish were present. Mr. Robinson responded he has
never seen an angelfish in his traps.
Matthew Brennan, longline fisherman, stated there was not a lot of bottom out past the 30 fathom line.
With size limits and quotas he believed they should be allowed to fish any area.

Charles McCann, longline fisherman, requested the Council open the longline restricted area to 15
fathoms. He reported when it was legal he fished 80 percent of the time from 15 to 30 fathoms since
that was were most of the bottom was. Out past the 30-fathom line the bottom was sand. He offered
to have an observer on his vessel to prove that less than 3 percent of his catch was under 5 pounds.

Wendall Sauls, red snapper fisherman from Panama City, Florida, did not support changing the permit
income qualifier. He contended the rules were constantly changing without the benefit of seeing if they
work. He supports retention of the 13-inch size limit and supports the emergency action and requests
it be returned to Dr. Fox without change. He objected to coming to meeting after meeting to discuss
the same problems and requested the Council finalize their decisions.
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Dr. Kemmerer noted Mr. Sauls supported the proposed emergency rule and questioned if there was
any rationale supporting the 5,000 pound threshold rather than 4,000, 6,000 etc. Mr. Sauls responded
he harvested 60,000 pounds last year and was barely making a living and contended an individual
could not make a living on 5,000 pounds. He contended the part time fishermen should be eliminated
and recreational fishermen in both Florida and Texas can sell fish. He stated the number of permitted
boats needs to be reduced. Dr. Nelson asked if Mr. Sauls was a directed red snapper fishermen. Mr.
Sauls responded until this year he had never fished for anything else. He advised on an average trip
of 7,000 to 10,000 pounds of red snapper there might be 200 pounds of other species such as croaker,

pogie, grouper. Dr. Nelson asked how many pounds of red snapper he needed to land just to break
even. Mr. Sauls responded this year he caught 60,000 pounds and did not make anything on it since

the price dropped from $3.00 to $1.50. He was not making enough money to keep his boats
operationaL.

Bill Parks, commercial diver for tropical fish, member of the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary
Advisory Council, and member of the Florida Marine Life Association, he stated he first voiced his
concern on traps in a letter to the Council dated January 1990. He referred to a letter dated November
1, 1992 sent to the Gulf Council which explains their position and justification regarding fish traps. He
contended the arguments were based on their knowledge of fish traps as well as the records of the
South Atlantic Council and newspaper articles. He noted in response to tropical fish collectors voicing
their opinions regarding traps, a number of fish trap fishermen retaliated at these hearings. Its obvious
that such attacks are spawned by the desire to get even, shift the burden of responsibility to another
fishery, and to try to divert the Council's attention from the issue at hand, Le., the use of fish traps in

the Gulf EEl. A couple of trappers have even gone so far as to say "they have recently become
tropical fish collectors" after which they presented largely inaccurate data and twisted hypotheses. The

trappers testimony proves that the act of picking up a net and jumping in the water does not make
someone a fish collector and that trappers have no concept of what their activities are doing to the
resource. He contended most of the fish trappers and their representatives defending fish trapping in

the Gulf are the same people who defended fish trapping in the South Atlantic. At the outset of those
hearings the trappers denied ghost traps, the severity of violations, large bycatch, mortality in traps,

that explosive decompression was a problem, trapping on the reefs, damaging reefs, damage to other
fisheries, and denied that CPUE for traditional food fish was declining. He also contended they avoided

saying that they were becoming increasingly dependent on ornamental fish bycatch. Through the
course of the hearings in the South Atlantic all of these claims were proven false not only by the
evidence presented by the opposition, but by the contradictory testimony of the trappers themselves
and supporting seafood dealers. Later in the proceedings when denial no longer worked, the trap
industry suggested several solutions involving trap limitations, escape gaps, ect.

Mr. Parks stated the Gulf trappers are denying everything and were faced with video documentation
filmed on the south side of Big Pine Key. Their representative, Mr. Moore, in testimony in Key West
admitted to it's accuracy and claimed that it does not happen in the Gulf. Mr. Parks pointed out Mr.

Moore was the same individual who defended trapping in the South Atlantic. Diver reports confirm that

the video accurately depicts what occurs in the Gulf. Concerning ghost traps, there is video and
written documentation of their presence in the Gulf EEl. In addition, a number of trappers stated that
none of the opposition dives in the deep waters of the Gulf where they trap and that there were no
ornamentals present. He contended there was video documentation gathered in deep water outside
of the stressed area already submitted to the Council that documents the presence of angelfish. The

trappers also stated they rely upon grouper and snapper and that the stocks were fine. He related he
found this interesting considering that a few weeks ago some trappers fishing in the Gulf EEl became

very upset when they learned that there large catches of ornamental species could no longer be
landed. They were prohibited by the Florida Marine Life Rule. As a solution to the ornamental problem

that does not exist, the trappers have suggested a 2 x 5 inch escape window. He contended this was
nothing more than another placebo. They measured a small sampling of angelfish, parrotfish, cowfish,
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and other species and found that escape windows greater than 3 x 9 inch were necessary. He
contended the effects and results of trapping operations are offshore or under water where there was
little enforcement. He finds it contradictory that the 1991 traps only catch report lists only two pounds

of angelfish when several trappers have testified that "the most common angelfish we get is the gray
angelfish". One adult gray angelfish weighs more than two pounds. There is no question that the two

pound figure was grossly inaccurate. Fish loss to mortatlity in traps are not counted at alL. He
maintained if the trappers were successful in convincing the Council to continue using this gear type,
many would continue to optimize their yield with no regard to the short-and longterm impacts. In the
case of the tropical fish industry, there was absolutely no question that fish traps are a nonsustainable
gear. He noted when the Marine Life Rule was developed, the tropical industry agreed to support
upper size limits on angelfish. This measure was implemented to protect the reproductively mature
individuals in order to guarantee healthy recruitment of those species. In supporting such limits they
voluntarily gave up the most expensive specimens they harvested.
Mr. Perret referred tø Mr. Park's comments regarding lack of enforcement. Mr. Parks concurred there
was no enforcement at the stressed area depth and distance. Mr. King asked how much area of the
Gulf the tropical industry considered to be prime production areas. Mr. Parks responded the prime
production area was the Florida Keys and some of the area off of Tampa and Naples. The actual

collecting would occur out to 120 feet of water where the angelfish species were the prime target. Mr.
King asked how many traps they observed. Mr. Parks responded it varied and depends on where they
were diving. Mr. Parks stated they maintain that the continued use of traps and expansion in the Gulf
would compromise the recruitment of the blue angelfish in the Keys. Mr. King questioned if they had

biological and scientific data to validate their contention. Mr. Parks responded they only have their
observations.
Mr. Horn questioned if trappers harvest more angelfish than divers. Mr. Parks responded yes. Dr.
Shipp asked how many ornamental collectors were in the Keys. Mr. Parks responded there were more
licenses than actual working collectors. The current estimate was approximately 150 collectors which

produced several milion dollars per year. Ms. Black asked if members of the group he represented
used chemicals for collecting purposes. Mr. Parks responded yes. Ms. Black asked how the 10-inch
size limit was imposed. Mr. Parks responded they can not be possessed on the boat or possessed

on land unless written documentation stating they were from a foreign country. Ms. Black questioned
if it was a state regulation. Mr. Parks responded the Florida Marine Life Rule was implemented by the

Florida Marine Fisheries Commission. Ms. Black asked if the Florida Marine Fisheries Commission
imposes a minimum or maximum size limit on the trap fishery. Mr. Parks responded the trappers were
under the same restrictions and were allowed to land up to 20 ornamental fish, can not exceed the
angelfish size limits with no more than 5 of the 20 being angelfish, and they must be landed alive. Ms.

Black questioned where the information was obtained that trappers were landing extensive quantities
of the fish. Mr. Parks responded from the trappers themselves.
Dr. Kemmerer inquired about the disposition of angelfish landed by fish trappers. Mr. Parks responded
some fish are targeted for the ethnic markets in Miami and other used as bait.

Marty Harris, fish trapper from Naples, Florida, stated he had a biologist from Mote Marine Laboratory
spend 10 days on his boat researching bycatch, bycatch of tropical fish, and mortality of released fish.
In the 10 day trip, he pulled 1,740 traps. He caught a total of 73 tropical fish all of which were released
alive with the exception of two jackknives that swam for one minute before they went down. He caught
7 parrotfish and 14 angelfish. He stated he caught one tropical for every 23 traps pulled. The area he
covered encompassed hundreds of square miles. There were very few tropical fish landed in the Gulf
of Mexico and the tropicals landed were usually landed in the Panhandle. One fish house in that area
who buys the majority of the grays indicated he probably gets a total of approximately 200 pounds a
year. He referred to data for 1989, 1990, and 1991 which indicate the majority of violations were in the
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recreational sector and the highest incident of all violations in the commercial sector was 24 for grouper

fishermen. He noted recreational fishermen had an average of 250 violations per year.
Mr. Harris referred to Amendment 5 which indicated that fishermen in the Gulf of Mexico lose an
average of five percent of traps per year. He explained the reason was that the majority of the
fishermen buoy their traps and retrieve them on every trip. A small fraction of fishermen off the
Tortugas do not retrieve their traps every trip since they have a minimum of 120 miles to travel carrying

the traps. The type of fishing they do in that area was different than the rest of the Gulf of Mexico.
Fishermen in the northern Gulf fish smaller traps and were mainly targeting red grouper. He contended
there was no coral bottom or reefs where they fish in the Gulf of Mexico. Mr. Harris stated a 2 x 4 inch
mesh will allow everyhing to escape. He noted 18 percent of his catch last year was the snapper that
the Council would release with a 2 x 4 inch mesh and he could not give up 18 percent of his income.

The bycatch was lane and vermilion snapper and grunts. The size limit was eight inches. He stated
his reports from last year indicate that the pounds and numbers of fish caught over 12 inches amounts
to one percent of lane snapper and vermillion, they were all 9, 10, and 11 inch fish. Escape panels
were cut into the traps to release the fish under eight inches. He noted the fish houses in Coller
County up to Ft. Myers rely on the finfish from fish traps. The fish house he uses had 11 longline boats
and now has none. When the longlines were moved 120 feet, 50 percent of the boats folded. The fish
houses have indicated if they lose all the finfish, they can not survive on five months of stone crabs.

Mr. Harris pointed out they were the only regulated industry which must indicate what day they leave,
what day they come in, how many pounds were caught, whole, gutted, etc. Eliminating fish trappers

would eliminate good data collectors. He stated there were no more than 2,000 traps at any given time
in Gulf waters. He related he caught well over 10,000 pounds but only brought approximately 4,000
pounds to the dock because of size limitations. He also released 1,834 grouper and they all survived.

He contended they have a very low mortaliy rate. The average fishermen had to travel 35 to 70 miles
before he puts a piece of gear overboard. He referred to his observation report regarding tropicals
which indicates no blue angels, queens, frenches, only gray angels. He stated fishermen who fish 100
percent of the time need 100 tags. Fishermen who are not fishing the 100 traps carry extra tags in the

event tags are lost or broken. He related at the same time he was having a survey done a survey was
done on a longline and bandit boat. He had 43 species of bycatch caught in the traps and the bandit
boat caught 73 species of bycatch and his mortaliy rate was higher because they were caught by
hooks. Mr. Harris stated there was no fishery that trappers could change to.
Ms. Black asked if the fish trap fishery was influenced by the mechanism that the stone crab fishery
went through on reduction on the numbers of traps. Mr. Harris responded previously they were able
to fish as many traps as they wanted but the majority never fished over 200 traps. They were reduced
from 200 down to 100 traps. The fishermen off the T ortugas could really use 200 traps because of the

type of fishery they have. Ms. Black questioned if a trap fishermen would be prone to obtain 100 trap
tags in the event further reduction programs were instituted. Mr. Harris responded yes. Mr. Rayburn
recalled Mr. Harris testified that if traps were forced to move further offshore there would be user

conflicts with the longliners. Mr. Harris responded yes. Mr. Rayburn asked if there would be user
conflict if the longline line was moved in. Mr. Harris responded no because they would then be sharing
the same area with the fishermen they always shared with before longliners were moved out and there
was more bottom inshore than offshore.
Roger DeBruler, biologist, stated he would be discussing his observation trip with Marty Harris and the

need for more information. In March 1990 he was assigned to the vessel, My Three Ladies, owned and
operated by Marty Harris. As an observer for a bycatch and mortality study his job was to record the

lengths, the condition, and what happened to all the fish brought onboard. On the trip the weather was
not good with high seas, six to eight feet with 30 mile per hour winds. This made fishing and observing
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very difficult. The crew was professional and interested in the events onboard including the study. The

undersized and bycatch fish was very important to them since these fish would later grow up to be
something to harvest at a later date. All the fish were returned to the water within two minutes and the

air bladders were expelled. On the trip the catch effort of all the fish per trap was very low,
approximately 1.5 fish per trap. During the trip he thought he would see a lot of other fishing boats
and actually there were only five other boats observed, two sailng boats, one large shrimp trawler, and
two commercial fishing boats anchored up with them at night. He maintained to manage the resource
properly it was very important to have most current and geographical data. This means that the
Council, politicians, lobbyists, and the Gulf Coast communities need to determine what the priorities
were. After reading the proposal and the alternative options, he noticed that most of the citations were
reports from geographical locations other than the proposed management area. He implored the

Council to judge the facts without bias and on their own merits.
Dr. Kemmerer asked who was the principle investigator on the study. Mr. DeBruler responded the
principle investigator was Dr. Jim Bonsack. Mote Marine Laboratory was hired to conduct the three
trips on the West Coast. Mr. Collns asked the mortality rate observed from fish traps. Mr. DeBruler
responded less than one percent. Dr. Nelson asked how many traps were onboard the vessel when

they left port. Mr. DeBruler responded they a problem on the previous trip and had to leave the traps
in the water and returned within five days after fixing the boat and lost only one trap so they were
fishing with 92 traps. Mr. King asked if he observed any significant difference in the fish other than the
five mentioned as decomposed, at the first pulling of the traps which were in the water for five days.
Mr. DeBruler responded he did not observe any difference.

Jean Willams, representing the organization of Save America Seafood Coalition in Pascagoula,
Mississippi, they have membership in Florida, Louisiana, Texas, Mississippi, and Alabama. She also
had letters from consumers in Michigan. She stated the socioeconomic impact on the commercial
fishermen is something that is being looked at with blindness. They testified at a public hearing in

Kenner and left assuming that the snapper fishermen would get some sort of logical solution. She
expressed her dissatisfaction with the CounciL.

Mr. Simpson noted her organization represents different users. Ms. Willams related the organization
represents snapper fishermen, purse seine boats, mullet boats, all entities. They organized to support
their husbands who have to stay home and fish and keep the business going.

Kay Wiliams, representing her husband who is a red snapper fisherman and five other red snapper
fishermen, they support the emergency action on the red snapper endorsement. She expressed her
dissatisfaction that the emergency action was returned to the Council for further consideration. She

stated historical red snapper fishermen could not make a living on 5,000 pounds per year. They
request the Council resubmit the original emergency action for the red snapper endorsement. If the
Council does not submit the original proposal, she was requesting the Council to extend the fishing
season. They support the committee motion allowing both vessel owner and the captain to have
permits and endorsements. Her husband has fished on for 35 years on a vessel in which the permit
is in the vessel owners name. If he applied for a permit because of his long history in the red snapper
fishery, he would have qualified now he does not qualify. They request the Council to clarify loop holes
as to qualifications for the red snapper reef permits. There are people on the advisory panel who have
reef permits and are not commercial fishermen. They also support status quo on the red snapper
maximum size. Dr. Goodyear stated that a fishermen can not fish selectively for size, the benefit of an
increased size limit would be offset by increased released mortality. Increasing the size limit would
produce more waste and eliminate the largest size of marketable snapper in the one to two pound
category primarily sold to restaurants. The stock has increased with the 13-inch size limit and should
remain status quo. They contend special management zones are unfair to the commercial fishermen,
wil create a baited field which would create even more recreational boats. It seems the objective is
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to limit the number òf boats not increase the number of boats in the Gulf. The historical fishermen
have been fishing the area for 30 to 40 years and now because artificial reefs were placed in the area,
commercial fishing is now proposed to be banned. They oppose any gear limitations. She related they
supported status quo on fish traps.

Richard Nielson Jr., commercial fisherman, stated he called NMFS, St. Petersburg, and received
information for the last five years regarding total violations and fish trap violations. There was a total

of 594 cases in the Gulf of Mexico, 19 of which were fish trap violations, 8 of the 19 were for
nonconforming gear which could have been for escape panels, mesh size, or windows in trap. He
believed the Council was mislead that there were all kinds of violations occurring. Two of the cases
were for fishing after dark or fishing some one elses gear, eight violations for fishing in the stressed
area, and one for vessel or gear identification. This reveals that if there was a serious fish trap problem

in the Gulf of Mexico there would be more cases against fish trappers and that enforcement was
occurring in the Gulf. The most common violation in the Gulf was size limits. There was 430 size limit
violations in the five years and not one size limit violations on a fish trap boat. He related in Florida
for the years 1986 through 1990, there were 13 violations for the prohibition of fish traps. From 1986

to 1990 there were 28,632 Marine Resource violations. Mr. Nielson related that Gordon Sharp from the
Florida Marine Patrol stated that 95 percent of the fish traps he found fished in ilegal waters were
constructed ilegally. Mr. Nielson expressed his amazement that people would think a fish trap fished
ilegally would be constructed properly. He contended the 95 percent figure was off the top of Mr.
Sharp's head and was only his opinion with no supporting documentation. He found it interesting that
the Coast Guard approved the SMZ's off Alabama and yet the Coast Guard could not enforce fish traps
offshore. Mr. Nielson related he has attended public hearings where there were four fishermen

supporting fish traps and literally 200 to 300 fishermen against fish traps and because of the Magnuson

Act the Council could not ban fish traps. At the last series of public hearings in Florida, only five
people spoke against fish traps. He related they collected 6,800 signed form letters from consumers
in the southeast Florida area in support of fish traps. He contended the public hearings and the form

letters do not back up the theory that people were against fish traps.
Mr. Nielson related biologists researched mortality from fish traps and preliminary reports indicate that
out of a total of 1,772 released fish, 1,396 - 78.8 percent were classified as swimmers. There were 745
fish captured in 127 fish trap hauls from depths ranging from 20 to 140 feet. They brought them in and
put them in a 475 gallon holding tank and 80 percent of the fish survived and were observed to initiate
feed activity.

Dr. Kemmerer stated enforcement was a major concern and questioned if there were suggestions for

improving enforcement. Mr. Nielson suggested that all fishermen fishing fish traps be permitted and
tie retention of the permit to violations. These should be major violations, Le., not having escape
windows in traps, not having the proper panel and things of that nature. Mr. Nielson indicated he was
currently not fishing the Gulf and advised that he was the one who use to fish in the South Atlantic, that

is currently contemplating moving to the Gulf. Three or four boats have previously moved over from
the South Atlantic to the Gulf. Dr. Kemmerer stated there was an increase in permits from 1991 to 1992

from 87 to 96 permits whether due from South Atlantic fishermen moving over or not. Mr. Nielson
stated it was a current practice for commercial fishermen to obtain any permit that they qualify for.
Bill Moore, Big Pine Key, Florida, representing the Monroe County Commercial Fishermen Inc., some
of the fishermen members use traps during the closed crab and crawfish season during the summer
months and fish out of Florida Bay north of Key West and Marathon. Some others fish with traps on
a westerly quadrant of the Dry Tortugas. He referred to a trap that he brought which was

representative of both areas. The trap was fished several times a day for red grouper in the Florida
Bay area or left for three to four days in the deeper waters of the Tortugas. They use two buoys since
they fish in strong currents. There was four two inch escape gaps and any larger escape gaps would
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take the grunts and yellow tails away. He handed out jute for Council members to observe noting it

was used on both the hinge side and the fastener side of the trap. He contended jute does not last
as long as the studies claim and they change it after a one week trip. The Monroe County commercial
fishermen support alternative Option One - status quo as did the Reef Fish Advisory PaneL. He noted
Dr. Bonsack's report states that mesh sizes smaller or larger than industry causes the catches to be

much less than industry accepted sizes of 1 x 2, 1 1/2 x 1 1/2 hexagonal or chicken wire. They
requested the Council consider moving the stress line in closer because the AP, SSC, and stock
assessment panels stated that the line brought in closer would not adversely effect the stocks of
grouper and that no scientific data existed to justify not allowing this. He stated red grouper were not
overfished with a 40 percent SSR and the Council only requires 20 percent. There was no need for
a stressed area line. He stated no problems exist with fish traps and it was only an allocation and

social problem. Traps were already overregulated particularly since they are the smallest component
of the fishery and the Gulf bycatch is smalL.

Dr. Kemmerer asked if he retrieved his traps daily. Mr. Moore responded when he fishes the Tortugas
area he brought his traps in. He explained he fished 100 traps and had a large boat. Ms. Black asked
if Mr. Moore was familiar with the proposals regarding mutton snapper in the Riley's Hump area. Mr.
Moore responded he testified regarding Riley's Hump in Key West. He contended Riley's Hump was

not the only place that mutton snapper aggregate. He stated when he fished that area he fished for
grouper, porgies. and hogfish. Their trips lasted 16 days and averaged 1,700 pounds per day.
Linda Johnson, Do You Care Coalition of Commercial Fishermen, Kenner, Louisiana, representing
historical dependent commercial fishermen, stated they are running out of money and time and their
information is redundant. She related they have tracked five boats from 1989 who are historical
dependents on red snapper. In 1991 the five vessels dropped one percent but fished four less months,
on the total harvest of the entire Gulf of Mexico. They caught only eight percent of the entire Gulf
landings in 53 days in January and February and does not include the emergency action. She related
on the 53 days that the season was open the boats did not fish 53 days. Her husband's boat landed

22,660 pounds in 10 days of fishing. She noted 80 to 90 percent of their total gross income came from
1992. In 1990 if 5,000 pounds were landed it equated to $15,000

the harvesting of red snapper until

of gross receipts. In 1991 the same fish were only worth $1.85 mean average which produced gross
receipts of $9,250. Ms. Johnson maintained the social impact was more to the historical dependent.
She could support a 5,000 pound qualifier two of the last three years. She maintained the snapper

were in abundance" and it was the commercial harvesters which were declining. They oppose any
special management zones that would restrict any gear in any area of the Gulf of Mexico.

Ms. Black asked how many dollars were needed in a year to survive. Ms. Johnson responded a true
commercial harvester needs $200,000 gross receipts. Ms. Black noted the Council was advised that
there was no break in the data to determine those who catch small amounts of red snapper and those
who catch greater amounts which leaves a block of fishermen who would probably land a couple of
thousand pounds in a year. She questioned if their were any recommendations Ms. Johnson could
make to adjust for this. Ms. Johnson responded she could support giving the small qualifiers who land
under 2,000 pounds. a 100 pound trip limit and those catching 2,500 to 5,000 pounds, a 400 pound

trip limit if there was any way to enforce it. She stated her main concern was for the historical
dependents. Ms. Black questioned if Ms. Johnson would object to averaging the amounts to reach the
5,000 pounds if a vessel had 6,000 pounds in one of the three previous years and 4,500 pounds in one
of the previous years. Ms. Johnson responded the dollar figure would be too ludicrous to argue over.

Dr. Anthony noted the emergency rule was returned to the Council for reconsideration and one of the
points of contention was the 5,000 pound criteria, and questioned why the 5,000 pound figure should
be supported. Ms. Johnson responded a fishermen who has not harvested 5,000 pounds was not
dependent on red snapper. She noted 5,000 pounds was an arbitrary figure because there was not
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a direct slope on Ed Burgess's graph however, the graph did not indicate the harvesters of over 10,000

pounds which was where the break off point is. Mr. Rayburn asked how many vessels were in the Do
You Care Coalition. Ms. Johnson responded there were 166 members but some are spouses. There
were only 60 vessels. Mr. Rayburn recalled in prior testimony Ms. Johnson indicated that if it takes to
long to establish some type of procedure to balance the harvest for a longer period of time, she would
prefer to allow the derby fishing begin on January 1. Ms. Johnson responded she really did not want
a derby fishery and was not impressed with the poundage on the trip sheets and the price column is
what dictates their lives. Mr. Rayburn questioned if was possible to collectively give notice to dealers

that fish would be bought only during certain times. Ms. Johnson responded it was ilegal to
manipulate the market.

Stephen Moore, commercial trap fisherman from Davie, Florida and fishing out of Key West, stated he
previously testified in Key West and maintains that the effort to ban fish traps in the Gulf was a social
and political issue not a fisheries management issue based on sound science. The biology does not
support further restrictions on fish traps and is not an overfishing issue. The gear type accounts for

less than seven percent of the total in the snapper-grouper fishery. It was also not a conflct issue
since where they fish in the Gulf there are other boats operating and the boats communicate. He
contended the GCCA and the FCA and outdoor writers in the press have been misleading the public
and they have their own political agenda. The truth was that a good commercial fishermen was a good

ecologist and do not want to fish themselves out of a living. Fish traps are one of the most regulated
gear types. A legally constructed fish trap wil not ghost fish when lost. Current regulations were
designed to prevent this occurring. He maintained any traps connected with the stories about ghost
abiding
citizens who work very hard in a tough and dangerous occupation to support their familes and feed
the American nonfishing public. He recommends status quo on fish traps.
fishing were illegal traps. The great majority of commercial fishermen are honest, capable, law

Albert Pflueger, commercial fisherman and member of Organized Fishermen of Florida, questioned if
there was a spawning stock ratio on red grouper. Mr. Horn responded it was approximately 40

percent. Mr. Pflueger questioned if there was a spawning stock ratio on mutton snapper. Mr. Horn
responded there presently was not. Mr. Pflueger questioned how
a closed season for mutton snapper
could be proposed without a spawning stock ratio. He noted the spawning stock ratio in the Atlantic
was 30 percent for overfishing and it was 35 percent and it was closed and he questioned the
reasoning. He pointed out mutton snapper was the most wide ranged snapper in Florida. He

supports status quo on mutton snapper and fish traps.
Richard Nielsen, Sr., previous trap fisherman in the South Atlantic from Ft. Lauderdale, Florida, stated
he had a permit for fish traps for the Gulf of Mexico but has not used his tags. He feels his civil rights
have been violated with the elimination of trap fishing by the South Atlantic CounciL. He related he had

to sell his home to pay for his vesseL. He related they have started litigation against the Secretary of

Commerce and a small group of fishermen, associated dealers, and suppliers have invested
considerable funds in this pursuit. He referred to the litigation noting the major point was that they
were holding Dr. Fox, individually and as the Assistant Administrator responsible for a conspiracy
against the fish trap fishermen. Their lawyer advised the federal government moved to dismiss Dr. Fox
as to his individual civil rights liabilty for discriminating against commercial fishermen and they also
attempted to keep him from having to produce the document left out of the administrative record. They
filed pleading to keep Dr. Fox from being disposed and to keep new documents from being included

into the administrative record. Their lawyer stated the federal government lost on all of the motions.
Dr. Fox is in the action individually with personal liability and his deposition in Washington was
scheduled and the documents he has been ordered to produced can be used to supplement the

administrative record. Dr. Fox evoked executive privilege on many of the questions raised. He
questioned how the Gulf Council could address another prohibition on fish traps with this litigation
pending. He referred to a letter addressed to Dr. Fox requesting information regarding possible
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financial assistance from federal agencies for fishermen displaced from traditional fisheries as a result
of management plans implemented by NMFS. Dr. Fox responded NMFS has no authority to provide
compensation to fishermen for that purpose and know of no plans to provide such authority and were

unaware of any federal funds available for retraining such fishermen. Dr. Fox stated they would refer
the letter to the Economic Adjustment Division, Economic Development Administration, U.S.

Department of Commerce.
Mr. Nielsen stated they participated and encouraged research on fish traps. They had biologists from
the Southeast Laboratory as observers on their boats. He stated if the Council prohibits fish traps they

would be in violation of National Standard 2 which provides that all conservation and management
measures shall be based on the best scientific information available, National Standard 4 provides that
conservation and management measures shall not discriminate between residents of different states
and provides that if it becomes necessary to allocate or assign fishing privileges among various U.S.

fishermen, such allocations must be fair and equitable to all such fishermen, reasonably calculated to
promote conservation and carried out in such a manner that no particular individual, corporation, or

other entity acquires an excessive share of such privilege. National Standard 5 provides that
conservation and management measures shall, where practicable, promote efficiency in the utilization
of fishery resources. He supports the Magnuson Act and contends that the South Atlantic Council was

dominated by sport fishermen. Mr. Nielsen stated the current regulations of 100 fish trap limit in
conjunction with size limits on snapper and grouper has already placed a tremendous burden on the

trap fishermen in the Gulf. He recommends status quo on fish traps.
Dr. Kemmerer advised he was not responding to some of Mr. Nielsen comments since litigation was

pending.
Mike Bailey, fishing guide and commercial fisherman from Naples, Florida, stated statistics do not
support any cause for the meeting. He advised the FCA raised over $45,000 dollars a few nights ago
and 90 percent of that sum went to lobbyists and poliicians.
Tom Murray, represented the Seafood Consumers and Producers Association of Tampa, Florida, as
well as concerned producers of reef fish of Monroe County Commercial Fishermen's Association, and
a number of sponsors of seafood consumers and producers who have an active interest in the reef fish

fishery of western central Florida. They were concerned having sponsors that produce 80 to 90
percent of all the grouper produced on the west coast of Florida. Their concerns were with the
scientific adequacy of the proposals and the fairness of the process. He concluded there was no
scientific basis for prohibiting the use of fish traps in the Gulf EEZ. The draft amendment identifies the
background problems requiring plan amendment. He noted the draft amendment states "fish traps
have always been a controversial issue. Opponents have charged traps are nonselective, frequently

cause environmental damage, some fishermen consider traps as unfair competition. Opponents also
raise concerns over the enforceability of limitations". Since he became involved in the fish trap issue

in the late 1970's there has been a lot of new information generated. The draft amendment has
background material principally from the east coast which suggests that the conclusions or problems
were not consistent with the bulk of the science. He thought it was ironic that the draft amendment
text appears to contradict the problem statement. He noted NMFS internal reviews seem to question
the scientific basis for the regulations.

Mr. Murray concluded that wire fish have been a controversy since the late 1970's whether or not it is
a problem upon which to build a fishery management plan could be argumentative. The injury and
mortality of bycatch of fish traps cited on page nine, "the most recent and complete studies of the
subject indicate mortality rates of 2.9 percent according to Sutherland and Harper (1983)". Dr.
Bohnsack recently completed a document which suggests that 2.2 percent mortality was associated
with wire fish trapping. This might be compared to the estimated hook release mortality of undersized
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reef fish used by the SSC of 33 percent. There have been numerous studies of observation over the
south Florida trap fishing grounds with litte apparent damage associated with the use of traps to coral

and live bottom areas. Perhaps of some significance in these areas to habitat destruction is the
approximately 180,00 recreational boats that fish from Pinellas to Monroe County. He stated the
majority of the Gulf fishery involves insignificant trap losses according to Taylor and McMichael's
Report. The principal fishery target was red grouper which was not overfished. The NMFS stock
assessment, Goodyear and Schirripa, and the Reef Fish Stock Assessment Panel, October 1991, and

the SSC all concluded red grouper was well in excess of the Council's stated goal for spawning

potential ratio. The best estimates available depending on the release mortality rate assumed are 30
to 39 percent SPA. This resource is underutilzed.
Mr. Murray stated they support Alternative Option 1, Status Quo, to retain current trap rules. Traps are
already prohibited in many areas subject to a moratorium on additional permits, and otherwise tightly
controlled by design, marking standards, 100 percent logbook requirements, etc. They support inshore
movement of the stressed area, stressed area being a fish trap area. They recommend movement of
the stressed area line to 5 fathoms and renaming of the line to indicate it was a fish trap line. They

also

recommend inshore movement of the longline buoy area boundary to 15 fathoms. He stated they were
not requesting removal of the longline line although extensive review suggests perhaps there was no
scientific basis for its institution. Given the recent stock assessment they contend the Council should

consider these improvements in the overall management regime with an eye toward removal of
unnecessary, unjustified regulations. More optimal use of the resource through a decrease in minimum

size for red grouper and an increase in the quota per the recommendations of the SSC last year. It
seems based upon recent information provided by NMFS, that there may be a line of demarkation
which needs to be adjusted. The figures suggest the length frequency relationship between the size

of the fish caught in inches and the depth of which it is caught. Fish from 0 to 5 fathoms have a mean
size of 18 inches, a median of 14 inches and a mode, or the most common number, of 15 inches.

Beyond 5 fathoms, the average size was 26 inches, a median of 22 inches, and the most common size
of 25 inches. If lines of demarkation are to be set, stressed areas, it should be at the 5-fathom line.
He noted most of the fishing activity was inside of 30 feet and 10 percent of the recreational fishing
activity in the Gulf of Mexico occurs outside of state waters. Data suggests that the fishing problems
are inside problems. They feel that based upon best available information and comments that status

quo should be supported for fish traps and their other recommendations for the stressed area and
buoy line be accepted.
Ed Cummings, commercial fisherman from Cortez, Florida, requested the longline boundary be moved
in. He noted the current boundary at the 29 line required going 100 miles offshore to fish, 28 line was
40 miles offshore, 27 line was 45 miles offshore, etc. They need the inshore bottom and all the boats
are concentrated.

Wiliam Doles, grouper fisherman from Crystal River, supports continuation of status quo and would
like to see the line moved into the 5-fathom line. He supports all the recommendations submitted by
Marty Harris. He stated he is one of the largest holders of fish trap licenses and was not notified of

the public hearing in Crystal River. The day before the public hearing he was advised of the meeting
by a fish house. At the hearing he obtained a copy of the amendment but did not have suffcient time
to review the document and comment. He requested that valid permit holders be notified at least 30
days prior to the date of such meetings. Mr. Doles also requested copies of the minutes of such

meeting should be made available to all of the attendees.
Jerry Sansom, Executive Director of Organized Fishermen of Florida, stated the fish trap fishery was
a relatively insignificant fishery. The gear was one of the most selective gears. He referred to Draft
Amendment 5, page 12, and hoped that the Gulf Council does not choose to ban fish traps just
because the South Atlantic Council has banned them. He questioned the statement of "wide spread
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abuses of the regulations governing the use of fish traps" noted in the Amendment. The fact was there
were very few violations of fish trap regulations. He referred to Officer Sharpe's comment regarding
95 percent of fish traps in ilegal areas used ilegal gear. He stated that the same standards should be

applied to fish traps, hook and line, longline, and any other gear with regard to bycatch, release
mortality, selectivity, or any other criteria. They support moving in the longline area since it was
biologically appropriate. They also support the emergency regulations concerning red snapper.
Ms. Black asked if Organized Fishermen of Florida had a position on special management zones. Mr.
Sansom responded they do not believe that special management zones were appropriate means of

managing the resource. He did not believe the Coast Guard would be able to enforce special
management zones. The federal requirements for artificial reefs require they be nonexclusive. Mr.
Walln questioned OFF's position on landing requirements. Mr. Sansom responded they need to be
able to head and core amberjack.

Bob Spaeth, Southern Offshore Fishing Association, Madeira Beach, Florida, stated the stock
assessment panel, socioeconomic panel, and the advisory panel have indicated there was no problem
or an abundant stock or could not justify the longline boundary. He contended there was no reason

for maintaining the longline 20 fathom ban. In 1989 the longline fleet proposed a 15-fathom line to
accommodate the unproven fears of people who imagine damage caused by longlines. In 1989
Richard Kitel collected signatures from captains and boats in Florida stating that the conflict of
fishermen in the Gulf of Mexico was nonexistent. He demonstrated relative differences of an anchor
and a longline and proposed longlines should not be restricted with the rationale that they cause
damage otherwise, Florida should enact legislation that only drift fishing was allowed in state waters.

Mr. Spaeth stated all red grouper were born female and they have a tremendous spawning potential

ratio. He referred to data collected by a recreational fisherman who caught and returned one red
grouper four times which indicates an extremely good survival rate. The habitat for grouper was hard

bottom and the fishermen need this bottom to make it a viable commercial fishery. SOFA supports
status quo for fish traps. They also do not support special management zones. They request that
heads and fins be allowed to be landed intact. They have no problem with the permit requirements
and support the Louisiana constituency on red snapper. He presented a package of red groupers
which were brought to the SOFA clubhouse by
a lady who bought them at a Winn Dixie supermarket.
The fish weigh 1.45 pounds and were priced at $2.31. He stated there was a 20-inch size limit and
questioned how the American fishermen were to compete when there was no regulations on imports.

Dr. Nelson asked how long a typicallongline set was. Mr. Spaeth responded approximately five miles.
Ms. Black questioned if some of the angelfish reported could be imported. Mr. Spaeth responded it
was a possibility.

Mr. Swingle read letters from Shirley Morgan and from Gloria Pierce of Capri Fisheries from Naples,
Florida (attached).
Richard MacKinnon, President Middle Upper Keys Organized Fishermen of Florida, a lobster fisherman
and former South Atlantic fish trapper. In his opinion inept, dishonest, and illegal fishery management
has removed him from a viable healthy fishery and forced him into the crowded and overcapitalized
lobster industry where he was struggling to make a living. He requested the Gulf Council not repeat
the management rules enacted in the South Atlantic. The Reef Fish Advisory Panel recommended no
change in the existing regulations by a vote of nine to one. The AP noted that most of the information
regarding fish traps were germane to the fishery in the South Atlantic and that the trap fishery in the
Gulf was different from the Atlantic side. They also noted the trap fishery was a small fishery and
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potential harm to the bottom habitat for overfished stocks is not a major concern. Concerns have been

raised over fish traps catching juvenile undersized fish. At the September 1992 meeting of the SSC
they found "the percentage of undersized fish is the same for all gear types". He noted fish traps were

known to primarily catch red grouper. In October 1991, the Stock Assessment Panel stated "red
grouper are not overfished". They found the SPR was 30 percent if it was assumed that two thirds of
all released fish die. The SPR would become 36 percent if it was assumed that only one third of all
released fish die. The Council stated goal was 20 percent. Red grouper were not only underfished,
they were an underutilized resource. The Stock Assessment Panel stated that the yield per recruit
could be increased by decreasing the minimum size from 20 inches to 16 inches.
He referred to the summary of the October 1992 Law Enforcement Advisory Panel noting they cited
problems with trap construction, lack of a degradable panel, traps can not be inspected while in the
water, ghost fishing, and a bycatch mortality from decompression. The rules regarding biodegradable
panels were not forced on the industry by the Council but were recommended by the fishermen. The
current rules were in their own best self interest. He contended traps can be inspected while in the
water since they were buoyed. He noted numerous studies have been conducted and no significant
ghost fishing problem associated with fish traps was found. All fish caught by all the gear types suffer

the same ill effects from being brought to the surface. The wire trap fish have an advantage of not
having a sharp hook in their eye, mouth, gil, and they are not poisoned by chemicals. The Law
Enforcement Panel recommended the Council wait to see what rules Florida adopts concerning mutton
snapper so that compatible regulations can be implemented.

Robert Sierpiejko, trap fisherman out of Key West, Florida who transferred from the Atlantic to the Gulf
when the South Atlantic Council closed the fishery. He stated the trap fishery was a viable fishery. He
feels he represents consumers since his traps produce an extremely fresh high quality product. He

believed the problem was reallocation and maintained certain sport fishing groups want to dominate
the fishery. The press was biased against commercial fishermen. He maintained the less expensive
species were underutilzed.

Mr. Wallin asked if he fished the Tortugas. Mr. Sierpiejko responded yes.
Wilma Anderson, Executive Director Texas Shrimp Association (TSA), Aransas Pass, Texas addressed

the Council (statement attached). She stated the TSA would oppose any special management zones
off Alabama since this would begin a process that would have no end. Mississippi, Louisiana, and
Texas all have tremendous oil and gas platforms. The shrimp industry has been forced out of foreign
waters and are concentrated into a small area since they gave up trawlable bottom to the oil and gas
companies. They feel special management zones are detrimental and in violation of the Magnuson Act.

Mr. Collins questioned if the TSA would support the concept of using brown shrimp as the dominant
species. Ms. Anderson responded brown shrimp was the dominant species and they feel the Council
has the option to take the lesser specie of white shrimp which was in the middle.

Pete Aparicio, President of the Texas Shrimp Association, Victoria, Texas, requested his testimony
included in the minutes of the September 1992 Council meeting be corrected as follows, page 10, 5th
paragraph, (changes underlined): Dr. Kemmerer questioned whether Mr. Aparicio supported a nonrevokable permit. Mr. Aparicio responded he did not support a permanent system. He advised it was

important for the minutes to reflect the correct testimony as it sets the tone and position of an
individual and their associations.

Doug Blevins, Panama City Boatman Association, addressed the Council (statement attached). He
expressed his concern regarding statements that the Council will listen to the public's testimony but
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that the Council has already made a decision. The public has expended a lot of effort to attend and
testify on their behalf and the Council has a responsibilty to listen and review all scientific information,

public comment, committee and panel reports before any decision was reached.
Lamar Dogden, fish trap fisherman, stated the Council should consider all the public testimony.

Robin O'Brien, delivered Captain Fernand Braun's presentation who was unable to attend. Captain
Braun over the past 18 years has been a restaurant and fish house owner, commercial fisherman and

was currently a fishing guide. He stated he knew the Keys before the fish trap fishery began and has
subsequently witnessed the considerable damage they have created. Most people think the fish trap
controversy is a result of a conflict between recreational and commercial fishermen. Actually the
conflct is inside the fishing industry. The best proof is that the people fighting fish traps most

vigorously are commercial fisherman. They are concerned about their future and with good reason.
Anywhere in the world where fish traps were used, fisheries were destroyed. Fish trappers are the kind
of people that give a bad name to commercial fishermen. All of the fish traps surveys performed by

scientific organizations reveal a high degree of bycatch, as much as 54 percent in a Taylor and
McMichael 1983 study. Tropical fish, nonfood fish, undersized juvenile grouper and snapper hawled

by fish traps are kiled by the milions, victims of explosive decompression. Adding to the bycatch
mortality, many traps are lost in great number and become ghost traps. Escape panels tied up with
jute wil last at least three months before disintegrating and during that time a multitude of fish wil
perish. However, in many cases escape panels are tied up with ilegal, nondegradable materiaL. A
conservative assumption of the kiling time of these ghost traps can be no less than several years thus

causing a phenomenal extermination of reef fish and additional impact on the overstressed Gulf
fisheries. During a South Atlantic Council meeting in Key West, in 1990 a Florida Marine Patrol Officer
stated that 90 percent of the fish traps inspected were illegaL. One of the most common violations was

escape panels secured with a stainless clip. Problems involved with wire mesh fish traps are not
lines and retrieved by dragging heavy hooks along
the bottom of the oceans, several hours every day for every boat. Trap retrieval methods destroy fish
limited to fish stocks. Wire fish traps are set in trawl

habitat, live bottom, and coral in huge quantities. Trawl lines are hidden from law enforcement
agencies making any control totally impossible. All problems encountered with fish traps in the South
Atlantic also apply to the Gulf of Mexico since these waters share the same species and same habitat.
The only difference he finds between the Gulf and the Atlantic was that the area in the Gulf passed the
stressed zone is never patrolled by NMFS or the Marine Patrol because it is to far offshore. In the Gulf,
violators would have a free hand to destroy the resources without being disturbed. Last month he
pulled two ghost traps from the bottom of the ocean and fimed the process. The film will show many
aspects of the deadly efficiency of wire fish traps. The use of wire fish traps degrades both the Gulf
fishery and the habitat which the fish depend on. In the best interest of fisheries management,

resource and conservation, the Gulf Council should adopt a uniform regulation with the South Atlantic

to facilitate enforcement.

Christine Parks, commercial tropical fisherman, referred to letters from Don DeMaria to Bil Parks
concerning fish traps in the South Atlantic and the Gulf of Mexico EEZ. She advised Mr. DeMaria has
been a member of the Reef Fish Advisory Panel for a number of years. From the October 31,1992
letter she read the following "reference was made in your fax to several fish trappers that claim that the
Gulf was different from the Atlantic. The bottom does tend to be flat like the area outside 100 feet in

the Atlantic where the majority of fish trapping was conducted. In other words, the area that was

legally opened to fish trapping in the Atlantic was not much different than the Gulf. Also the further
north towards Jacksonville and the Carolinas, the more closely the bottom tends to resemble the Gulf.
There were plenty of angelfish in the Gulf, mostly blues and grays. The ghost trap that was found on
Riley's Hump when he went several years ago with Dr. Bohnsack and Dr. Colin had several
large blue
angels trapped inside. This is on video and part of the public record. He has dived extensively in the
Gulf and South Atlantic. There are large numbers of blue and gray angelfish in the Gulf from the
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Tortugas to at least offshore Tallahassee. He has sent video from the deep Gulf wrecks and the Florida
Middle Grounds to the Gulf CounciL. Dr. Koenig should also have video from the Bellows cruise made
last year off Tallahassee. This video shows numerous blue angel fish. The video of ghost traps off Big
Pine Key should remove all doubts as to the problems associated with lost fish traps. He has found
numerous fish traps in the Gulf like those captured on video. Many of the fish traps found were loaded
with angelfish, red grouper, and muttons. The same type of traps with the same species of fish in the

same condition, doors and escape panels wired and tied shut with bones, dead, dying fish, etc. He
called an OFF representative some time ago to tell him what was being found in the lost traps off Big
Pine Key. The reply was "what the hell good was a fish that eats the reef anyway". At an OFF meeting
in approximately 1983, he remembers Bil Moore saying he pulled up fish traps loaded with juvenile red
snapper south of Tortugas. Now he claims the snapper were all yelloweyes and blackfin snapper.
Even when studies by Dr. Bohnsack show that not only due fish trappers catch red snapper but that
red snapper make up the highest percentage of undersized snapper by species, 92 percent. All this

information is contained in the preliminary report on fish trapping by Dr. Bohnsack.
Mr. DeMaria stated if there fails to be a ban in the Gulf he was certain there would be a continued
gradual decline in angelfish, grouper, and snapper. Ms. Parks stated grappling hooks with loran were

used extensively. The loran makes it practical for trappers to grappel unbuoyed traps. The trap
grapnels she has observed consist of about five feet of heavy sea chain and often weigh over 100
pounds. She related Mr. Sharpe, Florida Marine Patrol, stated over 90 percent of fish traps checked

in both legal and ilegal waters, were in violation of the construction law, most for illegal fasteners.
Fishery biologists state that survival of the spawning adults is vital to the sustenance of the ornamental

fish stocks and they hold the trap fishery responsible for the current condition. After seeing traps at
work, observing catches and listening to conversations of fish trappers, there was no doubt that they
were responsible. While they feel that imposing a harvest moratorium upon themselves would do little

to aid in stock recovery, they do not think continued harvest of depleted stock would be supportable.
Continued and expanding trapping activity in the Gulf threatens the recruitment of the blue and gray

angel.
Ms. Black asked when the video was taken off Big Pine Key. Ms. Parks responded she believed it was

October 9.
Casey Fitzgerald, Assistant Director of the Florida Conservation Association, represents 9,000 members

who have a vested interest in the protection of the fishery and associated resources. Fish trap
management is the most critical issue under consideration to their members and is very much a Florida
issue. FCA actively participated in the proceedings before the South Atlantic Council that resulted in
regulations banning fish traps throughout the region. In addition, their parent organization, The Coastal
Conservation Association, has intervened in defense of NMFS regarding the regulations.

FCA fully endorses the Preferred Option: to prohibit the use of fish traps in the EEZ of the Gulf of
Mexico. Their position is based primarily on the following: fish traps are not species selective, a trend
that should be worked toward, which results in unacceptable levels of bycatch mortality of non-targeted
fish; all of the currently used legal mesh sizes trap and kill undersized targeted species; many of the

lost or ghost traps wil continue to kil indefinitely; the type and nature of fishing with traps makes it
virtually impossible to enforce existing regulations or any regulations endorsed by the industry; a
prohibition on the use of fish traps would be consistent with Florida and would profoundly improve
Florida's ability to enforce the law; traps are operationally wasteful, often resulting in fish dying from
embolisms caused by changes in ambient pressure as the trap is lifted, from stress related to attempts
to escape from traps, from handling at the surface before release, and from predation prior to the trap
being pulled; the use of fish traps causes degradation of benthic communities.
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He stated the obvious conclusion of the negative impacts associated with the use of this gear type is
that it causes a disproportion share of adverse impacts to the marine fisheries and associated

resources. He contended if the Council chooses to let fish traps continue they wil expand into the

states where fish trapping is not yet an issue.
Peter Gladding, commercial fisherman from Key West, Florida, representing 369 commercial fishermen
who have restricted species endorsements on their license. They oppose fish traps. He stated since
the South Atlantic ban of fish traps the mutton snapper and grouper were rebounding. He reported
in mid-July he was in a fish house and observed an attempted sale of 600 pounds of parrots and
angels. He called law enforcement officer to remove the fish from the fish house. At that time if the
sale proceeded the parrots and angels would have brought a price of .09 cents more per pound than
yellowtail snapper. He supports the proposal for mutton snapper that fishing be ceased during the
spawning season. He does not agree with closing Riley's Hump completely. He stated the reporting
system was flawed and his hours were recorded inaccurately. At the fish house he uses some of the
fish caught by fish traps were not reported accurately and were reported as bottom fish.

Mr. Perret recalled Mr. Gladding indicated some of the trap fishermen were not reporting their catch
accurately. Mr. Gladding stated at his fish house one individual reports his fish as handline caught fish
and he has in excess of 100 traps. Mr. Perret noted according to the best information, trap fishermen
constitute 6.8 percent of the catch and he questioned if this percentage would increase if the reporting
was accurate. Mr. Gladding responded the percentage on mutton and grouper in their area was 50
to 70 percent. Mr. Perret questioned the advantage of a commercial fishermen claiming a different
gear. Mr. Gladding responded the reporting system was not working. Mr. King asked if all of the 369
fishermen he represents from the Gulf side. Mr. Gladding responded they were from the Atlantic and
Gulf and they fish in both areas. Ms. Black asked if Mr. Gladding represented any charterboat

fishermen. Mr. Gladding responded no. Mr. Rayburn noted public testimony has indicated there was
no user conflct and questioned if Mr. Gladding agreed with that statement. Mr. Gladding responded

he believed there was a conflct between user groups.
Tom Blythe, former fish trap fisherman in the South Atlantic, stated he has a Gulf permit and 100 tags
but has not fished traps since from Marathon it was 70 miles and with a 30-foot boat it was to far to
go. He maintained trap fishermen do not want the escape panels on traps closed up and kiling fish.
The video depicted panels tied up by renegade divers and they are not professional fish trap fishermen.
He pointed out fish traps were only banned in Florida and fishing traps is status quo in North and
South Carolina. They were allowed to use seabass traps and traditional gear and can have bycatch.
He explained the difference was if they were pulling a seabass trap they could keep snapper and
grouper but if the next trap was a traditional fish trap, they had to release the grouper. He questioned
the enforceability. He maintained the tropical industry was unregulated and used dangerous chemicals.

Billy Sandefur, commercial fisherman and fish house owner, noted testimony indicates that enforcement

was the biggest problem with fish traps, specifically traps were not brought to shore to be checked.
To his knowledge the Marine Patrol has never inspected a stone crab, blue crab, crawfish, or fish trap
at the fish house that he operates out of. He indicated the Marine Patrol has checked the catch on his
boat but has never checked his traps. He contended if the facts were considered, the type of gear
should not be an issue since the number one violation was undersized fish. He has been reported as

pullng fish traps when he was not. He reported another lobster fishermen was pulling lobster traps
and he was reported for pullng fish traps. He supports status quo on fish traps.
Mr. Swingle reported Kenneth Reiter from Rockport, Texas requested his comments be made part of
the record since he was unable to attend the meeting. Mr. Swingle noted Mr. Reiter recommended that
every permittee be limited to a 1,000 pound trip limit and that the fishery be closed from May 1 until
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August 31, the peak of the spawning season. Charles Kolb of Pt. Mansfield, Texas also requested his
comments be made part of the record. Mr. Kolb recommended 2,000 pound trip limits for everyone,
spawning season closure, consideration of weather conditions rather than calendar dates in setting time
periods, maintain limits based on past performance, and eliminate geographical politics from any rules.

o

Reef Fish Manaaement Committee ReDort
Emeraency Action

Mr. Walln reported the committee recommended the following changes to the red snapper
endorsement qualifications and restrictions to provide a more equitable distribution of endorsements
to fishery participants, to eliminate arbitrary break points in qualification and harvest limitations, and

to improve enforceabilty of the emergency rules:
Mr. Walln moved on behalf of the committee, that a red snapper endorsement be available to
anyone who has possessed a reef fish permit and has landed red snapper in each of the last
three years, and that those possessing a red snapper endorsement can possess red snapper in
excess of the bag limit only from the 16th to the end of each month in the fishing season.
Mr. King requested that NMFS's rationale be discussed on the emergency rule and the reason the
Council was requested to reconsider the issue. Dr. Kemmerer responded NMFS was concerned that

there was no obvious break in the data regarding the 5,000 pound category. He stated NMFS,
Washington, requested the Council provide the rationale for the 5,000 pound threshold. Mr. Joe Clem,
Plans and Regulations Office, Washington, stated the concern was that the qualification level selected
by the Council must fully consider any possible inequities. He noted the Council was requesting the

Secretary of Commerce under emergency authority to implement the red snapper endorsement
qualification which violated NMFS standing policy not to implement allocation type decisions through
emergency action. NMFS has set aside the policy and were prepared to implement the request after
further reconsideration by the CounciL. NMFS requests that the Council add any additional justification
for the selection of the qualification leveL.

Mr. Minton recalled during discussions when the 5,000 pound threshold was arrived at, the primary

purpose was an attempt to return to the traditional fishery because of the current number of
participants and it was anticipated that this would extend the season. He questioned what effects the
pending motion would have on extension of the season. Mr. Atran stated the stock assessment panel
projected that without any limitations the season would be 64 days, and if the season only opened for

half the month, it would result in 128 days. Mr. Minton questioned if the stock assessment panel
considered the population build up noting that originally in Dr. Goodyear's estimate he projected an
approximate eight month season which was initially closed after 53 days. Mr. Atran responded Dr.
Goodyear indicated that when taking certain provisions into account the estimate derived would
indicate the 1992 season would have lasted as long as it did. Mr. Atran stated the increase in the
number of fish was taken into account for the 1993 season. Dr. Kemmerer stated the estimate was stil
very uncertain due to various factors. Mr. Horn noted approximately 40 percent of the fish caught was

permitted fishermen and questioned if the projection considered that factor. Mr. Atran
responded no, the projection took into account the expected growth of the fish that were in the
population and where the indices were known, and the recruitment of those fish. Dr. Kemmerer stated
there was no estimate for catch by nonpermitted vessels, the 40 percent was unaccounted for. Mr.
by non

King clarified the 40 percent was the difference between logbooks and landings.

Mr. Minton questioned if the season opened on February 15 for 64 fishing days, would the season
close at the end of May. Mr. Atran responded it would be 64 days if the fishermen could fish every
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I~~
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RECEIVt!i
NOY 1 2 t~~'.
GU ASU COUNCIL

Gulf of Mexico Pi8hery Management
Lincoln Center, Suite 331
5401 We.t Kennedy Blvd

Council

Tama, Pla 33609
Dear Sir:

I. am a collerC;a). ji8llerpn .in the Gulf of Mexico and pre.ently

f~.h out of ~1~~ ~

Attached i8 a letter authored by Marty Barri. which
I have read and wi.h to

~ Agree with hi. .ugg..tion..
I have the following chang.. or .ugg..tion. of 8Y ow:

6J ¿,.f¥l ~'t

Oat. ~
Sincerely,

wi tn...

~ 1 ('ck~~~ I~ Au. by ~DØ fill
. REC EIVED
October 3 I

N a ý u 9 1992

,1992
GU FIHEES CONCL

Gulf of Mexico Pi.hery Management Council
Lincoln Center, Suite 331
5401 West Kennedy Blvd

Tampa, Pla 33609

Dear Sir:
~i:: ~u~o~erci~~r~i;~~~ th~ilf Of. Mexico and presently
Attached is a letter authored by Marty Barri. which

I h~ read and wi8h to

~ Agree with hi. 8ugge.tion..
I have the following change. or .ugg..tion. of my own:
.,

Sincerely,
Date

~~~
J;J" 7 /9/~,,,

/0 ,. 3 i - ,~..

Wi tn...

October 27, 1992

Re: Draft Amendment 5 to the Reef Pi8hery Management Plan
for the Reef Pish Re80urces of the Gulf of Mexico

Dear
A8 an opening, I would like to introduce my.elf a. an
owner I operator of the commercial ve..el My 3 Ladie.. I have
fished commercially in the Gulf of Mexico for the pa.t 24 year..
Pre8ently I fish out of Naples, Plorida.
Upon receiving notice of public hearing. on this matter I have
travelled up and dow the .tate attending the.. hearing. and
speaking with people in the fi.h trap indu.try and fi.h house.. I
would like to address inadeqacies and inaccuracies int his report
and proposed rule change..

Pir8tly, this p'ropo... amndmnt is ba.ed on data taken from
research on coral reef. and rock .helves in the Carribean,
Jamica, the Virgin Island., Bermda and the coral re.fs in Dade,
Broward and Monroe counties in Florida. None of the
substantiating data was comiled fr08 .tudies or re.earch done in
the Gulf of Mexico. A8 far a. I can find out, no re..arch ha.
been done for the council on trap fi.hing in the Gulf of Mexico.

In 199i the univer.iti of Mi&8 was performng a .tudy of trap
fi.hing in the Atlant c and the Gulf of Mexico. The
Mote Maine In.titute in Sarasota, Florida, was engaged to collect
data on the trp fi.heries in the Gulf. My ve..el was involved in
the .tudy of by-catch and mortality. Hone of this current data on
Gulf trapping wa. u.ed to reference this propo8ed rule chanqe.
The Mote report wa. pre.ented
at the public heariD9 in Naple., Florida and will be pre.ented a8

evidence at the heariD9 Nov88r 18, 1992, in Sarasota, Plorida.

Below I will addre.. speific par. of the draft Am..nt

propo.al J

Trap Placement - It suggest that we .prefer to set trap. near
rocky ledge., reef .tructure. or steep dropoff... The bottom in
the Gulf that we fi.h has none of these type. of bottom. We fish
gra..y flat, .and shell and mud rock bottaa, the .am bottom a8
stone crabber., lob.ter trapper. and shrim trawlers fi8h. We

have no areas with coral coverage or coral environmnts as
suggested on page 8.

2

. Trap Los.es - The data presented is not factual. We do not have
any 8ignificant lo.. to power ve88el8 a8 we fish an average of 40
to 50 miles off.hore. We do not l08e any buoy. to seagull and
turtle bite off., nor do we lo.e trap. fishing too deep or on
sloped shelves. The Gulf bottom we fish is flat, there are no
shelves or deep dropoff.. We have no 8torm .urge or coa.tal wave
action a. the average depth we begin fi.hing is 70 feet. "Trap
loss was not a problem in Collier County, Plorida with an annual
loss of only 5'. This was possibly due to the tact that fishermen
brought back traps to the
dock after each trip". The type fishing
we do, traps are pulled every 2 to 4 hour. and brought back to the
dock at the end of each trip. Trap los. i. miniml.
Injury and Mortality - Studies have shown, as this report states,
(page 10) that occurence of injury and death were related to
length of time the fi.h were confined with the lowest being in
traps con8tantly tended. The Mote In.titute survey with the 8tudy
of by-catch and mortality done on my ve..el report. les. than. 5'
mortali ty out of over 10,000 lb. of fi.h caught.

Gho.t Trap and Derelict Trap. - Thi. i. not a proble., as
previou.ly addres.ed, our trap. are con.tantly attended and
brought to the dock at the end of each trip. Ho gear i. left out

and unattended. Any trap lo.t, incidentally~ by law has

biodegradable panel. that 8&e the trap. unfi.hable in 5 to 14
day.. Small fi.h, tropical., .napper, grunt., etc., learn to move
in and out of the trap funnel in a few days or le.., as .tated on

page 9. After e.cape paels are opened by the larger fi.h, the
traps become fiah .anctuarie. (page 11).

Trap Design - The Gulf Council propo.ed a change to a 2x4" mesh or
a change to a 2x5 - e.cape window.
2x4" mesh will let all the by-catch e.cape (lane snapper,

vermllon, yellowail, porgies and grunt.). It will not keep any
fish under 15-. Leal .ize of this by-catch i. I- with an average
of 10- to 12-. Th. by-catch account. for 10-25' of the of the
annual incQ8 for trap fi.hermn.
The e.ca,. viDdow. we have now, 2x2 - relea.e all fi.b under the

size we ar allow by law to catch. Thi. fill. the !8nse
whole.ale aD retail -.ket and, therefore, a ..jor pat of may

fi.h ..rket..

The 2x5 - window would allow all .napper of any .ize to exit and
also allow 20- grouper to e.cape and .0.. larger fi.h to put their
head in the opening, break the weld and render the trap. usele..
in l..s than one day of fi.hing. Thi. proposed change in trap
design will not allow enough fi.h to be caught to pay expen.es.
In a very .hort phra.e, it will clo.e dow the dome.tic fish

trapping indu.try and extremly, adversely affect whole.ale fish
restaurant indu.tries.

market., and in "trickle-dow- affect the trucking, retail and
Alternative Option .4 - Moving the 8tre.sed zone out further.

3

off8hore to .20' would put trappers fishinq the same waters a8
lonqliners and bandit fishermen. It will spread the catch ìo thin
that not any of the 3 type. of fishermen will survive, and it will
impact the 8pecies greatly by taking nearly all the large breeding

stock.

Alternative Option .6 - Limting the numer of traps to 50 per
vessel will not make it po..ible for a ve..el operatinq solely as
a trap fishermen to exi.t. Smaller ves.el. and those who trap
only part of the year may carry smaller amunt. of trap.. The.e
"smaller" fishermen may continue to reque.t the 18q4l numer of
trap tag8 in order to le..en down-time required for replacement

tags.

My suggestions regarding this proposed amendment are a8 follows:

Alternative .1 - Statu. Quo, retain current trap rule. with the
exclu.ion of magne.ium pop-up..

Alternative .2 - Statu. Quo. Change8 a. proposed would render
traps ineffective and the dome.tic trapping indu.try extinct.
Alternative .3 - Trap. .hould be con.tantly tended when fi~binq
and trap. be buoyed.
Alternative .4 - Leave zone. as they are, as explained above,
there will be a great .tre.. on the species.

Alternative .5 - !stablish a moratorium on permts authorizing
fi.hing traps to 1992 permt holders with that de.ignation a. a
principal gear.

Alternative .6 - Statu. Quo. A. stated abve, .ole income trap
ve.sel. require 100 trap liat.
P lease read and li.ten to con.ideration. from an indu8try, not
anxious to deplete a re.ource, a. many .ay, but instead to
preserve the re.ource and a way of life. We who have done this
for many year. have a lot to offer to re..arch, should we be
a8ked, a. far a8 catch, by-catch, mortality, etc.

A concern of the Council 1. that trap fi.hing will now begin in
Texa., Loui.aaa, Mi..i..ippi and Alab.. where it doe8 not
currently exi.t and target the red .napper. Thi. could be
alleviated by a change in the rule to di.allow new or additional
trap fi.hing in the.e .tate. by i8le..ntiDg Alternative Option
'5, a. Thi. would li8t the fi.hing to the .tate of Plorida a8

tho.e are the only current perat holder..

It .eem. there i. a negative factor that mu.t be addre..ed, and
which i. obviously adver.ely affecting our legal indu.try, and
that i. tne small quantity of illegal traps and trappers and the
increa8inqly difficult problem of regulating thes. illegalities in
8pecific area. of the Gulf.
Sugge,.tions I have to offer to as.i.t in the enforcement of ..rules

4

are:

..

ide of stressed area boundary puni8hable by up to
$10,000 fine, revoking all permts, 6 months in prison or
confiscation of ve..el.
Make fishing in.

Any traps that have to be left because of severe weather or
mechanical malfunction of a vessel will have to be reported to the
DNR or Marine Fi.heries Services within 24 hour. of docking with
explanation of why they were left, how many, how lOß9 estimted
until retrievable and Loran coordinates to be reported.

Mak. fi8hing that isn't legal (i.e. mesh, no escape panels or
illegal size) fir.t offen8e up to $1,000 fine and second offense
revoke all reef permt8.
I respectfully request that you consider current data applicable
to the Gulf of Mexico pre8ented by tho.. currently involved in the
trapping indu8try prior to making rule change. deemed neces8ary by
tho.e fi.hing illegally or in water. other than the Gulf of

Mexico.

Respetfully,
Marty Barris
Captain, My 3 Ladie.
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NO.~
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-

Datè

. Mr. Gilmer Mix. Chairman
Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council

5401 W. Kennedy Blvd. .. Suite 881
Tampa, FL 33609

RECEIVED
n C i 2 0 1992

Dear Mr. Mix:

GULF F1SHERj~S C::U:~;;IL.

I am grave concned over the use of fish traø whic damge live hard
bottm area and desy habtats for all marne life allover the Gulf of Mexicc. Fish

traøs aJso kil thousas of trpi and non-fo filh. To cont.. this neeless

destuction an allow the fishery to recver, I supprt a ba of all fish traps in the Gulf
of Mexic as propose in the Councl's Craf Amendme to the Ree Fish Fishery
Management Plan.

Current regulatns do not protec har bottm an oter marne habit from
the damging 8f8C of th graing hook. use to rltev the unbuoyed traps. Also
there are no restctns protng the million. of juwnile an tr ftsh lost each

year in the.. trap. Due to this byc, fish trs are COn1bung unaCC~y to the
continuing dedi". of trop:ca fish. snappe, an groupe populatina.
Juvenile snappers and groupe shuld be aJlowed to gro to mare size so

they ca reouC8. Tmoi ftlh Mould be .,Ioed to contnue drng diving

enttusias an ptaying Ø1r vi role u grizer that he kee cora areas free of

excess algae. Th.. ar ot m8 of ftthing whic .. moe sussl and less

devastting to the fish an the ecsy.em than wUl8f1 fish traps.

The Gulf of Mex Fishtr Maemt Concl shul follo the South

Atlantic Fisheres Manem Concl an ba aJl filh trap. Accing to the South

A Uantic Fisher Mame Conc: 8by dMWying ha w. d"'oy the

producvi of th reeFC beng h8l and w. are in ..a drawing on the

princpat no just tang th int81 8 I stly beiev. this .. i. tre and th at

something must be doe abut fish tr grappp. hOO da to Gulf liw bottms.

Thw )'u fo )'ur colid.raUon.
Sinc.ely,
rr

Street Address

~\

~ \Ç! \~J~ -- \., "' \.~ ~~
Cit Sta i Zip

. atre

~O~CL~nQ ''i''m\\~e.(
Print N

P .5. - Som. of the b88f. of banning fish trape ar. 1188 on the

rev... .,. of thla i...

í.
H~~~fJÆaaJ:f"r\ ,,;~:6I ~7 ~
12 Identical letters received as of Nove8ber 6

Gulf of Mexico Fishery M'aPa~~ar~ncil; 0
5401 W. Kennedy Blvd. -- Suite 881 ' ~ D", ,açelVeO
Tampa.
FL 33609 . . 'N8'l\'2 1992
Dear Mr. Mix:

GULl FIHERIES COUNCIL.

I am gravely concerned over the use of fish traø which damage live hard
bottm areas and desy habitats for all marine life aU over the Gulf of Mexico. Fish

traøs also kil thousarids of tropica and non-fo fish. To counter this neeless

destuction and allow the fishery to recver. I support a ba of all fish traøs in the Gulf
of Mexico as proposed in the Council's Draft Amendment to the Ree Fish Fishery

Management Plan.

Current regulations do not proted hard bottm an otr marne habitts from
the damging efec of the graling hooks use to reteve the un

buoyed trap. Also
there are no restctns protecng the milions of juveile an tr fiSh lost each

year in the.. trap. Due to this byc, fish tr. are COntbung unac:ptay to the
continuing dedine of tropi fish, snappe, an grope populatins.

Juvenile snappers and groupes shuld be allowed to gro to matre size so

they ca reørol.C8. Tropit'l fish ~uki be aalo4d to cont"ue atncng divt""

enthusias an ppayii1g their vi role u grazer that hep kee cora areas free of
excess algae. There are other m8t of fishing whic are more sussl and less

devastting to the fish an the ecsyem than w..efl fish traps.

The Gulf of Muic Fish-- Management Coundl shuld follow the South
Atlantic Fisheries Managemnt Councl and ba all fish traps. ACCrding to the South

AUantic Fisher Man Conc: 8by d8lying hab we d88oy the

producvi of the r8ln: beng h8N.8d and we are in e..ce drawing on the
prinCipaJ, no just takhig th int..... I stngly beiev this l- ¡a tr and that

something mu. be doe abut fi.. tr grapppe hOO dame to Gulf liw bottms.

Than )4u fo )4ur consierati.

Sincerely, .
I./ .2/ / =3 t d--v' ((( 0.
Street Address

::;¿ .:(. ~ .. "..-' ::

Ls¿~&. ,T.~,~,
Signatre /

'7 ¿- / ~.;:

Cit I Sta I ŽJP ,

D~ r.~1 u r-~ L'.' '= It -';,:
Prnt Nam

p .S. - Soe of the beefa of bInnlng flai trs,. ar listed on the
reverae aide of thl. I_er.

/~ ~ l,.,~..,r"c. 1::c/7':o-; ..""~ .s(;-C?~ ~~ da,..~p~

-.~ IAJ ~ r' --. 4, a l'~ .';. " .'? --,-';.

~"~-' i ~'tt,,- .. --""~('c:t:- t-"' ¡..

~ ( c: ..' t:

- ~

. Top 1 0 Benefits of
Banning
Fish Traps

1. Hard bottom and marine habbtats will be allowed to recver from
the damages they have sustined from the grappping hooks,

2. Divers should have more specular dives as the beutiul tropical
fish repopulate the area.

3. Ghost fishing and crtic mortlity betwee trap hauls will be
eliminated.
4. Fish wil no loner sufer and die panful deaths in th wire mesh of

the traps.

5. Abndance, spe richne, an genetc diversit of fish populations is re-stablished.

6. Naturai rish ~mmunitY equilbiium ana age structres are
maintained beuse juviles will now a chance to mature.

7. Enforceent and copliance in both th Gulf Fishery and the
South Atlanti Fish will be easi.

8. Rees will nc.t suocte from ovegrow of ale which is usuaiiy

kept in ci by trop fish wh are ot caught in fish traps.

9. Fishen ovell .shld be by the incease in populations
bese juvile fish will be allowed to mature and repoduce

insea of dy in the fish trap.

1 O. Th fure'" th marine enronment an fish is proteced from
the deasting etec of this ty of fishing.

Dear Members of the CounciL.

,.

,.

.-

I am oppoed to the use of Msh Traps
inshore of the Twenty Fatom

LongUe 6oundar.
I would support a propo to expand

the stresd ara wesar so that It
24 Identical cards
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coinddes with the LongUne 50undar
offshore of Southwest Morida.

RECEI
N a v 0 2 1~

i apprecite your atention to t: mater,.- : GULl FIHERIES CCultrL

~1gne Dae SHIP 0# ;'::;

,Ú--~ L- ,~_.~ /D .1'l-tfÁ ""OØ&D ~

~~'\lL\- Ç":oo\..- ~~ IO."", I(:~.;~SS

8RIEFING

i1Uc

Dear Members of the CoundL

i am oppod to the us of nm Tr
inhore of the Twenty fatom
LongUe 5oundar.

I would support a propo to exd

the st ar wesar so that It

coinddes with the LongUe 50undar
offshore of Southwes Morida.

lÝ~~ j¡J.2/f-l,¿
S--e
DI ~:

i appreciate your atention to th mater. : GU F\ES C~UN(
.
.

IN., OP -.: -
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De Members of the CouncD.

I am oppod to the us of I"h Tr
inhore of the Twenty fatom
LongUe 6oundar.

I would support a propo to expad Bie
the st ara wesar so tb It "
coinddes with the LongUe 50undar MO~ U 2 199

offshore of Southwes Morida. .. FT "YE~S \
.. GU ~ES C NelL. . BEACH !

i a~precle your attion to tt ma: . \ - \:v* N..¡;~ES 1.

í' -i.ì~ /" - 3 I- q;. ""0I&D: \

--

RECEIVED
N "v 0 i. 1~S2

.
TI" ~LLQ

nctohp.!: ?q.

19a?

GULl FISH~les COUNCIL

~o~bor.' of tlle r,utf of ~.XiCO n,ll.rv ~An".e"'en~ I

r (' '1 i"1' ; 1 :

r wan t: ~o ~oPAk on t:he fish trdo issup..

~v nR~p ~~ Steohp.n ~nnre.

r'm a fifth generat~on comm~rcial

f;shp~~an anrl ornhahlv t:hp last in ~v fdmily t~at will sp.ek a

1 iving C1n t''e ('l'e3n. ~v Fathpr was alwdvs ornuci that: r was the
nn~ bptween ~e anci mv brothers that chose this way of Jifp..
~akp. a ~ra~t rleal of oricie in being a commercial
.-v hp.~1.ttI~e,

1. t . s

fisherMan.

our his tor y. an (Ì i. t's 0 u r f 11 t u r e ,

--. t. 5

tole are F'lot"-

i.ria's ('lriest: i.nrliist.ry. anci th!:ough our p.fforts wP. o1.ace food on

t''o r~hlas ('f ~mpr~can families.
C,iit as an "~pri.cc"n cammeretal fisherman r havp. bep.n

t:11~ vi~~i..

('f a well - dirpc~ed anci relentless effort by the ~nVernMp.nt to

D lJ ': ~ P. n li t: n f h us ;:n p- s s .

¡.Jhat YOII ari: di:dli.ng wit:h IIere ;.s not nnLv

,"\ n i rr rl u c: t: t" V hut: a c IJ 1. t II r P. .

r 'vQ bpen engaged tn t:hp. wire Fish trap fishery for the past

fnu~t:pon Vp."Irs,

ips.

i..e

are prohably one of the ~ost regulated ftsher-

We are under restrictions rpgarcitng trap size. ~esh sizp.. rioor

r: I. 0 S U i: Q c: ,

i:sc~pè panels. number of t:raps we can fish. and ¿:rF!as we

I'."n fish.

Anrl we participated in the process 8nd eoop~raterl fully

wi t:h tl-p' counc i 1. ,when these m~nap.ement mea~llres were being formu la terl.
'Jow yOU i re eonsider:.ng eliminating fish traDS from the \'ul f .

!.Jhv? T "'ean.. .what' s the Drobl.em? Ts this an, over-fi~hing

.. . ?
t S Sue,

,.

~('. !..~'re responsi.ble for a whopping '6.8% of the total for

dRIEFING BOOK ADDtTIO"~
..

th~ snaOOAr ~r~uner fisherv.

rould it be tllat th~ SDnrt 1(,1'"01,

.

want.O; it ;:ll?

4nw coulrl F,.~"~ of the r.ntal make these gUYS jealous?

r suoons'"

w.:n t

i: I¡ '" v

it a 1.1.

r;h v rlnn i i: vou ~lIys m;:ke things easy on vourselvp's ann h;:n
cnrT"1"'rcial

.1m.:!:;ca.

Ftshtn~ ~ltog"'thP.r?

¡,J E'

can ~et all

our fish from Sout~

Thp.n "1;:vb~ onP. nay we'll have to sp.nd the ~arines intn

Fcu~rlo~ ~o orot:"'ct ou~ foon sourcp..
not: nnlv th~ cn"1m.:ricar

Thp. OP.oplp. betnq hurt 1ïp.re .:L''?

fi.shermen but also the non-fishj.ng oublic.

~,p ';",prican conc;iirrp,:.

, ?
~ -:on~"'rv-'tion lssue.

rs t:~is
1" f 1; '" 5

'J 0 .

WI" havp. been the victirrs

ann "1tstnfo~"1atton by the soort lobby ann their nutrloor

wr; I'"'rs F nr so lonq i:h.qt the oiihl.ic blÜieves many of theii: 1.ies !:n
hI" i:hP. trutll.

i:i.~ truth.

r siionnse;f YOU t~l.l a lit' often enough i.1' bec~f"es

An rl r loJ n t I 1 rl t a k e any t h in g t hat the s e s 0 - c a 11 e d con s e r -

v;:~;nn ;:ssnci.qtions hAve to SRY with a ~rain of salt. they have

th"'t~ own s~lfish "1otives behind what they do.
~ 11

the traos in the world couldn i t do anywhere near tht' darrag""

thaI' several million man hours of sport ttme could.
\Aavne i,:' s the word "t.rap" that throws the!".
"Dots" if vou like that term better.

Call them fish

This gear. con trary to publ ic

hplipf. nnes not entrap. ensnare. or otherwise kill P.very fish that
S 'oJ ; -- S ; n t: ..' i. i: .

MRnv fish swim in anò out of traps at will.

~s t,P. 1983 fish trap study off of S.~. Florida derron~~~~terl.

the sl1!:vi.val rate of non-utili.zed species returned to t!!~ loJ;;':"'r frorr
traos was very high. somet~ing on t~e order of Q1~.

What i:hese qroups and everyone else should ~now is th~t ~ gonrl
co~merctal fisherman is a good ecolngi~t.

\

We wouldn t t want to fish

. ,.

-~
UP. a re bound bv ~cono~ i cs .

(J U r s P. 1. v Q S C1 t i ': (' f -- 1 i v i. n p. .

~ soon

Eishpr"1an. (''1 ':'e ot:ll~r IIanrl. is rrerr-ly ;: suhsidized ore(Ìator.
r S t: his ,: c (1 n f 1 i. C t

create that.

. ?
lssue.

~ h.~~ sharA c0uldn't: oossibly

~o .

w~ c;:n't set nn the reef or tno close to the walts

or nn wrecks because nf entanglement and retrieval orcchlems.
we stay way outside of tlle 100' cccntour.

~nd

rE we're ooerating ne~r

;:ny ('ther boat:s they Always know exactly hccw our ~ear ts set. ,:nrl
we knnw IIow they'rA Fishing.

~ little comrrunicatfccn solves all that,

no t:llese ~UYs think we have it easy?

Th e ~ ear i s e f E i c i en t .

surf'. but not as sur~-fire as everyone seems to think.

There are

many t: lrres i' ye been ou t there pullin~ blanks and outtin~ tn long

i,ccllrs ,:nrl haviJig rry hody wracked with pain only to be J.ving t:he
life r lov~ with little or no reward.

51' i.¡hy do these ~uys IIate lls? r rea 11 y can i t t e 1. 1 v 0 t 1 .

"1ayhe

i:rvi.,~ 1:0 rrak~ tllings easy on themselves by blamin~ ~ll
i:i,ei r Drahl '?"'S on one'sm;:11 user groiip. Th e y , l i say t ii a t the
reason
i:i,ey'c-p.

fishing isn i t wllat it was like twenty years ago i~ because ccf t:he
camme rc L== 1. "'en.

T'' a t's jus ~ not t rue.

r bel i eve the "'

a in problems we face today ar~ coas ta 1 DO l.lu t ion

and lnss of IIabitat.

You can on 1 y
~eveloDrrent or t:owards conservation.

g cc 0 n e 0 f two way s - tow a r d s

You can't have bo th.

F:ve rv

mangrove that is drained off destroys habitat.
is huilt destroys hab~tat.

Fvery seawa 11 tlla t
Fres!!~..~ter runoff containing pesk.icides.

fertilizers. 0i1. chemicals and w~n knows what else enters the ocean
creating horrible problems.

outfaJ 1.-;.

Then you've got injection well.s and

plUS oeople are using the ocean as a garbage rlLmo.
A nrl

we are suoPoserl to t:ake the hlame for all that?

Th a t i ~ rid i cuI nus.

w p w p r p h pre h Q f 0 L P t ~ e ~ e a 1. Q S r R t e d p vel no e r s .
. '... ~ .
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CAPRI FISHERIES.

FISH
Wholesale & Retail

-
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218 KON TIKI DRIVE
ISLES OF CAPRI

¿ --, ::

,.

NAPLES. FLORIDA 33940

The Stone Crao ~~:.
1813) 3g42J~ ~

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

~Y NAME is GLORIA PIERCE. I WORK FOR CAPRI FISHERIES
IN NAPLES, FL. MY JOB is SELLING THE FISH THA TIS CAUGH T
BY OUR FISHING BOATS. FROM OCTOBER THRU APRIL, THE
MAJORITY OF OUR BOATS STONE CRAB, BUT SEVERAL ARE FULL TI~E
FISH TRAPPERS. WE HAVE 11 BOATS THAT HOLD TRAP PERMITS
AND IF THEY WERE NOT ABLE TO FISH IN THE SUMMER, IT WOUL8
NOT ONLY BE A TERRIBLE HARDSHIP ON THESE MEN AND THEIR
FAMILIES BUT ALSO ON THE FISH HOUSE. STONE CRABBING ALONE
C~NNOT KEEP A BUSINESS OPEN, SO TO CLOSE FISH TRAPPING IN
THE GUlf OF MEXICO WOULD EFFECT MORE PEOPLE THAN JUST. THE
FISHERMEN, MYSELF INCLUDEO. "NO FISH - NO JOB! !" .
A SUBSTANTIAL AMOUNT OF FISH IS PRODUCED BY THIS FISH HOUSE
AND THE ECONOMIC EFFECT IT WOULD HAVE ON US WOULD PROS

RESUL T IN OUR CLOSING DURING THE SUMMER MONTHS.

AS L Y

r HOPE YOU WILL GIVE CAREFUL CONSIDERATION TO THE CONSEQUENCES THIS DECISION WILL HAVE ON EVERYONE INVOLVED.

. .. ¡

THANK YOU, ..

I-~:.' . -~- /j dd, ~iGLORIA A. PIERCE

*.

CAPRI FISHERIES

-

218 KON TIKI DRIVE
ISLES OF CAPRI

NAPLES. FLORIDA 33940

FISH
Wholesale & Retail

""-

--

-~~~

t --

The Stonè Cr3C ;J-?::: -'
18131 394.2Jê 7

TO wHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

~Y NAME is SHIRLEY MORGAN. I AM SECRETARY/BOOKKEEPER

FOR CAPRI FISHERIES IN NAPLES, FL.
~E HAVE NUMEROUS BOATS WHO STONE CRAB DURING THE WINTER
AND TRAP FISH DURING THE SUMMER. IT WOULD HAVE A GREAT
IMPACT ON THEM IF THEY WERE NOT ABLE TO TRAP FISH. THEY
RELY ON THE INCOME FROM "BOTH" SOURCES FOR THEIR SURVIVAL.
THE CLOSING OF TRAP FISHING IN THE GULF OF MEXICO WOULD
AFFECT NOT ONL Y THE FISHERMEN, BUT ALSO NUMEROUS FISH
HOUSES, TRUCKING COMPANIES, MANUFACTURERS, WHOLESALE
SUP PLY H 0 USE S, NOT TOM E N T ION I N 0 I V I D U A L S S U C HAS M Y~ ELF.

PLEASE THINK OF THE OVERALL PICTURE BEFORE MAKING YOUR
DECISION.

.~;:'C .~

SHIRLEY:; MORGA~

.;/

Gult of Mexico Fishery Management Council;

RECeiVED
NOV 0 9 1992 My n.ame is John Kenny. I'vi been Com;nercial Fiah1n¡ in
GULF FlHEAles COUNCIL

South Florida tor the past 1 a years. I dQ not a¡ree with your
Reet Fishine Amend~ent S proposali,
1.

A 20" Snapper 18 not reali ty. The current 1 a"

Snapper would allow me to keep makin, . honest, hard wo. king

living,

According to your chart, the Annual Com~.rcial Mutton

Snapper Catch from 1986-1991, shows a viry stiady c& tch ra ti and
even gOing up in 1990-1991.
this ru11ns.

/1

I iei no reUSOD £0: you to change

\

There 11 no ov_rf1.hing showid and I &m still

catching my ihare.

2.

I dO not .sri- to proh1~1t t11htrap8 1D the EEZ.

I

would like you to rita1n current -rulei, Allot your ri..areh
I read 11 a~out Trap Fish1D, 1n the Car1bbiau and the Southeast

Coast ot Florida, The cotto. ri.t. 1n thi Gult of Mexico EEZ,
ari nothin¡ like thi Caribbian or the South.ast coait at Florida.

Please allow' your resulat10n8 on Traps, that you 1mpl.~.ntid
.. ~. .

a few year. .10, to rema1n itatu. quo.
I .. one at . fi. prot...ional Comm.rcial Fi8herman 1. tt

try1na to ma1uta1n a bon.it, har4 work1n" Am.r1can liv1ng tor

my fam111.

Tbft0u tor your t1m..

Joli ic81111 ~ ~
9_'1 N.W. 't~Str.lt

P.mbroke P1n.8. Florida 3304

.3'-432-3931
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: NOU~d ~':g8nt~y ask t~at YO~ :an 311 ~se of fisn :':a~s i~ :~e

G~~~ o~ ~æxico. ~ish traøs are indiscrim~nate killers o~ se.
:i~8. :~ ~~3::3~~ed or lost. :~eY ~o on ~il~ing indiscri~i~ate~y

fc!" Yea!"s ~~~ce :~eY do not de9rade.

~11 sgec:es o~ ~ood ~isn t~~t ~!"8 cau9ht i~ the traps can ~e
ca~ght nook an: line. Plea.e stop t~is rape of our marin. ':3~O~':~.S ;
.
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In th put my ~y "8 invlve in a fi88 ~.ticc w1;;a~~:'''I~'' :;

bct (M1ss ¡,ta). We f1sh th Dr 'I &m for .pp1Ntely t.
y& with fish trç. ~ th1s t1 W8 lea tht IIt fish trs

WH ccistet f1sh with rc in thir native le WW, wh Pf
fish market like cu With a vaiet of t8 f18h su - pci_, gg,

etc. ". ty of fish an 1f C)t dld 8I th lIity ~-,

beus the ar aold -- c: O\ th ccte In PRd8 . lot of
PKl. wi th a he th i-.

o. bot rw ha ~ acid8 with f1lh tr. As th tUh W8 all alivw

when brt into th bct, al iU8I 81 ~ ",_ciAl 111- W8
th ba. 'ns i- of fi8nq 1s PE~.- to be 88 tor th c: m! for

th tY of fish tht WI Ntu to th hIta un. lI W8

cc ou style of ti8 w re be a-idl - cn to Ca. II
Mcl. 11 II to pu . '/0 hI tb tt right h8, Il an to
!i.t I1te ii t Drive 11ga ~ 1n ll ri9ht MI.

Mr. S8c:~--s l-ly in.1. --ic pns ~c: .. i-ly ob !r
fish tr ii St I8 8n all va f1- hc. in th k8. It th
typ of fi8h -- to b8 elC8, l. \) ~ ttc! fac . b19 lea 1f tr
an ha no c:C8 b. to la-ot a p.C.IQg of th 25 --io inv. in

ou bbu-..

NI unsta tht ccl. U' ~~.r fe th suiva of wr1c 811_,
an as in th put, we will oo ,...t. with ya offic. .. hc )' will ta

a i.. mtt... to anlyZ cu n8.

~ly, ,-/:--,

//~¿;-4/~~
l'io 1:1~
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OCT i 5 '
Captain Frank Gumpert
5146 Kristin Court

GULF FrSHEP::S .

Naples, Florida 33942
Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Counci 1

5401 West Kennedy Blvd.

Suite 331

Tampa, F 1 orida

Dear Sir.

33609

tl \

10/13/92

r am strongly opposed to fish traps in the Gulf of
Mexico. You are undermining the ban traps in the South
Atlantic Council's zone because of your actions. Even most of
the target species caught in traps are under legal size. r
realize this makes little difference to trap fishermen who
regularly bring in undersized fish and fillets to local
seafood houses with little or no enforcement of the size
laws. F1Sh traps are killers, they kill all types of.fish
and have been filmed showing the destruction they cause to
the fish popuiàtions. Fish traps have greatly increased in
Sou th Wes t F 1 orida because of the lack of act i on by your

council. Traps have simply moved from the Atlantic to the~
Gul f because you have failed to ban fish traps causing even
more destruction here in the Gulf.
r support the requirement that fish be landed intact.
Many commercial fishermen filet undersized fish at sea and
f ish houses are buy ing them. There was an ar rest of a boat
=ut of Fort Myers Beach in June of this year that had several

: hous and pounds of f i 1 ets and was in the process of un loading'

them at a fish house. An anonymous tip brought in the US
Co

as t :;uard and they arrested the commercial fisherman and

seized the fish. If fish are not landed whole, it is hard ~~
dnforce the si:e laws. The fish houses will continue to get
away with as much as they can generally disreqarding the
marine resource laws until the there is some law enforcement.
As it stands now, fines are small and they are few and far
~etween, Just the cost of dOing business.
r do not support changing existing federal reef fish
permit qualification restrictions. We should not be opening
up red snapper to more commercial fishing pressure. r f

f istermen can find al ternati ve employment then they should

not be given commercial permi ts. This protects the full time
fishermen and the dWindling snapper populations. We want to
decrease effort remember? To many commercial fishermen
shorten the season, drop the price of fish by glutting the

market, and create another fishing derby. Hore important 1 y,

red snapper is in serious depleted condition and suffered in
the 92 by heavy commercial effort. Commercial fishermen can
land 2,000 pounds of red snapper per trip. Recreational
fishermen can land 7 fish per trip per person.

'-t~~~.
~~~ ;"~d
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CAPTAI\ FRA.-'K Gl\1PERT JR.

514ó Kristin Court .l.aples. FL 3394:

Gulf of M~lC~ Fishery Management Council
5401 ~est Kennedy Blvd.

Tampa, :l::nda 33609
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:ear 51r.

I attended the public hearing in Naples Florida and I
have pu~ my response 1n writing because Mr. Tom Wall1n was
not at the meeting. I think Mr. Wayne SWingle did an

excellent Job explaining our current crisis.

I am strongly opposed to fish traps in the Cul f of
Mexico. The public testomy by Mr. Marty Karris confirmed my

--Ì/

belief. Mr. Harris has caught 2.200 ;rouper every 10 days fo r

the last year. Only 440 of those (1 in 5) were legal Sl:e.
If you multiply that by only 87 boats, you get 6,890,400
grouper hauled up from deep water in traps in one year. You
add to that all the non target fish and snapper and you get
mass destruct10n of fish populations in the Gulf. He
testiffed that he has "lost many traps" and that hiS "trip
catches are h1gher than the data shows". Mr. Rodger
DeB r ewer a bi 0 1 OglS t s ta ted that many of the f ish were

"punctured" before being released".

Commercial fishermen in the aul f of Mexico think that
there 1S no limlt to what they destroy. You have to limlt
this destruction. Fish traps should be banned which is the
correct preferred option. They are banned in State waters.
The South Atlantic and should be in the Gulf too.
I support Mutton Snapper option 1, closing mutton
s~apper to al i fishing during peak spawning season.
Mr. 8iliy San1fer owner of a Ft ~auderdale fish house.
test~f1ed that the large sows over 2 lbs are difficult to
sell. Those fish should be allowed to spawn on Riles Hump the
newest hot spot. They need to protected from mass destruction
during spawning aggregation.
I support the requirement that fish be landed intact.
If fish are not landed whole, it is hard to enforce the Slze
laws. The f ish houses wi 11 continue to get away wi th as much
as they can, Just the cost of doing business.
r do not support relaxing eXisting federal reef fish
per~lt qualification. We should not be opening up red snapper
to more commercial fishing pressure. If fishermen can find
a~:er~ative employment then they should not be given
::ommer,:ial permi ts. This protects the dwindl ing snapper

~opulations. We want to decrease effort remember? To many
::ommercial fishermen shorten the season and drop the price of
fish by glutting the market.

~~

Captain Frank Gumpert
Billfish Adviso~y Panel
Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management

ç c ''':: = ~ ~

Fiesta Charers
P,O. BOX 999. BILOXI. MS 39533
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October 18, 1992

To: Dave ~ntnony

Gu 1 f of Hex i co F isnery MaNgeint Counc i 1

From: Perry Kir~land
P.O. Box. 111

~wann.. FL 32692

Re: Fish Traps

~~.

Dear Dave:

This letter is in response to concern for tne continuing decl ine of reef
fishes in the Gulf Of MlÄJco.

11m currently S5 years of age and havi spent my entire life on the Levy
ane Dixie County coasts. Each year I havi see grouper fishing production

decl ine and snapper fishing become allOt ixtinct wi thin the gul f waters
adj acent to our coast 1 inis.

Wit~in thi past six to iight yiars flsn trips hlVI become more and more
abundant within our witirs as tne fish øopulation gre $llllr and smaller.

I personally hlVI ~ ssviril bots ~rking traps. witntn thi :
illiati areas I fish, whO we.. not properly identified as owning a
fediral ,.f perrit. Threfore. I hive to beliivi the govirrnt has no
idea how many trips ire ou tlre or how iiny fisn ire taken annually by
this method. Also, seviral ti..s I hlVI se dozens of ssllir fish dead
and floating o~ top of tne witir in arias whire trip boats were curreBtly

\Irking. .

Most of t~is activity is occurring i" 30-80 flit of water adjacent to
the Dixii County coastline. Enforc8lt activitiis are practically non-

existent.

Based upon thSe an otr additional facts I beliivi tn. ~st practical
thing to do for fl,. consirvatlon in tne future is to prohibit any and all

trips 'ro ti entire a,lf of Mldco.

By Cb ..y I .. a COlrc ia i f I shirmn wi tA iI 1 tb. reu 1 re 1 i cen se $

and ØUits trying toiiying frcc th gulf sa.. as theSI "trappers,"
(this includes fedral an state trip pel'its). .

Oct. 21, 1992

-

Cipt. Petrtcll Petenon
275 S.ii lue.

1110Mi, MS 39535

(601) '96-2343
(601) 374-5449
lUiyne Swingle,

Eiiecutlui director,
&ulf of Miiilco Flihiry Minigement Counell.
Mr. Swlngli,

Since thi 13-lnch minimum Ilze, 7-nlll Ilmni on red tnipper, I'ue
seen e trimendouilncreeie In thi poputillon of nu ...1111111 to
recreitlonil flihermen on th. Mliiliilppi &lIf C.iit.

I IUp,ort thi Councll'l plin .. relie tlti minimum Ii.ililze of red
inippir to 161.181. 111 Ii""', tili .IUer.

I elio truit thi C..cli ti pro,irty min.ii red inipper for tbe
miiiimum benent of recreitlonil end co..irclil nillirmen.
Howev.r. I eill tit.. tM c_cn prlllbit commerciil fliblng on ell

min-mide fti" ".ue.i off .ii MIIIIIII". C.iit. II tl8. would be
i minor ,icnflce .1 c...irela' fliilemin, pr'ICt.. tlie.i ftib

populitlon. for re,..,18.11 n.18rmin .iuld pru.di i major lIoost

for tbi MI.iili''' C""11 iconimy .lIugll tili t..nim ind cbirter
boit induitnii.
In ..i .l-, tll... n... ".ueni wiri built w.tll ti. dollir. for

ricre.tI fl..nu.. ii from e.,enence, I tnOl tllit commerciil
tn... ...ts c- fI goo" citclli, fur118 .ffl18re, .ltire
recreit18..I. .O.ti c...o. uinture eiiill.

11_11 yn.

'--
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. ,./ , -c.,t. Petrick Peterson
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Diving Rights Committee Cnai~man
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November 6, 1992
Mr. H. Gilmer Nix. Chairman
Gulf of Mexico Fish.~y Management Counc i 1
1408 North Westshore 80ul.va~d
Suite 916

REceiVED
NO" 0 9 1992
GULF mHE~IES CCUNC:L

Tampa, FL 33607

Dea~ Mr. Nix,
The July/August issue of the Gulf Fishery News stated tnat
special management zones off Alabama were being considered where
spearfishing would be prohibited. Is this part of Reef Fish
Amendment 5, which is up for final action in Nov.mbe~? What is
the conservation purpose behind this proposal?
If Alabama harvest is similar to Florida's, there can b8 no
environmental or conse~vational Justification fo~ such
~estrictions. Where hook and line fishing is allowed
speartishing should be allowed. Spea~fishing represents an
insignificant p~oportion of fish take in Flo~ida. According to
National Ma~ine Fishe~ies Commission data fo~ Flo~ida commercial
fish landings:
o
o

o

Spea~fishing accounts for less than three tentns of one
percent of the overall fish ha~ve.t.
8aitfish harvest in 1990 f~om Tampa Bay alone ~as 18.5
time. the total spea~fishing harvest in all of Florida!
("Florida Søo~tsman", Sept. '92. p. 59)
The g~eat maJority of the comme~cial hogfish harvest ;s
by other than spea~fishing. i.e. mostly fish traps.

Spea~fi.hing has insignificant impact on our fishing resou~ce.
It does not deserve being singled out fo~ rest~ict;on in Alabama
or any other area. If spearfishing was highly proquctive more
commercial fi.h take would be attributed to it.
Yes. ~e have a fi.he~y resou~ce to revive. protect. and share.

Conservation regulation should be based upon obJective research,
not emotion. selfishne.s. or mis-information. How.ver. recent
news release.. commis.ion meetings, and newsøaøer articles
confirm that attemøts are being made to restrict diving and
spearfishing rights on the Gulf and Atlantic Coasts.

""

"'

Setting the PerceDtion Straight

a

Recreational bag and size limits apply to both hook and

a

Spearfishing selects individual fish. With a limited
air supply. a diver has 1 ittle time to waste on

1 ine and spearfishing.

undersized fish.
o

o
o

In contrast to hook and line fishing. spearfish;~g does
not gamble on which size or species of fish is

"caught" .

Hook and line fishing's "big on. that got away" often
does so with hook and line trailing from its mouth.
Spearfishing leaves no hook and monofillament
,"Dangerous Litter" behind to enti!ngle sea and land

wildlife.

o

At the Suncoast Seabird Sanctuary not one bird injury
has been attributed to spearfishing; the majority of
injuries are attributed to hooks and monofillament

o

Sport divers often remove and properly dispose of
abandoned fishing 1 ine and other "Dangerous Litter".

fishing line.

I am not implying that hook and line fishing be outlawea. But
its negative aspects should be considered when establishing
effective conservation regulations, especially when they
discriminate against spearfishing. Allowing hook and line
fishing, while excluding spearfishing is unjustifiable,
unreasonable. and unfair. If restrictive zones are the answer,
make them "no take" zones for all types of fishing. Spearfishing
and hook and line interest should join together to effectively
return fishing to the abundance it once held.

'\

Where hook and line fishing is allowed......
spearfishing should be allowed!
Thank you for your consideration.

ø-

8. Allen Patrick

cc:

Or. Russell Nel son, FMFC
Lynn Nettles, Florida Scuba News
GMFMC Members
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Jerry F, Wells

SF;) 1 n faa?

Rr. : Sx 4391

GIA FI$HEAIIS ~: i .'

(904) 926-7:75

Criwfordville, Ft 3:3:.
September 3, 1992

Gulf of ~uico Fisheries

~ '\

~anaiement Council
lincoln Center Suite 331

5..O i W, Kennedy Boulevard
Tampa. Florida 33609

De3r Sirs:

This letter is to request your assist3nce .tnd advice reiardini both leial ..nd illegil
rrappini of fin fish in the northern Gulf of Muico.
.-5 an SPOrt fisherman .tnd diver. ( have had the Opportunity to examine 1 simple
of tr::ps currently beina used in my local area. It is my esrimare that less than :% (t...o
percent) of the traps have the required federal (0 tai (I did fiiid oni) ind none of the
rr.tps eumined. 0%, include the required biodeiradable esape doors.
The current usa

ie or rimed disinreirltini cliøs ror Cloaa aDd lin.i make °t-he

presence of the traps difficult to derect unless you happeD to be OUt on th. riiht day,
usu::l1y Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday or, you happeD to IDCOUDtir a IiDI of trips
wltile divini. When a trap is discovered. thi contents are riyealia.. No (ish is immune.

",,tit irouper. rock bass. hOI nose saapper, irunts and eyen dead turtles havini been
encountered,

Deterioration of fish srocks in this ar.. haye been dramatic ind coincident with
rhe introduction of commercial trappini iboul ihree yean 110. (reel

i lesson has been
le::rned with the near dimiM or ridCish briidini Stocks and rh. impressivi
rerurn one:

.:ommercial harvesiini was resrricred. Perhaps ir is rime to consider conservuion eHons
tor other fishes.

( recoinizi thai co....rcial fishini contributes soiiethini to employment ind r!!::

economy. (hope your couacil ricoinizes the conrriburion to ih. economy from sport
tishini 3ncc CC pot.ntial ci..i' 10 the economy should Stocks be depleted beyond

re;:o..en' t"l':l ... over-hanllin, wit" the!e 111 tnt' erriciint rnecltf)S lTnemr.lny",i-nf' n
both ;omiit8i8 aii4 sport rishiiii seciors is an uily and 9rlf.neftl prospeci if this is
pe r m i tted ":..iiii...

Pluse adviM II. or tla. po,itioD or your council witb respet co commercial (or
prh,3tel trrppini Or risb aiid whai steps iri necessary to eliminar. ic or establish
me::ninilul limitS (restrictiv. eiiouill to permit re.establisllini Stocks).

SiDcerely, ./1/

0Ú iI/illit(Jjïerry/I! Well.

.:op~: Sen. Bob Gr::h::m
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MEMORADUM FOR:

F/SER - Andrew 3 Kemmere~~ -' ~

THOUGH:

F/SE~l . William N. Lindall -,

FROM:

rlSER11 - Wil~~~::ner

SUBJECT :

Amendment 4 to ~he Fishery Mana9.men~ Plan fo~
~he snapper/Grouper Fishery ot ~he South
Atlan~ic--Posi ~ien Paper

The ~ndersiqned have' reviewe4 the subject document and recommend

disapproval of certain measure.. Council statt was alerted to

many deticiencies thro~qhout ~hG document durin, the course o~
O~r advance (intormal) review and ..sistance was provided in
rev1sinq the draft amendment, but many ot the 8uq,.stions were
iqnored. Althouah som. shortcoming. can ~e overlooked because o!
the condition ot the resource and the urqent need tor mana9lment.
we reco..end the tollow1n9 measure. ~e disapproved :or ~he

rea.ons qiv*n.

Ae~ion 20: ar..~er Amberjaek Scawnlna eiosutl
The harve.t andor landin, ot qreater amerjac:Jc in excess ot the
caq limtt of three in or trom the ¡IZ 80Uth of Cape Canaveral,

Florida would be proh~it8d 4urin9 April.

This measur8, di8gui..d as a .pawninq closure, actually allovs
the continued. b.rves~ ot greater aarjack under a generous daily

recreational ba9 ltai~. ot three fish.

The discu.s1on o~ rat10nalii pre.ented in .upport of this measura

is fiawed 1f S8ral re.pects. Fir.t, the ...sur. 1. la~eled as
a "spawning ol08ure,. bu~ harves~ ot ~ea~er aa.zjac~ is still

allow uner a re~ional baq limit ot three ti.h. This does

no~ proide ...ta pro~ect1on ~o the .pavnin9 a99reqa~ion that
the -81e 18 ...i9n8d to protec~ (Na~ional Seandard 1) .

A11:O\la th ..tn~. of recreational harve.t ot thi. species is
no~ kn, tb ~r of r8Crea~ional t1she~ i. .Ubstantial

and ~e èoa8~ai popu10U8 is burg80nin9. '

Second, qreåter "-rjack spawn over a period of abou~ ~hree
months. Selec~1ft April as the peak month for .pa~nina based

upan ¡'I' lan1n (a atn¡l. daea paine) daaa not a... -: ~
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appropriate. Spawning piiks depend upon a iiumDer ot condit,; .
that may vary from Season to .eason, and do not follow t~e $
pattern every year. To more ~ompllt.1YbrICket t~e spawninq
~yc;e, we w~uid iuqgest a c~osuri durinq t~i entire three-month
. peri~. ~ird, the protect10n atrord~d by this meaiure may ~ot
translate into the 19' re4uc~ion 1n ti8hinq mortality Whi~h; s

equivalent to ~he April lia9 estimate of Florida amb.~jack .

landinqs. It is not clear that this landings estimate is for :h¡
area or ~pawninq only or tor the ~tire Itate, includinq the Cul:

of MexicO. Alao, since Florida doe. not prohicit the sale of
recreationaliy cauqh~ tish, an un~ portion ot this amounc

must be attricuted to t i.h sOld by the recrea~ional .ector.

(Anqler. with a $altwater Products ~icen.e, and ter C.r~ain
fishes, a Restricted Species Endorsement, may .ell tiSh cauqht
under ëaq limits. Host charter boat captains, especially the lOO
or 10 in the Florida Keys, quality.) Theretore, restrictinq
commercial harve.t to baq limits would not necessarily produce a
reduction in ti.hinq mortality equiv~lent to 1", as stated.

Lastly, the tinal paraqraph ot the discus.ion S.ems to be
qraspina tor so.e sort ot ju.titica~ion ot the measure proPQsed,
b~t makes little san...
"Harvest up to the recZ'aa~ional ba9 liait i. beinq allcwed
to proaote puDlic understandin; ot and compliance with the

ba, liJi~ ~8Clation.. Chn9inq ~e baf limit to z.ro for

one montb would bave limited bio100ical benetit. and cre~-~

8ilfit1cant n..atiY. p=lic and efttoi-_nt co.ts. Thir. "
equity

in leav1D9 ~e recreational tishe~ open durinq th .

. April liaited area ~omac1.1 clo.ure in ~t the commercial
tisbery is not 118t8d by a qgota wbil. th. Z'ecrea~ional

tishery OpaRt.. uner a 3-tig bac¡ liait..

Chanqinq tha ba, ltai~ ~o zero only for one .Oft~ .ay prQduce
limited b10l09ical banetita, bu~ tho.e ~8fetits certainly would
De qraatar than tho.a r..u1t1n9 fro. a 3-tiSb ba, li.it and, it

continu8c tJoU9hout the 3-aonth spavnift MalOn, ~. measure
mi9ht even pzoocuce sipJticant itiolOOicai bUet1~.. Likewis.. i ~
1. not clear way a 8U' -9 1181 ~ vould co.t any acre to entorce

than would a 3-t1- -9 lwit. Finaiiy, it .e- tht Z8ro
li.i~ wod ...e to pr08~e PUblio une~t&1n ot Daa limits
a. "11 as 3-f1- liab. Toeal Clo8ure "y even 9a1n .01le

r..pe ~ a ti8lin p¡lic UUat exps ti NKS and Co~nc:ils

to 88e 8f c~ft ouz t18h8ZY re.ou...

.ej8C ~10ft 2, ~t vould have prob1Jit8d the' ha"e.1: and

lUÜ of tnhZ IMrjacJ cIvinc Ku, April, an Kay in the
EZI, ~d be tb pnt.n-8C option to Cofte t:1s resource.

. ,

Ac:~ioft 2 i! Mu~~eft Sftaaaer Seattna C=losure

z
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This measure woul~ prohibit the ha~..~ ~nd/or landin~ of ~U~~:~
snapper in excess .o~ that allowed ~lthin the snapper aqareqa~Q
caq limi~ (10) in or from the ¡¡Z during May &n4 June. Th.s

- meas~e does not preclude commercial tisaina durinq this ti~Q
long &s the harvest does not exceed the bag limit.

Altnouah somewhat ditterent, the same concerns are present here
tha~ applied to the preceding meaiure. The main difterences are
that a two-month closure is recomaend-- insofar .. May and June
have been identitied as peak spawning months: however, the Qxt'n~
of the spavninq .eason is not noted. Also, the agqreqate snappe:
bae; limit is 10. Even thouqh there is no evidence that mutton
snapper 1s overfished, the propo.ed .e..ure doe. not afford
adequa~e protection to prevent overtishinq o~ tb8 resource
(National Standard 1). Ourine; spawninq sea.ons. fishes are ve~y
aqqre..ive: theretor., it is likely that fishermen exploitinq a
spawninc¡ aqqreqation will till the entire baq limit with that
particular species. Allow1nq the harvest ot as many as 10 mutto~
snapper per person may not deter commercial Y.n~ures on spawni~q
4qqreqations. Although we agr.e that apavninq clo.ur.. can oe
benetic!al, this is no~ a closure. The .".ure would 9ain mora
support it it reduced the harvest ot such lib.ral numers ot
mutton snapper durinq ~at period. Hovever,. prohibition on all
harves~ throughout the entire spawnin9 a"regatian period ~ouid
be the mo.t conscionable approach to conserve ~his resour=..

Based upon ~e precedinq, v. recouend disapproval ot both
"spawnin., clo.ure.." The Council should re-8xam1ne 1:e.e
meaSUre. in the context ot providin9 protection to the resour~
by e~encUn., the "cl08ure- period. am J:y reducing the allowaD
catCh levels substantially, preferably to zero. Fishes are
hiqhly vulneru.le when aqCJ89ated tor spawn!n." and should èe
attorded aaxiaum prot~10n durin; this period, especially atter
Council '. exres.ed concern that treater aaerj.c~ is already
"overfi8hed" and a d1~inct potential tor "overfiahinq" muttQn
snapper. exi.ts. It th"e "spawnin, Cl08ur.." are approved, tor
wbatever reasons, the Coucil .houd, .~ a .in1~, be notified
that v. expct the.. me..ur.. to b. 8Oit184 a. soon as possible
to provide' tr.ater as.urance a.,.in.t ~.rf1.hinn.

A~ioft 281 .88i.~. "i8h TP.~.

).11 u"'r'--'l..~ i~count of th i
era 1r
.uppo
the
"".88111ty of f188 trap., the Cowcil
YOt8c
to eiilinate
the
exctec fl' litenture ,en

U8 of flab tzpa fre the south Atlantic III except tor black
... "8 trap. nort ot ca,. Canaveral, FL. JJch ot the

di8C1on. u8C ~o ,u~it . _o trui
of ~.. .ar, C the c!U Mae, 01" 8 on .

..Ii~ ft t ~ ca Of. ... pz8l~. II - .ftdaon"

4 to auppo ~.. ~ß o-r f1.b trap. aay be debunked as

)
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tollows. ,( Incidentally, no rationale is presented to suppor

allowance ot blacx sea baas traps.) .

-

. Cartaft discussion eliments that ari used to rationalize a ban ::~
tish traps appear ~o have li~~l. o~ no applica~ion to the lc:io~

being proposed. S~at.m.nts such as, " Traps are in.x~ensive,

easily constructed, easy tQ use, fish unattended, catch a wide

ranae ot species not caught by oth"er qaar, ii and ItC., are

irrelevant to the proposed ban and are not totaiiy acc~rat8. The
cost of a trap is dependent upon the material used in i ~s
construction
i vhile the michanics ot constructinq a trap vary
with the contiauration and the tiatures required by ~e9ulation.
At any rate, many of the 'trap characteristic. mentioned have nQ
relation to the propo.ed ac~ion.
Other attribute. that are creditid to fish traps apply equaiiy

well to o~her aear, commercial and recreational alike. Trap,s a:-e
criticized becaus. ~hiy ~allow economic exploitation ot low
density tish stoc~s, and allow fishing where other methods are
uniconomical or haye become uniconomical òecau.i ot overtishinq
and are abli to be tished ovir a wide range of depth, bottom
typlS, and conditions." Free market torce. and de.1re. of sport
. fi.hermen to ca~eh ~eir ~a9 li8its dictate that harvist methods
mus~ be icono.ieal -- just like any other lNaine... Thus the
sa.e stat..ent re9ardinq harve.~ ot low densi~y fish .toc~s is
equally true ot artificial reet.. It fish ot c.~a~n speciis

wlZ'e concen~rat.d to the e~.n1: that they could b. riadily i
exploited bY hook-And-line c¡e.r, there would be little need ~'" /
build artificial reet. 01' fi.b attractin9 device.. Just as very
tev fishe. are conc.n~rate inough to supporr viable comm.r~ial
enterprise. by hook an line, ar1if!cial r.ef. and fish
at1:c:in9 device. are u.8c by any r8Cr.a~ional f1shermen and
recriationally 8upported ti8hing enterprise., 8uch .s the ~hir:e~
boat and hea4boat indu.~, to .u.ta1n their operations.

The discUs.ion continue. .tatinq that, "trap. are bUlky,.t (This
has nothinc to do vith the pZ'opo..d action, wbatsoever.) i "result
in trap 10.. and tbo.t f18hin9, M (It trap. wer.nl~ tished, none
would 1M lo.~. At any I'ate, gho.t ti.h!", can be acc8pta1ly

controlled by deta4ale paels.), "catch .pecies ~at vere not
traditionai too fiab, ~ cerain valued .pee1e. could be protict.d

by ai8ly p~ib1t1n the harve.~ and po..e..ion ot the..

speie., if V8f8f1:8c. May ot the fisb taen !) traps are alive

aDd tD au~l. condition to .urive when rele..id it retention

is pz1Ud.), -are fished nur live bct1:08 causin, ha~itat

d-...., - (tnuding this a. rationale tor el181n~ift the trap

t18bzo points to 1f.1.t8fcie. w1tJ PZ'8Y1ou aaa,Rent
a01iOn8. for snappr ~u,.r speci... 1:n ..anuazy 1"', the ul. ot

travl neu va. Pi-~1tec in the snappr--peZ' fishery bet....n
cape Hatten., llC, aD Cape cave~.i" FL, to prevent 4a.aqe to

liv8 bo~~oa huitat. Th1. vcld tend to indicate tht .o.e live
bot~o. habitat exists nort ot Cape Canaveral. The rea.oninq

..

4
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seems incon.i.~ent because the propOled iction prohiCits the ~s.
of fish ~rap8 iou~h ot Cape Canaveral while allowinq the

continued"'us. ot black ~ea bass tri~s to the north. ~ :"'''

..

9r..test in '. th eim IJ. n to elimi .._,~

. t . ra s compire to t . excessive nU~e-

o C . c..n trap. used n . amendmeñ't-(n..,~ ....~_.... leh.. nwee~ OJ: -r 'Cra~ J.n éhe' south A~lantic

E!Z at ~ 6,000: tish traps are prohibited i~ Florid. Waters.
The obvious qu.s~~on that surface. is, why aren't measures beinq
tax.n to ban the more than one mi~lion spiny lobster an4 stQne
crab traps Lhat are fished in state an~ federal waters oft
Florida? Many crustacean trap. are weiqhted with poured concrete
in the botto. that would increase the potential for habi~at
4a.aqe. leviever. mu.t concl\\de that attention simply has not
been focused .on c~.tac.an trap. because crustaceana are not
fished by boox an~ line.) "re.ult in a bycatch of Which a portio"
4i.. upon relea.e," (bycatch and rele.se mortality occur in ill
fisheries. However, surival rate ot relea.84 fish ii probably
hi9her in the trap tishery ~an in any other because many otthe
fish are alive an~ uninjure4 by hooxs when brouqht to the
surface. Surival e.timate. ot releas.d fi.h rang- trom 53 to 87
percent, much h!qher than 40cumented tor any ne~ or book-and-line
fishery.) "resul~ in gear an~ User qroup conflict, II (No evidence

is pre.ented to .upport. the .lle;a tion.) "and .xistin9

reCJla~1on. are exr..ely difficult or i8po..i1218 to entorce,"
(Many r89la~ioft are difficult to entorce, but none i.
impossible.' 11ab t~apper. have outlined a teasible aan&qement
proqraa th~ waa rejected sumarily by the Council. - Research
summarized in the lM ..endment conclude. that trap. are a
manage&ble 9.a~, but the Council .U8~ily rejected this also.
The' .ajo~ity ot tbe Council meaership apparently ha. decided
aqain.t workin; within the contines ot the data bas., but seems
4etermined to el1ainate the tish trap fishery.)

Atter the '~catterr approach in the open1n; para;raph of the

~i.cu..ion tht brac:et8C eVe~in9 fro. nuu to bolta, ~he nex~
three page. ot the disCU..ion tarqeted .pecific probl... tailored

to .uppo~ the el1aft1:10ft of fish tioaps.

'The neX1 paratrp 81:te. iiat 1:e ~ap issue i. crJ.tical to

Flo~ida, -an 1f tbe lon ter. to the entire South Atlan~ic . . .
Florida. . . pza1ted the u.e of f1sb traps in 1980. There
have been 88y p~i- .ince then 4ue to the inconsistency

be~88 stt. an tederal requations. The 8nap,.~ irouper

be the Sr. . a
resoc. olf ~e rlorida Atlantic coast ba. continued to

4eciM. - ts 0 .ake the connection
a 1:8. b8 . e ~eon poulation ot

recreational f18hen alonq the soutb Atlantic coa.t and

especially 1f Florida baa a 8Or8 direct reiat1onah1p to ~e
decline 01 sna~UP8 i"CNrce. tban .11 of tb. Co.ereial
etfort. C:0I118d. Tle 1neofti8~8ncy b8tWen Ita1:8 and federal
5
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re9ulation may mike Florida's prohibition on (ish traps ~ore
di~t1oult to entorce, bu~ snapper-~rOUper risources occur
. predo~nantly in ~ederal -aters and' ire iiqiiiy manaqeå ~nde~
tederal llw. Unquestioned and unconditional extension o( Fior~:a
requlat10ns into tederal water. woulå amount t~ reverse
supersession unle.. the rimoval ot traps can ~e justitied under
the tenets ot the Ma,nuson Act: .uch justitica~ions are not

.apparent in this case. .

The next paraqrapn, which possialy should have been p.r~ ~f the
above paragraph, state. that, "Available data indicate that
approximately,. ot all Florida snapper and arouper are taxen by
(1sh tra~s. It. COne ot the literature citations in thi aMend:1ent
place. the es~1Jf.te as low as l' trom 1"2-1188.) However, "t~.
Council concluded ~at the 9' fiqure was an ~ndere.timat. o!
actual tish trap harvest," ba.ed upon reported landinqs !or 19aa ~
which "vere .iqniticantly underestimated." In the nixt
paraqraph, an extrapolation is pre.ented based upon documented
catches by 6 tish trappers. The results indicated that catch by
traps amounted to ", ot the total 198. commercial catch. If the

1988 commercial landinq. were "siqnifJ.cantly underestimated, " an
upward extrapolatJ.en of trap landin,s witnout adjust!n, total
landing. would overestimate the percent contribution by traps.
. Therefore, the Council' s contention that r8blldin, snapper9rouper re.ourc.s vill be neqatively i1lpaCted ~y tisb trap

harvest becau.. ot the.e 1nflatec h8Z'..C ..ti..te. are . .

insuppo~aåle. Also, ~are is no clue aa to the compo.ition o~

the survey --.le, 1..., vbe~er the 6 trapper. were tull-ti~e or
par1-t1le fisheZ1n, or ~1:. Such calculatioft exc.ed the
limitation. of ~e daia, an in our opinion, C08proai.e the
1nte9ri ty ot the mana9..ent proce.s.

The Council 'ne~ concluded that, "trap. are non-selective ey size
and by species (e.9., I'M 9Zuper recruit to the hooJc and line
fishery .t a~ou ii. an to tha trap ti.hery at azound 11")
. . . The .e.h .i.e. required to correlate with the 20" minimum
8izes would be .0 la~e a. to re.ult 1n de facto prohibition on
use ot t1.b tra,... 'irst, no reterence i. c1t8d tor the red

qrouper exle, nor 1. it rea.onale: .1.. at capture may be .
110" related to an. t18Jec than to ,ear .ei~iv1ty. Next, why
did 1:e Counil 11.. a 12. .i.e l1at on ne 9Z"oupe . years
a90 ¥ban ttey an ~ ncJ.tec to tha hooJc-UC-1ine fishery
until 1'.1 Piniiy, it d088 not ..~te~ beuse 80at trapped t1s~

ca 1M ~.. alive. The stat..ent 1"8,ardin the correlation

of .~P 88 84.. wi~ 20. a1ni8 811.. is lqly unreasonaeli.
Wht vod ..rv .. ~e ba.is for such an action when ~eZ"e are

many speie. ia th aanapat unit with "0 s1le lbiia

wba~oeyeZ', and 808a with lower aile liait81 rOnnat 0

vorkaål. '. co~U1th_~p1:~e e
A1
Z'ioua n~ent
U sc:apeaent of ..11 uven .., not the aOh1ev.ent 0

-

iù111W1 81z8. It 1Io.t t18h 1... ~an e .iie l1mi. an be 6
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released alive, then t-aa. .D"A~a~J, a~M iess ~or".a'; .',

"0

-- -

~han any o~her qear, !ñludin9 hooX an~ - Next, the amendment sta~.. ~ha ~, "t,raps \Jnnec...arily kill an

abundance ot tropical tish cecause ~hey harve.t anqel fish'
- tan9~ parrot ti.h, etc. . . . Since March 1, 1.991 the S~..te o'

rlorida has prohicited the harvest of tropicai. fish. " .
Allowinq tish traps in tederal ~.ter. would make Florida '9
rec¡lati.ons dit'icult, it not impolsible, t" entorce. . . ." The
trap industry proposed s1ze and trip limits for these species i~
their proposal to reglate the trap fishery. The propos~l was
rejected cy the Council. It there is qood cause to prohicit the
harvest ot the.e species, then simply prohi~it their harvest anä
possession .0 that they will no~ be t.raeted in tederal ~ater3 0

The next several paraqraph. allude to the ditficulty ot entorcinq
tish trap measures. Here aq81n, ~he indu.try oftered meàns o~
policinq the trap tishery by accommodating ob.ervers on their
vess.ls, and at their expense, to ensure compliance wi~h !ish
trap laws. They also agreed to permnent revocation ot permits
atter two major violation.. Admittedly, vi~out such aprocldure
trap violation. vould ~e ditticul t to entorce: however, many
other rule. require a~.s.a sureillance, suCh a. the ,o-tathoM
restriction on bOtt08 lon,line..
. Ano~er problem alluded to i. the eftect ot t~e' selective removal

of herbivor.s on the h.al~ of coral ree,.. It this problem can

b. docum.nt8c, then the suppol'in, evicS8lc. coulcc b.' used to

prohibit the harve.t ot the.e .pecie. in t~e trap fishery rathe~
thaft to eliainate the b"ap fishezy. M08t of th... species are
probably the a... one. discus.ee reqarcS1n9 the unnecessary kill
ot tropical., suCh a. &ngelf1sh, tanqs, parrotti.h, etc.
Finally, the cct.cus.1on concludes with a concern tor consis~ency
with Florida'. Coas'al. Zone Prram, and the prohibition ot tish
trap. by a ftu_har of cotries C..~. B8rmud4) (emphasis add,d).
The focus of tb1a d1ac..ioft indicate. a ai.uner.tandinq ot the
authority ot the Council and, in 'Cum, the Secret.~ ot C:ommerce
(Secretary) to ~al:e ti8herie. under the MafJuson Act and the

Coa.t.l Zone Ka988C ACt. Three conditions .aust be satisfied

betore the Secrataz ca 1apl..ent any fishery reglation: (1)

the reglation 8Ut be nece.ary and appropriate tor the
cona.Z'ac10n an 88,..ent of the t1shezy: (2) i C 8U.t be 0 f a -

typ coft~..latad by tt. Katnuson Act: and (3) it ii.t be lt
COD8Ul:enc v1~ ~. national standards an~ ~eZ" pr"vtsions ot l:

the Ka9fn ~ an oter applicable la~ Insuf

e .' e tor the
i~..t1 i. re..ntad to .uppo~ a fincU a e

:¡ii:lr!l=~!1- 0

ir:~~2f:~ft with clo.. 80n

v

h. .,.. _." .

-"--_.'''.,
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deemed inconsistent with National Stand.reS 4, which requires ~'-t";

any allocation ot t1shinq priv11eqei (e.q., by qear type) ~Ul. . ~
fair and equitable. Accordinq ~o ~~e Magnuson Act, an FMP maì
incorperate coa.tal s~ate coniervation and manaqement measures
- only ~ they are consis~ent with the abeve three criteria, and
they only need to be consisten~ to the maximum extent practical,
not identical wi~ the tederally approVed coastal zone manaq.m.n~
plan ot a state. Since 1984, use ot tish traps in tederal vaters
has been considered to be consistent to the maximum extent

practical with Florida' s Coastal Zòne Kanaqamnt Plan. In a

recent memo, the A.sistant Administrator tor Fisheries CNMt5)
warned that subjuqatinq Federal responsi~ility to provincial
objective. could dilute the efficacy of federal marine re.ource
manaqe.ent proorr2.. He stated that, "We must all be more
viqilant in guard!nq aqainst attempts to lnter~er. with Federal
responsi~ility tor manaqin,tilSherie. and protected resources
throuqh the Coa.tal Zone Kana,ement Act;" (.e.o to Regional and

Science Directors, May 20, 19'1~

Owinq to its in.ular zoo¡eoqraphic condition, ret8rencinq
Bermuda's banninq of tish traps to support siD!lar action in the
!EZ off the .ouChea.~ern U.S. is inappropriate. It connates a
misunderstandin; of the role that the con~inental shelt and
aaaociated nutrient systems play 1n ecosystems supportinq marine
lite. Wa~.rs oft s8811 islands, 8uch as ler.uda, are noc very

prou~ive beu.e of the low nutrient levei. and li_ited shelf

. area; whereas, waters off the coastal stat.. ot the southeaster"
United S1:te. 9enerally are very prouctive due to nn~ri.nts /

supplied bYZ'off fro large riven ancl the p~"ence of an
exlnaive cont!nental ueit. Moreover.. th..e in.ular eXUlp18s
likely d88n.trate failur to adequately aaa,e trap fisher i8s
mere than the inhrent evil of trap.. Major tlahin9 powers, such
a. Japan.. Australia, and Hev Zealand, have trip tish.rie.
operatin9 in their vaters.

. ,

¡ObviOU8lY, the Coucil baa .trayed tar beYOnd the limits ot the

existing data bae to p~po.e el18ination ot the tish trap
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APPENDIX D

Regulations
of the
Reef Fish FMP

D-1

January 6, 1993

NOTE: THB FOLLOWING IS AN UNOFFICIAL COMPILATION OP FEDERAL
REGULATIONS PREPARD IN THE SOUTHEAST REGIONAL OFPICE OP THE
NATIONAL MAINE FISHERIES SERVICE FOR THE INFORMTION AND
CONVNIENCE OP INTERESTED PERSONS. IT DOES NOT INCLUDE CHAGES
TO THESE REGULATIONS THAT MAY HAVE OCCURRD AFTER THE DATE
INDICATED ABOVE.
DEPARTMENT OF COMMRCE

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
National Marine Fisheries service (NMS)
50 CFR Part 641
PART 641--REEF FISH FISHERY OF THE GULF OF MEXICO
subpart A-General Provisions

Sec.
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641.22 Gear restrictions.
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641.24 Bag and possession limits.
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641.28 Adjustment of management measures.
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Appendix A-Table. and Pigures

Authority: 16 U.S.C. 1801 ~ sea.

Subpart A-General Provisions

§ 641. 1 Purpose and scope.
(a) The purpose of t~is part is to implement the Fishery
Management Plan for the Reef Fish Resources of the Gulf of
Mexico, prepared by the Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council
under the Magnuson Act.
(b) This part governs conservation and management of reef
fish in the EEZ of the Gulf of Mexico, except that §§ 641.5 and
641.25 also apply to fish from adj oining State waters.

§ 641.2 Definitions.

1

;
In addition to the definitions in the Magnuson Act and in §
620.2 of this chapter, the terms used in this part have the
following meanings:
Buov aear means fishing gear consisting of a float and one
or more weighted lines suspended therefrom, generally long enough
to reach the bottom, on which there is a hook or hooks (usually 6
to 10) at or near the end, which is allowed to drift freely with
periodic retrieval to remove catch and rebai t hooks.
Charter vessel means a vessel less than 100 gross tons (90.8
metric tons) that meets the requirements of the Coast Guard to
carry six or fewer passengers for hire and that carries a
passenger for hire at any time during the calendar year. A
charter vessel with a permit issued under § 641.4 is cons idered
to be operating as a charter vessel when it carries a passenger
who pays a fee or when there are more than three persons aboard,
including operator and crew.
Fish trac means any trap and the component parts thereof
used for or capable of taking finfish, regardless of the
construction material, except those traps historically used in
the directed fisheries for crustaceans (blue crab, stone crab,

and spiny lobster).

Fork lenath means the distance from the tip of the snout to
the rear center edge of the tail (caudal fin). (See Appendix A,

Figure 1.)

Groundfish trawl fishery means fishing by a vessel that uses
a bottom trawl, the unsorted catch of which is ground up for
animal feed or industrial products.
Headboat means a vessel that holds a valid Certificate of
Inspection issued by the Coast Guard to carry passengers for
hire. A headboat with a permit issued under § 641.4 is
. considered to be operating as a headboat when it carries a
passenger who pays a fee or when there are more than three
persons aboard, including operator and crew.
Powerhead means any device with an explosive charge, usually
attached to a speargun, spear, pole, or stick, that fires a

proj ectile upon contact.

Reef fish refers to fish in the following two categories:
(a) Manadement unit. Species taken in the directed fishery

include the following:

Snappers--Lutjanidae Family
Queen snapper, Etelis oculatus
Mutton snapper, Lutianus analis

Schoolmaster, Luti anus acodus

Blackfin snapper, Lutianus buccanella
Red snapper, Luti anus camcechanus

Cubera snapper, Luti anus cvanocterus

Gray (mangrove) snapper, Lut;anus ariseus
Dog snapper, Luti anus i2
Mahogany snapper, Luti anus mahoaoni
Lane snapper, Lutianus svnaaris
S ilk snapper, Lut; anus vi vanus

Yellowtail snapper, Ocvurus chrysurus
2

Wenchman, Pristicomoides aauilonaris
Vermilion snapper, Rhomboclites aurorubens
Groupers--Serranidae Family
Rock hind, Ecinechelus adscensionis
Speckled hind, Ecinechelus drummondhayi
Yellowedge grouper, Ecinechelus flavolimbatus
Red hind, Ecinechelus auttatus
Jewfish, Ecinechelus ita;ara
Red grouper, Ecinechelus morio
Misty grouper, Ecinechelus mvstacinus
Warsaw grouper, Ecinechelus nigritus
Snowy grouper, Ecinephelus niveatus
Nassau grouper, Ecinechelus striatus
Black grouper, Mvcterocerca bonaci
Yellowmouth grouper, MvcteroQerca interstitialis
Gag, Mvcterocerca microlecis
Scamp, Mvcterocerca chenax
Yellowfin grouper, Mvcterocerca venenosa
Sea Basses--Serranidae Family
Bank sea bass, Centrocristis ocvurus
Rock sea bass, Centrocristis philadelchica
Black sea bass, Centrocristis striata
Tilefishes--Malacanthidae Family
Goldface tilefish, Caulolatilus chrvsoQs
Blackline tilefish, Caulolatilus cvanocs
Anchor tilefish, Caulolatilus intermedius
Blueline tilefish, Caulolatilus microcs
Tilefish, Locholatilus chamaeleonticecs

. Jacks--Carangidae Family

Greater amberjack, Seriola dumerili
Lesser amberjack, Seriola fasciata
Almaco jack, Seriola rivoliana
Banded rudderfish, Seriola zonata
Grunts--Haemulidae Family
White grunt, Haemulon clumieri
Porgies--Sparidae Family
Red porgy, Paarus caarus
Triggerfishes--Balistidae Family
Gray triggerfish, Balistes cacriscus
(b) Fishery. Species taken incidental to the directed
fishery include the following:
Wrasses--Labridae Family
Hogfish, Lachnolaimus maximus
Gruts--Haemulidae Family
Tomtate, Haemulon aurolineatum
Pigfish, Orthocristis chrvsoctera
Porgies--Sparidae Family
Grass porgy, Calamus arctifrons
Jolthead porgy, Calamus ba;onado
Knobbed porgy, Calamus nodosus
Littlehead porgy, Calamus Droridens
Pinfish, Laaodon rhomboides
3

Sand Perches--Serranidae Family
Dwarf sand perch, Diclectrum bivittatum
Sand perch, Diclectrum formosum
Triggerfishes--Balistidae Family
Queen triggerfish, Balistes vetula
Reaional Director means the Regional Director (or a
designee), Southeast Region, NMFS, Duval Building, 9450 Koger
Boulevard, St. Petersburg, FL 33702; telephone 813-893-3141.
Roller trawl means a trawl net equipped with a series of
large solid rollers separated by several smaller spacer rollers
on a separate cable or line (sweep) connected to the footrope,
which makes it possible to fish the gear over rough bottom, i.e.,
in areas unsuitable for fishing conventional shrimp trawls.
Rigid framed trawls adapted for shrimping over uneven bottom, in
wide use along the west coast of Florida, and shrimp trawls with
hollow plastic rollers for fishing on soft bottoms, are not
considered roller trawls.
Science and Research Director means the Science and Research
Director, Southeast Fisheries Center, NMFS, 75 Virginia Beach
Drive, Miami, FL 33149, telephone 305-361-5761, or a designee.
Statistical area means one or more of the 21 statistical
grids depicted in Appendix A, Figure 2.
Total lenath means the distance from the tip of the snout to
the furthermost tip of the tail (caudal fin) when depressed.
(See Appendix A, Figure 1.)

~ means a fishing trip, regardless of number of days
duration, that begins with departure from a dock, berth, beach,
seawall, or ramp and that terminates with return to a dock,
. berth, beach, seawall, or ramp.

§ 641.3 Relation to other laws.

The relation of this part to other laws is set forth in §
620.3 of this chapter.

§ 641. 4 Permi t. and f .e. .

(a) Acclicabilitv.
(1) As a prerequisite to selling reef fish and to be
eligible for exemption from the bag limits specified in §
641.24 (b), an owner or operator of a vessel that fishes in the
EEZ or a person who fishes in the EEZ from a structure must
obtain an annual vessel permit.
(2) A qualifying owner or operator of a charter vessel or
headboat may obtain a permit. However, a charter vessel or
headboat must adhere to the bag limits when operating as a
charter vessel or headboat.
(3) For a corporation or partnership to be eligible for a
vessel permit, the earned income qualification specified in
paragraph (b) (2) (xi) of this section must be met by, and the.
statement required by that paragraph must be submitted by, an
officer or shareholder of the corporation, a general partner of
the partnership, or the vessel operator.
(4) An owner or operator of a vessel using a fish trap in
the EEZ or a person using a fish trap from a structure in the EEZ
4

must obtain both a vessel permit and a color code from the
Reg ional Director.

(5) A vessel permit issued upon the qualification of an
operator is valid only when that person is the operator of the

vessel.
(b) ACDlication for cermit.
( 1) An appl ication for a vessel permit must be submitted

and signed by the owner or operator of the vessel or by a person
who fishes from a structure. The application must be submitted
to the Regional Director at least 60 days prior to the date on
which the applicant desires to have the permit made effective.
(2) Permit applicants must provide the following
information (a person fishing from a structure may omit vessel

information) : .

(i) Name, mailing address including zip code, and telephone
number of the owner of the vessel;
(ii) Name, mailing address including zip code, and
telephone number of the applicant, if other than the owner;
(iii) Social security number and date of birth of the
applicant and the owner;

( i v) Name of the vessel;
(v) The vessel's official number;
(vi) Home port or principal port of landing, gross tonnage,
radio call sign, and length of the vessel;
(vii) Engine horsepower and year the vessel was built;
(viii) Type of gear to be fished and other fisheries vessel
is used for;
(ix) Passenger capacity and U.S. Coast Guard license

numer(s) of vessel operator(s) if the vessel also operates as a

charter vessel or headboat during the year;
(x) Any oth~r information concerning vessel and gear
characteristics requested by the Regional Director;
(xi) A sworn statement by the applicant certifying that
more than 50 percent of his or her earned income was derived from
commercial, charter, or headboat fishing during the calendar year
preceding the application, except that, for renewal of permits
for 1993 and ensuing years, the earned income requirement may be
met in either of the two calendar years preceding the

application;
(xii) Proof of certification, as required by paragraph
(b) (3) of this section;
(xiii) If fish traps will be used to harvest reef fish,
(A) The numer, dimensions, and estimated cubic volume of
the fish traps that will be used;
(B) The applicant's desired color code for use in

identifying his or her vessel and buoys; and
(C) A statement that the applicant will allow an authorized
officer reasonable access to his or her property (vessel, dock,
or structure) to examine fish traps for compliance with these
regulations; and
(xiv) If fish traps will be used from a fixed structure,
5

(A) The name and number of the oil or gas structure or the
most descriptive identification for other types of structures;

and
(B) The location of the structure in latitude and longitude
or distance and direction from a fixed point of land.
(3) The Regional Director may require the applicant to
provide documentation supporting the sworn statement under
paragraph (b) (2) (xii) of this section before a permit is issued
or to substantiate why such a permit should not be denied,
revoked, or otherwise sanctioned under paragraph (i) of this

section.

(c) Chanae in acclication information. The owner or
operator of a vessel with a permit must notify the Regional
Director within 30 days after any change in the application
information specified in paragraph (b) of this section. The
permit is void if any change in the information is not reported
within 30 days.
(d) Fees. A fee is charged for each permit application
submitted under paragraph (b) of this section and for each fish
trap identification tag required under § 641.6 (d). The amount of
the fees is calculated, at least annually, in accordance with the
procedures of the NOAA Finance Handbook for determining the
administrative costs of each special product or service, and may
not exceed such costs. Applicable fees are specified with the
application form and must be remitted with each application or
request for fish trap identification tags.
(e) Issuance.
(1) The Regional Director will issue a permit at any time
to an applicant if the application is complete and the applicant
meets the earned income requirement specified in paragraph

(b) (2) (xi) of this section. An application is complete when all

requested forms, information, and documentation have been
received and the applicant has submitted all applicable reports

specified at § 64l.5.

(2) Upon receipt of an incomplete application, the Regional
Director will notify the applicant of the deficiency. If the
applicant fails to correct the deficiency within 30 days of the
date of the Regional Director i s letter of notification, the
application will be considered abandoned.
(f) Duration. A permit remains valid for the period
specified on it unless the vessel is sold or the permit is
revoked, suspended, or modified pursuant to subpart D of 15 CFR
part 904.

(g) Transfer. Except as provided for under paragraph (l)
of this section, a permit issued under this section is not
transferable or assignable. A person purchasing a vessel with a
permit to fish for reef fish must apply for a permit in
accordance with the provisions of paragraph (b) of this section.
The application must be accompanied by a copy of an executed
(signed) bill of sale.
(h) Disclay. A permit issued under this section must be
carried on board the fishing vessel or fixed structure, and such
6

vessel or structure must be identified as provided for in §

641.6. The operator of a fishing vessel or person fishing fish

traps from a fixed structure must present the permit for
inspection upon request of an authorized officer.
(i) Sanctions and denials. A permit issued pursuant to
this section may be revoked, suspended, or modified, and a permit
application may be denied, in accordance with the procedures
governing enforcement-related permit sanctions and denials found
at subpart D of 15 CFR part 904.
(j) Alteration. A permit that is altered, erased, or

mutilated is invalid.

(k) Reclacement. A replacement permit may be issued. An
application for a replacement permit will not be considered a new
application. A fee, the amount of which is stated with the
application form, must accompany each request for a replacement

permi t .
(l) Moratorium on permits. The provisions of this
paragraph (l) are effective through May 7, 1995.
(1) An application for a vessel permit that is postmarked
or hand-delivered after May 7, 1992, will not be accepted, except
for an application for renewal of an existing vessel permit or as

provided in paragraphs (l) (2) and (l) (3) of this section.

(2) An owner of a permitted vessel may transfer the vessel
permit to another vessel owned by him or her by returning the
existing permit with an application for a vessel permit for the

replacement vessel. .

(3) A person purchasing a vessel with a permit issued under
this section may obtain a permit for that vessel, and renew the
permit for that vessel for the first calendar year after the
purchase, without meeting the earned income requirement of
paragraph (b) (2) (xi) of this section, provided that the seller

met the earned income requirement. However, to renew the vessel

permi t for the second calendar year after the purchase, the new
owner must meet that earned income requirement not later than the
first calendar year after the purchase takes place.

( 4) A permit that is not renewed or is revoked will not be
reissued.

(The following paraqraphs (m) and (n) are effective December 30,
1992, throuqh March 30, 1"3, and may be extended for an
additional '0 days.)
(m) Red snaDcer endorsement.
(1) As a prerequisite for exemption from the trip limit for
red snapper specified in § 64l.21(d) (1), a vessel for which a
reef fish permit has been issued under this section must have a
red snapper endorsement on such permit.
(2) A red snapper endorsement is invalid upon sale of th'e
vessel; however, an owner may transfer an endorsement to another
vessel owned by him or her in accordance with the permit transfer

provisions specified in § 641.4 (l) (2) .

(n) Condition of a cermit. As a condition of a reef fish
permit issued under this section, without regard to where red
snapper are harvested or possessed, a permitted vessel-7

641.30; .

(1) Must abide by the red snapper closure provisions of §

(2) May not exceed the appropriate vessel trip limit for
(1) or Cd)C2); and
(3) May not transfer a red snapper at sea, as specified in

red snapper, as specified in § 641.21Cd)

§ 641.21(d) (3).

§ 641.5 Recordkeepinq and reportinq.
(a) A person specified in paragraphs Cb) through (i) of
this section must submit the information required by those
paragraphs to the Science and Research Director except for data
elements reported to a State agency acting as the Science and
Research Directorls designee. Failure to comply with the
reporting requirements of the state of landing is a Federal

violation. '

(b) Vessels and cersons fishina with fish traps. The owner
or operator of a vessel or a person on a structure permitted
under § 641.4 to fish with a fish trap in the Gulf of Mexico EEZ
or who fishes in adjoining State waters must maintain a fishing
record on a form available from the Science and Research
Director. These forms must be submitted to the Science and
Research Director so as to be received not later than 7 days
after the end of each fishing trip or, in the case of a person
fishing with fish traps from a structure, not later than 7 days
after the end of each month. If no fishing occurred during a
month, a report so stating must be submitted on one of the forms
to be received not later than 7 days after the end of each month.
If fishing occurred, the following information must be reported:

(1) Permit numer as provided for in § 641.4.

of gear used. .

C 2) Pounds of catch of reef fish by species for each type

(3) Date of trip, depth fished, and fishing location by
statistical area.

( 4) Numer of trap hauls resulting in the catch.
haul.

(5) Duration Cdays and hours) traps were fished before each

(6) Mesh size of traps.
Cc) Vessels not fishina with fish traDs. The owner or
operator of a vessel that is permitted under § 641.4 to fish with
gear other than fish traps in the Gul f of Mexico EEZ, or who
fishes in adjoining State waters, and who is selected by the
Science and Research Director, must maintain a fishing record for
each fishing trip on a form available from the Science and
Research Director. These forms must be submitted to the Sçience
and Research Director on a monthly basis (or more frequently, if
requested by the Science and Research Director) so as to be
received not later than the 7th day of the end of the reporting
per iod. I f no fishing occurred during a month, a report so
stating must be submitted on one of the forms. If fishing
occurred, the following information must be reported for each

trip:

( 1)

Name and official number of vessel.
8

areaCs). ,

(2) DateCs) of trip and fishing location(s) by statistical

, (3) Pounds of catch of any reef fish by species.

(4) Tye and quantity of gear fished.

(5) Duration (days and hours) of vessel fishing effort.
(6) Duration (hours) gear was fished before each haul.
(d) Dealers and crocessors. Any person who receives reef
fish by way of purchase, barter, trade, or sale from a fishing
vessel or person that fishes for, or lands said fish from the
Gulf of Mexico EEZ or from adjoining state waters, and who is
selected to report, must provide the following information to the
Science and Research Director at monthly intervals, or more
frequently if requested, on forms provided:
C 1) Name and address;
(2) Total poundage of each species received during that
month, or other requested interval;
(3) Average monthly price paid for each species by market
size; and
( 4) Proportion of total poundage landed by each gear type.
(e) Recreational fishermen interviews. (Reserved)
(f) Charter vessels. The owner of operator of a charter
vessel that fishes for or lands reef fish under the bag limits in
the Gulf of Mexico EEZ or in adj oining state waters, and who is
selected to report, must maintain a daily fishing record for each
trip on forms provided by the Science and Research Director, and
must submit the forms to the Science and Research Director weekly
within 7 days of the end of each week (Sunday). Information on
the forms includes, but is not limited to the following:
(1) Name and official number of vessel.

( 2 ) Operator i s Coast Guard license numer.

(3) Date and duration of fishing (hours) of each trip.

(4) Numer of fishermen on trip.

(5) Fishing location, by statistical area.
(6) Fishing methods and type of gear.
(7) Species targeted.

(8) Numer and estimated weight of fish caught by species.
(g) Headboats. The owner or operator of a headboat that

fishes for or lands reef fish in the Gulf of Mexico EEZ or in
adjoining state waters, and who is selected to report, must
maintain a fishing record for each trip, or a portion of such
trips as specified by the Science and Research Director, on forms
provided by the Science and Research Director and must report the
following information at least monthly within 7 days of the end

of each month: '

(1) Name and official number of vessel.
and location of each trip and duration of
fishing (hours).
(3) Number of fishermen on each trip.
C 4) Number of fish caught and approximate weight by
(2) DateCs)

species .'

(5) Any other fishery management data requested by the

Science and Research Director.
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( 6 ) Operator i s U. S. Coast Guard license numer.
(h) Commercial vessel. charter vessel. and headboat

inventorv. Any person described under paragraphs (c), ( f), and
(g) of this section, and who was not selected to report on a
monthly or more frequent basis, must provide the following
information when interviewed annually by the Science and Research

Director:
( 1)
(2 )
(3 )
(4 )
(5 )
(6 )
(7 )

members.

Name and official number of vessel;

Length and tonnage;

Current home port;
Fishing areas by statistical area;
Ports where fish were landed during the last year;
Type and quantity of gear; and
Number of full- and part-time fishermen or crew

(i) Additional data and inscection. Additional data will
be collected by authorized statistical reporting agents, as
designees of the Science and Research Director, and by authorized
officers. An owner or operator of a fishing vessel, a person
fishing traps from a structure, and a dealer or processor are
required upon request to make reef fish or parts thereof
available for inspection by the Science and Research Director or
an authorized officer.

§ 641.6 Vessel, structure, and qear identification.
(a) Vessels.

( 1) A vessel for which a permit has been issued under' §

641.4 must display its official numer-(i) On the port and starboard sides of the deckhouse or
hull and on an appropriate weather deck so as to be clearly
visible from an enforcement vessel or aircraft;
(ii) In block arabic numerals in contrasting color to the

background; .

(iii) At least 18 inches in height for fishing vessels over
65 feet in length and at least 10 inches in height for all other
vessels; and
(iv) Permanently affixed to or painted on the vessel.

( 2 ) In addition, a vessel for which a permit has been

issued under § 64l.4 to fish with fish traps must display its
color code-( i) On the port and starboard sides of the deckhouse or
hull and on an appropriate weather deck so as to be clearly
visible from an enforcement vessel or aircraft;
(ii) In the form of a circle at least 20 inches in
diameter; and
(iii) Permanently affixed to or painted on the vessel.
(b) Structures. A person fishinq from a structure with a
fish trap who has been issued a permit under § 641.4 must display
his permit number and color code-(1) So as to be clearly visible from an enforcement vessel

or aircraft;

(2) wi th the permit number in block arabic numerals in
contrasting color to the background;
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(3) With the permit numer at least 10 inches in height;
(4) With the color code in the form of a circle at least 20
inches in diameter; and
(5) Permanently affixed to or painted on the structure.
(c) Duties of ocerator or cerson. The operator of each
fishing vessel specified in paragraph (a) or person specified in
paragraph (b) of this section must-( 1) Keep the official number or permit number and color
code clearly legible and in good repair, and
(2) Ensure that no part of the fishing vessel or structure,
its rigging, fishing gear, or any other material aboard obstructs
the view of the official number or permit number and color code
from any enforcement vessel or aircraft.
(d) Fish tracs. A valid identification tag, available from
the Regional Director, must be affixed to each fish trap used or
possessed in the EEZ. Such tag shows the specific tag number
(normally 1 through 100, or less), the permit number, and the

month and year through which the permit and tag are val id.

(e) Buovs. Each fish trap, or the ends of a string of fish

traps, must be marked by a floating buoy or by a' buoy designed to
be submerged and automatically released. Each buoy used to mark
fish traps must display the designated color code and permit
number so as to be easily distinguished, located, and identified.
(f) Presumction of ownershiQ. A fish trap in the EEZ will
be presumed to be the property of the most recently documented
owner. This presumption will not apply with respect to traps
that are lost or sold if the owner reports the loss or sale
within 15 days to the Regional Director.
Cg) Unmarked tracs or buovs. An unmarked fish trap or buoy
deployed in the EEZ is illegal and may be disposed of in any

appropriate manner by the Secretary C including an authorized

officer). If an owner of an unmarked trap or buoy can be
ascertained, such owner is subject to appropriate civil

penalties.

§ 641.7 Prohibitions.

In addition to the general prohibitions specified in § 620.7
of this chapter, it is unlawful for any person to do any of the

following:

Ca) Falsify information specified in § 64l.4Cb) (2) on an
application for a vessel permit.
(b) Fail to display a permit, as specified in § 641.4 (h) .
(c) Falsify or fail to provide information required to be
submitted or reported, as required by § 641.5Cb) through (h).
(d) Fail to make reef fish or parts thereof available for
inspection, as required by § 641.5Ci).
C e) Falsify or fail to display and maintain vessel and gear
identification, as required by § 641.6.
C f) Possess a reef fish smaller than the minimum size
limits, as specified in § 641.21Ca).

Cg) Possess a reef fish without its head and fins intact,

as specified in § 641.2l(b).
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(h) Fish with poisons or explosives or possess on board a
fishing vessel any dynamite or similar explosive substance, as

specified in § 64l. 22 (a) .

(i) Use or possess in the EEZ a fish trap that does not
conform to the requirements for escape windows, degradable

openings, and mesh sizes specified in § 641.22 (b) (1) , (2), and
( 3) .

(j) Use in the EEZ shoreward of the 50-fathom isobath a
fish trap that exceeds the maximum allowable size specified in §

641.22(b) (4).

(k) Fish or possess in the EEZ more than 100 fish traps per
vessel or structure, as specified in § 641.22(b) (5).
(l) Pull or tend a fish trap, except during the hours
specified in § 641.22(b)(6)(i); or tend, open, pull, or otherwise
molest or have in possession another person i s fish trap, except

as specified in § 64l.22(b)(6)Cii).
(m) Use a powerhead to take reef fish of the management
unit in the stressed area, as specified in § 64l.23(a) (1).
(n) Use a fish trap or a roller trawl in the stressed area,
as specified in § 64l.23(a) (2).
(0) Use a iongline or buoy gear to fish for reef fish in
the longline and buoy gear restricted area, as specified in §

641. 23 (b) .
(p) Exceed the bag and possession limits, as specified in §
641.24 (a) through (d).

(q) Operate a vessel with reef fish aboard that are smaller
than the minimum size limits, do not have head and fins intact,
or are in excess of the cumulative bag limit, as specified in § §
64 1 . 2 1 ( c ) and 64 1 . 24 ( e) .
(r) Transfer reef fish at sea, as specified in § 641.24(f).
(s) Purchase, barter, trade, or sell a reef fish taken by a
vessel that does not have a permit or by a person fishing from a

structure who does not have a permit, as specified in § 641.4 (a) ,

or taken under the bag limits, as specified in § 641.24 (g) .
(t) Harvest or possess a j ewf ish in or from the EEZ.
(The followinq paraqraphs (u), (v), and (w) are effective
December 30, 19'2, throuqh March 30, 1993, and may be extended
for an additional '0 days.)
(u) Exceed the bag and possession limits for red snapper or
purchase, barter, trade, or sell red snapper during the closure
of the commercial fishery for red snapper, as specified in §

641.30.

(v) Exceed the vessei trip limits for red snapper, as
specified in § 641.21 Cd) C 1) and (d) C 2) .

(w) Transfer a red snapper at sea, as specified in §

641.21(d) (3).

§ 641.8 Facilitation of enforcement.
See § 620.8 of this chapter.

§ 641.9 Penalties.

See § 620.9 of this chapter.
Subpart B-Manaqement Measures

§ 641.20 Fishinq year.
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The fishing year for reef fish begins on January 1 and ends

on December 31. '

§ 641.21 Harvest limitations.
(a) Minimum sizes. The following minimum size limits apply

for the possession of reef fish in or taken from the EEZ:
(1) Red snapper--l3 inches total length.
(2) Gray, mutton, and yellowtail snappers--12 inches total

length.
( 3) Lane and vermil ion snappers--8 inches total length.

(4) Red, Nassau, yellowfin, and black groupers and gag--20
inches total length.
(5) Greater amberjack--28 inches fork length for a fish
taken by a person subject to the bag limit specified in §
641.24 (b) (4) and 36 inches fork length, for a fish taken by a

person not subj ect to the bag 1 imi t .

(6) Black sea bass--8 inches total length.
(b) Head and fins intact. A reef fish subject to a minimum
size limit specified in paragraph (a) of this section possessed
in the EEZ must have its head and fins intact and such reef fish
taken from the EEZ must have its head and fins intact through
landing. Such reef fish may be eviscerated but must otherwise be
maintained in a whole condition.
(c) Ocerator resconsibility. The operator of a vessel that
fishes in the EEZ is responsible for ensuring that reef fish
possessed aboard that vessel comply with the minimum sizes
specified in paragraph (a) of this section and are maintained
with head and fins intact as specified in paragraph (b) of this

, section.

(The followinq paraqraph (d) is effective December 30, 1"2,
throuqh March 30, 1993, and may be extended for an additional 90

days. )
(d) Red snaccer tric and transfer limitations.

(1) Except as provided in paragraph Cd) (2) of this section,

a vessel for which a reef fish permit has been issued under §
641.4 may not possess on any trip red snapper in excess of 200
pounds C91 kg), whole or eviscerated.
(2) A vessel for which a red snapper endorsement has been
issued under § 641.4 Cm) may not possess on any trip red snapper
in excess of 2,000 pounds C907 kg), whole or eviscerated weight.
(3) A red snapper may not be transferred at sea from one
vessel to another.

§ 641.22 Gear restrictions.

(a) Poisons and exclosives. Poisons and explosives may not
be used to take reef fish in the EEZ; however, powerheads may be
used outside the stressed area. A vessel in the reef fish
fishery may not possess on board any dynamite or similar
explosive substance.
(b) Fish tracs. A fish trap used or possessed in the EEZ
and a person using a fish trap in the EEZ are subject to the
following requirements and limitations:
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(1) Escace windows. Each trap must have at least two
escape windows on each of two sides, excluding the bottom (a
total of four escape windows), that are 2 x 2 inches or larger.
(2) Oceninas and dearadable fasteners.
(i) A degradable panel or access door must be located
opposi te each side of the trap that has a funnel.
(ii) The opening covered by each degradable panel or access
door must be 144 square inches or larger, with one dimension of
the area equal to or larger than the largest interior axis of the
trapls throat (funnel) with no other dimension less than 6

inches.

(iii) The hinges and fasteners of each degradable panel or
access door must be constructed of one of the following

materials:
or

(A) Untreated jute string of 3/16-inch diameter or smaller;

(B) Magnesium alloy, time float releases (pop-up devices)
or similar magnesium alloy fasteners.

(3) Mesh sizes. A fish trap must meet all of the following

mesh size requirements (based on centerline measurements between
opposite wires or netting strands) Csee Appendix A, Figure 3):
(i) A minimum of 2 square inches of opening for each mesh;
(ii) One-inch minimum length for the shortest side;
(iii) Minimum distance of 1 inch between parallel sides of
rectangular openings, and 1.5 inches between parallel sides of
square openings and of mesh openings with more than four sides;

and
(iv) One and nine-tenths (1.9) inches minimum distance for
' diagonal measures of mesh.
(4) Maximum allowable size. The maximum allowable size for
a fish trap fished in the EEZ shoreward of the 50-fathom isobath
(300-foot contour) is 33 cubic feet in volume. Fish trap volume
is determined by measuring the external dimensions of the trap,
and includes both the enclosed holding capacity of the trap and
the volume of the funnelCs) within those dimensions. There is no
size limitation for fish traps fished seaward of the 50-fathom

isobath.

(5) Effort limitation. The maximum number of traps that
may be assigned to, possessed, or fished in the EEZ by a vessel
or from a structure is 100.

( 6) Tendina tracs.
(i) A reef fish trap may be pulled or tended only during
the period from official Ccivil) sunrise to official (civil)

sunset.

(ii) A reef fish trap may be tended only by a person (other
than an authorized officer) aboard the vessel permitted to fish
such trap, or aboard another vessel if such vessel has on board

wri tten consent of the vessel permit holder.

§ 641.23 Are. limitations.

(a) stressed area.
( 1) A powerhead may not be used in the stressed area to
take reef fish of the management unit. Possession of a powerhead
14

and a mutilated reef fish of the management unit in the stressed
area or after having fished in the stressed area constitutes
crima facie evidence that such reef fish was taken with a
powerhead in the stressed area.
(2) A fish trap or a roller trawl may not be used in the
stressed area. A fish trap used in the stressed area will be
considered unclaimed or abandoned property and may be disposed of
in any appropriate manner by the Secretary (including an
authorized officer). If an owner of such fish trap can be
ascertained, such owner is subject to appropriate civil
penal ties.

(3) The stressed area is that portion of the EEZ in the
Gulf of Mexico shoreward of a line connecting the points listed
in Appendix A, Table i. (See also Appendix A, Figure 4.)
(b) Lonaline and buoy aear restricted area.
(1) Longline and buoy gear may not be used to fish for reef
fish in the longline and buoy gear restricted area. For the
purposes of this paragraph (b), fishing for reef fish means
possessing or landing reef fish-(i) For which a bag limit is specified in § 64l.24(b), in
excess of that bag limit; or
(ii) For which no bag limit is specified, in excess of 5
percent by weight of all fish aboard or landed.
(2) A person aboard a vessel that uses on any trip longline
or buoy gear in the longline and buoy gear restricted area to
fish for species other than reef fish is limited on that trip to
the bag limits specified in § 641.24 Cb) and, for other reef fish,
to 5 percent by weight of all fish aboard the vessel or landed.
(3) The longline and buoy gear restricted area is that
portion of the EEZ in the Gulf of Mexico shoreward of a line
connecting the points listed in Appendix A, Table 2. (See also
Appendix A, Figure 5.)
§ 641.24 Baq and possession limits.
(a) Acclicability. Bag limits apply to a person who fishes
in the EEZ-(1) From a fixed structure without a permit specified in §

641.4;

(2 )

( i)

641.4,

From a vessel-That does not have on board a permit specified in §

(ii) With trawl gear or entangling net gear on board,
(iii) With a longline or buoy gear on board when such
vessel is fishing or has fished on its present trip in the

longline and buoy gear restricted area specified in § 641.23 (b) ,
or

(iv) That is operatinq as a charter vessel or headboat; or
(3) For a species for which the quota specified in § 641.25
has been reached and closure has been effected.

(4) For the purpose of paragraph Ca) (2) Cii) of this

section, a vessel is considered to have trawl gear on board when
trawl doors and a net are on board. Removal from the vessel of
all trawl doors or all nets constitutes removal of trawl gear.
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(5) For the purpose of paragraph (a) (2) (iii) of this

section, a vessel is considered to have a longlíne on board when
a power-operated longline hauler, a cable of diameter and length
suitable for use in the longline fishery, and gang
ions are on

board. Removal on anyone of these three elements, in its

entirety, constitutes removal of a longline.
(b) Baa limits. Daily bag limits are:
(1) Red snapper--7.
(2) Snappers, excluding red, lane, and vermilion snapper--

10.

(3) Groupers, excluding jewfish--5.
( 4) Greater amberj ack--3 .

(5) Jewfish--O.
(c) Possession limits. A person subject to a bag limit may
not possess in or from the EEZ during a single day, regardless of
the number of trips or the duration of a trip, any reef fish in

excess of the bag limits specified in paragraph (b) of this

section, except that a person who is on a trip that spans more
than 24 hours may possess no more than two daily bag limits,
provided such trip is aboard a charter vessel or headboat, and,

. (1) The vessel has two licensed operators aboard as
required by the U. S. Coast Guard for trips of over 12 hours, and
(2) Each passenger is issued and has in possession a
receipt issued on behalf of the vessel that verifies the length

of the trip.

(d) Combination of baa limits. A person who fishes in the
EEZ may not combine a bag limit specified in paragraph (b) of
this section with a bag or possession limit applicable to State

waters.

(e) ResDonsibilitv for baa and cossession limits. The
operator of a vessel that fishes in the EEZ is responsible for
the cumulative bag or possession limit applicable to that vessel,
based on the number of persons aboard.
(f) Transfer of reef fish. A person for whom a bag or
possession limit specified in paragraph (b) or
section applies may not transfer at sea a reef

( 1) Taken in the EEZ; or
(2) In the EEZ, regardless
taken.

(c) of this
fish--

of where such reef fish was

(g) ~. A reef fish taken under the bag limits specified
in paragraph Cb) of this section may not be purchased, bartered,
traded, or sold.
§ 641.25 Commercial quotas.
Persons who are fishing under a permit issued pursuant to §
641.4, provided they are not sUbject to the bag limits specified
in § 641.24, are subject to the following quotas each fishing

year:

(a) Red snapper--2.04 million pounds.
(b) Deep-water groupers, Le., yellowedge grouper, misty
grouper, warsaw grouper, snowy grouper, speckled hind, and, after
the commercial quota for shallow-water grouper is reached, scamp,
combined--1.6 million pounds (0.7 million kilograms).
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Cc) Shallow-water groupers, i.e., all groupers other than
deep-water groupers -and jewfish, including scamp before the
commercial quota for shallow-water groupers is reached, combined-9.8 million pounds C 4.4 million kilograms).
Cd) Jewfish--O pounds.

§ 641.26 Closures.
When a commercial quota specified in § 641.25 is reached, or
is projected to be reached, the Secretary will publish a notice
to that effect in the Federal Reaister. After the effective date
of such notice, for the remainder of the fishing year, the bag
limit will apply to all harvest in the EEZ of the indicated
species, and the purchase, barter, trade, and sale of the
indicated species taken from the EEZ is prohibited. This
prohibition does not apply to trade in the indicated species that
were harvested, landed, and bartered, traded, or sold prior to
the effective date of the notice in the Federal Reaister and were
held in cold storage by a dealer or processor.

§ 641.27 Exemption. for the qroundfish trawl fishery.

Ca) The requirements of §§ 641.4(a) (1) and 641.24Ca) (2) Cii)

notwithstanding, the owner or operator of a vessel in the
groundfish trawl fishery is exempt from the bag limits for its
unsorted catch of reef fish and is not required to obtain a
permit in order to sell the vessel i s unsorted catch of reef fish

or to be exempt from the bag 1 imi ts for the vessel i s unsorted

catch of reef fish.

Cb) The requirements of § 64l.2lCa) notwithstanding, the
minimum size limits do not apply to the unsorted catch of a

vessel in the groundfish trawl fishery.

Cc) The requirements of § 641.26 notwithstandinq, after a
closure, the bag limits and the prohibition on purchase, barter,
trade, or sale do not apply to the unsorted catch of reef fish in

the groundfish trawl fishery.

Cd) The harvest limitations of § 642.21 and the bag and
possession limits of § 641.24 apply to any reef fish that may be
sorted from the catch of a vessel in the groundfish trawl

fishery .

§ 641.28 Adjustment of .anaqement measure..
In accordance with the procedures and limitations of the
Fishery Management Plan for the Reef Fish Resources of the Gulf
of Mexico, the Regional Director may establish or modify for
species or species groups in the reef fish fishery the following:
Target dates for rebuildinq overfished species, total allowable
catch, bag limits, size limits, vessel trip limits, closed
seasons or areas, qear restrictions, and quotas.

§ 641.2' specifically authorized activities.

The Secretary may authorize, for the acquisition of
information and data, activities otherwise prohibited by these

regulations.

(The followinq § 641.30 i. effective December 30, 19'2, throuqh
March 30, 1'93, and .ay be extended for an additional 90 days.)
§ 641.30 Closure of the commercial fishery for red snapper.
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Ca) other provisions of this part 641 notwithstanding, the
commercial fishery for red snapper is closed from December 30,
1992, through February 15, 1993, except that, with the
concurrence of the Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council, the
Regional Director may revise the ending date of the closure by
publication of a notice in the Federal Reaister.

C b ) ( Suspended)
C c) During this closure of the commercial fishery, the bag
and possession limits, as specified in § 641.24(b) (1) and Cc),
and the prohibition of purchase, barter, trade, or sale of red
snapper taken under the bag limit, as specified in § 641.24 Cg) ,
apply to red snapper harvested from or possessed in the EEZ and
to each vessel for which a currently valid reef fish permit has

been issued under § 641. 4 . .

APPENDIX A TO PART 641--TABLES AN FIGURES
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Table 1.
Point

no.
1
2
3

Seaward Coordinates of the Stressed Area.

Reference location 1

Seaward limit of Florida's waters
northeast of Dry Tortugas
North of Marquesas Keys

Off Cape .Sable

Off Sanibel Island - Inshore
Off Sanibel Island - Offshore
West of Egmont Key
Off Anclote Keys - Offshore
Off Anclote Keys - Inshore
Off Deadman Bay
10 Seaward limit of Florida's waters
east of Cape St. George
Thence westerly along the seaward
limit of Florida i s waters to .
4
5
6
7
8
9

North

West

29.32.21
29.30.51
29.53.01
30.06.01
29.34.51
29.41.01

85.27.1'
85.52.01
86.10.01
86.55.01
87.38.01
88.00.01
88.23.'1
88.40.51
88.37.01

lati tude

lonaitude
24.45.51
82.41.5'
24°48.01 82.06.5'
25.15.01
82.02.0'
26.26.01
82.29.0'
26.26.01
82.59.01
27.30.01
83.21.5'
28.10~01
83.45.0'
28.10.0'
83.14.0'
29.38.0'
84.00.0'
29.35.51
84.38.6'

11 Seaward limit of Florida's waters

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20

south of Cape San Blas
Southwest of Cape San Blas
Off st. Andrew Bay
De Soto canyon
South of Florida/Alabamaborder
Off Mobile Bay
South of Alabama/Mississippi

border

Horn/Chandeleur Islands
Chandeleur Islands
Seaward limit of Louisiana's waters
off North Pass of the Mississippi

Ri ver

30.01.51
30.01.51
29.35.51

29.16.31 89.00.0'

Thence southerly and westerly along the seaward limit

of Louisiana i s waters to

21 Seaward limit of Louisiana's
'waters off Southwest Pass of
the Mississippi River
22 Southeast Of Grand Isle

23 Quick flashing horn buoy south of
Isles Dernieres
24 Southeast of Calcasieu Pass
25 South of Sabine Pass - 10 fathoms
26 South of Sabine Pass - 30 fathoms
27 East of Aransas Pas.
28 East of Baffin Bay
29 Northe.st of Port Mansfield

3 0 Nort~st of Port Isabel

3 1 U. S . /Mexico ËEZ boundary

28.57.31
29.09.01
28.32.51
29.10.01
29.09.01

28.2l.51
27.49.01
2'.12.0'

26.46.51
26.21.51
26.00.51

89.28.2'
89.47.01
90.42.01
92.37.0'
93.41.01
93.28.0'
96.19.51
96.5l.01
96.52.01
96.35.01
96.36.0'

Thence westerly along U. S . /Mexico EEZ boundary to the seaward
limit of Texas i waters.

1 Nearest identifiable landfaii, boundary, naviqational aid,
or submarine area.

Table 2. Seaward Coordinates of the Longline and Buoy Gear
Restr icted Area..

Point

no.
1

Reference location 1

4
5
6

7

Southwest corner of Florida Middle

8

West corner of Florida Middle

9

Northwest corner of Florida Middle

10
11
12

South of
South of
South of
buoy -

3

Ground
Ground
Ground

Ground
Carrabelle
cape st. George
Cape San Blas lighted bell
20 fathoms

13 South of cape San Blas lighted bell
14
LS

16
17

buoy - 50 fathoms
De Soto Canyon
South of Pensacola
South of Perdido Bay
East of North Pass of the
Mississippi River

18 South of Southwest Pass of the
19
20
21
22

West

lonaitude

24.48.01
25.07.S1
26.26.01
27.30.01
28.10.01

82.48.01
82.34.0'
82.59.01

Seaward limit of Florida i s waters
north of Dry Tortugas
North of Rebecca Shoal
Off Sanibel Island - Offshore
West of Egmont Key
Off Anclote Keys - Offshore
Southeast corner of Florida Middle

2

North

latitude

Mississippi River
Northwest tip of Mississippi Canyon
West side of Mississippi Canyon
South of Timbalier Bay
South of Terrebonne Bay

23 South of Freeport

24 Off Matagorda Island
25 Off Aransas Pass

26 Northeast of Port Mansfield
27 East of Port Mansfield

28 Norteast of Port Isabel

29 U. S . /Mexico EEZ boundary

28.11.01
28.11.01

28.26.61

28.42.51
29. OS °.0 I

29.02.51

29.2l.01
28.58.71
30.06.01
29.46.01
29.29.01
29.14.51

83.21.51
83.45.01
84.00.0'
84.07.0'
84.24.8'

84.24.8'
84.47.0'
8S.09.0'
85.30.01
85.30.01
86.55.01
87.19.01
87.27'-51

88.28.0'

28.46.51 89.26.0'
28.38.51 90.08.51
28.34.51 89.59.51

28.22.51 90.02.5'
28.10.51 90.31.5'
27.58.01 95.00.0'
27.43.01
27.30.01
27.00.01
26.44.01

96.02.01
96.23.51
96.39.01
96.37.51

26.22.01' 96.2l.01

,26'00.51 96.24.51

Thence westerly along U. s. /Mexico EEZ boundary to the
seaward limit of Texas i waters.

1 Nearest identifiable landfall, boundary, naviqational aid,
or submarine area.
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APPENDIX E

Description 1 of the
Stressed Area from Section 8.0
of the EISjFMP

for the
Reef Fish Resources
of the
Gulf of Mexico
(GMFMC 1981)

1Area was expanded to include Gulf waters of Louisiana and Texas in Amendment 1 using the same rationale.
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8.3.1 Domst I c Managemnt Measu~es
Managemnt measu~es affecting the domstic fIshery a~e as follows:

8.3.1.1

St~essed A~ea (A~ea Su bJ ect to Spec I a I Managemnt)

ESTABLISH A STRESSED AREA IN THOSE WATERS OF THE GULF OF MEXICO SHOREWARD OF THE FOLLOWING
DISCONTINUUS LINE: (1) F~om the boundary separtlng the Jurisdiction of Gulf and South Atlantic

8~

Councils terminating at 24° 35' and 83° 0.0' northwa~d and eastward around the Dry Tortugas to a pol nt

north of Rebecca Shoal at 82° 35' the outer bounda~y shall be the 10o-foot contour;9 (2) F~om the

point at 82° 35' eastwa~d and northerly to the south end of Sanlbel Island (26° 26') the outer boundary shall be the 6o-foot contour;9 (3) From 26° 26' northward to a point off Tarpon Springs (28° 10')
the outer boundary shall be the 12o-foot contour;9 (4) From 28° 10' northward and westward to a point
off Cape San Bias (85° 52' and 29° 30.5') the outer boundary shall be the 6o-foot contour;9 (5) From
85° 52' and 29° 30.5' westward to a point off Mobile Bay on the 88° longitude line, the outer boundary

shall be at the 15O-foot contour9. The outer boundary shall then be a II ne from the pol nt on the 88°
longitude north westward to the Alabama/Mlsslsslppl state line at the 8o-foot contour (88° 23.7' and
30° 01.5'); (5) From 88° 23.7' and 30° 01.5' the outer boundary will be a line running direcly west
along the 30° 01.5' parallel and terminating at the Chandeleu~ Islands, Louisiana; (7) F~om the
Texas/Louisiana state line to a point on the 95° longItude lIne, the oute~ boundary shall be at the

10o-foot contou~9 (Flgu~e 11 and Table 12).

Rationale: Analysis In Sections 4.7.1 and 6.3 indicates that total catch and catch per unit effort by
recreational fishermen has declined In recent years, suggesting possible overflshlng In areas where
recreatIonal fIshermn participate. The relationship between commercial catch and commercial effort
suggests that stocks I n the commercl al fIshery may be underf I shed. The comme~cl al fishery nor Ily
occurs In offshore waters beyond the normal recreatIonal fIshing area. The recreational fishermn are
generally restricted to Inshore waters due to (1) limited capacity of their boats to travel great
distances and withstand sea conditions and (2) available time to make Individual fishing trips.

These conclusions led to the Identification of a stressed area In which specific management measures are
deemed necessary. This area Is characterIzed by excessive fIshIng p~essu~e resulting In reduced
catches of certain species, ~educed catch per unIt effort, and decreased average sIze of certaIn
species. The stressed area was delIneated th~ough a consensus of fIshery experts from varIous states,

the Council members, the Advl sory Panel, and the pub i I c hea~I ng process.
Factors considered In delIneating the st~essed area Included local knowledge of: (1) the fIshery and
condItions of the stocks In localized geographical a~eas, (2) the amount of fishing pressure applied
to the geographical area, (3) p~oxlmlty of the offshore geographical areas to cities of high population, (4) coastal access to the reef areas, (5) historical fishing p~actlces occurring In the area,

and (5) a need for p~otect Ion of specl81 habl tat.
At one point In Plan development, a single stressed area zone was p~oposed extending seaward to the
10o-foot contour completely around the perlmete~ of the U.S. Gulf of Mexico. In subsequent dialogue
with state officials and scientific personnel, ~ecreatlonal and commercial advisors, scientific committee members and NMFS personnel, It became obvious that the stressed area varied geographically and

that In so localities the stocks were not stressed. The Council ~edeflned the stressed area based
on a scientific evaluation from these sources.
Portions of the FlorIda reef tract are encompassed by points 1 through 3 (Table 12, FIgure 11). The
reef tract supports large assemblages of reef fish. Key West Is a major attraction to tourists and
support a relatively large fleet of recreation-for-hire vessels which target reef fishes. The Keys

also support a relatively large commercial fleet which targets reef fish, at least during so times

of the year when other fisher I es are closed. The I mportance of th Is commercl a I ef fort to the I oca I

9 The contour lInes described shall be generIc lines consisting of a serIes of straight lInes closely
following the actual contours. Turning points on the series of straIght lines will be defined by
latltude.and longitude as well as by loran C coordinates.
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MAP OF THE STRESSED AREA.
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Table 12. Coordinates of stressed area

Point
No.

1

2
3
4
5

Reference Location 1

Key West
Marquesas Key

Go f f /South Atlantic Boundary
Tortugas Bank South
Tortugas Bank North

7

West of Sml th Shoa I
Oft Cape Sab Ie

8

Oft Sanlbel

9

Off Sanlbel

10

Off Anclote Keys

11

Off Anclote Keys
Oft Deadman Bay

6

12
13

Island
Island

SW of Cape San B' as

Lat I tude

Longitude

(North)

(West)

24° 33.0'
24° 35.0
24° 35.0'
24° 36.0'
24° 44.0'
24° 48.0'
25° 15.0
26° 26.0'
26° 26.0'
28° 10.0'
28° 10.0'
29° 38.0'
29° 30.5'
29° 53.0'
30° 06.0'
29° 34.5'
29° 41.0'
30° 01.5'

14
15
16
17
18
19

Chandeleur Islands

30° 01. 5'

20

Sab 1 ne Pass

290 39.0'

21

Texas/Lou I s lana II ne, south

280 38.0'

22
23

Off Galveston Island
Off Galveston Island

280 28.0'
290 09.5'

Off St. Andrews Bay
Desoto Canyon
AI abama/F lor

I da II ne

Oft Mobil e Bay

Mississippi/Alabama line

81° 48.7'
82° 06.2'
83° 00.0'
83° 06.0'
83° 04.0'
82° 06.5'
82° 02.0'
82° 29.0'
82° 59.0'
83° 45.0'
83° 14.0'
84° 00.0'
85° 52.0'
86° 10.0'
86° 55.0'
87° 38.0'
88° 00.0'
88° 23.7'
88° 51.0'
930 49.5'

930 32.0'
950 00.0'
950 00.0'

Loran C Coordi nates 2
W

X

Y

13927.8
13894.5
13768.5
13753.4
13772.3
13915.1
13974.7
14060.3
13990.0
14145.8
14224.3
14412.4
13873.2
13816.5
13434.6
12971.5
12766.5
12537.6
12262.0
11027.8
11139.4
11086.2
11036.9

30238.2
30189.2
29992.2

43654.2
43748.8
44049.2
44084.4
44087.4
43760.2
43759.8
43117.4
43347.5
45328.0
45092.0
45157.7
45702.0
46922.3
47045.8
45886.0
46930.9
47029.3
41028.5
46966.6
46815.1
46817.0
46909.0

30600.6
30023.4
29841.2
29697.7
29422.2
26367.1
26220.7
25308.9
25551.4

Z

52655.1

62726.5
6294 1 . 1

62955.5
52960.3
62727.7
62704.9
62824.3
62970.7
63256.8
63086.4
63442.2
53976.2
64050.8

Nearest IdentifIable landfall, boundary, navigatIon aId or submarIne area.
2

Loran coordinates are provided to aid the fishermen affected by the measures and are subject to
local variations due to atmospheric conditions, therefore, are not used as part of the legal
description of the stressed area.
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economy Is documented In Section 3.5.8 and Table 9. Because of this high fishing effort, this area
around the Dry Tortugas was Included In the stressed area. The outer boundary of this portion of the
stressed area was set at the 10o-foot contour upon advice of Florida Department of Natural Resources
scientists and fishermen advising the Council. The boundary was set based on the stressed condition

of the fishery and fish stocks rather than on the outermost limit of the coral formtions.

a large rela-

The area encompassed by points 4 through 8 (Table 12, Figure 11) Is characterized by

tIvely shallow expanse of bottom which has scattered low profile reefs and rough bottom supporting
reef fIsh. The shore line Is characterized by small fishing ports of low population density such as

Everglades CIty and Naples. The majority of tourists bypass this area and take other routes to south
Florida; therefore, the recreatlon-for-hlre fleet Is rather limited In size and the total effort

applied to the reef fish fishery Is reduced. Consequently, the outer boundary of the stressed area
was set at the 6o-foot contour. It should also be noted that the continental shelf Is very broad and
gently sloping In thIs area and the boundary varies from 29 to 56 nautical miles offshore from the

fish I ng ports.
Between points 8 and 11 are the large metropolitan areas of Fort Myers, Sarasota, Bradenton, St.
Petersburg, Tampa, Clearwater, and Tarpon Sprl ngs with comb

I ned populations exceed

I ng two million

persons. Because of this large population density and because thIs area attracts large numbers of
I on-for-h
Ire vessels Is extremly high on the reef
fish stocks. The area Is also characterized by scattered extensIve tracts of low profIle reefs and

tourists, fishing pressure by private and recreat

rough bottom extending from shore In a northwesterly direcion out more than 100 nautical miles and
Includes the Florida Middle Grounds reef tract In the outermost extremity. Because of these con-

s I derat Ions the outer bounda ry of the stressed area was set at the 120-foot contour, wh I ch Is ap prox 1mately 45 nautical miles off Tampa Bay.

Between pol nts 11 and 13 there are no major cities of consequence wIth large populations. There are

very few lodging accommodations for tourists and virtually no recreatlon-for-hlre vessels. The
outer limIt or boundary of the stressed area was set at the 50-foot contour for this low population
dens Ity area.

The area between points 13 and 17 (Table 12, Figure 11) Includes the 'Gold Coast' of Florida and the

relatIvely hIgh population centers between Pensacola, Florida and Mobile, Alabama (500,000+). The
entire area Is characterized by a very large recreatlon-for~hlre fleet catering to tourists. Also the
densIty and frequency of natural reef tracts declines markedly In this area. The fishing pressure Is
very high considering the amount of reef tracts. The boundary of the stressed area was set at the
ISO-foot contour and encompasses virtually all the reefs In the offshore areas. Commercial fIshIng
from ports In this area and In Mississippi Is a distant water operation.
Between points 17 and 19, there are no natural reefs of consequence and the outer boundary of the
stressed area encompasses the artificIal reefs placed offshore by the States of Alabama and

MIssissippi.
The LouIsiana coast Is distinctly different from the coastal areas of the other Gulf states being
characterIzed by an extensive marsh complex. This results In cities wIth high populations being ~uch
further Inland and access to the Gulf waters being much more limIted. Tourist accommodations In the
coastal areas are severely limited as are the number of recreatlon-for-hlre vessels (about 30). The
dIstance from the major metropolitan area of New Orleans to the major recreational port of Grand Isle
Is In excess of 90 miles by highway.

The offshore area of LouIsiana Is also characterized by extensive 011 and gas exploration and
production. These structures contrIbute significantly to the available reef fish habitat resulting In
Increased population size. Because of the lImited access, the limIted amount of participation In the
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fishery, the relatively large amount of habitat (as compared to other central Gulf states), and the
scientific evaluation by Louisiana Wildlife and Fisheries Department biologists, the area off Louisiana
did not demonstrate the characteristics common to

the stressed area and, therefore, was not Included

I n the stressed area.
Between points 20 and 23 the continental shelf again becoms a broad, gradually sloping expanse. The

area al so conta I ns the large metropo II tan comp lex of Houston-Ga I veston, Texas with a popu latlon
exceeding 1.5 million. Fishing effort on the available natural reefs and 011 structures Is very high.
Texas biologIsts cited the result of a recent tagging study In which 50 percent of the tagged Individ-

ual red snapper were taken withIn a short perIod, Indicating extremly heavy fishIng pressure. For
this area off Texas, the boundary of the stressed area was set at the 10o-foot contour.

The reef fish population off the remainder of the Texas Coast was judged to be unstressed primarily
because the reefs were at water depths of 40 fathoms or deeper, which Is out of the range of mas t
recreational reef fish fishermen.
Once the stressed area was de II neated, the Council then proceeded to determl ne means of reducl ng

fishing pressure on stocks within the stressed area as well as measures to rebuild the stocks. In
terms of reducing fishing pressure, the first order was to delineate user groups and to address each
user group's activities within the stressed area. This approach was deemd necessary In order to
establish management measures that would be equitable to all users and to assure that management
measures proposed are In compliance with the seven National Standards. The following user groups were

cons I dered I n terms of management measures that ml ght be app II ed to them:
1.

Commerc I a i hook and

2. Recreational

II ne f I shermn

hook and line fishermen

3.

DI vers

4.

Commerc I a I fish trap fishermen

5.

Commercl a i "roller-rig" trawlers

Following Is a brief summry of Council conclusions with respect to management, measures that might be

applied to each user group within the stressed area. A more detailed rationale Is provided under spe-

c i f I c management measures that were adopted as we II as for those reJected.

1.

I hook and line fishermen. Virtually all commercial hook and lIne fishermn fish
offshore of the stressed area; therefore, thIs user group Is essentially not Involved In
contributing to overflshlng In the stressed area and Is unaffected by the management measures
Commrcia

proposed for the stressed area.

2.

Recreatlonal hook and line fishermen. This user group Is the prImary contributor to overfishing In the stressed area; however, It Is dIffIcult to develop,enforceable management
measures that reduce ef fort by th Is group. For examp Ie, bag II ml ts were cons Idered for the

stressed area, but It was determined that this would not be enforceable unless they applied
to the entire management area. For this reason, bag and size limits are proposed for all
user groups for red snapper throughout the management area.

3.

Divers. AgaIn, management measures relating to bag and/or size limIts apply to divers.
Other management measures Include restrictions on power heads.
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4.

i flsh trap fishermen. Management measures that follow prohibit the use of fish
traps within the stressed area. These measures will eliminate catch by this user group
Commercia

within the stressed area. Prohibiting fish traps In the stressed area will have a minimal
adverse economic Impact on fish trap fIshermen In that It will Involve traveling an extra few
miles to allowable fIshing grounds.

5.

i "roller-rlg" trawlers. This potentIal user group Is prohibited from fishing
for reef fish within the stressed area In order to preclude future Increased effort and
catch. Again, the adverse economic Impacts are negligible for two reasons: First, currently
thIs type of gear Is not used to take reef fish In the stressed area. Second, this type of
trawling Is permlssable outside of the stressed area and, as In the case of fish trappers,
only a few extra mile's travel will be required to reach permlssable fishing grounds. And,
CommercIa

In the case of both trawlers and trappers, the fishing grounds are generally more productive

outside of the stressed area. DurIng 1981, fIshermn bean experimenting with the user of .

roller trawls for taking reef fish' In the offshore waters of the Gulf. Withot som restrictions on their use this practice would likely be extended to the stressed area with detrimental effects on the nearshore stocks of fish.
In summation, establIshing the stressed area Is the principal means by which this plan addresses the
problem of overflshlng In nearshore waters. The Council evaluated managemnt measures that could be
applIed to each user group to reduce catch within the stressed area while simultaneously considering
the adverse economic Impacts resulting from management considerations. In addition, the Council evaluated the enforceablll ty of management measures cons Idered. Those adopted are cons Idered to be enforceable, effective In addressIng the basic problem of overflshlng, and do not result In a severe adverse
economic Impact on any user group. The user group that might appear to be Impacted the most Is commercial fish trappers. However, this Is not the case as fish trappers can very easily fish outside of
the stressed area because of The short additional "running time" involved. At public hearings, commercIal fish trappers supported the proposed management measures as being fair and equitable.

8.3.1.2

Fishing Gear

( 1)

PROHIBIT THE USE OF P(WER HEADS'0 FOR THE TAKING OF REEF FISH WITHIN THE STRESSED AREA.

( 2)

PROHIBIT THE USE OF ROLLER TRAWLS IN THE STRESSED AREA.

( 3)

PROH I BIT THE US E OF F ISH TRAPS I N THE S TRESSED AREA.

FlRTHER, PROVIDE FOR SEIZlRE OF SUCH

GEAR I LLEGALL Y DEPLOYED I N THE STRESSED AREA.

Rationale: The purpose of Including these measures Is to help achieve specific management objectives

( I ), (I II) and (I v) of Sect Ion 8.1.2. On estab II shment of the stressed area or areas subject to specIal management, It became obvious that measures were needed to reduce fishing pressure within these
areas. The Council, during Its deliberations, considered measures that would reduce effort by each

user grou p fish I ng the resource with I n these areas.
Measures (I), (2) and (3) were proposed by the Council to reduce fishing effort by other users within
the stressed area and to reduce conflicts and the potential for conflicts. Measure (1) prohibiting
the use of power heads for takIng reef fish In the stressed area results In a slIght reduction of harvest by fishermen utilizing SCUBA gear wIthin the stressed area.

10 Power head means a metal device with an explosive charge and usually a projectile that fires on

contact. It is usually aTtached to a speargun, spear, pole or stick.
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Although other restrictions on fishermn using SCUBA gear were discusse, they were neve~ seriously con-

slde~ed since no data supported more severe restrictions. SCBA fishermn are also subject to the size
11~lt ~estrlctlons of 8.3.1.3.
Power heads are prohibited In Florida waters and possibly could be const~ued as being Illegal wIthin
the the terrItorIal waters of the other Gulf states (Section 3.3.1). Persons armd with power heads
can selectively harvest the largest spawning Individuals of many species, whereas through the use of
traditional hook and line gea~, It Is difficult to dislodge these specimens f~om their refuges In the
reef complexes. These la~ge sedltary specimens do not constitute a signIficant portion of the har-

vest, but because fecundIty Inc~eases with size the large IndIviduals cont~lbute relatively more to
the spawning capacIty of the stocks. No prohIbition Is proposed on the use of poer heads as a protection device against sharks and other predators; however, their use In takIng ~eef fish In the

st~essed area wI II be p~oh Ibl ted. '
Whereas most full-time commercIal fishermn fish more distant, offshore waters outside the stressed
area, two types of gear would allow them to econ~lcally fIsh the less p~oductlve waters of the
stressed area. If the use of roller trawls and fish traps becom common methods of harvest, they have
the potential to adversely affect the more heavily exploited reef fish populatIons In the stressed

area. By restricting the use of this gea~ for taklng~eef fish, fishing pressure by this segment of
the commercl a I Industry w III be reduced I n the stressed area.

Roller trawls (which are otter trawls equipped with very la~ge rollers allowing ope~atlon over rough
bottoms) when used In conjunction with side scanning sona~, have the potential to be hIghly effective
for takIng reef fish. Further, this gear Is nonselective and Its use would Inflict additional mortality on specIes which are currently overflshed. The~efore, their use for taking reef fish wIll be
prohIbIted In the stressed area. This gear also has the potential to damage coral ~eef habItat. The
use of thIs efficient gear outside the stressed area Is not restricted.

Fish t~aps are discussed In Section 3.2.1.4.1. ThIs gear, If permitted In the stressed area, could
seriously reduce the catch per unit effort for persons using the traditional fishing gear and aggra-

vate existIng resource competItion. Since the Plan Indicates that the offsho~e stocks of reef fish
a~e not stressed, this gear Is allowed outside the stressed area with so restrictions.
The prohIbItion of fish traps and ~oller trawls for harvest,lng ~eef fish In the stressed area would
prevent the Imposition of a new fishery with more efficIent gear on stressed stocks of the nearshore
waters. It would also provide for conserving and protecing the reef fish habitats. The measu~es

would help In rebuIlding declining stocks only ~~glnal Iy except In som areas such as off south
Florida; however, the restrictions would prevent further decline In most of the overflshed areas.
With the exceptIon of fish traps In south Flo~lda, none of the gear prohIbited fo~ taking reef fish In
the

stressed area Is comnly use In the fishery. The Plan does not prohibit the use of thIs more

e f f I c I ent gea~ outs I de of the stresse area.

APPENDIX F
Comments Received
by Letter on the
DSEIS for Amendment 5
to
Reef Fish FMP
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE

Southeast Regional Office
9450 Koger Boulevard
st. Petersburg, FL 33702
APR 2 8 1993

Mr. Wayne Swingle , Executive Director
Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council
5401 West Kennedy, suite 331
Tampa, Florida 33609

FjSE011:RAS:jbm

RECEIVED
APR 3 0 1993
GUl FISHERIES COUNCIL

Dear Wayne:

This follows up on our April 16, 1993 meeting with you in

Fishery

which we discussed our concerns with Amendment 5 to the

Management Plan for the Reef Fish Resources of the Gulf of Mexico
(FMP). As discussed, we recommend the following be addressed so
that we can declare the Amendment 5 package complete.
.

section 4 of the amendment (problem definition) needs to
specifically define the problems to be addressed by the
amendment. A suggestion is to rewrite the section and
specifically list the problems. For example, the
enforceability problem with fish traps and the lack of
information on the trap fishery in the Gulf of Mexico
should be emphasized. Likewise, the problems that will
be solved by the proposed Alabama special management
zones (SMZs) need to be clearly identified.

. Requiring surface buoys (i. e. , prohibiting "pop-up"
devices) is an appropriate means of addressing the
problem with identifying the location of fish traps for
enforcement purposes. However, the amendment appears to
unnecessarily require individual buoys for each trap
deployed in a series ("trawls"). The resulting capital
outlay would adversely impact fishermen who fish trap
"trawls," without providing enforcement benefits beyond
.tl:a.t,próvided by surface buoys at each end of the trawl.

";,.~.."":"Ùnlèss~c.ompelling evidence can be provided for the need
for individual buoys on each trap in a trawl, this
measure may not be approved.
.

The Council i s intent with regard to fish trap tending

needs clarification. The term should be specifically
defined so that it can be written clearly into the
regulations. As the maker of the motion, my intent was
that tending simply meant that traps be returned to shore
after each fishing trip. Unless the Council disagrees
with this intent, we plan to so define it in the

regulations.

The rationale for the Alabama SMZs is weak and appears
unapprovable as presently written. Page 20 references

l~~
(~)
.,..,.~.~
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the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) landings
data that indicate no large-scale commercial reef fish
fishery in the tracts, even in 1992. If this is the
case, no substantive problem appears to exist at this
time. One possible benefit under that scenario would be
to discourage development of a fishery using three or
more hooks per line. Consequently, this measure appears
to be an allocation issue that requires analysis as a

National Standard 4 allocation under 602.14 (c) of the
guidelines. Per the guidelines, an allocation:

-- must relate to the achievement of optimum yield (OY)

or further FMP obj ecti ves. Because of the unresolved
biological and economic impacts, the effect of the SMZs
on achieving OY or furthering FMP obj ecti ves is
uncertain.
-- may impose a hardship on those who would fish with
three or more hooks or who may fish with longlines in the
outer part of Tract C, if outweighed by the total
benefits to those fishing with three or fewer hooks. As
discussed during our meeting, a voluntary survey by the
state of Alabama of historical users of the artificial
reefs would help quantify the average number of hooks
used per line and allow analysis of the hardships and
impacts of the restriction. Similarly, the document
needs to provide information on whether longline
fishermen would suffer any hardship by being denied the
deep end of Tract C.

The lack of information in the document prevents economic
analysis in the regulatory impact review (RIR) of whether
there is a hardship imposed or whether any benefit would
accrue to those favored by the allocation. The document
provides only a guess that it may keep large vessels out,
and does not discuss if fishermen can catch enough fish
to make a profit using more lines, by taking longer
trips, or by decreasing the soak time for each line.

-- must promote conservation. As stated above, this is
unknown. However, the lack of restrictions on the number
of lines per boat could negate any conservation benefits.
-- must avoid excessive shares. This appears to present
no problem since many commercial and recreational
fishermen share the resource.
-- other factors. Economic consequences are unknown.
The document should reflect any available data (or lack
thereof) on the social consequences of dependence on the
fishery by the communities and user groups that
established the large majority of the artificial reefs
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but may be affected by the proposed gear restrictions.

To address concerns about market impacts of the proposed
increases in the red snapper minimum size limit, NMFS
regional economists recently conducted a preliminary
survey of the price structure in the commercial fishery.
The document should reference that data, along with more
definitive information on: (1) the extent of the short
term losses in those years when the size limit increases,
(2) the increased yield associated with a 16-inch size
limit, and (3) the magnitude of the resulting release
mortality. Additional assistance from the NMFS regional
Economics Division staff and information from the Center
can be prov ided as needed.

Because of the number of actions contemplated, the
overall number of participants affected and the potential
overall cumulative impact, the initial regulatory
flexibility analyses should conclude that significant
economic impacts on a substantial number of small
enti ties would be incurred by Amendment 5 (replacing a
statement to the contrary on RIR, page 21.)

Table R-2 (RIR, page 25) needs revision to more clearly
differentiate short-term and long-term effects of each
management measure. A suggestion is to use the chart
format as in previous amendments.
Because of these deficiencies, we recommend that the Council
consider withdrawing the document to make the necessary
revisions. To the extent that the specified deficiencies can be
corrected, the RIR potentially could be altered to state more
definitive conclusions. For example, an estimate is needed of
the magnitude and direction of change in net national benefits
due to implementation of the proposed actions.
The draft supplemental environmental impact statement (SEIS)
also may need modification before filing, to reflect any changes
made to the Amendment 5 document. While cross-references can be
used to avoid duplication, all documents should traCk the
necessary revisions as outlined during our recent meeting and in
this letter. The NMFS operational guidelines specify that a
final SEIS be submitted with the final version of the amendment
prior to declaring the package complete and initiating
Secretarial review. All comments received during the 45-day
draft SEIS comment period must be responded to in the final SEIS.
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One of seven form letters received.

Ce(t- C -- ~:

RECEIVED
J UNO 1 1993
GULF FISHERIES COUNCIL

May 20, 1993

Mr. Wayne E. Swingle
Lincoln Center, Sui te 331

5401 W. Kennedy Bl vd.

Tampa, FL 3609-2486
~''ayne ,

Please submit this to the S.E.I.S., it is my comment on Amendment
5, pertaining to the special management zones.

As a commercial reef fish fisherman, I have been fishing i~
the proposed special management zones, in the EEZ, off the Alabama

coast, des i gnated areas A., B., 5 C for the past 40 years.
Porti ons of my annua 1 catch are dependent upon those EEZ areas.

My historical fishing practices will have to change as I have always
fished that area with more than 3 hooks per 1 ine, and one of the
proposed laws pertaining to the above management zone would limit
my fishing to 3 hooks per line. This would change my historical
fishing practices.

As stated under section 303 Band C, of the Magnuson act,

page 40;
(B)

historical fishing practices in,

(C)

the economics of the fishery.

fishery.

and dependence on, the

Historical fishing practices must be considered before passing

such laws.

NAME: 7fc!q .. ~~
Roger C. Wilbourn

ADDRESS: 2837 Cocoa Ave.

Panama City, FL 32405
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APPENDIX G
Council Response
to Comments on
DSEIS for Amendment 5
to
Reef Fish FMP

Sections
1. Response to Agency comments
2. Response to Public Comments
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SECTION 1.
1.

Responses to Agency Comments

Comment: Section 4 of the amendment (problem definition) needs to specifically define the

problems to be addressed by the amendment. The problems that will be solved by the
proposed management measures need to be clearly identified.
ResDonse: This section has been completely revised to specifically identify the problems

addressed by the proposed management measures.
2.

Comment: Requiring surface buoys (i.e., prohibiting "pop-up" devices) is an appropriate

means of addressing the problem with identifying the location of fish traps for enforcement
purposes. However, the amendment appears to unnecessarily require individual buoys for
each trap deployed in a series ("trawls"). The resulting capital outlay would adversely

impact fishermen who fish trap "trawls," without providing enforcement benefits beyond
that provided by surface buoys at each end of the trawl. Unless compellng evidence can
be provided for the need for individual buoys on each trap in a trawl, this measure may not
be approved.

ResDonse: The Council has revised the proposed measure to allow buoying of each end of
a "trawl" of traps, rather than requiring each trap be individually buoyed.

3.

Comment: The Council's intent with regard to fish trap tending needs clarification. The
term should be specifically defined so that it can be written clearly into the regulations. The
intent was that tending simply meant that traps be returned to shore after each fishing trip.

ResDonse: The Council concurred and has revised the language of the proposed
management measure to require traps be returned to shore after each fishing trip.

4.

Comment: National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) landings data indicate no large-scale
commercial reef fish fishery in the proposed Alabama SMZ tracts, even in 1992. If this is
the case, no substantive problem appears to exist at this time.

ResDonse: The Council disagrees and feels there is a problem that it has created through
imposition of commercial red snapper quotas and trip limits which resulted in pulse fishing
situations in 1992- 1993, and it proposes a similar situation for 1994. The area is attractive
under such situations because of the relatively higher CPUE and proximity to shore, which

allows multiple trips to be made daily, before the quota is reached. The Council has
publicized the location and relatively higher production of these artificial reef tracts through

Amendment 5. As pointed out in the discussion of impacts on the fishery resources under
3.2.2.2.1, such fishing is inconsistent with the conservative use of the fishery resources

practiced by persons constructing and utilzing the reefs, such conservative fishing practices
benefit restoration of the red snapper stock, and contribute to achieving OY.

5.

Comment: This SMZ measure appears to be an allocation issue that requires analysis as a
National Standard 4 allocation under 602.14(c) of the guidelines. Per the guidelines, an
allocation must relate to the achievement of optimum yield (OY) or further FMP objectives.

Because of the unresolved biological and economic impacts, the effect of the SMZs on
achieving OY or furthering FMP objectives is uncertain.

ResDonse: The section on impacts on the fishery resources under 3.2.2.2.1 has been
revised to address the relation of the proposed measure to OY and the FMP objectives. The

proposed measure contributes to achieving OY for the fishery and to achieving FMP
objectives 1, 2, and 8. There is no intent by the Council that the measure be an allocation,

only that all participants utilize conservative fishing practices in the area which are
consistent with the historical practices which have resulted in a higher standing stock in the
area. A higher standing stock contributes to increased SPR and restoration of the red
snapper stock. It also moderates the impact of poor year classes on stock restoration.
6.

Comment: The proposed measure for Alabama SMZs may impose a hardship on those who

would fish with three or more hooks or who may fish with long

lines in the outer part of

Tract C, if outweighed by the total benefits to those fishing with three or fewer hooks.
Similarly, the document needs to provide information on whether longline fishermen would
suffer any hardship by being denied the deep end of Tract C.
line
line
vessels as available information indicates such vessels did not fish the area. The three-hook
ResDonse: The impacts of the proposed limitation of three-hooks per line and on long

vessels have been revised to be more descriptive. No impact is anticipated on long

limitation is anticipated to affect about 20 bandit-rigged commercial vessels and, on
occasion as many as 30 vessels, resulting in estimated hook reductions of 63 to 70 percent
per line. Since fish are not always caught on each hook, the relation of fish caught to hooks
used is not known. The reduction of catch efficiency would be less than the reduction of
hooks, but is also unknown. The benefits of maintaining conservative fishing practices on
these small reefs is anticipated to outweigh the impacts on the affected vessels. The
conservation ethic of persons constructing the reefs to voluntarily restrict fishing effort has

resulted in maintaining a higher standing stock, which benefits not only a large number of
persons fishing the reefs, but also the fishery resources, especially red snapper. There are
72 charterboats that fish the area and an unknown portion of the 1 6,411 private boats,

larger than 16 feet, registered in the two Alabama coastal counties (of which 1,616 are
longer than 26 feet).

7.

Comment: The lack of information on the utilization patterns of the SMZs prevents
adequate economic analysis in the regulatory impact review (RIR) of whether there is a
hardship imposed or whether any benefit would accrue to those favored by the allocation.
The document does not discuss if fishermen can catch enough fish to make a profit using
more lines, by taking longer trips, or by decreasing the soak time for each line.

ResDonse: The proposed measure is not intended as an allocation and does not meet the
legal criteria under 50 CFR Part 602.14(c) to be classified as an allocation. It is a gear
restriction applied equally to all user groups and is similar to many other gear restrictions in
other FMPs that serve a conservation purpose (e.g., those applying to Coral HAPCs, size
limits, reef fish long
line prohibited areas, etc.). Under any such measure certain segments
of the user groups may be subject to greater impacts than others. This would apparently
be the case for the 20 or so bandit-rigged vessels fishing, or occasionally fishing the area,

as other fishermen tend to use fewer hooks (see discussion in (6) above and under Human
Environment of 3.2.2.2.1). Vessels are unlikely to add additional crew to fish more lines,
therefore, the proposed measure should reduce fishing power to those using more than 3
hooks per line. No vessel cost and return information is available to assess the current
margin of profit for the vessels. However, it is anticipated that the annual profit of most of
the bandit-rigged vessels affected wil not be significantly impacted, as they do and can fish
other areas also.

8.

Comment: Measures allocating a resource must promote conservation. The lack of
restrictions on the number of lines per boat could negate any conservation benefits.
ResDonse: As pointed out above in (7) the proposed measure is not an allocation, but like

many measures may have an incidental allocative effect (50 CFR 602.14(c)(1)). The revised
section on impacts on fisheries resources under 3.2.2.2.1 cite the effects of the proposed
measure in promoting conservation of the resources. As pointed out in (7) above, the
proposed reduction in fishing power by the measure is unlikely to be affected by more lines
being fished from each vessel, since vessels are unlikely to add additional crew members

or anglers for that purpose.
9.

Comment: Economic consequences are unknowrf. The document should reflect any
available data (or lack thereof) on the social consequences of dependence on the fishery by
the communities and user groups that established the large majority of the artificial reefs but

may be affected by the proposed gear restrictions.

ResDonse: These data and analyses have been added to the amendment and RIR (to the
extent such data are available).

10.

Comment: To address concerns about market impacts of the proposed increases in the red
snapper minimum size limit, NMFS regional economists recently conducted a preliminary
survey of the price structure in the commercial fishery. The document should reference that
data, along with more definitive information on: (1) the extent of the short-term losses in
those years when the size limit increases, (2) the increased yield associated with a 16-inch
size limit, and (3) the magnitude of the resulting release mortality.
ResDonse: The NMFS economic data have been added in its entirety and analyses included

in the RIR and amendment. Analyses by Goodyear (NMFS, memo to Nancy Foster,
December 1, 1 992) also have been added, which indicate that the restoration period for red
snapper would be achieved a year earlier as a result of the size limit increases.
11.

Comment: Because of the number of actions contemplated, the overall number of
participants affected and the potential overall cumulative impact, the initial regulatory

flexibility analyses should conclude that significant economic impacts on a substantial
number of small entities would be incurred by Amendment 5 (replacing a statement to the
contrary on RIR, page 21).

ResDonse: That has been done in the revised document.

12.

Comment: Table R-2 (RIR, page 25) needs revision to more clearly differentiate short-term

effects of each management measure. A suggestion is to use the chart format as in
previous amendments.
ResDonse: That has been done in the revised document.

SECTION 2.
1.

Responses to Public Comments

Comment: As a commercial reef fish fisherman, i have been fishing in the proposed special
management zones, in the EEZ, off the Alabama coast, designated areas A., S., and C for
the past 10 to 40 years. Portions of my annual catch are dependent upon those EEZ areas.

My historical fishing practices wil have to change as i have always fished that area with
more than three hooks per line, and one of the proposed laws pertaining to the above

management zone would limit my fishing to 3 hooks per line. This would change my
historical fishing practices. (Seven form letters received.)
ResDonse: The impacts of the 3-hook limitation proposed for the Alabama SMZs on
historical participation and the economic effects are discussed in Section 3.2.2.2.1 and in
the RIR.
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INTRODUCTION

The National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) requires a Regulatory Impact Review (RIR)

for all regulatory actions that are of public interest. The RIR does three things: 1) it
provides a comprehensive review of the level and incidence of impacts associated with
a proposed or final regulatory action, 2) it provides a review of the problems and policy

objectives prompting the regulatory proposals and an evaluation of the major alternatives
that could be used to solve the problem, and 3) it ensures that the regulatory agency
systematically and comprehensively considers all available alternatives so that the public
welfare can be enhanced in the most efficient and cost effective way.

The RIR also serves as the basis for determining whether any proposed regulations are
major under the criteria provided in Executive Order 12291 and whether the proposed
regulations wil have a significant economic impact on a substantial number of small
entities in compliance with the Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980 (RFA). The primary

purpose of the RFA is to relieve small businesses, small organizations, and small
governmental jurisdictions (collectively: "small entities") of burdensome regulatory and

keeping

recordkeeping requirements. The RFA requires that if regulatory and record

requirements are not burdensome, then the head of a Federal agency must certify that
the requirement, if promulgated, wil not have a significant effect on a substantial number

of small entities.
This RIR analyzes the probable impacts that the proposed alternatives for Amendment

5 to the Reef Fish FMP would have on the reef fish industry. The term "industry" is taken
here to refer to both the commercial and recreational sectors of the fishery.

PROBLEMS AND ISSUES IN THE FISHERY
The general problems in the reef fish fishery are enumerated in the section Problems in

the Fishery of the Reef Fish Fishery Management Plan, as amended. The specific
problems addressed by the proposed plan amendment are enumerated in Section 2.2,

and the proposed actions are summarized in Sections 1.2 and 1.3 and detailed in
Section 3.2.2, ofthe SEIS/amendment document. There are six issues identified for plan

amendment: 1) restrictions on use of fish traps; 2) establishment of special
management zones; 3) landing requirement for all finfish; 4) permit requirement; 5)
minimum size limit for red snapper; and, 6) closure of a spawning aggregation site for
mutton snapper.

OBJECTIVES

The general management objectives are enumerated in Section 3.3.1 of the
SEIS/amendment document. This amendment is intended to address the major
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problems and issues identified for the reef fish fishery.

MANAGEMENT MEASURES
The full discussions of the proposed management alternatives are set down in Section

3.2 of the SEIS/amendment document. There are six sets of management actions
considered corresponding to the six problems identified. These are re-stated or
described in the following section where their potential impacts are analyzed. A
summary of all management measures is presented in Table R-1.

ANALYSIS OF IMPACTS OF ALL MEASURES

A. FISH TRAP RESTRICTIONS

Preferred Option 1: Require that traps be carried to sea by the vessel and
returned to shore at the end of each fishing trip. Each trap must be individually
buoyed, or if fished in a "trawl" (several traps connected by submerged line) a
floating buoy is required at each end of the trawl. Possession of magnesium popup devices is prohibited.

Preferred Option 2: Place a three-year moratorium on vessels that can fish traps
by establishing a fish trap endorsement to the vessel permit and limiting such
endorsement to permittees who turned in logbooks indicating landings from fish
traps in 1991 and/or 1992 through November 19, 1992. These permits with
endorsements would be nontransferable for the duration of the moratorium.

Rejected Option 1: Status Quo - Retain current trap rules.

Reiected Option 2: Require larger mesh in traps utilzing one or more of the
following:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Require two sides of trap to be of 2 x 4 inch mesh;

Require entire trap to be of 2 x 4 inch mesh;
Require bottom to be of 2 x 4 inch or larger mesh;
Require four or more vertical escape windows to be either 2 x 5
inches or 11h x 5 inches;

Reiected Option 3: Move the stressed area boundary further offshore to coincide

with the boundary of the prohibited area for longlines and buoy gear:
a. off Florida
b. for entire Gulf

Rejected Option 4: Limit the number of vessels that can fish traps by:
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a.

establishing a moratorium on permits authorizing fishing with traps

to 1992 permit holders with that designation as their principal gear,
c.

or;
Establishing a limited entry ITQ system for trap fishermen.

Rejected Option 5: Limit the number of traps per vessel to:

a. 50
b. number of trap tags requested in 1992

Reiected Option 6: Prohibit the use of fish traps in the EEZ of the Gulf of Mexico.
The fish trap fishery in general and in the Gulf of Mexico in particular is described in the
SEIS/amendment document. Certain features wil be reiterated here in the process of
determining the benefits and costs of various alternatives to regulate fish traps in the Gulf
EEZ.
The major issues surrounding the use of fish traps in the Gulf EEZ are: 1) overfishing of
certain reef fish species, 2) incidental harvest of ornamental fish, 3) ghost fishing of lost
traps, 4) degradation of corals and live bottom habitat, and 5) complication in the

enforcement of fish trap rules.
Fish traps have been generally regarded as highly efficient relative to other gear types.
Technically traps are efficient, or have higher marginal product, in the sense that they
are relatively easy to use; require little skil to fish; capture a wide range of species that
are not caught by other gear types; can be fished over a wide range of depths, bottom

types, and conditions; and require less labor time to fish. In part, however, the vaunted

efficiency of fish traps is attributable to the skil of fishermen and the areas fished by
traps. Thus, such technical efficiency may hold only in certain fishing areas and when
a fisherman has acquired the necessary skils to effectively use the subject fishing gear.
This and the fact that fish traps are relatively more strictly regulated probably partly

explain why traps are not used extensively in the Gulf. At any rate, this technical
efficiency of traps can pose as a factor leading to localized overfishing of certain reef
fishes in areas where traps are deployed. The extent of overall overfishing, however,
depends largely on the importance of the amount of fish caught in traps relative to the
those caught by other gear types in the same or different areas. Such is the case partly
because overfishing in general is defined relative to the entire species, say, in the Gulf
and not relative to that species population in certain areas in the Gulf.

Fish traps are also regarded as non-selective although it is thought that with proper
lines, hook
and lines, and trawls. They catch fish that have relatively high value as food fish such
as groupers and snappers and fish that have high value as ornamental fish such as
design they can be more selective than other gear types such as bottom long

angelfish and parrotfish. This non-selectivity of fish traps has prompted fishermen
collecting ornamental fish for aquarium to raise the issue of unfair or wasteful competition
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from fish trap fishermen.
There have been concerns raised about traps relative to ghost fishing and adverse
impacts on corals and live bottom habitat. Lost traps have been found to continue

fishing from few days to several years depending on whether or not degradable
fasteners are used. This has been perceived as problematic especially that many traps
are lost each year, although it has been indicated by some fishermen in public hearings

that except in the Dry Tortugas areas losses of fish traps in the Gulf of Mexico are
relatively lower than what have been found in the South Atlantic (i.e., on the order of 5
percent annually). There has been some evidence presented on the nature of the
damage caused by traps, but the extent of such damage has not been fully evaluated.

Enforcement of fish trap regulations has also been considered difficult for a number of
reasons. For one, federal rules in the Gulf EEl allowing traps to be fished (subject to
certain conditions) are incompatible with the ban on fish traps in Florida state waters and

in the South Atlantic EEl. There is also the practice in some fishing areas, specifically
the Dry Tortugas areas, of fishing traps unattended or not bringing them after each trip
while constantly deployed at sea -- a situation that virtually requires a costly enforcement
at sea. In addition, there are reported abuses by dishonest trap fishermen fishing in
closed areas and/or with ilegally constructed traps.

Preferred Option 1. The twofold provisions of "tending" and buoying traps (with
prohibition on magnesium pop up devices) directly address the enforcement and ghost
fishing issues, but leaves out other issues mentioned above. The enforcement feature,
however, of this measure would not alleviate the problem posed by incompatible federal
and state (Florida) rules on fish traps. Based on information from public hearings, there
are two general types of fishing practices using traps with each type prevalent in certain
fishing areas. In areas from around Naples through Apalachicola, Florida, fishermen

tend traps and bring them ashore after each trip, and they also generally buoy each
trap. Although "tending" has many connotations, the term as used in the amendment
means returning all traps to shore at the end of each fishing trip, and thus would
practically be similar to current fishing practice in these areas. Since in these areas traps
are already individually buoyed, the only change that the proposed measure would bring

about is the use of surface buoys instead of submerged buoys with pop-up devices.
From public testimonies, pop-up devices do not appear to be widespread in use. Noting
this fishing practice, Preferred Option 1 may be expected to result in minimal direct
impacts in terms of both enforcement benefits and costs to fishermen in these areas.
One, however, should recognize the potential indirect effects of this option which would
be to prevent deviation from the usual fishing practice in these areas. Such deviation
may later be turn out to be more profitable for fishermen but could be problematic from
enforcement standpoint.
A different practice for fishing traps occurs in the Keys, particularly in the Dry Tortugas.

In these areas traps are fished in deeper waters and in trawls of 8 to 10 traps. Each
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trawl end is buoyed, and traps are generally left for longer soak times and are not
returned after each fishing trip. The fish trap fishery in this area is composed of about
7 individuals who may be reasonably expected to fish the maximum of 100 fish traps
allowed per permittee. With the current practice in these areas of using trawls and
buoying them at both ends, the only change that the proposed measure would effect
regarding buoys is the requirement to use surface buoys instead of submerged ones
with pop-up devices. Surface buoys can help in alleviating the problem of lost traps.
Less lost traps wil be beneficial to both fishermen and fish resource. With less lost traps

fishermen would not be forgoing revenues from catches and would not unnecessarily
incur replacement costs. Ghost fishing would also be mitigated under the condition of
less lost traps, and in a way could lessen the clamor from other sectors of imposing

more trap regulations. In addition, surface buoys allow relative ease in identifying
locations of traps for enforcement purposes, although it was mentioned by a Coast
Guard representative during the May 1993 Council meeting that Coast Guard vessels are

not equipped to haul back a trawl for inspection. Buoying a trap requires about 840 feet
of line, and with 10 traps to a trawl, fishing for 100 traps necessitates the use of about
16,800 feet of line. Currently lines used to buoy traps roughly cost about $35 per 1,200
feet. Thus, each trap fisherman would have to put up an additional cost of about $490
for fishing 100 traps. With about 7 fishermen directly affected by the measure, total cost
would be about $3,430. If the provision were instead to buoy traps individually, the cost
to each fisherman would about $2,450 for a total of $17,150 for all 7 fishermen. Relative
to a small fishing operation the latter cost figures could be substantial, and thus would
pose as a constraint on fishermen when attempting to deviate from the current practice
of fishing traps in trawls; that is for example, to fish individual traps instead of in trawls.

The "tending" requirement wil have more than minimal impacts on trap fishing in the
Keys. Tending traps and bringing them to port at the end of each fishing trip have been
cited in public hearings as one major reason for lower trap losses in the Gulf of Mexico

(outside of the Tortugas area) trap fishery. The practice in the Keys is to leave traps
underwater when vessels return to port. Cost is the major factor in this case since
longer distances to set traps relative to those fishing in the upper
Gulf. Ships pass in areas in the Dry Tortugas where traps are fished, and buoys could
be cut off by passing ships, making traps difficult to locate. In addition, the Dry Tortugas
area is subject to strong currents which may move individually buoyed traps to deeper

vessels have to travel

waters. Thus the probabilty of lost traps and eventually ghost fishing appears to be high
if traps were individually buoyed in these areas. Tending traps in the sense here
understood as bringing traps back to port after each fishing trip can mitigate trap losses
in these areas. In addition, this requirement can enhance the enforceabilty of fish trap
regulations in a number of ways. For one traps when brought ashore can be inspected
for compliance with construction features as in the case with vessels in the upper Gulf.

Secondly, there is less likelihood that the number of traps used for fishing does not
exceed the maximum allowed. Without the tending requirement, it is possible to fish
more than 100 traps at a time since vessels can simply keep on setting more traps at
sea by making several trips. Although it is stil possible that vessels may bring to port
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about 50 traps, leave the rest at sea, and come back the next fishing trip with 100 traps,
however, each trap must be identified with a NMFS annual trap tag. Dockside inspection
may be checked with visual inspection at sea of the possible remaining traps being left
for fishing, given the provision that traps be buoyed. Additionally under the requirement

to bring traps to port after each fishing trip, the incidence of lost traps may also be
roughly estimated if vessels bring back less than what they brought to sea. This, of

course, presupposes that enforcement agents know the number of traps on board
vessels when they leave port. Undoubtedly, tending imposes certain additional costs to

fishermen. It would disrupt the practice of some fishermen who fish for stone crabs
while leaving fish traps unattended for longer period of time. If fishermen use fish traps
and also fish for stone crabs, they would be faced with storage problems, especially in
the Keys where storage space is limited. This could result in reduction of catches from
traps and harvest of stone crabs. In this way, inefficiency would be introduced into each

fishing operation by preventing the realization of the most profitable product mix.
Moreover, tending would severely constrain the flexibilty of trap fishermen to do some
other tasks, particularly on land, while traps are left at sea unattended for several days.

Under the tending provision, more days spent on land either for repair vessels or
equipment or for other income generating activities would mean forgoing earnings from
the initial haul from traps left fishing.

Preferred Option 2 does not directly address any of the issues mentioned above, but
does prevent them from intensifying. The proposed moratorium would last for three
years from its implementation, and the endorsement may be transferred only with the
concomitant transfer of the vessel or from one vessel to another of the same permit
holder. Although the moratorium starts at the implementation of this amendment, it is
not expected to induce an increase in the number of vessels fishing for fish traps
because of the relatively restrictive condition for receiving fish trap endorsement on reef

fish permits. Recipients of the endorsement are limited to those permittees that turned
in logbooks indicating landings from fish traps in 1991 and/or 1992 through November
19, 1992. Such condition, while restrictive enough to prevent a surge in vessels fishing

for fish traps, is liberal enough to include current active participants in the fish trap
fishery. Due to the inclusion of practically all current fish trap fishermen, this measure,
by itself, is not expected to adversely affect the efficiency of the fish trap fishery. On the
contrary, there is afforded to current participants the protection from potential rivals (i.e.,
other fish trap fishermen) fishing for the same species in the same fishing grounds. In
addition, the moratorium provides a relatively stable environment for conducting the
proposed research studies regarding the effects of fish traps on fishery resources.
Rejected Option 1, which retains the status quo, does not have economic impacts in the
short run by definition. The long-run impacts of this option are relatively unknown, but
maintaining the status quo over a longer period could be disadvantageous to

commercial trap fishermen when perceptions regarding the negative effects of fish traps

on the fishery resources heighten and are not given empirical resolution through
research studies.
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Any of the sub-options of Rejected Option 2 would address mainly the non-selectivity

nature of fish traps by allowing smaller fish to escape. Concerns about potential
overfishing of certain reef fish species and incidental catch of smaller sized ornamental

fish would be alleviated. Ghost fishing, enforcement problem, and possible coral and
bottom habitat damage would stil remain valid concerns. Cost-wise, any of the
lesser cost than a total ban on traps (Le., Rejected Option 6).
The catch efficiency of traps, however, would be reduced, resulting in less catch and
revenues to trap fishermen. With the mentioned potential for an increase in cost, less
revenues translates to lower profits to trap fishermen.
sub-options would entail

The additional cost of sub-option (a) over the current provision is expected to be
minimal, although in the case of traps made of hexagonal mesh size two sides may have
to be entirely replaced. It has been estimated that there is some difference in value per

haul between a 2 by 4 inch mesh size and hexagonal mesh size traps, although no
statistical test for such difference has been performed. While there may be no significant

decrease in revenue to fish trappers related to reef fish under this sub-option, a
possibilty exists for loss of revenue for other unregulated, undersize fish that escape
traps. The possibility of releasing small fish is especially important for lost traps.
Under sub-option (b), the cost of redesigning traps may be more than minor for those
traps with hexagonal mesh. Fishermen may even have to buy or build entirely new traps

to replace ilegal ones, thus prematurely replacing traps. In this sense the value of traps
lost to fishermen may approximate the amount lost under the trap ban option (discussed

below). In addition, it has been found out that mean weights of fish caught in a 2 by 4
inch mesh significantly differ from those caught in any of the currently allowed mesh size,
and a 2 by 4 inch mesh trap generates about $4.75 per haul versus $5.50 per haul for

the more efficient 1.5 inch hexagonal mesh trap (Bohnsack et ai', 1988). Thus, this
measure can be expected to reduce the catch and revenue per haul of fish traps. This
reduction is especially significant for reef fish without size limits and other commercial
fish species caught. Thus, while this measure would enhance the benefits from size
limits of regulated reef fish and at the same time would allow escapement of ornamental

fish, fish trappers would be compelled to forego revenues from commercial catch of
other species.

The cost of redesigning traps under sub-option (c) may be expected to be minimaL.

Under this measure, the possibilty of escapement due to larger mesh size occurs mainly
during the hauling of traps when fish are forced against the bottom of the trap. To the
extent that undersize fish are allowed to escape, some future benefits at the expense of
current foregone catch may be gained from this measure. However, the extent of such
escapement appears to be limited.
The cost of redesigning traps under sub-option (d) may also be expected to be minimaL.

This measure would allow escapement of smaller fish or certain types of fish. Again as
with the other sub-options, revenues of fish trappers are bound to decline and would be
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particularly severe with respect to unregulated food fish.
Rejected Option 3 directly addresses the enforcement issue, but leaves out other issues

discussed mentioned above. The cost side of this option is significantly less than
banning fish traps (discussed below). Operational cost would tend to escalate under this

option since fishermen would be compelled to travel long distances to fish,
approximately 60 miles further per trip. This sub-option could also result in reduction in
catch and revenue of fishermen. While potential conflict with many fishermen harvesting
ornamental fish, this option could pose some type of conflicts with longline fishermen,

since they would be potentially fishing in the same areas where traps would be
deployed.
Rejected Option 4 would result in reduction in the number of traps deployed, it can
directly address the issues raised regarding the use of traps though at a lesser degree
than the option to ban traps. The only exception would be enforcement which would stil

be a problematic issue under this option. Both benefits and costs under this option
would be significantly less than those of the option to ban fish traps (discussed below).
Sub-option (a) would be almost similar to the status quo, since the same number of
persons would be allowed to deploy the same number of traps. This sub-option would
prevent an increase in the number of fishermen using traps, and the increase in the
number of traps actually fished in 1993 and thereafter would be constrained to those
traps not actually fished by eligible persons in the 1992 season. As per 1992 permit
records, 166 indicated fish traps as a principal gear out of the 284 who indicated their
vessel would use traps. The 1992 season is stil under way and the number of traps
actually fished for the season is not known. It may also be noted that current logbook
data are inadequate to determine the total number of traps actually fished in anyone
year. Sub-option (b) has an unknown impact on the number of traps that would be
fished. ITa shares may require less traps for some fishermen but more for others. The
net effect in terms of traps to be deployed may be an increase, no change, or decrease

in total number of traps. An ITO system basically requires establishing a quota for all
species, individually or collectively, caught in fish traps for division into ITOs. Some of
the species currently caught in fish traps are not subject to quotas. For species with a
quota, like groupers, an ITO system would require allocating part of the overall quota to
fish traps. Establishing an overall quota for fish traps may be feasible but very difficult

to do. A complicating factor is introduced by the possibility of establishing ITOs for
incidental catch of ornamental fish.

Rejected Option 5 would result in reduction in the number of traps deployed, it can
directly address the issues raised regarding the use of traps though at a lesser degree
than the option to ban traps. Again the only exception is enforcement which would stil
be a problematic issue under this option. Both benefits and costs under this option
would be significantly less than those of the option to ban fish traps (discussed below).
Sub-option (a) means a 50 percent reduction in the current level of allowed fish traps per
vesseL. However, this does not directly translate in a 50 percent less effects than the
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ban on traps or the status quo, except with respect to the loss of value of fish traps.
Fish traps may stil be fished twice as often or as long resulting in about similar effects
as the status quo in terms of impacts on fish stock, ghost fishing, incidental catch of
ornamental fish, and possible habitat damage. Possibly revenues especially those offulltime fish trappers would decline; most likely fishing costs would increase. Sub-option

(b) would limit a potential increase in fish traps. In 1992 there were 12,064 trap tags
issued while 284 persons indicated their vessels would be fishing traps or a potential
28,400 traps in the fishery or more realistically 16,600 potential traps in the fishery
corresponding to 166 persons indicating that traps were their principal gear. Using the
1992 number of persons who indicated the use of fish traps, the potential number of
traps under sub-option (a) would range from about 8,300 to 14,200 while under

sub-option (b) fish traps would be limited to 12,064. The crucial point, however, in all
these is whether sub-option (a) or (b) would result in reduction in the number of fish
traps actually used. From this standpoint, the effects of these sub-options are unknown.
Rejected Option 6 addresses all of the issues mentioned above in varying degrees. The
technical efficiency of traps poses as a factor that may lead to localized overfishing of

certain reef fishes. This was an argument forwarded in the South Atlantic Councils
decision to ban fish traps in its area of jurisdiction (see SAFMC, 1991). In the Gulf, fish
traps catch a motley of species, with snapper (other than red) and grouper being the
predominant species. Red grouper is by far the single most important species caught
in fish traps. This species, however, has been formally determined not to be overfished.
There are no detailed information on the status of the rest of the grouper or snapper
stocks relative to overfishing. In addition, traps contribute only a little over 6 percent of

total reef fish catch in the Gulf of Mexico. Fish traps catch few red snapper (about 1
percent of 1991 total trap catch of snapper) which is one reef fish species presently
considered severely overfished. It appears then that from this standpoint the potential
benefit of banning fish traps is likely to be minimal, although such ban would eliminate

the possibilty of traps being deployed in the western Gulf where red snapper are
relatively more abundant or would preclude fish traps from continuing to fish reef fish
species that later might be determined to have been overfished.

Fish traps, being non-selective, catch fish that have relatively high value as food fish
such as groupers and snappers and fish that have high value as ornamental fish such
as angelfish and parrotfish. When all these catches are sold as food fish, ornamental

fish generally command a much lower price than when sold live as ornamental fish. In
addition, ornamental fish that are discarded when not sold as food fish would lose their

entire market value. In both ways, incidental catches of ornamental fish lead to a
reduction in economic value of the fish. It may also be noted that there are non-

consumptive values of ornamental fish when left unharvested for divers to see.
However, reduction of non-consumptive value may not be totally attributable to fish traps
since tropical fish collectors using other gear types also harvest these fish. The benefit
from banning traps in the particular case of eliminating incidental take of ornamental fish
cannot be quantified.
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Banning fish traps can significantly reduce ghost fishing, but the extent of economic
benefit from such a ban depends on the extent of the number of traps lost. From
current information, lost traps are a small occurrence in areas in the Gulf outside of the
Dry Tortugas areas. In these latter areas, there are reported to be few fishermen fishing

and noting that each fisherman is limited to 100 traps it appears that the economic
problem of arising from ghost fishing is relatively smalL. On this account, the ban on
traps may be expected to have minimal effects with respect to the economic problem
associated with ghost fishing.
The current evidence on the nature of the damage caused by traps suggests that fish
traps do not account for a major damage of bottom habitat in the Gulf. Relative to
habitat damage inflected by stone crab pots and spiny lobster traps, the damage done
by fish traps is relatively small primarily because of the small number of fish traps relative
to these other traps/pots. Banning fish traps is then bound to achieve very little benefits
in terms of mitigating damage to bottom habitat and consequently on the biological and
economic productivity of such bottom areas.
Banning fish traps would render compatible the federal rules in the Gulf EEl with those
of the state waters of Florida and South Atlantic EEl. Enforcement will thus be highly

simplified. The size of benefits from a fish trap ban is directly proportional to the extent
of problems associated with enforcing fish trap rules applicable to these three areas.
As earlier mentioned, the number of recorded fish trap violations is relatively small
compared to other marine associated violations. If the probabilty of detecting violations

is proportional to the number of violations, such recorded fish trap violations suggest
that the benefits from a ban on traps relative to enforcement of fishing rules is relatively
small, especially as most fishermen likely comply with existing regulations.
There are several cost items accompanying the ban on fish traps in the entire Gulf EEl.
Major costs include loss of value of traps, loss of income to trap makers, loss of income
to vessel owners, operators and crews, loss of efficiency in the reef fish harvest sector,
loss in profitabilty to fish dealers, and loss in consumer surplus.

In the southeastern U.S. fish traps are banned in state waters of Florida and in the EEl
under the management jurisdiction of the South Atlantic CounciL. Moreover, fish traps
are banned in the Gulf EEl in designated stressed areas (see Appendix E), and NOAA
is about to ban fish traps in the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary. If the ban on
traps is extended to the entire Gulf EEl, economic values associated solely with fish trap
operations wil be foregone in full since practically there wil no alternative uses for traps.
There are certain economic values discussed below that are lost due to the ban on traps
but can be recouped in other fishing or non-fishing activities. The regulatory impacts

associated with these latter values would be appropriately regarded as more
distributional in nature.
Technically, the value of a trap is determined by demand and supply of traps in the
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market. In the absence of demand and supply information, valuing of traps for the
purpose of estimating the cost of a trap ban is done by using a similar technique used
by the South Atlantic Fishery Management Council (SAFMC) when it was considering
the ban on traps in its area of jurisdiction. This technique involves using the acquisition

cost of traps adjusted for depreciation. The salvage value of traps is considered very
minimal and is thus considered zero for estimation purposes. It was estimated by
SAFMC staff that the acquisition cost of a trap is $85 and the average value when
adjusted for depreciation is $48.50. The number of traps in the possession of fishermen

using traps is not precisely known. In 1992, a total of 96 fishermen reported landings
using traps. Assuming that each of the 96 fishermen own 100 traps (the legal maximum

to be used by each at any time), the total value of traps lost due to the ban would
amount to $465,600 over the lifespan of traps. To this amount should be added the
value of traps now in the possession of trap makers or other sellers of traps. The ban
on traps would also mean a loss of market to trap makers and sellers of traps or trap
materials. The extent of such loss cannot be determined.
In 1991, about $1.45 millon pounds of fish caught in traps were landed. The ex-vessel

value of such landing was about $2.5 millon. This amount shared by vessel owners,
operators, and crews would be foregone if traps are banned in the Gulf. At a 10 percent

interest, the total amount of foregone earnings from traps would amount to about $25
milion. Not all of this amount would actually count towards the loss in earnings by the
mentioned group of people from a fish trap ban. In the case of vessel owners who are
not operators, the vessel can be used for other purposes such as fishing using other
gear types, non-fishing trips, or vessels may be sold. In the case of operators and
crews, they can shift to other economic activities in the fishing on non-fishing industries.
For these individuals, the appropriate loss in earnings that should be considered directly
attributable to the ban on traps are their earnings from using traps minus their earnings

from shifting to other economic activities and any re-training or job search costs
incurred.

To a certain degree fish traps, in addition to being technically efficient, are also
economically efficient, i.e. have higher marginal value product, in the sense that for a
given harvest of fish they
generally are less costly to employ (due to technical efficiency
and relatively low construction cost per trap) and that trap caught fish are contended to
command a price premium in the fresh fish market. The ban on traps would mean a
loss of efficiency in the harvest segment of the reef fish industry.
Certain fish dealers would suffer a loss in profitabilty due a fish trap ban. The extent of

such loss is dependent on their fish trap related business that would be offset by
harvesters using other gear types and on the degree that their lost business would be
taken up by other dealers. There is no information to estimate the potential loss to
dealers arising from a ban on traps.

To the extent that as contended by some people fish traps bring in higher quality fish,
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consumers would forego some benefits from a fish trap ban.

B. SPECIAL MANAGEMENT ZONES

B.1. Alabama Management lone
Preferred Option 1: Require persons fishing all three tracts (A, B, and C) for reef
fish be limited to gear with no more than 3 hooks per line.

Rejected Option 1: Require that persons fishing for reef fish be limited to use of
certain gear that utilze no more than three hooks per line for the following reef

tracts:
a. The two northern tracts (A and B); or
b. One or more of the tracts; or

d. Status quo - none of the tracts.
Reiected Option 2 for Allowable Gear: Gear allowed by persons fishing the reef
tracts selected above wil be hand-held rod and reel only, and

a. Other prohibited gear aboard a vessel must be stored or not rigged for

fishing, or
b. Vessels with other prohibited gear must transit the reef tract without
stopping to fish.

The proposed SMl off Alabama covers approximately 820 square miles with depths

varying from 12 to 400 fathoms. About 5,000 to 7,000 artificial reefs have been
"constructed" in the area through the years. Most of the artificial reefs have been
constructed by the recreational sector, particularly charter vessels. Others have been

constructed by commercial fishermen. Red snapper is said to be the prime target
species in the area. Although the precise location of all artificial reefs is not widely
known, it is estimated that they cover less than 0.1 percent of the total area proposed

as SMl.

There are at least two objectives of an SMl: 1) to provide protection or enhance the
fishery resource in the area, and 2) to limit the exploitation of such resources which may
favor a select group of people, particularly those who build artificial reefs. The first of
these is highly relevant because of the overfished status of red snapper that inhabit in

the proposed SMl. The second assumes importance because even though the current
proposal does not explicitly exclude anybody from fishing in the proposed SMl, it does
restrict the efficiency of certain fishing operations in the area. Considering that red
snapper is the main species targeted in the proposed SMl and the species is currently
managed with an overall T AC, there arises an important issue of whether the proposed
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SMl contributes to the achievement of the Councils long-term goal of rebuilding the red

snapper stock. Given all these, the proposed SMl raises two economic issues: 1)
whether it enhances economic value from fishing for red snapper in general, and 2)
whether it enhances economic value from the fishing activity in the area. The first issue

deals with the contribution of the proposed SMl to the long-term expansion of the
production frontier for red snapper, while the second deals with the consequences of
allocating fishing activities in the area to various user groups.
Recreational anglers, in private or charter boats, and small commercial fishermen have
been fishing for years in reef tracts in the proposed SMl, with red snapper being the
prime target species. The action of the Council to re-open the red snapper fishery in
1992 under a 1,000 pound trip limit per vessel reportedly prompted many medium to
large vessels to fish in these areas. It was pointed out in the SEIS / amendment text that
during the regular and extended season for red snapper, fishing activity in the reef tracts
was about 60 percent private, 30 percent charter, and 10 percent commercial, including
boats coming from outside Alabama. The biological impact of this recent event on the
overall red snapper stock is not precisely known, but it has been contended that if this
occurrence continues red snapper stock for the small individual reefs in these areas
would easily be fished out. There is good reason to believe that preventing localized

overfishing of red snapper in certain areas in the Gulf, for example establishing an SMl
as in the present case, would promote the achievement of the target recovery of the
stock. However, such conservation measure needs to be considered within the context
of an overall red snapper T AC that has been fully taken at least in the last two years.
If intensified fishing in the proposed SMl becomes the major source of T AC overages
or adversely changes the size composition of fish or reduces the incentive to construct
new reefs to replace those deteriorating or to add to those existing, such type of fishing
would impede the achievement of the Council's target recovery for red snapper, and the
economic outcome of such fishing practice would be to curtail the expansion of the red
snapper production frontier or to prevent such frontier from expanding. Otherwise, the
major issue would turn to the allocative consequences of restricting fishing in the

proposed SMl.
Although there stil exists the general issue of whether artificial reefs enhance production

or simply congregate fish, there appears to be some evidence, as discussed in the
SEIS/amendment document, that the Alabama artificial reefs have contributed to the
abundance of red snapper. Therefore maintenance of these reefs to remain productive,

for example, by replacing those that deteriorated and promoting any conservation
practice associated with these reefs, can contribute to the recovery of the red snapper

stock. Moreover, given the fact that less than 0.1 percent of the proposed SMl area
has artificial reefs, additional reefs may be expected to further enhance the abundance

of red snapper more than to attract fish away from existing reefs. In this regard,
maintaining the incentive to build reefs in the proposed SMl, say through regulatory
measures, would have an overall positive impact on the red snapper stock and in
particular on reef builders. In order, however, for the positive impacts to be realized,
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certain conditions have to be satisfied. The short-run the condition is that individual reefs
are not overfished while the long-run condition is that the increase in fishing rate in those

reefs should not exceed the rate of increase in red snapper abundance from reef
construction. An examination of the current fishing practice in the proposed SMl and
potential fishing effort that may be employed therein may shed some light on the

possibilty of meeting the stated conditions for red snapper stock enhancement.
In order to develop some background information regarding the users of fishery
resources in the proposed SMl, the Alabama Department of Conservation and Natural
Resources (ADCN R) conducted a survey in June 1993. Of the 58 charter boat captains
provided with questionnaires, 14 turned in their responses. Recreational anglers were

surveyed on availabilty basis, and responses were elicited from 10 individuals.
Commercial boat captains refused to provide any information because they felt it would
hurt them in the future (Lazauski, 1993). A summary of the survey's results is presented
in the SEIS/amendment document. It may be noted that such survey did not adhere to
strict statistical and survey procedures since it was designed mainly to generate general
indications of the fishing activities in the proposed SMl within a short period. In view
of this, survey results may only be interpreted with great caution. The survey shows that

charter vessels fishing the proposed SMl limited hooks to no more than 2 and
recreational fishermen to 2 to 4 hooks. In addition, charter boat captains indicated they

take a few fish from a given reef and move on to another reefs. Recreational anglers,
on the other hand, indicated they stay on the same reef until the bag limit is reached or
fishing slows down. In the absence of information regarding commercial fishermen, one
can only make general statements regarding their fishing practice. If current profitabilty
were their overriding objective, commercial fishermen would attempt to minimize cost per
trip in view of the fact that they are subject to trip limits. Under this condition, they may
be expected to behave in much the same way as recreational anglers, Le., staying in the
same reef as much as possible until their trip limits are reached or fishing slows down.
If future profitabilty were also included in their fishing decision, they would be expected
to behave like charter boat captains, Le., fishing in many reefs per trip, in order to leave
some fish in a reef area for future harvest. The only other information on commercial
fishing in the mentioned areas is that mentioned in the SEIS/amendment document that
there is very little longline fishing activities in said areas, and the little fishing that exists
is limited to tract C of the proposed SMl. To some extent then, those harvesting in the

proposed SMl may be promoting conservation measures that can help in restoring the
depressed red snapper stock. This is, of course, more true with charter vessels which
generally fish with few hooks on the line and move from reefs to reefs. This could also
be true with recreational anglers who also fish with few hooks on the line but only so
long as their number does not substantially increase. This could be true for commercial
fishermen but only with respect to those fishing on smaller boats which may be expected
to deploy fewer hooks per line than large vessels and again only if their number does
not substantially increase. The Preferred Option which limits the number of hooks to
three per line can help ensure that current conservation measures promoted in the

proposed SMl would be maintained. In this way, this option may be considered to
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result in economic benefits at least in the short run by preventing a possible reduction
in the production frontier.
The long-run situation hinges crucially on the increase of fishing effort in the proposed

SMl vis-a-vis the increase in stock abundance from existing or additional reefs and the
extent to which the SMl becomes a significant factor in T AC overages. One may note

that the Preferred Option would not curtail the fishing effort of both the recreational
sector and commercial vessels so long as they employ the permitted gear type.
Regardless of any group's conservation practice related to fishing in reefs located in the

proposed SMl, it is very unlikely that all individual decisions coincide. One group of
fishermen may decide to leave out certain reefs that have been nearly fished out, but
their decision would not affect the decision of others to fish in those reefs, and under
such condition, there exists the possibilty of eventually fishing out certain reefs. This
non-exclusivity of fishing around individual reefs becomes a particularly problematic
factor in the long run when productive reef locations become known to many fishermen.
Since there are no direct effort limiting measures on the recreational sector, the longterm increase in recreational fishermen could mean an increase in fishing effort in the

SMl. This is particularly important since the recreational sector which currently
comprises about 90 percent of those fishing in the proposed SMl is mainly managed
via a bag limit and its "quota" is only implicit in the sense that the recreational fishery is

not closed once its allocation is filed. However, if the recreational sector exceed its
allocation, the FMP provides that the bag limit wil be reduced in subsequent years, or
an increase in size limit can be used for the same effect. We may add, nonetheless, that
such bag or size limit changes would be applicable to all recreational fishing in the Gulf

and not necessarily only to fishing in the proposed SMl. While larger commercial
vessels may be forced out of the proposed SMl, smaller ones could still continue to
profitably fish in these areas. It is unlikely that these smaller vessel would increase crew

size just to be able to fish more lines, but if no effort limitation measure on the
commercial sector is adopted, fishing effort by these smaller vessels in the SMl could
eventually increase. The current low trip limits of 200 pounds for some of these vessels

would compel them to fish in more abundant, nearshore areas in the SMl. Again as
with the recreational sector, the FMP provides that if the commercial sector exceeds its
quota for one year, a part of the excess catch may be deducted from future quotas, and
such would apply to all commercial fishing in the Gulf and not necessarily only to fishing
in the proposed SMl. Given the long-term prospects of an increase in fishing effort in

the SMl from the recreational sector and possibly from smaller commercial vessels, the

short-run effects of the SMl (and corresponding gear restriction) in preventing a
contraction of the production frontier would be carried over a longer period only if
construction of additional reefs led to an increase in abundance that more than
compensated for the increase in fishing effort. Currently there is not enough information

to conclude one way or another, but it appears that eliminating a relatively small
component of effort in the proposed SMl, i.e. fishing effort from larger vessels or
longliners, may not be sufficient to restrain the increase in total fishing effort in the
proposed SMl relative to the increase in abundance. In this sense, the contribution of
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the proposed SMl and gear restrictions thereat to long-term expansion of the red
snapper production frontier may be considered minimaL.

The influx of medium to large (vessel-wise) commercial fishermen fishing in the
mentioned areas in 1992 altered the distribution of red snapper harvest in these areas.
The adoption of species endorsement with 2,000/200 pound trip limit for the 1993 fishing

season (and later if not otherwise changed) is likely to result in more commercial
fishermen fishing for red snapper in these areas. It may be noted that only 131 vessels
have been approved to receive the endorsement out of a potential 819 that landed red
snapper in 1992 and most of the 819 vessels are base in other areas and would not be
expected to fish in the mentioned areas. The 1993 red snapper season which opened
on February 16 lasted for 94 days and closed on May 21. Although those that received
the endorsement would stil have the incentive to fish in nearshore areas at least at the
start of the season in order to make more trips, such incentive has more validity with
those subject to the 200 pound limit. At any rate, such a situation resulted in altering
again the distribution of red snapper harvest in the mentioned areas. The preferred and
rejected options (except status quo) for the Alabama management zones are designed

to restrict gear used by various user groups targeting red snapper in the designated
areas and not to prohibit any user groups from fishing in these areas. Such restriction
is bound to alter again the distribution of the red snapper catch in these areas but not
necessarily to the pre-1992 situation. In addition, larger vessels and in particular longline
vessels would be excluded from fishing in the area unless they conform to the permitted

gear.
Economic efficiency dictates that an allocation method should maximize net economic
benefit from the use of the resource in these areas. Unfortunately, we do not have
sufficient economic information to quantify the impacts of altered catch distribution in the
designated areas for special management, particularly those of the resulting distribution

upon adoption of the Preferred Option. At best only a qualitative discussion of the

economic impacts of the Preferred Option can be made.
When the regular commercial fishing season ended on February 22, 1992, the
mentioned areas were continued to be fished by recreational fishermen through private
or charter boats. Upon re-opening of the commercial fishing season on April 3, 1992

until its closure on May 14, 1992, the red snapper resource in the mentioned areas were

shared by both recreational and commercial fishermen. The adverse impact on the
recreational sector fishing in the mentioned areas due to the re-opening of the season
is equivalent to the loss in consumer surplus due to reduced catch in number or

poundage, more fishing hours spent, or less enjoyable fishing trips because of
congestion. If such reduction in consumer surplus also resulted in less angler trips in

charter boats, this latter group would also have incurred reductions in profits. Industries
associated with the recreational sector would also have registered profit reduction. If
Alabama catches are taken as some rough indication of the loss to the charter boat
industry, one can see a relatively substantial loss. In 1991, the April and May
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charterboat catches amounted to 9,126 fish while for the same months in 1992, catches

were only 3,530, or a reduction of about 5,596 fish (Tables 67 and 68, Goodyear, 1992).
However, one should recognize the multitude of problems associated with concluding
the reduction as attributable to commercial fishing in the designated areas during the
April and May extended commercial season. Undoubtedly, the extended season was
highly beneficial to the commercial harvest sector. Additional harvests were associated
with ex-vessel prices that were relatively more favorable than those of the regular
season. Furthermore, some fishermen might have trimmed down their costs by fishing
in the proposed SMl. The 1993 commercial season opened under higher T AC, but the
commercial quota was taken in about the same number of days as the combined regular

and extended 1992 season. For both 1992 and 1993 seasons, one can see that the
recreational sector including charter boats had more time accessing the red snapper
resources in the proposed SMl. To some extent, this indicates that the reallocation
brought about by re-opening the 1992 season and trip limits in the 1993 season has not

adversely impacted the recreational sector fishing in the proposed SMl in some
significant measure. On the other hand, the commercial sector might have benefited
substantially from such arrangement. Any of the options, except status quo, for the
proposed Alabama management zone would be disadvantageous to commercial vessels,
particularly large vessels. Both sub-options of Rejected Option 2 would be particularly

restrictive for larger vessels. Catch distribution in these areas would favor the
recreational sector and small commercial boats. Fishing costs for larger vessels would
likelihood the gear
be higher as they will be compelled to fish further offshore, since in all

requirement for the management zone would be restrictive enough to make
uneconomical for these vessels to fish mainly in these areas. It appears then to reason
that the reallocation to be effected by the Preferred Option could result in net economic

loss to the entire red snapper fishery, Le., considering the impacts on both the
commercial and recreational sectors including charter boats.

B.2. Framework Procedure for Special Management lones

Preferred Option: Adopt the framework measure in the FMP. (See Section 1.2 of
the main document for description of this procedure).

Rejected Option: Status quo - do not adopt the framework measure.
These options are essentially procedural in nature, and no immediate impacts on fishery

participants may be expected from either options. Once SMls are proposed under

either options, their socioeconomic impacts wil be accordingly analyzed. While a
framework procedure simplifies the Council process of considering special management

zones, it does not simplify decision making. Basic information for any management
zones would stil have to be generated, and the Council would stil have to devote
enough time to consider any proposals and their potential impacts on the resource and
the resource users. Under the framework procedure, there is the possibilty that the
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public may not be given as much access to management decision as they do under a
plan amendment. On the other hand, a framework procedure appears to be less costly
so long as adoption of the framework procedure is not interpreted as a signal to the

public that the Council is favorable to the idea of fishery management by SMls. The
evaluation criteria and procedure outlined for a framework procedure approach to SMls
may also be used under the plan amendment approach, and most likely these wil be
used for subsequent requests or considerations for SMls if the framework procedure

is not adopted.
c. LANDING REQUIREMENTS

Preferred Option: Require all finfish taken or landed from the EEZ, excluding
oceanic migratory species, be landed with heads and fins intact. (Possession of
fish in other forms for bait on a vessel is allowed).
Rejected Option 1: Require that all reef fish species in the fishery be landed with
heads and fins intact (i.e., whole but eviscerated).

Rejected Option 2: Status quo - requirement applies only to reef fish with
minimum size limits.
Either the Preferred Option or Rejected Option 1 could strengthen the enforcement of
many regulations currently in place, particularly for reef fish. Enforcement of the size
limits is particularly made relatively less problematic. In addition, harvesting of species
for which the fishing season is closed can be further prevented as the practice of fileting
at sea would be minimized. Moreover, quota monitoring is enhanced under these two
options with a more accurate estimation of harvests. Although more likely to occur in
the recreational sector than in the commercial sector, the extent of filleting fish at sea is
not known, and thus it is not possible to assess the full impact of the proposed landing
requirement. Additionally, the proposed and alternative options are landing rather than
likely that some fileting at sea may occur and only the
possession rules. Thus, it is stil
landing of such fileted fish may be minimized. The landing requirement under these two

options would negatively impact those that currently filet fish that are not regulated
mostly to conserve storage space. The major advantage of the Preferred Option over
Rejected Option 1 is that it covers a wider range of finfish and thus has a slightly better
chance of achieving the benefits mentioned above. The Preferred Option's allowance
for possession of fish in "other forms for bait" may partly negate its effectiveness but it
does provide some consideration to fishermen unable to use all the bait they carry in
one fishing trip.

D.

PERMIT REQUIREMENTS
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Preferred Option: Status Quo - No change, retain the current requirement for

vessel permits that permittee must meet the Income requirement based on
records from one of the two previous calendar years.

Reiected Option 1: Require that commercial vessel permittees meet the earned
income requirement based on records from one of the three previous calendar
years.
Rejected Option 2: Allow permittees to disregard income earned in 1992 in

meeting the current requirement for renewal of a permit.
Since May 1992 a moratorium for issuance of new permits has been in place and wil

terminate no later than May 1994. Under this moratorium, only vessels issued permits
in 1992 may be eligible for re-issuance in 1993 and 1994. At present there are 2,214

permits issued, and during the moratorium no more than these permits may be issued.
Permit transfer, however, is allowed between vessels of the same permittee or between

different persons but only with the concomitant transfer of the permitted vesseL. If the
new owner of a permitted vessel does not meet the income requirement for permit
eligibility, he is granted one year in the fishery to meet the income requirement. For
permit re-issuance, the vessel owner or operator has to qualify the requirement of more

than 50 percent of earned income from commercial or charter /headboat fishing. The
percentage requirement may be based on anyone of the preceding two years (Preferred

Option). For 1993, earned income for either 1991 or 1992 may be used; for 1994,
earned income would be based on income for either 1992 or 1993, and so on. It is
worth stressing that the earned income requirement may continue to be imposed after
the moratorium whether or not a limited entry in the fishery is established.
The red snapper season for 1992 lasted 53 days in the regular season and 42 days in
the extended season, and this abbreviated season compelled fishermen to supplement
their income elsewhere. If supplemental income is derived from other commercial fishing

or charter /headboat fishing, all three options would have similar results in terms of
permit eligibilty. If supplemental income comes from non-fishing activities, Rejected
Options 2 and 3 would allow more eligible fishermen than the Preferred Option. If a
similar abbreviated season occurs in 1993 or in succeeding years, Rejected Option 1
would allow more eligible fishermen than either of the other two options. We may note,
however, that the approved emergency action for 1993 specifying trip limits of 2,000
pounds if a vessel qualifies for red snapper species endorsement or 200 pounds if a
vessel does not so qualify wil lengthen the season. This provision could enable many
fishermen to derive the enough income to qualify for reef fish permit.
Relaxation of the eligibilty requirement benefits more those that are heavily dependent
on red snapper or other fisheries that may experience shortened seasons. The social

impacts of this relaxation are definitely positive. The economic impacts in terms of
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efficiency are not determinate. If such relaxation allows inefficient fishing operation to
continue competing for the scarce red snapper resource, the overall efficiency status of
the industry would suffer. To some degree, one may argue that efficient operation is
closely associated with strong dependency on the fish stock. In this sense, there is an

economic argument for relaxing permit eligibilty as in Rejected Options 1 and 2.
However, if one grants the contention that those receiving red snapper endorsement are
the ones highly dependent on the red snapper resource, then maintaining the status quo

could in fact prevent the industry from becoming less efficient while not adversely

impacting those who do not receive the endorsement.
E.

RED SNAPPER MINIMUM SIZE

Preferred Option: Change the minimum size limit for red snapper as follows:

o
o
o

to 14 inches (TL) in 1994, and
to 15 inches (TL) in 1996, and
to 16 inches (TL) in 1998.

Reiected Option: Status Quo - No change, the size limit remains at 13 inches (TL).
An increase in size limit may be expected to negatively impact the harvest of fish of both
commercial and recreational users in the short run. Recreational harvest of red snapper
varies in number and weight by fishing mode and state. For 1991, the average weight
across all states and fishing modes of recreationally caught red snapper was about 2.07

pounds (Goodyear, 1992). This would approximately correspond to a little over 16
inches in total length. On average then, the impact of an increase in size limit up to 16
inches on the recreational sector would not be very substantiaL. One may note, of
course, that the idea of an average size of fish caught indicates that some fish caught
by anglers were smaller than 16 inches and so would have to be discarded when the

appropriate size limit takes into effect. Among the states, Texas recreational anglers
which caught fish of an average weight of 1.79 pounds in 1991 would be adversely
affected by the increase in size limit. Among the fishing modes, the headboat anglers
(mainly in Texas) which caught an average weight of 1.93 pounds would be negatively

impacted by a size limit of 16 inches. Lower size limits may not have a substantial
impact on anglers using this fishing mode. Although in terms of catch, an increase in
size limit may not directly translate in catch reduction, recreational anglers may be
compelled to increase their fishing cost or experience less valuable fishing trips. In this
sense, consumer surplus may decline in the short run. The marketabilty of fishing trips
by charter and head boats may also be adversely impacted in the short run by less
valuable fishing trips brought about by a size limit increase.

The commercial sector has caught and sold red snapper in the 1 to 2 pound category.
With a gradual increase in size limit to 16 inches, this category wil be eventually lost to
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imports unless states do not change their size regulations to be compatible with the
proposed change in size limits in federal waters. The red snapper pricing system among
red snapper dealers in the Gulf is described in the SEIS/amendment document. Such
a pricing system is based on information collected from 10 major dealers around the Gulf
that supply most of the information for monitoring the red snapper quota (Antozzi, per.
com., 1993). According to this survey, dealers historically used from one to four tiers

of pricing red snapper based on pound sizes, with one to two tiers being the most
common. Whatever the tier system used, the 2-4 pound category generally commanded

premium price over smaller or larger sizes. The 1-2 pound category commanded
premium price when a two tier system was used, but secondary price with three to four

tiers. Given the information that a two-tier system is most common, it is not readily
ascertainable whether a 1-2 pound fish commanded higher prices than 2-4 pound fish
since both sizes are listed as commanding premium prices. Considering that ex-vessel
demand is derived from consumer demand through wholesale demand, wholesale prices
(consumer prices are not available) would be highly indicative of red snapper ex-vessel
price structure. Information from the Fulton Fish Market shows that at least from 1987

through 1992, wholesale prices for medium size (presumed to be 1-2 pounds) red
snapper had been higher than those for smaller sizes (Waters, 1992). This could very
likely mean that ex-vessel prices for 2-4 pound sizes had been higher than for those of
smaller sizes for the period mentioned. Incidentally, this was the type of information that

the Council's Socioeconomic Panel (SEP) had when they discussed the impacts of size
limit increase on the most highly priced fish size category (SEP, 1992). On the other
hand, information for 1993 appears to indicate that the 1-2 pound fish command higher
wholesale prices (Antozzi, 1993). By a similar reasoning as above, this implies higher

ex-vessel prices for smaller size than for larger size categories.
Both demand and supply factors have a role on this apparent price reversaL. Demand
considerations related to the price structure of red snapper are more difficult to pin
down. Although an empirically estimated demand function for snappers in the Southeast
is available (see Keithly and Prochaska, 1985), it provides only very general quantitative

relationships between snapper price, snapper landings, imports, and income. Since
such estimation was done for a different purpose it understandably lacks the necessary

detail to address such issues as price differentials for various sizes of red snapper.
Nonetheless, such estimates show that the demand for snappers is relatively inelastic,
indicating that large changes in total quantity of snapper landings are associated with
small changes (in opposite direction) in snapper price. In many public hearings held
throughout the Gulf, it has been contended that 1-2 pound red snappers command a
relatively higher demand especially among restaurants. While such claim is supportive
of the premium price smaller snappers commanded in the 1993 open fishing season, it
does not appear to support the premium price attached to 2-4 pound sizes in previous
years. A change in demand could have possibly occurred in 1993, but there is no
information to support this claim.
In view of the foregoing, we turn our attention to supply factors to explain the mentioned
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price reversaL. Holding demand constant, one possible explanation for the price reversal

is that the supply of 1-2 pound fish in 1993 must have been relatively low relative to
those of previous years and relative to the 1993 supply of larger fish. Although both
imports and domestic landings of red snapper (or close substitutes) affect overall supply,
there is not much that can be said about imports due to lack of information. Turning to
domestic landings, we recall the discussion in the SEIS/amendment document regarding
strong 1989 and 1990 year classes of juvenile red snapper, with the former about twice
as abundant as the latter year class. By the beginning of 1993, the 1989 and 1990 year

classes averaged about 16.7 and 13.1 inch (TL) size. We may also note that a 1-2
pound fish is smaller than 16 inches (TL) in size. Although it remains to be fully validated

by an examination of commercial landings by size categories, there appears some
reason to believe that in 1993 there was a relatively higher supply of larger sized fish,

and this resulted in lower prices for this size category relative to smaller size fish. By
1994, the 1989 and 1990 year classes wil average about 19.8 and 16.7 inches (TL) in
length so that larger size fish would then command lower prices than smaller fish if the
1991 year class were not as strong as the 1989 or 1990 year classes. Similar price
conditions would exist in later years if subsequent year classes were not also strong.
Hence, under the condition that the 1989 and 1990 year classes dominate subsequent
year classes, catches of larger fish would be very likely higher and thus would depress
prices for these size categories. Hence, an increase in size limit on top of a commercial
quota would reduce the short-run revenues of commercial fishermen mainly because
revenue losses from reduced sales of smaller snappers would not be outweighed by
revenue gains from increased sales of larger snappers. The net effect on profitabilty,

however, also depends of what happens to fishing cost under such condition. In the
absence of cost information, we can only focus on general cost changes. If larger size
fish becomes more abundant under the scenario depicted above, fishing time could be
reduced and thus cost would also be reduced. However, there is also a compensating
increase in cost brought about by the added work of discarding undersize fish and by

the possibilty that fishing vessels may need to travel farther offshore to catch the legal
size snappers. It is likely then that a higher size limit would bring about an increase in
cost. Hence, the size limit increase may be expected to effect a reduction in short-run
profits to the commercial sector due to a reduction in revenue and increase in cost. We
hasten to add, however, that such reduction in profit is more likely to be effected more
by a reduction in revenue than by an increase in cost.

To complete the picture, the short-run losses described above have to be contrasted
with the long-term impacts of a size limit increase. It may be stated at the start that such
short-run losses could be maintained over a longer period if a higher size limit plays a
minimal role in a long-run increase or in forestallng a reduction in T AC, commercial
quota, and recreational bag limit (through regulatory changes).

The long-run impacts of the size limit increase on fishery participants largely depends
on the biological outcome of the measure. Increasing the size limit is expected to
increase the yield per recruit and eventually the level of harvest of red snapper. First
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time spawners are given more protection with an increasing size limit. Indeed an
increase in size limit may be expected to increase the release mortality which is currently
considered to be 33 percent. As mentioned in the SEIS/amendment document, a more

recent analysis of the proposed size limits shows that the target SPR of 20 percent
would be achieved sooner, or conversely, a shrimp trawl bycatch reduction of 50 percent

could be implemented in 1995. Since, as also mentioned in the SEIS/amendment
document, the target bycatch reduction is very unlikely to be achieved in 1994, the
proposed size limit increase becomes the major remaining policy variable that
management can control to achieve the long-run objective for red snapper management
under the current TAC level of 6.0 MP and bycatch reduction in 1995. If the size limit
is maintained at current level, the target SPR can only be reached if the T AC is reduced
provided the bycatch reduction is implemented in 1995. If both the current size limit and
T AC are maintained, then a larger bycatch reduction would be required to achieve the
target SPR by 2009. Although the bycatch reduction is the single most important factor
in the achievement of the target SPR, research studies along this line are stil on-going.
At this stage then, we can only assume that the 50 percent (not more) target bycatch

reduction can be implemented in 1995. Under this scenario, the choice facing
management in order to achieve the target SPR by 2009 is either a reduction in T AC with
the same size limit or an increase in size limit with the same T AC. From this standpoint,
it can be asserted that an increase in size limit plays an extremely important role in at
least maintaining the same T AC over the recovery period.

A lower T AC means a reduction in commercial quota and recreational allocation and bag

limit. It is highly probable that the commercial sector would suffer larger profit losses
with lower quota and the same size limit than with higher size limit and the same quota.
Under a higher size limit, the potential average revenue losses would be on the order
of about 10 to 25 cents a pound corresponding to the price differential between small
and large snappers. On the other hand, a lower quota with the same size limit would
translate to average revenue losses on the order of $1.75 to $3.00 (actually more than
these due to inflexibilty of demand) a pound corresponding to the price of red snapper

prevailng in the market. Although costs also playa role here, it is safe to assert that
cost reductions under a lower quota would not be enough to outweigh revenue losses.
As argued earlier, an increase in size limit would be accompanied by some cost
increase, however profit reduction would be effected more by revenue reduction than by
cost increase. Given the foregoing the less costly approach at least over the period of
recovery is an increase in size limit than a reduction in commercial quota.
The long-run differential impact of an increase in size limit versus a reduction in bag limit

on recreational anglers is not as determinate as that for the commercial sector. The
situation is confounded by the lack of demand information for red snapper and the
contrasting findings of demand estimates for other recreational fisheries in the Gulf.

Green (1989) estimated the recreational demand in the red drum fishery and found
statistically significant relationship between trips and catch rate per angler. A similar
relationship was found by Milan (1989) for the king mackerel fishery. In contrast, Milan
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(1993) found no such relationship existed when he re-estimated king mackerel

recreational demand using more recent data. In all three studies, changes in size limits
were not examined. Thus while Green and Milan (1989) would lead us to believe that

changes in bag limit would affect consumer surplus, Milan (1993) would lead us to
conclude that the relationship between changes in bag limit and consumer welfare would
be essentially a random event. In reviewing Milan's 1993 study the SEP (1993) noted
that although there may be no relationship between trips and catch per angler for those
already in the fishery, increased participation in the mackerel fishery appeared to indicate

that benefits in terms of an increase in the number of anglers were associated with
increased abundance. If the SEP remark is carried over to the red snapper fishery, it
could imply that changes in abundance as reflected through changes in bag limits or

size limits would affect total benefits in terms of changes in participation in the
recreational fishery. The immediate implication of this in relation to the issue at hand is
whether changes in size limit affect the perception of potential red snapper anglers more
than bag limit changes. In the most recent Council meetings (July 12-15, 1993), a part

boat captain testified that given the choice between an increase in size limit and
reduction in bag limit, the former is more favorable to the for-hire business. This could
be interpreted to mean that the number of angler trips would be affected less by an
increase in size limit than by a reduction in bag limits. In the light of Milan's 1993 study
and the SEP's remark, such relationship would be more relevant in terms of increased
participation than in terms of trips per angler. It can then be concluded that at least over
the period of red snapper recovery, a size limit increase would result in greater net
consumer welfare than a reduction in bag limit.
Despite the qualitative nature of the foregoing discussion, it appears that short-run losses
due to a size limit increase would be outweighed by long-term benefits. It may be noted,

however, that long-term economic gains can only be maintained when effort in the
fishery is effectively controlled.

MUTTON SNAPPER SPAWNING AGGREGATIONS

F.

Alternatives Related to Riley's Hump

Preferred Option: Close the region of Riley's Hump 1 to all fishing activity during

the months of May and June.
Reiected Option 1: Do not have a complete closure of Riley's Hump. Fishing for
species other than mutton snapper would continue to be allowed during May and

June.
1 For purposes of this measure, Riley's Hump is defined as the area inside the following coordinates

(see Figure 16): Point A (240 32.2' N., 8308.7' W), Point B (24032.2' N., 8305.2' W.), Point C (240
28.7' N., 8308.7' W.) and Point D (24028.7' N., 8305.2' W.).
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Reiected Option 2: Status quo.

There is a strong biological rationale for closing an area during spawning time, but from

the standpoint of determining the economic effects of such a closure, the important
biological information needed is the extent to which such closure contribute to the long-

term status of the stock. This is the case since the measure currently considered is one
of trading short-run losses from preventing the harvest of the mutton snapper resources

with long-term gains from future increases in harvests. Presently such needed
information does not exist. More importantly, however, is the absence of basic social
and economic information about the subject fishery. In the absence of such information,

only very general tendencies regarding the potential impacts of the closure may be

enunciated.
The commercial mutton snapper fishery is a relatively minor component .of the reef
fishery in the Gulf of Mexico. Total landings in 1991 amounted to about 340 thousand
pounds valued at about $560 thousand. In 1991, mutton snapper comprised as much
as 1.6 percent in landings and ex-vessel values of total commercial landings and exvessel values of reef fish in the Gulf of Mexico. Additionally there is no observable wide
fluctuations in landings since 1970 (Waters, 1992). Monroe County accounts for most
of the annual
landings of mutton snapper in the Gulf - about 90 percent in May and June
and 64 percent in other months. On average, May-June landings account for 39 percent
of total commercial
landings of mutton snapper in the Gulf for the 1986-1991 period (see

Figure 21 and Table 14). Although it is not precisely known how much of total
commercial landings of mutton snapper are caught off Riley's Hump, it would appear

that this area contributes a substantial amount. Its closure therefore, means a
substantial reduction in landings and revenues to the commercial mutton snapper fishery

in the closure months. If vessels continue to fish in the closed months but in other

areas, their operating costs would tend to rise since they wil have to fish more
intensively or travel farther or in relatively unfamilar areas to catch fish. Although there

is a possibilty of recouping the landings losses after the closure, fishing costs would
tend to increase as it wil be relatively difficult to catch fish and ex-vessel prices would
not be as favorable. A loss in producer surplus is then bound to occur in the

commercial fishery at least in the short run. It is not known how many commercial
vessels would be affected by such closure. The basic difference in impacts between the
Preferred Option and Rejected Option 1 is that in the former losses in producer surplus

would include those of other (than mutton) fisheries in the area while in the latter losses
are mostly confined to the mutton snapper fishery.

The recreational mutton snapper fishery is a relatively minor component of the
recreational fishery in the Gulf. Mutton snapper accounted for less than 1 percent (in
number and biomass) of the various species caught by recreational anglers in the U.S.
Gulf of Mexico (Goodyear, 1992). A very dramatic drop in recreational catch occurred
between 1984 and 1985 when catches fell from about 368 thousand fish to 29 thousand

fish. For the period 1987-1991, recreational catch of mutton snapper averaged about
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65 thousand fish annually. Catches did not fluctuate sharply during this period (see
Table 11). Catches in the Gulf are relatively higher in colder months (November through

February). Catches in May and June averaged only about 10 percent of the year's
catches of mutton snapper over the 1987-1991 period. If there are catches from Riley's
Hump, closure of the area is expected to result in a relatively small adverse impact on
the recreational sector in the short run. Such impacts would be in terms of reductions
in consumer surplus to the anglers and in profitabilty to the charter boats. There are

about 223 charter boats and 16 part boats in the Keys that would be potentially
impacted by the measure (Holland and Milon, 1989). An unknown but very likely a good
number of private boats would also be affected by the measure. As in the case with the
commercial sector, the Preferred Option would have a bigger impact on the recreational
sector than Rejected Option 1.
The long-run impacts on producer and consumer surpluses depend on the effects of the
closure on the mutton snapper stock particularly as they relate to future catches. If the
closure (Preferred Option and Rejected Option 1) were effective in enhancing the mutton
snapper stock or at least preventing its decline, the long-term effects would be positive

for both commercial and recreational sectors. These positive effects would be
particularly larger with the Preferred Option since (relative to Rejected Option 1)
enforcement would be more effective and release mortality from catching mutton
snapper during the closure would be minimized. Conversely, in this sense, maintaining
the status quo would result in forgoing the benefits afforded by the closure.
Alternatives Related to Seasonal Closures

Preferred Option: Status quo. Do not have a closed season for mutton snapper,
and do not change the minimum size limit or set a bag limit for mutton snapper,
as an alternative to spawning closures.
Reiected Option 1: Close the mutton snapper fishery to all fishing during the peak
spawning season of May and June.

Rejected Option 2: Restrict the commercial sector to the recreational bag limit of
mutton snapper during May and June. (This option is identical to the SAFMC
regulation).

Rejected Option 3: Implement (Rejected) Option 1 or 2 but with a different

season.
The Preferred Option does not have any impacts on the resource users in the short
run. Rejected Option 1 would have similar short-run effects as the preferred option with
respect to closure of Riley's Hump, except for magnitude which would be less under this

rejected option. On average, May and June accounted for as much as 39 percent of
total mutton snapper landing, or approximately 123 thousand pounds. At the 1991 exR-27

vessel price for mutton snapper, approximately $203 thousand in revenues would be lost

to the commercial sector as a result of closing these two months to mutton snapper

fishing. It is not known how much of this loss wil be recouped when the fishery reopens in subsequent months. Rejected Option 2 would adversely affect the
commercial sector as catch per vessel would be reduced, although a lesser amount than

that from closing the fishery for these two months. The recreational bag limit may be
even too low for commercial fishing to break even. This option, on the other hand,
would be advantageous to the recreational sector due to reduced commercial catch of

mutton snapper during the months of May and June. If recreational effort, which
appears to be low in the Gulf during these two months, do not increase substantially, the
increase in benefits to the recreational sector may not offset losses to the commercial

sector, resulting in a net decrease in overall benefits in the short run. Rejected Option
3 would have similar effects as Rejected Option 1 or Rejected Option 2, except for the
size of effects. Closures (a la Rejected Option 1) in months other than May and June
would have relatively less adverse effects on the commercial sector but more on the

recreational sector if any months from November through February were chosen.
Restricting catches to bag limits (a la Rejected Option 2) would also have less negative

impacts on the commercial sector and none on the recreational sector.
The long-run effects of these options depend heavily on the biological outcome of the

closure scenarios relative to the overfishing condition for mutton snapper and the
presence of other (than Riley's Hump) spawning aggregation sites. Closure under
Rejected Option 1 may be beneficial if there are other (than Riley's Hump) spawning
aggregation sites. In the absence of such sites the closures in addition to that in Riley's
Hump may not afford significant additional protection for mutton snapper. In this sense,
additional closures would only stretch out the short-run losses to both commercial and
recreational sectors over a longer period. Closure under Rejected Option 3 would bring
in more negative effects than Rejected Option 1. The short-run losses to the commercial
sector under Rejected Option 2 would also be extended over a longer period especially

that fishing outside of Riley's Hump continues during the spawning months. This
particular option, however, would be very beneficial to the recreational sector although
it is likely that such recreational benefits would not fully compensate for losses in the
commercial sector of the fishery.
Alternatives Related to Size and Bag Limits

Preferred Option: Status quo - do not change the minimum size limit or set a
species bag limit.
Rejected Option 1: Increase the minimum size limit for mutton snapper from 12
inches to 17 inches total length.
Rejected Option 2: Increase the minimum size limit for mutton snapper from 12
inches to 20 inches total length.
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Rejected Option 3: Set a recreational daily bag limit of two (or some other
number) mutton snapper.
The Preferred Option is the status quo and so would have no impacts on the resource
users in the short run. An increase in size limits (Rejected Options 1 and 2) may be

expected to reduce both commercial and recreational catches and corresponding
surpluses in the short run. A low bag limit (Rejected Option 3) has the tendency to

reduce total recreational consumer surplus, although much of the impact depends on
how many mutton snapper are currently being caught by recreational anglers as part of
their daily bag limits of ten for all snappers other than red, lane, and vermilon. On the
other hand, such bag limit reduction could make more fish available to the commercial
sector which could decrease this sector's fishing cost.

The long-run impacts would depend on the kind of additional protection or stock
enhancement that a higher size limit or lower bag limit for mutton snapper would effect

over that afforded by closure of Riley's Hump. If closure of Riley's Hump is inadequate
to protect the mutton snapper resource, a higher size limit may offer additional protection

that could allow a sustained harvest of mutton snapper. In this sense, size limit

increases would allow more benefits to be gained over the long-run, and if release
mortality does not significantly increase Rejected Option 2 would provide more positive
effects than Rejected Option 1. On the other hand, if Riley's Hump closure provides
adequate protection to the resource, as argued in the SEIS/amendment document, size

limit increases would also result in long-run losses to both the commercial and
recreational sectors of the fishery. Reduction in recreational bag limit would likely extend

the short-run positive effects on the commercial sector and negative effects on the
recreational sector over a longer period.
PRIVATE AND PUBLIC COSTS

The preparation, implementation, enforcement and monitoring of this or any Federal
action involves the expenditure of public and private resources which can be expressed

as costs associated with the regulations. Costs associated with this specific action
include:

Council costs of document preparation,
meetings, public hearings, and information

dissemination............................................................................................. .

$ 25,000

N M FS administrative costs of document
preparation, meetings and review..... .......... ....... ..... ............... ............. ............... $ 15,000

Law enforcement costs. ..................... .................... ........................... ........ ...... $ 20,000
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Public burden associated with permits................................................................$ None

N M FS cost

allocation, information is scant to measure such effect. However, mainly due to the

possibilty of profit losses to commercial vessels and the fact that generally the

recreational season is longer, there is the potential for the net effect of this option to be
negative in the long run. Among the rejected options, status quo appears to be slightly

better than the Preferred Option over the long run. With respect to the options of
whether or not to adopt a framework procedure to address SMls, there appears to be

no difference between the two options as regards economic impacts on fishery
participants.
Regarding landing requirements, both the commercial and recreational sectors would
experience an increase in fishing cost under all options, except status quo. It has been
determined, nonetheless, that the Preferred Option appears to result in net benefits,
although the direction of impacts is mainly determined by the potential benefits from

enhancing enforcement of several reef fish rules. Similar net benefits, but less in
magnitude, would accrue under Rejected Option 1. Such benefits would be forgone
under Rejected Option 2.
The Preferred Option, i.e., status quo, on permit requirement does not have any impacts
in the short run. Over the long run, some fishermen may drop from the fishery possibly

due to hardship situations, but to the extent that such event leads to a more efficient

industry, the Preferred Option may be deemed to generate positive effects. The
opposite happens with the various rejected alternatives.
The Preferred Option on size limits which imposes a gradual increase on minimum size

limit over some period is bound to negatively impact both the commercial and
recreational sectors in the short-run. The commercial sector is likely to experience more

reduction in benefits than the recreational sector. The long-run effect of this option
hinges crucially on the future status of red snapper particularly in relation to the timing
and success of bycatch reduction techniques adopted. Given such scenario, the

Preferred Option would create positive effects relative to the possible management
options possible under the Rejected Option which is status quo.
The Preferred Option regarding closure of Riley's Hump has negative net effects in the

short run, since it would reduce the benefits of both the commercial and recreational
sectors. To the extent that this measure provides adequate protection to the mutton
snapper stock, the long-term effects of the Preferred Option would be positive. In this
respect, this option may be deemed better than the any of the rejected options.
The Preferred Option on seasonal closure of mutton snapper fishery is the status quo,
and so does not have short-run impacts on resource users. Its long-run effects depend

heavily on the outcome of closing Riley's Hump during spawning aggregation time. If
this latter protection is adequate, maintaining the status quo on seasonal closure would
have no effects on fishery participants. In this event, all the rejected options would result
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in negative net effects.
Maintaining the status quo (Preferred Option) on size and bag limits for mutton snapper

has no short-run effects. Its long-run effects are potentially positive if Riley's Hump
closure proves to be adequate in protecting the mutton snapper resource. In this sense,

Rejected Options 1 and 2 would produce negative net effects. The effect of Rejected
Option 3 depends on the magnitude of positive effects on the commercial sector and

negative effects on the recreational sector.
DETERMINATION OF A MAJOR RULE
Pursuant to E. O. 12291, a regulation is considered a "major rule" if it is likely to result in:
a) an annual effect on the economy of $100 milion or more; b) a major increase in costs

or prices for consumers, individual industries, federal, state, or local government
agencies, or geographic regions; or c) significant adverse effects on competition,
employment, investment, productivity, innovation, or on the abilty of United States-based
enterprises to compete with foreign-based enterprises in domestic or export markets.
The proposed measures by themselves whether taken individually or collectively are not

expected to have a $100 millon effect per year on the economy, considering that the

commercial reef fish fishery as a whole had an ex-vessel value of only about $21.1
milion in 1991. Although one can factor in the effects on the recreational sector, all the
proposed measures would not substantially change the surpluses or expenditures of this

sector. None of the measures is expected to cause an increase in the price of red
snapper or reef fish to consumers. Cost increases to the red snapper industry as a
whole are not expected to be substantial although the special management zones and
size limit may increase the operation cost of the commercial red snapper sector. Fish
trap fishermen, particularly those fishing in the Dry Tortugas area, would shoulder a
relatively small increase in cost (approximately $490 per vessel) due to the required
change in the practice of fishing traps but not due to the moratorium on fish trap
vessels. The federal government may incur some increase in the cost of enforcement
due to the special management zones (about $20,000), although the major part of the
total cost of enforcement would be borne by the state of Alabama. On the other hand,
some enhancement in the enforcement of fishing rules may be brought about by the
proposed fish trap restrictions. Competition and innovation are unlikely to be adversely

impacted, except by the measures on special management zones since bigger
commercial vessels would be rendered inefficient to fish in the designated areas. The

measure that has the potential of affecting the relative competitive status of the
commercial red snapper industry is the phased-in increase in size limit. When a 16 inch

size limit is effected, the domestic commercial industry would lose lower market size
category to foreign competition, but there is no strong reason to conclude that such a
loss would be significant in amount.
On balance, the proposed measures are deemed to not constitute a "major rule" under
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any of the mentioned criteria.

INITIAL REGULATORY FLEXIBILITY ANALYSIS

Introduction
The purpose of the Regulatory Flexibilty Act (RFA) is to relieve small businesses, small
organizations, and small governmental entities from burdensome regulations and record

keeping requirements. The category of small entities likely to be affected by the
proposed plan amendment is that of commercial and for-hire businesses currently
engaged in the reef fish fishery. The impacts of the proposed action on these entities
have been discussed above. The following discussion of impacts focuses specifically
on the consequences of the proposed action on the mentioned business entities. An
Initial Regulatory Flexibilty Analysis (IRFA) is conducted to primarily determine whether
the proposed action would have a "significant economic impact on a substantial number

of small entities." In addition to analyses conducted for the Regulatory Impact Review
(RIR), the IRFA provides an estimate of the number of small businesses affected, a
description of the small businesses affected, and a discussion of the nature and size of
the impacts.

Determination of Significant Economic Impact on a Substantial Number of Small Entities
In general, a "substantial number" of small entities is more than 20 percent of those small

entities engaged in the fishery (NMFS, 1992). In 1992, a total of 2,214 permits were
issued to qualifying individuals and attached to vessels, and are deemed to comprise the
reef fish fishery in the U.S. Gulf of Mexico. The Small Business Administration (SBA)
defines a small business in the commercial fishing activity as a firm with receipts of up

to $2.0 millon annually. Practically all current participants of the reef fish fishery readily
fall within such definition of small business. Since the proposed action wil affect
practically all the current participants, the "substantial number" criterion wil be met. In
particular, the change in landing requirements wil affect all commercial and charter
vessels. The red snapper size change wil affect up to 819 permittees with landings of

red snapper, about 840 charter and part boats, and about 44.6 thousand private
anglers fishing for red snapper. The fish trap measures wil affect at least 87 and
potentially 259 permittees if they have constructed traps.

Economic impacts on small business entities are considered to be "significant" if the

proposed action would result in any of the following: a) reduction in annual gross
revenues by more than 5 percent; b) increase in total costs of production by more than

5 percent as a result of an increase in compliance costs; c) compliance costs as a
percent of sales for small entities are at least 10 percent higher than compliance costs

as a percent of sales for large entities; d) capital costs of compliance represent a
significant portion of capital available to small entities, considering internal cash flow and

external financing capabilties; or e) as a rule of thumb, 2 percent of small business
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entities being forced to cease business operations (NMFS, 1992).

All proposed measures, with the exception of landing and permit requirements, have
implications on the gross revenues of small entities. The requirement to tend traps in
the sense of bringing traps back ashore after each fishing trip would reduce the catch
and revenues of about 7 vessels fishing in the Dry Tortugas area. This revenue

reduction, however, may be considered small and possibly less than 5 percent of these
vessels' gross revenues. Most of what would be lost by subject fishermen are those
connected with activities on land which they could be performing if the present practice
of leaving traps at sea for some longer period of time were to continue. The trap
endorsement and moratorium would not likely effect a reduction in gross revenues since

most of those actively engaged in the fish trap fishery would be granted the trap
endorsement. Charter and part boats would not be affected by the proposed
restrictions on fish traps. The special management zones would force large vessels that

would be adversely impacted by the gear restriction in these areas to fish further
offshore and thus to incur higher operating costs. Although it is very unlikely that they
would suffer significant loss in revenues, the size of the management areas would
appear to indicate that in the long-run some unknown but potentially substantial amount
of revenues may be forgone by restricting these vessels to fish inefficiently in the SMl.
Charter boats fishing in the designated management zones would continue to generate
either the same or higher level of revenues as the one they generated before the fishing
problem in the area magnified when the commercial fishing season was re-opened under
a 1,000 pound trip limit. The higher revenues could come from increased customer trips
as a result of higher fishing success when large commercial fishing vessels are rendered
inefficient to fish in the area. The size limit increase would eventually result in a loss to

the commercial sector of the 1 to 2 pound market for red snapper and corresponding

loss in gross revenues from this size category. When the first of three increases
becomes effective in 1994, this market would stil be open to fishermen since a 14-inch

size would stil be in the 1-2 pound category. Revenues lost to these fishermen would
likely be minimal at this stage. The direction of change in revenues to commercial red
snapper vessels when the 16-inch size limit becomes effective cannot be ascertained.
If the size limit increase results in more larger sized fish becoming available, especially
those fish in the 2-4 pound category, there is a likely event that revenues to commercial
vessels would decrease since smaller size fish would command relatively higher prices.
For-hire vessels in Texas would possibly experience some reduction in gross receipts
from fishing customers, although it has been argued earlier that the size limit is not as
binding a constraint as the bag limit. If losses do occur as a result of higher size limits,
it is likely that they would be relatively minimaL. Closure of Riley's Hump to all fishing in
May and June would reduce the gross revenues of commercial vessels fishing in the
area. In the absence of catch information and the number of commercial vessels fishing

in this area, it is not possible to determine the relative magnitude of impacts on
commercial vessel revenues from closing Riley's Hump in May and June. There are
approximately 223 charter boats and 16 part boats that would potentially experience
reduced fishing trips and revenues as a result of closing Riley's Hump to all fishing
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activity. Again the extent of such reduction is not known. From what can be known,
therefore, about the impacts of the proposed measures, it can be concluded that such
measures would not reduce the gross revenues to commercial and for-hire vessels by

more than 5 percent.
Production costs are bound to increase as a result of the proposed measures, but none
of these can be can be quantified. Tending traps port would require additional

labor

costs or at least increase the opportunity cost of performing other tasks be they in terms

of fishing for other species or economic activities on land. The gear restriction in
designated management zones would compel
larger vessels to fish elsewhere and thus
to incur additional costs. The landing requirements, permit requirements, and minimum
size limits are not expected to induce additional production costs. Closure of Riley's
Hump could force commercial and charter vessels to fish farther offshore or in unfamilar
areas and thus to incur additional costs. Although all these increases in costs cannot
be quantified, it is likely that they would not exceed 5 percent.

The proposed measures do not have disproportionate effects on small versus large
business entities simply because all entities affected by the regulations are determined
to be smalL. It may only be noted that the fish trap restrictions and gear restriction in
designated special management zones would impact more the larger commercial vessels
than the smaller ones.

Only the fish trap restrictions are known to entail additional capital costs. Each of the
known 7 vessels fishing traps in the Dry Tortugas would have to incur additional costs
of approximately $490 in order to place a buoy on each end of a trawl of traps. The
additional cost due to replacement of traps that may be lost at sea cannot be quantified.
Other measures would not require additional capital costs for compliance purposes.

None of the proposed measures is expected to force any businesses to cease
operation. The fish trap restriction, including the moratorium and gear endorsement,
would allow practically all active participants in the fish trap fishery. Only those who are

contemplating of entering or re-entering the fish trap fishery in the Gulf would be
excluded from the fishery. Although the establishment of special management zones
would render inefficient larger commercial vessels, these vessels can stil continue to
operate in other areas or in the designated management zones on a limited basis. The

landing requirement, permit requirement, and minimum size limits do not exclude
fishermen from the fishery or reduce their operating revenues substantially. The closure

of Riley's Hump can result in substantial loss in operating revenues to commercial
vessels or charter vessels. However, since the closure lasts only two months, this
measure is unlikely to force any commercial or charter operations to cease operation.

The foregoing analysis shows that more than 20 percent of the small businesses
associated with the fishery wil be affected by the proposed management measures.
Although the proposed measures considered individually would not meet the criteria for
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effecting a significant economic impact on the identified small business entities, taken
collectively they would impose significant economic impacts on such entities. Since the

analysis concludes that there is an overall impact on a substantial number of small
business entities, an IRFA has been prepared. The following comprise the remaining
portions of the IRFA.

Explanation of Why the Action is Being Considered

Refer to the section on Problems and Issues in the RIR and to Section 2 of the
SEIS/amendment document.
Objectives and Legal Basis for the Rule
Refer to the section on Objectives in the RIR and to Section 3.2 of the SEIS/amendment
document. The Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act of 1976 provides
the legal basis for the rule.

Demographic Analysis

Refer to the section on Section 3 of the SEIS/amendment document and to the Fishery
Management Plan for the Reef Fish Fishery of the Gulf of Mexico United States Waters,
as amended.
Cost Analysis

Refer to the section on Private and Public Costs and Summary of Regulatory Impacts
in the RIA.

Competitive Effects Analysis
The industry is composed practically of small businesses. The impacts of the measures

considered under this amendment are deemed not to involve disproportional small
versus large business effects.

Identification of Overlapping Regulations
The proposed action does not create overlapping regulations with any state regulations
or other federal laws.

Conclusion
The foregoing information and pertinent portions of the RIR are deemed to satisfy the
analysis required under the RFA.
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Table R-1

Summary Description of All Management Measures

Management
Measures

Description

A. Fish Trp Restrictions
Prefe"ed Option 1

Traps must be tended at sea when vessel is ffshig, returned to shore at
end of ffshig trip; pop-up magnesium devices are prohibited

Prefe"ed Option 2

Moratorium of vessels fishig ffsh traps; ffsh trap endorsement

Rejected Option 1

Status quo

Rejected Option 2

Four suboptions requiing larger mesh in traps

Rejected Option 3

Move stressed area futher offshore

Rejected Option 4

Limit the number of vessels that ca ffsh traps

Rejected Option 5

Limit the number of traps per vessel

Rejected Option 6

Prohibit the use of traps in the Gul EEZ

B. Special Management Zones
B.l. Alabama Management Zone
Prefe"ed Option

Require the use of gear with no more than 3 hooks when ffshig in three
tracts designated as SMZ

Rejected Option 1

Three suboptions, including status quo, requiing the use of gear with no
more than 3 hooks when ffshig in anyone or more of the three tracts
designated as SMZ

Rejected Option 2

Alow only hand-held rod and reel in SMZ and other prohibited gear aboar
a vessel must be stored or not rigged for fishig, or vessels with prohibited

gear must transit the area without stopping to fish

B.2. Framework Procedure
Prefe"ed Option

Adopt framework measure when considering SMZ

Rejected Option

Status quo: consider SMZ under plan amendment

C. Landing Requirements
Prefe"ed Option

Requie al finsh, excludig oceanc migratory pelagic species, be landed

with heads and ffns intact
Rejected Option 1

Require aU reef ffsh be landed with heads and fins intact

Rejected Option 2

Status quo
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D. Permit Requirements

Preferred Option

Status quo

Rejected Option 1

Income requiement for permit eligibilty must be based on records from
one of the three previous caendar years

Rejected Option 2

Disregard income earned in 1992 in meeting curent requirement for

renewal of permit
E. Red Snapper Minimum Size Limit
Preferred Option

Raie red snapper minum size liit to 14 inches in 1994, 15 inches in
199, and 16 inches in 1998

Rejected Option

Status quo

F. Mutton Snapper

Alternatives Related to Riley's Hump
Preferred Option

May-June closure of the region of Riley's Hump to al fishig activity

Rejected Option 1

May-June closure of the region of Riley's Hump to mutton snapper fishig
only

Rejeced Option 2

Status quo

Alternatives Related to Seasonal Closure
Preferred Option

Status quo

Rejected Option 1

May-June closure to al mutton snapper fishig

Rejected Option 2

Restrict commercial sector to recreational bag liit for mutton snapper in

May and June
Rejected Option 3

Adopt either Rejected Option 1 or 2, but with diferent period

Alternatives Related to Size and Bag Limits
Preferred Option

Status quo

Rejected Option 1

Increase minimum size liit for mutton snapper to 17 inches

Rejected Option 2

Increase minmum size liit for to 20 inches

Rejected Option 3

Set a recreational bag liit or 2 (or some other number) mutton snapper
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Table R-2

Summary or Impacts or All Management Measures
Management
Measures

Reglatory Impacts

Recretional

Commercial

Net Effects

A. Fish Trp Restrictions

Prer Opt 1
Short-run and

Raises cost of fishig by

Long-run

about $490 per vessel with

None

Negative or
positive, dependig
on magntude of
benefits from
enhanced
enforcement

None

Zero

None

Positive, zero, or
negative dependig

possible revenue loss

Prer Optin 2
Short-run

Gives endorsement
recipients protection from
prospective rivals

Long-run

None directly being a

temporar measure; indirect
effects depend on post -

on the effectiveness

moratorium management

of designg postmoratorium
management

Reect Opti 1
Short-run
Long-run

None

None

Zero

Unknown

None

Unkown

Reduces profit by reducing
revenue and raising total

None

Potentialy negative

Same as short-run

None

Potentialy negative

Reduces profit; potential

None

Negative

None

Negative

Reect Optin 2
Short-run

cost
Long-run

Reect Opt 3
Short-run

confct with longlers
Long-run

Same as short-run
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Reec Opt 4
Short-run

May result in more traps

None

Negative

from prospective rival

None

Potentialy negative

Reduces revenue and makes
ineffcient many vessels

None

Negative

None, but may

Negative

being fished

Long-run

Protects permit holders

Reec Opt 5
Short-run

fishig 100 traps; loses trap

value of about $232,80
Long-run

Same as short-run

increase the benefits of
tropica fish collectors
Reectd Opti 6
Short-run

Long-run

Reduces revenue of about
$25 millon; loses trap value
of about $465,60

None

Negative

Same as short-run

None, but may

Negative

increase the benefits of
tropica fish collectors

B. Special Management Zones
B.l. Alabama Management Zone

Prer Opt
Short-run

Renders large vessels
ineffcient to fish in the
SMZ; raises cost of fishig

Raises benefits of
anglers and
profitabilty of charter

to large vessels

vessels fishig in the

Slightly positive

SMZ
Long-run

Reduces net profitabilty of
commercial vessels more
than gais to recreational
sector

Same as short-run

Potentialy negative

Short-run and

Similar effects as those of

Long-run

the Preferred Option, but

Similar effects as those
of the Preferred
Option, but less in
magntude; status quo
sub-option has no
effects

Zero to slightly
positive

Reect Opt 1
less in magnitude; status
quo sub-option has no
effects
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Reect Opt 2
Short-run and

Similar effects as those of

Long-run

the Preferred Option, but

larger cost effects on large

Similar effects as those
of the Preferred
Option or Rejected

vessels

Option 1

Slightly negative to

zero

B.2. Framework Procedure

Prer Opt

Short-run and

None

None

Zero

None

None

Zero

Increases fishig cost

Potentialy positive

Long-run

Reec Opt

Short-run and

Long-run

C. Landing Requirements

Prer Opt

Short-run and
Long-run

Increases costs particularly
in relation to storing

depending on the

unregulated species

magntude of
benefits from
enhancing
enforcement

Reecd Opt 1
Short-run and

Long-run

Similar effects as the
preferred option, but less in

Similar effects as the

Potentialy positive,

preferred option, but

magntude

less in magntude

but less in
magntude than the
Preferred Option

Reec Optin 2
Short-run and

None

None

Long-run

Potentialy negative

due to less effective

enforcement
D. Permit Requirements

Prer Opt
Short-run

None

None

Zero

Long-run

Some fishermen may lose
permit on hardship basis

None

Potentialy positive

but could increase effciency

if those remaig
are more efficient

operations
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Reect Opt 1
Short-run

Long-run

May increase the number of
permittees

None

Alows those on hardship
cases to continue to be
permitted, but may decrease
effciency

None

Similar effects as those of
Rejected Option 1, but the
hardship cases relate more

None

Potentialy negative

if industry
effciency decreases

Same as short-run
effects

Reect Opti 2
Short-run and

Long-run

Potentialy negative

if industry
effciency decreases

to those fishig red snapper
E. Red Snapper Minimum Size Limit

Prer Opt
Short-run

Minal reduction in

Reduces profit

Negative

benefits
Long-run

Less costly than potential

Less reduction in

quota reduction

benefits when

Potentialy positive

reduction in bag liit

is an alternative

Reect Opti
Short-run

Long-run

None

Zero

More reduction in profits

More reduction in

Potentialy negative

when quota reduction is an
alternative

benefits when

None

reduction in bag liit

is an alternative
F. Mutton Snapper

Alternatives Related to Riley's Hump

Prer Opti
Short-run

Reduces profits

Reduces revenues of
charter vessels; raises
their costs when
compelled to fish
elsewhere

Negative

Long-run

Potential benefits larger

Effects on charter
vessels may be the
same as those in the

Potentialy positive

than short-run losses

short-run; potential
benefits to private

anglers fishig in other

areas
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Reect Opt 1
Short-run and

Similar effects as those of

Long-run

the Preferred Option, but

less in magntude

Similar effects as those
of the Preferred
Option, but less in

Similar effects as
those of the
Preferred Option,

magntude

but less in
magntude

Reec Opt 2
Short-run

None

None

Zero

Long-run

Potential benefit loss if
mutton snapper become

Potential
loss in
benefits if mutton

Potentialy negative

overflShed

snapper become

overflShed

Alternatives Related to Seasonal Closure

Prer Opt
Short-run

None

None

Zero

Long-run

Prevents profit loss if
mutton snapper is
adequately protected by
closure of Riley's Hump

Prevents profit loss if
mutton snapper is

Potentialy negative

adequately protected

by closure of Riley's

Hump

Reect Opt 1
Loses profit from revenue
loss of about $203 thousand
although some portion may

Charter vessels lose
profit and anglers
would forego consumer
surplus

Negative

Likely to be similar to
short-run effects

Likely to be similar to
short-run effects

Potentialy negative

Short-run and

Similar effects as those of
the Preferred Option, but

Increase in benefits to
charter vessels and
anglers by providing
relatively higher fishig

Negative

Long-run

Short-run

be recovered when the
fishery re-opens and from

cost increase
Long-run

Reectd Opt 2

less in magnitude

success
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Reect Opt 3
ShoTt-rnn and

Long-rnn

Similar effects as Rejected
Option i or 2, but less in

magntude

Similar effects as

Negative

Rejected Option i, but
larger in magntude if
closure occurs in any
two months between
November and
Februar; similar in
effects but lesser in
magntude if th

option is designed afer

Rejected Option 2

Alternatives Related to Size and Bag Limits

Prerrd Opt
ShoTt-rnn

None

None

Zero

Long-rnn

Prevents profit loss if
mutton snapper is
adequately protected by
closure of Riley's Hump

Prevents profit loss to
charter boats and
benefits to anglers if
mutton snapper is

Potentialy positive

adequately protected

by closure of Riley's

Hump
Reectd Optin 1
ShoTt-rnn

Long-rnn

Reduces short-run revenues
and raises costs

May reduce benefits

Negative

Same as short-run effects

Same as short-run

Negative

effects

Reect Opt 2
ShoTt-rnn and

Long-rnn

Similar effects as Rejected
Option i, but could be
larger in magntude

Similar effects as

Negative

Rejected Option i, but
could be larger in

magntude
Reectd Opti 3
ShoTt-rnn and

Long-rnn

Possibly increase profits
with more available fish
from restricting futher the

Reduces total
consumer surplus to
the entire recreational

on magntude of

recreational sector

sector

effects on the

Positive, zero, or
negative dependig

commercial and
recreational sectors
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PROPOSED ACTION:

exmination of the Impacts of the fishery on the environment and of Implementation of Amendment 5 to the
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. Wayne E. Swingle, Executive Direcor
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Lincoln Center, Suite 331

Tampa, Florida 3360
813-228-2815
TYPE OF STATEMENT:
(X) FINAL

( ) DRAFT
ABSTRACT:

Impact Statement (SEIS) examines the impact of the fishery .on the
This Supplemental Environmental

environment and the impact of the preferred and alternate management options of Amendment 5 to the Reef
Fish Fishery Management Plan (Amendment 5). The amendment, In response to problems in the fishery,

propoes the following actions:
o Revising current rules regulating the use of fish traps In the fishery by requiring that traps carried

to se be return to shore after each trip, requiring that each trap or trawl of traps individually
buoyed. and estblishing a moratorium on Issuance of additional fish trap permits;
o Estblishing spial management zones (SMZs) off Alabama that encompass large areas where

more thn 5,00 artlfcla ree have ben constructed and where gear used for fishing for reef

fish wou be limited to no more than three hooks per line;
o Including In the fishery management plan 'framework procedure for establishing SMZs in other
areas by regulatory amendment, provided such SMZs meet certin ecological, environmental,

and soioeonomic crieri;
o Requiring that all finfsh. except oceanic migratory species managed by NMFS, be landed with

heads and fins Intact to facilitte identifcation and compliance with size limits and quotas;

o Considerng change to vess permiting requirements;
o Increasing the minimum sie limit for red snapper from 13 inches (TL) to 16 Inches (TL) over a

seven-year peod; and
o Prohibiting all fishing In an area of southwest Aorla where muton snapper aggregte to Spawn

during the pek spawning months of May and June.
The fishery resources and long-term productivit of stocks has ben adversey Impacted by the open access
nature of the fishery and Inadequate Initia regulation resulting In some stocks being overfshed. Remedial

actions to address these conditions are desribe. Proposed actions of Amendment 5 are generally
benefcial to the stocks and long-term productivit. The fishery has provided significant benefits in terms
of Income and employment to participants. However. overcapitliztion under open access and overfshlng

of the red snapper stock has reduced net Income per fishermen In the commercial fishery. Overall. the

proposed actions of Amendment 5 are anticipated to have lite efect on participants. The fishery and
proposed actions of Amendment 5 have lite to no efect on the physical environment. Artificial reefs
constructed from reef fish have altered a small portion of the physical environment and ocean habitats with
no apparent detrimental effect, and with an anticipated beneficial efect on the stocks through conservative

harvest practices applied to the rees. Costa habitts. floo plains and wetlands are not affected. The
proposed amendment and the fishery have no anticipated effect on endangered and threatened species or

marine mammals.
COMMENTS:
Comments were received on the draft Environmenta Assessment (EA) and the draft amendment at eight
public hearings. and from the public. assiations, and agencies by letter. These comments are included
In Appendices B and C. Respose to the comments are Included In Appendix A.
NOAA subsequently ruled under NOAA Administrative Order 216-6 (se. 6.02b.1) that the draft EA finding
of no significant Impact (FONSI) was Inaequate and preparation of a SEIS was required. Writen comments

on the SEIS were received through June 28, 199. and are included in Appendix F. Response to these

comments are Included in Appeix G.
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Abbeviations Use In This Document
ABC

Allowable Biologica Catch

BRD

Bycatch Reductio Device

COE

Corps of Engineers

Council

Gul of Mexico Fishery Management Council

CPUE

Catch Per Unit Effor

EA

Environment Asssment

EIS

Environment

Impact Statement

EPA

Environmenta Protecion Agency

ESA

Endangered Speies Act

EEZ

Exclusive Economic Zone

FMP

Fishery Management Plan

GMFMC

Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council

IRFA

Initial Regulatory Flexibilit Anaysis

MMS

Materias Management Service

NEPA

National Environmenta Policy Act

NMFS

National Marine Fisheries Serve

NOAA

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

OY

Optimum Yield

Plan

Reef Fish FMP for the Gul of Mexico

RD

Regiona Direcor (NMFS Southeast Region)

RFSAP

Ree Flsh'Sclentlf Stock Asssment Panel

RIR

Regulator Impact Revew

SAFMC

So Atlantic Fishe Manageent Council

SEFC

Souhest Fishries Center. Miami, Floria (NMFS Southeast Region)

SMZ

Speia Managemen Zon
Impact Statement

SEIS

Supplementa Environment

SPR

Spawning Potentia Ratio

TAC

Total Allowable Catch

TED

Turtle Excluder Device

YPR

Yield Per Recruit
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